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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In November 2014, Stafford County Public Schools (SCPS) contracted with Evergreen
Solutions, LLC to conduct an Efficiency Study of district operations. The overriding objective of
this study was to assist Stafford County Public Schools in continuing to succeed and improve in
its primary mission—the education of all students. Stafford County Public Schools understands
that, in order to succeed in this mission, in the face of continuing economic constraints impacting
operations and management, the school division will have to be even more effective and efficient
than ever before.
According to statistics provided by Stafford County Public Schools and the Virginia Department
of Education, approximately 27,000 students are currently educated in SCPS. The division
consists of 30 schools and employs approximately 3,752 staff. With operating expenditures of
over $272.9 million, SCPS reported total per pupil expenditures of $9,968 in 2014-15the latest
year for which these data are available.
SCOPE OF THE STUDY
The comprehensive Efficiency Study of Stafford County Public Schools included a review of the
following eight functional areas:









Division Organization and Management
Instructional Services
Human Resources
Financial Management
Facilities
Food Service
Transportation
Technology

For each operation, Evergreen was tasked with identifying areas for improvement in efficiency and
effectiveness through careful review of available data, benchmarking, interviews, and survey
feedback.
Exhibit 1 provides an overview of Evergreen’s work plan for this study. As can be seen, the
work plan includes four phases and 14 work tasks. The work plan was further subdivided into
114 task activities (not displayed) defining specific actions to be completed during the Efficiency
Study by the Evergreen Team.
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TASK 1:
Initiate Project

TASK 2:
Develop Preliminary Profile of
Stafford County Public Schools

TASK 3:
Conduct Diagnostic
Review of Operations

TASK 4:
Conduct Surveys of
Central Office Administrators,
Principals, and Teachers

TASK 6:
Review Central
Administrative
Services

TASK 7:
Instructional
Services

TASK 9:
Review Facilities
Use and
Management

TASK 10:
Review Finance

Phase IV:
Project Reporting

Phase III:
Comprehensive School Efficiency Review

Phase II:
Diagnostic Review

Phase I:
Project Initiation

Exhibit 1
Evergreen’s Work Plan for the Efficiency Study
of Stafford County Public Schools

TASK 12:
Review Technology

TASK 5:
Conduct Benchmarking
and Best Practices
Review

TASK 8:
Review Human
Resources

TASK 11:
Review
Transportation

TASK 13:
Review Food
Services

TASK 14:
Prepare Draft and Final Reports

Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions, 2014.
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METHODOLOGY

Evergreen’s approach and methodology for conducting the Efficiency Study included the
following components:


reviewing existing reports and data sourcesincluding independent financial audits,
annual budget and expenditure reports, budget guidelines and procedures, accounting
procedures, salary schedules, organizational charts, staffing ratios, board policies, strategic
plan, technology plan, facilities data, transportation data, student achievement data, and
annual reports;



conducting a diagnostic review and interviews with Board members, central office and
school administrators, staff, and community/business members and leaders;



generating comparisons to peer school divisionsthe peer group of Virginia school
divisions included the following:











Stafford
Albemarle
Chesapeake
Chesterfield
Fauquier
Hanover
Henrico
Loudoun
Prince William
Spotsylvania



conducting employee surveys;



providing a channel for internal and external stakeholders to provide input on the study
through a web linkage;



visiting 14 schools and sites in the school division;



collecting additional reports and data from sources inside and outside of Stafford County
Public Schools;



conducting the formal onsite review with a team of five consultants; and



preparing draft and final reports.

Diagnostic Review
A diagnostic review of SCPS was conducted during the week of December 10, 2014. Evergreen
consultants interviewed central office administrators, board members, principals, and community
leaders concerning the management and operations of the school division.
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The diagnostic review allowed Evergreen’s Team to assess school division operations, further
develop possible information and data needs for the study, and capture perceptions and input
from key district staff. This diagnostic review served as a starting point for the onsite review.
Online Surveys
To secure the involvement of employees in the study, four online surveys were prepared and
disseminated in late December 2014one for central office administrators, one for school
administrators, one for teachers, and one for ‘other’ employees. Through the use of anonymous
surveys, administrators, teachers and staff were given the opportunity to express their views
about the management and operations of Stafford County Public Schools. Most survey items
were similar in format and content to provide a database for determining how the opinions and
perceptions of these groups vary. Selected survey results were compared to administrators and
teachers in Evergreen’s survey database.
Onsite Review
A team of five consultants conducted the formal onsite review of Stafford County Public Schools
during the weeks of January 12, 2015 and January 19, 2015. Prior to conducting the onsite
review, each team member was provided with an extensive set of information about SCPS
operations based on an extensive data request list. During the onsite work, team members
conducted a detailed review of the structure and operations in their assigned functional areas.
In addition to central office locations, Evergreen visited 14 SCPS schools during the onsite
review, including:


Elementary Schools







Middle Schools








Conway
Kate Waller Barrett
Rocky Run
Stafford

Dixon-Smith
Edward E. Drew
H. H. Poole
Stafford
T. Benton Gayle

High Schools
 Brooke Point
 Colonial Forge
 Mountain View
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 North Stafford
 Stafford

OVERVIEW OF THE REPORT
The final report for this study consists of the following seven chapters and sections:







Chapter 1:
Chapter 2:
Chapter 3:
Chapter 4:
Chapter 5:
Chapter 6:



Chapter 7:

Introduction
Division Organization and Management
Instructional Services
Financial Management
Human Resources
Operational Services
6.1 Facilities
6.2 Transportation
6.3 Nutrition Services
6.4 Technology
Fiscal Impact Summary

Chapters 2 through 6 contain findings, commendations, and recommendations of each operational
area, provided in the following sequence:





a description of the operation in Stafford County Public Schools;
a summary of Evergreen’s findings;
a commendation or recommendation for each finding; and
estimated costs or cost savings over a five-year period which are stated in 2014-15 dollars.

We conclude this report with a summary of the fiscal impact of our study recommendations in
Chapter 7.

MAJOR FINDINGS, COMMENDATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In this section we include the major findings, commendations, and recommendations for each
operational area as found in Chapters 2 through 6 of the full report. This section only highlights
major findings; additional findings, commendations, and recommendations can be found in each
chapter.
Division Organization and Management
Leaders of school divisions are typically at the forefront of decision-making processes and must
constantly decide on actions that impact the overall direction of the division as a whole. A sound
organizational structure can assist in facilitating communications and increasing efficiency in
providing guidance. This responsibility is met with the challenge of consistently adhering to
policies and procedures to ensure decisions are made in an equitable and effective manner.
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Additionally, the organization and management of a school division involves cooperation
between elected members of the school board and central office administrators.
Evergreen commends Stafford County Public Schools for:


its commitment to professional growth and development of its members through board
member participation in seminars and conferences;



preparing and disseminating comprehensive materials to Board members to prepare for
school board meetings;



its comprehensive, up-to-date policies and administrative regulations, and for making
these documents available online;



establishing both the Teacher and Parent Advisory Committees; and



the Superintendent’s well-articulated transition plan.

Major recommendations on Division Organization and Management include:


Strengthen team building sessions to create a level of trust and understanding between
Board members and the administration.



Implement an annual School Board self-evaluation and complete the 2015 selfassessment.



Consider the use of a timed agenda to keep the School Board on schedule and curtail
lengthy board meetings.



Restructure the Central Office of Stafford County Public Schools.



Implement an accountability tracking system for the Superintendent’s Cabinet.



Expand the Cabinet to include three principal representatives (one for each level), and
create an Executive Staff Group of the Superintendent’s direct reports.



Create a Business Advisory Group.



Create (or Recreate) a Strategic Planning Committee consisting of SCPS Board members,
administrators, teachers, parents, government leaders, and community leaders to augment
the strategic planning efforts and direct the redevelopment or rejuvenation of a
comprehensive strategic plan for Stafford County Public Schools.



Develop an institutionalized budget planning process designed to reflect strategic
planning outcomes and support accountability needs.



More closely monitor expenditures for outsourced legal services and assign additional
legal responsibility to the Executive Director for Administration and Legal Services.
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Conduct a comprehensive evaluation of all legal services at least every five years.



Develop a Communications Plan for Stafford County Public Schools.



Restructure the Stafford Education Foundation.

Instructional Services
The educational service delivery of a school division depends on central office staff to serve as
the support system, and provide leadership and coordination for the education provided in
division schools. The effectiveness of instructional delivery depends on factors such as
organization, staffing, and procedures that have been created and monitored in order to assure
consistency of instruction and student assessment across the school division. The way in which
these central office factors are designed can either support or prevent progress towards high
achievement for students.
Evergreen commends Stafford County Public Schools for:


its commitment to understanding the strengths and needs of the division;



its inclusive approaches to involving school leaders and giving them opportunities to
share best practices;



having the highest percentage of schools fully accredited among comparison divisions;



proactively developing local public school programs for students who would otherwise
require placement in private settings to meet their educational needs;



recognizing the importance of having all offices serving student instructional needs
within a single unit of instruction; and



recognizing the critical role that instructional technology can play in student learning.

Major recommendations for Instructional Services include:


Define parameters for the role of the ITRT, and place supervision of ITRTs under the
proposed Supervisor of Instructional Technology.



Reorganize the instructional unit of the central office in SCPS, and re-assign job
responsibilities to positions more closely aligned to key roles.



Expand the Office of Testing and Accountability to make program evaluation a core
function underpinning division actions and the determination of effectiveness.



Develop centrally identified parameters within which principals are empowered to make
decisions and be held accountable for adherence.
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Expand the vertical articulation committees of teachers from kindergarten through high
school to discuss, evaluate, and plan curricular initiatives and revisions and develop
accountability processes that ensure consist that implementation.



Eliminate the current mid-term and year-end exam schedule and implement quarterly
benchmark tests.



Reduce course offerings through the establishment of non-negotiable parameters for
student course enrollment in conjunction with a plan for eliminating mid-day bus runs to
transport students to courses offered at other schools.



Eliminate a minimum one-half of teacher planning time in the division’s examination of a
unified secondary schedule to include staffing implications and related costs.



Make placement of special education programs a more pro-active, inclusive decision
beyond the Student Services Unit in the central office.



Develop and implement a plan for leadership development.

Financial Management
Financial management in any school division must ensure that resources are properly aligned
with goals and objectives. When this equation is balanced, school districts realize the optimum
amount of success based on the resources available. With recent fluctuations in economic
conditions, it has become even more imperative to ensure that the financial management policies,
procedures, and practices used foster optimized gains.
Evergreen commends Stafford County Public Schools for:


adopting clear and measurable budget goals and communicating how the
Superintendent’s budget is directly linked to each of these goals;



establishing a Fraud, Waste, and Abuse Hotline where individuals can provide
information about suspicious or wrongful activities; and



making extensive use of P-Cards, and establishing a robust control process to ensure that
purchases comply with policy and guidelines, and that the invoices are accurate and
complete.

Major recommendations for Financial Management include:


Proceed with the purchase and implementation of the MUNIS system so that the full
capability and benefits of the system is realized in time for the start of 2016-17 fiscal
year.



As the MUNIS system is implemented, include a bi-weekly or bi-monthly payroll as a
desired component of the system and move the cut-off dates closer to the actual pay dates
for all payrolls.
Evergreen Solutions, LLC
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Reorganize the Financial Services Department to bring the Budget and Grants functional
area under the leadership of the Director of Finance and Accounting.



Annually review and update the Finance Manual.



Move responsibility for Capital Budget compilation and oversight to the Financial
Services Department.



Begin designing and developing financial reports that meet stakeholder needs as soon as
practical.



Hire an Internal Auditor and establish an Internal Audit function that reports directly to
the Superintendent.

Human Resources Management
The human resources function has evolved significantly in the last quarter century. As an
increased need for competitive compensation, resolving work place issues, and administering
complex benefits programs have emerged, human resources has changed from a once minimal
task to a full-fledged and crucial operation. Managing a public education agency is a laborintensive undertaking; personnel costs typically consume the largest portion of the average
school district budget. Consequently, successful and effective school divisions place a major
emphasis on human resources management.
Evergreen commends Stafford County Public Schools for:


developing and annually monitoring specific goals and strategies for the Human
Resources Department;



delivering the New Teacher Institute for new instructional staff;



using the Live Chat function on the department’s website to strengthen customer service;



maintaining consistent, comprehensive, and secure employee records;



recognizing the need for increased recruitment activities, and acting on that need by
committing additional resources for recruiting efforts; and



conducting a comprehensive compensation study for instructional staff.

Major recommendations for Human Resources Management include:


Move all human resources functions currently performed by the Transportation and
Nutrition Services Departments to the Human Resources Department.



Reorganize the Human Resources Department to improve efficiency of operations.



Implement a comprehensive orientation program for central office staff.
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Explore alternative methods for delivering substitute training.



Implement an electronic employee records management system for record maintenance.



Develop a list of critical need positions and authorize the Human Resources Department
to make job offers and obtain signed contracts prior to formal budget approval.



Develop and adopt a Compensation Philosophy for Stafford County Public Schools.



Conduct a comprehensive classification and compensation study for non-instructional
staff to address potential issues of external equity.

Facilities
Effective facilities management inevitably leads to the success of many other functions in the
school division. Useful, well-maintained, up-to-date, and cheerful learning environments can
help reinforce positive attitudes and performance by students, teachers, and administrators. In
addition, these conditions lead to a sense of pride and passion in both students and staff. Aside
from these results, facilities that are optimized lead to a safe environment, as well as promote
savings and revenue for the division.
Evergreen commends Stafford County Public Schools for:


effective levels of funding for facilities operations;



the successful merging of the Facility Planning, Design and Construction and the
Operation and Maintenance Departments;



its innovative approach to meeting the professional development needs of its specialized
workforce;



securing an adequate level of funding to maintain its facilities, as demonstrated by the
Asset Protection Index of 3.6 percent;



adequately staffing the Operations and Maintenance Department according to accepted
staffing models;



the efficiency and effectiveness of its custodial workforce of about 167 FTE, which is in
line with accepted standards used to calculate optimum custodial staffing for school
districts;



adopting a written Energy and Natural Resources Conservation Policy and creating an
Energy Management Program and Plan; and



the fair to good condition of its facilities—earning an FCI of 8.28 percent.
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Major recommendations on Facilities Management include:


Establish and use Facilities Management Key Performance Indicators (KPI) to evaluate
past performance and benchmark against peer organizations.



Restructure the Facilities Services Department to fully integrate all sections with a focus
on process improvement and systems management.



Conduct a feasibility study on the consolidation of middle schools.



Conduct a comprehensive facilities condition assessment, including an upgrade to the
SchoolDude “CapitalForecastDirect” management information system.



Expand the PMI program and place higher priority on scheduling preventive maintenance
inspection work as a substantial cost avoidance and budget savings practice.



Restructure the Operations and Maintenance Section to a zone maintenance organization
with an integrated, competitive, customer-based performance measurement system.



Expand the role of the Head Custodian to that of Building Energy and Safety Technician.



Restructure custodial staff and procedures to implement a true team cleaning process.



Consider additional outsourcing of grounds maintenance operations.



Restructure the Community Use of Facilities policy and regulations to streamline the
application process and centralize policy administration and fee collection in order to
increase rental income and optimize cost recovery.

Transportation
The safe and timely transportation of students is important to every school division. When
looking to increase efficiency in transportation, safety is the number one priority, followed by a
strategic approach to planning routes and driver times to most cost effectively transport students
to and from school. In addition, activities requiring additional transportation needs (such as field
trips, athletic events, and summer school programs) must be analyzed.
Evergreen commends Stafford County Public Schools for:


operating under a highly efficient, staggered bell system that is preventing the need for
additional buses and drivers;



conducting 45-day school bus inspections on a cost-effective, cyclical and ongoing basis
which is less disruptive for students and drivers; and



performing an annual Labor Rate Survey to ensure that they are charging a reasonable
rate that is competitive in the marketplace.
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Major recommendations on Transportation include:


Establish guidelines for the number and type of field trips that can be accommodated
daily without negatively impacting regular afternoon routes.



Adjust pricing for field trips to fully recover the cost for providing the trips.



Purchase the Tyler GPS module and immediately implement a fully automated
timekeeping and monitoring system.



Appoint a committee to identify a list of potential county-owned properties where buses
could be securely parked, and make recommendations for permanent parking locations
that will address the growing needs.



Develop an online tool for parents to use for notifying the Pupil Transportation
Department of the childcare locations for their children, and seek assistance from campus
administrators and the Public Relations Office in publicizing the need for this information
at least two weeks in advance of the start of school.

Nutrition Services
Increased demand has been placed on food service operations in school divisions to provide
increasingly more healthy meals to students. In addition, food service leaders have sought ways
to increase student participation in meal programs in order to reduce costs and improve service
delivery. When delivered in an efficient and effective manner, food service operations not only
provide ample nutrition to students, but also operate as a completely self-sustaining program.
Evergreen commends Stafford County Public Schools for:


exceptionally clean and well-equipped kitchens, tasty and well-presented food, inviting
staff members, and well-behaved students;



performing valuable MPLH assessments on a monthly basis, and making staffing
adjustments based on participation rate changes;



applying for and receiving an additional six cents per federally reimbursable lunch served
as part of the Healthy, Hunger-Free Kids Act of 2010; and



recognizing that breakfast participation at the high school level was low, and
implementing a breakfast cart service that significantly improved participation rates.

Major recommendations in Food Service include:


Immediately begin charging the Food and Nutrition Fund for direct costs, and for
allowable indirect costs based on a percentage of gross revenues.



Centralize reporting of the Computer Technicians/Trainers (CTTs) and use a set staffing
ratio to determine the number of CTTs needed in the division.
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Technology
Technology is one area of a school division that supports all administrative and instructional
personnel, allowing employees to conduct business in a way that maximizes resource utilization.
Organizing technology resources to effectively achieve this outcome can be challenging, but
essential for operational success. Accomplishing this goal not only requires optional staffing
levels, but also necessary skills, tools, and leadership.
Evergreen commends Stafford County Public Schools for:


its well-developed, comprehensive Integrated Technology Plan;



outsourcing E-Rate activities;



implementing its tiered system of support;



developing and strictly adhering to the standard operating procedures and project charter
form used by the Technology Department; and



maintaining flexible and up-to-date websites for its schools and the division.

Major recommendations on Technology include:


Reorganize the SCPS Technology Department.



Form a Technology Executive Committee to include representatives from the business
administrative areas, school leaders, and user groups.



Explore using Capital Funds to maintain the computer replacement cycle and fund large
technology projects.



Develop basic school and central office technology templates/models.



Create and implement a communications plan and standard operating procedure for
announcing system downtime resulting from scheduled maintenance.



Develop and implement a Preventative Maintenance Checklist as a foundation for a
division-wide annual maintenance plan for computers.

FISCAL IMPACT OF RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the analyses of data obtained from interviews, surveys, SCPS documents, and first-hand
observations, the Evergreen Team developed 98 recommendations in this report; 34
recommendations have fiscal implications.
Exhibit 2 shows the total costs and savings summary for all study recommendations that have a
fiscal impact. As can be seen, the total net savings is about $47.9 million over five years. The
five-year costs and savings are shown in 2015-16 dollars. It is important to keep in mind that the
identified savings and costs are incremental.
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Exhibit 2
Fiscal Impact Summary
Years
Cost Savings

Total 5-Year
(Costs) or
Savings

One-Time
(Costs) or
Savings

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

TOTAL COSTS

($551,232)

($803,212)

($896,141)

($825,881)

($830,921)

($3,681,487)

($581,074)

TOTAL SAVINGS

$8,101,275

$9,453,571

$10,302,404

$12,190,170

$12,310,170

$52,131,690

$0

TOTAL NET SAVINGS

$7,550,043

$8,650,359

$9,406,263

$11,364,289

$11,479,249

$48,450,203

($581,074)

TOTAL FIVE-YEAR NET SAVINGS PLUS ONE-TIME COSTS
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
In November 2014, Stafford County Public Schools (SCPS) contracted with Evergreen
Solutions, LLC to conduct an efficiency study of division operations. The overriding objective of
this study was to assist Stafford County Public Schools in continuing to succeed and improve in
its primary mission—the education of all students. Stafford County Public Schools understands
that, in order to succeed in this mission, in the face of continuing economic constraints impacting
operations and management, the school division will have to be even more effective and efficient
than ever before.
According to statistics provided by Stafford County Public Schools and the Virginia Department
of Education, approximately 27,000 students are currently educated in SCPS. The division
consists of 30 schools and employs approximately 3,750 staff. With operating expenditures of
over $272.9 million, SCPS reported total per pupil expenditures of $9,968 for the 2014-15 fiscal
year.

1.1

SCOPE OF THE EFFICIENCY STUDY

The comprehensive Efficiency Study of Stafford County Public Schools included a review of the
following eight functional areas:









Division Organization and Management
Instructional Services
Human Resources
Financial Management
Facilities
Food Service
Transportation
Technology

For each operation, Evergreen was tasked with identifying areas for improvement in efficiency and
effectiveness through careful review of available data, benchmarking, interviews, and survey
feedback.
Exhibit 1-1 provides an overview of Evergreen’s work plan for this study. As can be seen, the
work plan includes four phases and 14 work tasks. The work plan was further subdivided into
114 task activities (not displayed) defining specific actions to be completed during the Efficiency
Study by the Evergreen Team.
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TASK 1:
Initiate Project

TASK 2:
Develop Preliminary Profile of
Stafford County Public Schools

TASK 3:
Conduct Diagnostic
Review of Operations

TASK 4:
Conduct Surveys of
Central Office Administrators,
Principals, and Teachers

TASK 6:
Review Central
Administrative
Services

TASK 7:
Instructional
Services

TASK 9:
Review Facilities
Use and
Management

TASK 10:
Review Finance

Phase IV:
Project Reporting

Phase III:
Comprehensive School Efficiency Review

Phase II:
Diagnostic Review

Phase I:
Project Initiation

Exhibit 1-1
Evergreen’s Work Plan for the Efficiency Study
of Stafford County Public Schools

TASK 12:
Review Technology

TASK 5:
Conduct Benchmarking
and Best Practices
Review

TASK 8:
Review Human
Resources

TASK 11:
Review
Transportation

TASK 13:
Review Food
Services

TASK 14:
Prepare Draft and Final Reports

Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions, 2014.
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METHODOLOGY

Evergreen’s approach and methodology for conducting this study included the following
components:


reviewing existing reports and data sourcesincluding independent financial audits,
annual budget and expenditure reports, budget guidelines and procedures, accounting
procedures, salary schedules, organizational charts, staffing ratios, board policies, strategic
plan, technology plan, facilities data, transportation data, student achievement data, and
annual reports;



conducting a diagnostic review and interviews with Board members, central office and
school administrators, staff, and community/business members and leaders;



generating comparisons to peer school divisionsthe peer group of Virginia school
divisions included the following:











Stafford
Albemarle
Chesapeake
Chesterfield
Fauquier
Hanover
Henrico
Loudoun
Prince William
Spotsylvania



conducting employee surveys;



providing a channel for internal and external stakeholders to provide input on the study
through a web linkage;



visiting 14 schools and sites in the school division;



collecting additional reports and data from sources inside and outside of Stafford County
Public Schools;



conducting the formal onsite review with a team of five consultants; and



preparing draft and final reports.

Exhibit 1-2 provides a brief comparison of the peer school divisions used in the efficiency study
for benchmarking purposes. The comparison exhibit shows that, at 41,191, peer divisions have a
higher average membership than SCPS. Further, on average, peers have 3,665 instructional staff
and 1,663 total support staff while SCPS has 2,629 total instructional staff and 868.4 support staff.
In comparing the percent of total expenditures used for instruction, the data show that SCPS’
percentage of 67.9 percent is relatively in line with peers at 67.4 percent.
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Exhibit 1-2
Comparison of Peer School Divisions
2013-14 School Year
Students with
Disabilities
#
%

Free Lunch
Eligible Students*
#
%

Reduced Price
Eligible*
#
%

Membership

Total
Instructional Staff

Total Support
Staff

Percentage of
Expenditures Used
for Instruction

Stafford

27,461

2,629.0

868.4

67.9%

2,578

9.4%

5,925

21.4%

1,471

5.3%

Albemarle

13,419

1,481.3

684.1

65.4%

1,457

10.9%

3,172

23.6%

614

4.6%

Chesapeake

38,091

3,802.9

1,886.7

69.4%

6,597

17.3%

10,818

28.5%

2,308

6.1%

Chesterfield

59,186

5,194.0

2,218.8

66.8%

7,191

12.1%

11,320

27.6%

2,148

5.2%

Fauquier

11,145

1,175.2

521.6

68.7%

1,284

11.5%

2,139

19.1%

605

5.4%

Hanover

18,264

1,894.1

649.3

72.5%

2,437

13.3%

2,092

17.0%

475

3.9%

Henrico

50,569

4,482.2

2,074.4

67.0%

6,057

12.0%

17,654

34.5%

2,802

5.5%

Loudoun

70,759

6,757.0

2,775.3

66.6%

7,760

11.0%

9,501

13.2%

3,040

4.2%

Prince William

85,451

6,095.7

3,301.2

64.7%

9,719

11.4%

26,442

31.0%

6,913

8.1%

Spotsylvania

23,838

2,012.5

855.2

65.6%

2,674

11.2%

7,148

29.6%

1,660

6.9%

Peer Average

41,191

3,655.0

1,663.0

67.4%

5,020

12.3%

10,032

24.9%

2,285

5.5%

School Division

Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions, 2015.
*2012-13: Latest year for which data are available.
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The exhibit also shows that SCPS has a similar percentage of students with disabilities and
students receiving free and reduced price lunch to that of peers. While this exhibit is provided as an
example, similar comparison exhibits are used throughout the study to support findings and
recommendations. In all instances, Evergreen has used the latest data available.
Diagnostic Review
A diagnostic review of SCPS was conducted during the week of December 10, 2014. Evergreen
consultants interviewed central office administrators, board members, principals, and community
leaders concerning the management and operations of the school division.
The diagnostic review allowed Evergreen’s Team to assess school division operations, further
develop possible information and data needs for the study, and capture perceptions and input
from key district staff. This diagnostic review served as a starting point for the onsite review.
Online Surveys
To secure the involvement of employees in the study, four online surveys were prepared and
disseminated in late December 2014one for central office administrators, one for school
administrators, one for teachers, and one for ‘other’ employees. Through the use of anonymous
surveys, administrators, teachers and staff were given the opportunity to express their views
about the management and operations of Stafford County Public Schools. Most survey items
were similar in format and content to provide a database for determining how the opinions and
perceptions of these groups vary. Selected survey results were compared to administrators and
teachers in Evergreen’s survey database.
The survey results are provided in the Appendix to this report. Specific survey items pertinent
to findings in the functional areas Evergreen reviewed are presented within each chapter.
Onsite Review
A team of five consultants conducted the formal onsite review of Stafford County Public Schools
during the weeks of January 12, 2015 and January 19, 2015. Prior to conducting the onsite
review, each team member was provided with an extensive set of information about SCPS
operations based on an extensive data request list. During the onsite work, team members
conducted a detailed review of the structure and operations in their assigned functional areas.
In addition to central office locations, Evergreen visited 14 SCPS schools during the onsite
review, including:


Elementary Schools





Conway
Kate Waller Barrett
Rocky Run
Stafford
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Middle Schools








Dixon-Smith
Edward E. Drew
H. H. Poole
Stafford
T. Benton Gayle

High Schools






1.3
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Brooke Point
Colonial Forge
Mountain View
North Stafford
Stafford

OVERVIEW OF THE REPORT

The final report for this study consists of the following seven chapters and sections:







Chapter 1:
Chapter 2:
Chapter 3:
Chapter 4:
Chapter 5:
Chapter 6:

Introduction
Division Organization and Management
Instructional Services
Financial Management
Human Resources
Operational Services
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4



Chapter 7:

Facilities
Transportation
Nutrition Services
Technology

Fiscal Impact Summary

Chapters 2 through 6 contain findings, commendations, and recommendations of each operational
area, provided in the following sequence:





a description of the operation in Stafford County Public Schools;
a summary of Evergreen’s findings;
a commendation or recommendation for each finding; and
estimated costs or cost savings over a five-year period which are stated in 2014-15 dollars.

We conclude this report with a summary of the fiscal impact of our study recommendations in
Chapter 7.
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2.0 DIVISION ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT
The organization and management of a school district involves cooperation between elected
members of the school board and administrators, staff of the school district. The school board’s
role is to set the policies by which a school district will be governed, approve the plans to
implement those policies as set forth by the administration, provide the funding sources
necessary to carry out the plans, and evaluate the results of the plans.
Once policies are adopted by the school board, it is the responsibility of the Superintendent and
staff to establish administrative procedures or regulations to achieve the end results. These
activities involve the hiring and retention of employees as well as ongoing communication with
the community to ensure an understanding of the district’s/division’s efforts to accomplish these
results.
This chapter reviews the governance, staffing, organization, and management of Stafford County
Public Schools (SCPS). Chapter 2 includes six major sections:
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6

2.1

Governance
Policies and Procedures
Organization and Management
Strategic Planning
Legal Services
Communication and Public Relations

GOVERNANCE

Local school boards have traditionally governed public education in the United States with
authority vested in them by the state. From the mid-1800s through the early 1900s, the number
of school boards increased dramatically. The last major reform of school boards involved a shift
to smaller elected school boards comprised of community members with a professional
superintendent as the CEO. There are approximately 95,000 school board members on 15,000
local boards across the nation. Most school boards have five to nine members.
School districts with quality governance, have among other variables:


a focus on student achievement and policy making;

 an effective management without micromanagement;
 a trusting and collaborative relationship with the Superintendent;
 a yearly evaluation of the Superintendent, according to mutually agreed upon goals and
procedures;
 governance retreats for evaluation and goal setting;
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 long-term service of school board members and the Superintendent; and


a budget that provides needed resources.

The 2015 School Board of Stafford County Public Schools is shown in Exhibit 2-1. The exhibit
shows each member’s position on the school board, the district they represent, and their terms of
office. The Board has two standing committees (finance and legislature) and several advisory
committees. A list of committee assignments is shown in Exhibit 2-2.
Exhibit 2-1
School Board of Stafford County Public Schools
2015*
School Board Member
Nanette A. Kidby**

Position on
School Board
Chair

Holly H. Hazard
Irene M. Egan
C. Scott Hirons
Dewayne McOsker, Jr.
Dana Reinboldt
Patricia Healy

Vice-Chair
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member

Year First Elected
Jan 2006 – Dec 2009
and Feb 2012
December 2013
January 2014
January 2014
January 2012
January 2004
January 2000

Current Term
Expires
December 2017

District
Garrisonville

December 2017
December 2017
December 2017
December 2015
December 2015
December 2015

Hartwood
Aquia
Falmouth
George Washington
Griffis-Widewater
Rock Hill

Source: SCPS website, 2015.
*Same Board members as in 2014.
**Was not on Board 1/2010 to 2/2014.

FINDING
A review of professional development for board members found that many board members make
use of training opportunities. Exhibit 2-3 shows the training points earned by individual board
members during the past two years.
Membership fees for the Virginia School Boards Association (VSBA) and the National School
Board Association (NSBA) include subscriptions to various publications including e-mails to
keep board members apprised of new rules and regulations from federal and state governments,
and current trends in elementary and secondary education in the state and nation.
As shown in Exhibit 2-3, most Board members have availed themselves of VSBA services and
should be commended for doing so. Two board members, in particular, should be encouraged to
also attend this important training.
COMMENDATION
The SCPS School Board is commended for its commitment to professional growth and
development of its members through board member participation in seminars and
conferences.
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Exhibit 2-2
Committee Assignments
2015*
Committee Name
Stafford Education
Foundation
Commonwealth
Governor's School

Board Member
Assigned
Nanette Kidby

Alternate
Holly Hazard

Appointmen
t Expiration
1-Jan-16

Dewayne McOsker

Irene Egan

1-Jan-16

Dewayne McOsker

1-Jan-16

Holly Hazard

1-Jan-16

N/A

1-Jul-15

Parks and Recreation
Scott Hirons
Commission
Private Day School
Irene Egan
Study Committee
School Board Advisory Committees
Capital Improvement
Nanette Kidby
Planning

Service Limits

Dewayne McOsker
&Irene Egan
(alternate)/2014
Irene Egan &Holly
Hazard (alternate)/2014
Holly Hazard & Irene
Egan (alternate)/2014
The service is for 1 year, but a
School Board member can be
appointed to committees for
unlimited consecutives years
The service is for 1 year, but a
School Board member can be
appointed to committees for
unlimited consecutives years
The service is for 1 year, but a
School Board member can be
appointed to committees for
unlimited consecutives years
The service is for 1 year, but a
School Board member can be
appointed to committees for
unlimited consecutives years
The service is for 1 year, but a
School Board member can be
appointed to committees for
unlimited consecutives years
The service is for 1 year, but a
School Board member can be
appointed to committees for
unlimited consecutives years
The service is for 1 year, but a
School Board member can be
appointed to committees for
unlimited consecutives years
The service is for 1 year, but a
School Board member can be
appointed to committees for
unlimited consecutives years

Career and Technical
Education

Holly Hazard

N/A

1-Jul-15

Finance and Budget

Nanette Kidby

N/A

1-Jul-15

Fine and Performing
Arts

Scott Hirons

N/A

1-Jul-15

Gifted

Dewayne McOsker

N/A

1-Jul-15

School Health

Patricia Healy

N/A

1-Jul-15

Special Education

Holly Hazard

Patricia Healy

1-Jul-15

Technology

Dana Reinboldt

N/A

1-Jul-15

Patricia Healy, Dana
Reinboldt, Scott
Hirons

Irene Egan

1-Jan-16

N/A

Head Start Policy
Council

Nanette Kidby

N/A

1-Sep-15

Finance and Budget

Dewayne McOsker,
Holly Hazard, Scott
Hirons

Nanette Kidby

1-Jul-15

Legislative

Irene Egan, Dana
Reinboldt

Members can only serve 3
times in their lifetime, but does
not have to be consecutively.
1 term is 12 months, a School
Board Member cannot serve
more than 2 terms or 24
months on this committee.
Also, the SB Chair cannot
belong to this committee.
NA/

Standing Committees
Joint School Working
Committees

1-Jul-15

Previous member(s)/yr
Nanette Kidby/2014

Nanette Kidby/Jul13Jul14/
Holly Hazard/Jul13-Jul14

Nanette Kidby/Jul13Jul14/

Dewayne
McOsker/Jul13-Jul14
Patricia Healy/Jul13Jul14
Holly Hazard(Patricia
Healy alternate) /Jul13Jul14
Dana Reinboldt/Jul13Jul14

Irene Egan, Scott Hirons,
Dewayne McOsker &
Nanette Kidby
(alternate)/2014
Nanette Kidby/Sep13Sep14

Source: SCPS School Board Clerk, 2015.
*Same assignments as in 2014.
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Exhibit 2-3
Stafford County Public Schools
Professional Development Training Points for Board Members
2012-13 and 2013-14 School Years
Board Member
Nanette A. Kidby
Holly H. Hazard
Irene M. Egan
C. Scott Hirons
Dewayne McOsker, Jr.
Dana Reinboldt
Patricia Healy

2012-13
45
20
0
0
21
22
21

2013-14
25
35
6
0
0
35
19

Two-Year
Total
70
55
6
0
21
57
40

Source: Virginia School Board Association, 2015.

FINDING
Board Policy 1120 on Board/Superintendent Communication clearly specifies the parameters of
the Board’s involvement in administrative matters by stating the following:
PURPOSE: To establish parameters for communication between the board and the
superintendent concerning division operations
It is the board as a whole that may act to exercise the authority of the board. Individual
members of the board have no authority to act except as may be assigned by the board as a
whole.
Requests for information from school board members should be made through the office of
the superintendent, associate superintendent, or appropriate assistant superintendents.
Requests for information by individual board members concerning any subject matter which
necessitate more than 15 minutes or staff time require approval of the superintendent or
consensus of the school board.
Adopted: 12/12/13
Amended by School Board: 09/09/14
During the time of the study, interviews with Board members and administrators indicated that
trust between the Board and administration was improving under Dr. Benson’s leadership.
Nonetheless, some Board members continue to question administrative decisions and tend to
micromanage as they had in the past.
As part of this study, Evergreen surveyed SCPS administrators and teachers. Survey results for
SCPS administrators and teachers were compared to Evergreen’s administrator and teacher
survey database where the same survey items were asked in other school districts throughout the
country.
When SCPS teachers were asked if Board members know and understand the operations of the
school division, 56 percent either disagreed or strongly disagreed; Evergreen’s survey database
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shows, on average, only 29 percent of teachers in peer districts were in disagreement with this
same statement. Similarly when teachers were asked if Board members know and understand the
educational needs of students in the school division, 68 percent of the SCPS teachers disagree or
strongly disagree; Evergreen’s survey database shows, on average, only 36 percent of teachers in
peer districts were in disagreement. The results for central office administrators are more
pronounced; 67 percent and 53 percent of administrators either strongly disagree or disagree, as
compared to 28 percent and 25 percent in the comparison group. Exhibit 2-4 shows these
comparisons.
Exhibit 2-4
Central Administrator, School Administrator, and
Teacher Survey Results on Board Member Knowledge
in Stafford County Public Schools and School Divisions/Districts
in Evergreen’s Survey Database

Survey Statement
School board members know and understand the
operations of the school division.
School board members know and understand the
educational needs of students in the school division.

Survey Statement
School board members know and understand the
operations of the school division.
School board members know and understand the
educational needs of students in the school division.

Survey Statement
School board members know and understand the
operations of the school division.
School board members know and understand the
educational needs of students in the school division.
Source: Evergreen Solutions Survey Results, 2015.

Stafford County Public Schools
Central Administrators
Strongly Agree
Strongly Disagree
& Agree
& Disagree

Central Administrators in Evergreen’s
Survey Database
Strongly Agree
Strongly Disagree
& Agree
& Disagree

17.8%

66.7%

64.8%

27.9%

22.2%

53.3%

68.1%

24.6%

Stafford County Public Schools
School Administrators
Strongly Agree
Strongly Disagree
& Agree
& Disagree

School Administrators in Evergreen’s
Survey Database
Strongly Agree
Strongly Disagree
& Agree
& Disagree

27.1%

58.3%

56.7%

32.9%

23.4%

59.6%

54.2%

32.8%

Stafford County Public Schools
Teachers
Strongly Agree
Strongly Disagree
& Agree
& Disagree

Teachers in Evergreen’s
Survey Database
Strongly Agree
Strongly Disagree
& Agree
& Disagree

24.5%

56.1%

51.3%

28.5%

18.3%

67.5%

46.8%

35.9%

RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 2-1:
Strengthen team building sessions to create a level of trust and understanding between
Board members and the administration.
The Board is responsible for hiring the Superintendent. The Superintendent and not the Board is
responsible for all other employees. If a Superintendent is ineffective in managing and
supervising other employees, then he should be terminated by the Board, but not micromanaged.
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Other school divisions have used team building sessions and retreats to improve communications
and to build a more positive and harmonious working relationship between Board members and
with district administration. Dr. Benson has encouraged such a relationship since he came to
SCPS in April 2014. To be effective, all Board members must make the commitment to
participate in team building sessions and work towards the common goal of educating SCPS
students.
FINDING
In Summer 2014, Dr. Benson organized a retreat for Board members which was conducted by an
external facilitator. The primary focus of the retreat was to discuss the Five Habits of HighImpact School Boards by Doug Eadie. The Five Habits are shown in Exhibit 2-5.
Exhibit 2-5
Five Habits of High-Impact School Boards
Habit 1:

High-impact school boards concentrate on governing above all else.

Habit 2:

High-impact school boards develop their capacity to govern.

Habit 3:

High-impact school boards play an active role in leading innovation and change.

Habit 4:

High-impact school boards pay close attention to the board-superintendent partnership.

Habit 5:

High-impact school boards reach out externally and internally.

Source: Five Habits of High-Impact School Boards, Doug Eadie, 2005.

The Board and Superintendent have continued to dialogue on the activities of a high-impact
board and the desire for the School Board of Stafford County to become such a board.
As part of this initiative, in Fall 2014, the Superintendent disseminated a self-assessment to the
Board. An excerpt of this instrument is shown in Exhibit 2-6. At the time of the onsite visit in
January 2015, not all Board members had completed this self-assessment.
The self-evaluation of a school board can be very useful. The intent of a self-evaluation is to
improve the performance of others within the school division by improving the performance of
the School Board. There are several reasons why self-evaluation is important, but perhaps the
most critical is that it promotes the concept of accountability throughout the school division with
the School Board setting the example.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 2-2:
Complete the 2015 self-assessment and implement an annual School Board self-evaluation.
An evaluation process that includes all levels of an organization is critical to establishing
accountability. It is important for the governing body to engage in a process of regular selfevaluation to ensure that it continues to serve its constituents in an effective manner.
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Exhibit 2-6
Excerpt from Board Self-Assessment

Source: SCPS Superintendent’s Office, 2015.
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COMMENDATION
The SCPS Superintendent is commended for his efforts to promote the notion of a HighImpact School Board in Stafford County.
FINDING
As part of the efficiency study, Evergreen consultants conducted an analysis of background
materials provided to Board members by analyzing this information on BoardDocs. This
analysis showed that these materials were comprehensive.
A cover page is used by the Superintendent and senior staff members on action agenda items.
This tool communicates effectively with the Board on each agenda itemproviding an overview
of background information, the recommendation for Board action, an explanation for the item,
financial impact, support documentation, and the employee submitting the request.
COMMENDATION
The SCPS Superintendent and staff are commended for preparing and disseminating
comprehensive materials to Board members to prepare for school board meetings.
FINDING
Although the School Board uses a consent and action item format for its agenda, with
comprehensive background materials provided prior to the meeting, Board meetings frequently
extend into late evening hours because of lengthy discussions. Oftentimes, as an example, items
addressed by committees are extensively addressed once again by the full Board at a regular
meeting.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 2-3:
Consider the use of a timed agenda to keep the School Board on schedule and curtail the
lengthy Board meetings.
Many school boards around the country have effectively used timed agenda to limit discussion at
Board meetings and keep the agenda focused. The Chairman of the SCPS School Board should
consider piloting such an agenda to see if it will work for the Stafford County School Board.

2.2

POLICES AND PROCEDURES

All states require school boards to develop policies to ensure the efficient operation of school
districts. Commonly, policies are drafted by staff and adopted by the school board at a public
meeting.
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Policies reflect the rules that govern the implementation of district operations. Administrative
procedures or regulations, on the other hand, relate to the implementation of Board policies. As
new processes change over time, so should Board policies and administrative procedures or
regulations. Policies and procedures must be continually reviewed for currency, accuracy, and
appropriateness.
There is a definite distinction between governing the school district and administering its daily
activities. While school boards are ultimately responsible for major decisions concerning the
school district, they employ a professional staff of administrators (led by the school
superintendent) to manage day-to-day functions.
The National School Boards Association’s (NSBA) definition includes the following statement:
Like Congress, state legislatures, and city or county councils, school boards establish
the direction and structure of their school districts by adopting policies through the
authority granted by state legislatures. Policies are the means by which educators
are accountable to the public.
NSBA provides the following distinction between board policies and administrative
procedures/regulations/rules:
Policies are principles adopted by the board to chart a course of action. They tell
what is and may include why and how much. They are broad enough to indicate a
line of action to be taken by the administration in meeting a number of day-to-day
problems; they need to be narrow enough to give the administration clear guidance.
Regulations (or administrative procedures) are the detailed directions developed by
the administration to put the board’s policy into practice. They tell how, by whom,
where, and when things are to be done. Often the state and federal governments
require school boards to make detailed rules. Included in this category would be
federally funded programs, such as Title I.
Policies and regulations are an important vehicle for communicating expectations to students and
employees. In addition, policies and regulations provide a way to:


establish a distinction between board policymaking and procedures development by the
administration;



provide guidelines for personnel and students to use;



provide some assurance of consistency and continuity in decision making by staff;



help orient board members and employees to the school district; and



assist the general public in understanding how decisions are made.

Board policies are an important tool for a school board, and they should be stated clearly to
provide appropriate direction to staff.
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FINDING
Board Policy 1105, entitled “School Board Policies,” establishes the basic structure for the
development of policy by the School Board of Stafford County.
This policy on the creation of policies states:
PURPOSE: To provide for the development, maintenance, review, and suspension of
board policies
Adoption of new policies or revision of existing policies is solely the responsibility of the
School Board of Stafford County.
Proposals for new policies or revisions to current policies may be submitted by any
interested citizen, division employee, or member of the board. Proposals shall be submitted
to the superintendent for referral to the board as may be appropriate.
Except in the case of an emergency, policy recommendations shall appear twice before the
board; once for information followed by a second reading for adoption consideration.
The formal adoption of policies will be recorded in the minutes of the board meeting. Only
those statements adopted and recorded in the minutes will be regarded as official policy of
the board. Policies will be effective immediately upon adoption unless a specific effective
date is included as a part of the motion to adopt.
Policy Codification System
The board directs that its policies be organized using the following codification series:










1000 District Organization, Philosophy and Goals
2000 Student Services
3000 Teaching and Learning
4000 Human Resources Services
5000 Financial Management
6000 Information Systems Services
7000 Support Services
8000 Facilities Services
9000 Business, Governmental, and Community Relations

Policy Maintenance
The superintendent/designee is directed to maintain the board’s policy reference files, to
provide for the proper coding of new policy statements, and to cause to be published and
kept current both printed and electronic copies of the board’s policy manual.
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Distribution
Current copies of the division’s policy manual shall be in an electronic format and available
on the division’s web page at all times.
Policy Review and Evaluation
The superintendent/designee will review all policies on an annual basis and will share the
results of such annual review with the board to include informing the board of all policies
that are out-of-date, in need of revision, or the necessity for new policy.
Action in the Absence of Policy
The superintendent shall have the authority to take prudent administrative action in
situations for which no policy governs. The superintendent shall inform the board promptly
of the action which shall be subject to review by the board at its next regularly scheduled
meeting.
Suspension of Policies
The policies of the board are subject to suspension, amendment, or alteration upon a
majority vote of the board at a regular or special meeting. The proposed suspension,
amendment, or alteration shall appear before the board for two consecutive meetings prior
to adoption; once for information and once for action except, in the case of an emergency,
the board may waive this rule and take immediate action following proper public
notification.
Adopted: 06/24/08
Edited by Superintendent: 09/28/09
Reviewed: 09/17/12
Readopted: 12/12/13
The SCPS Board Policy Manual is organized according to the classification system developed by
the Virginia School Boards Association. The system provides an efficient means for coding,
filing and finding board policies, administrative procedures and other documents. The SCPS
Policy Manual addresses the provisions specified in state code.
A review of Board agenda minutes found that policies are routinely revised and adopted at Board
meetings. New and revised policies are recommended by staff and are added as needed.
Administrative regulations are also available online and clearly linked to policy.
COMMENDATION
The SCPS School Board is commended for its comprehensive, up-to-date policies and
administrative regulations, and for making these documents available online.
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ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT

The organizational structure and management system of a public school district are key factors in
determining the district’s ability to meet its goals and to operate in an effective and efficient
manner. An effective organizational structure systematically arranges the functional areas of the
school district in a manner that supports the mission and goals of the local education agency. A
successful organization has the capacity to alter its structure to meet the changing needs of its
customers. The management system of a school districtincluding the ability to make informed
decisions, communicate effectively, and provide appropriate planning and accountability
functionsultimately determines the extent to which the school district can successfully carry
out its mission and accomplish its goals.
The development and maintenance of an effective organizational structure for a local education
agency is a formidable task. Fundamentally, an organizational structure is a support system,
designed to facilitate the primary mission of the school district and sustain its efforts to
accomplish its goals. To the extent that the mission of the school district does not drive its
organizational structure, the support system is weakened, and consequently the organization's
ability to accomplish its primary mission is compromised.
A school district, like any organization, is often bureaucratic and subject to the inertia created by
tradition and size. In many instances, the organizational structure of the district evolves based
more upon tradition and the special interests of the Superintendent, rather than being developed
systematically. Often times, little organizational analysis is done and the school district
continues, in large part, to resemble its predecessors. Nonetheless, to maintain effectiveness, a
school district must continue to focus its energy on the needs of its students and constantly adapt
the organization to serve student needs.
2.3.1

Central Office Management

Dr. Bruce Benson became Superintendent of Stafford County Public Schools on April 1, 2014.
Dr. Benson follows a long list of superintendents who have been at the helm of the school
division in the past decade. These individuals are shown in Exhibit 2-7.
FINDING
Exhibit 2-8 illustrates the current organizational chart for Stafford County Public Schools. As
can be seen, senior management positions include:










Superintendent
Assistant to the Superintendent
Associate Superintendent of Instructional Services
Assistant Superintendent of Operations
Assistant Superintendent of Financial Services
Executive Director of Administrative and Legal Services
Executive Director of Human Resources
Executive Director of Student Services
Executive Director of Technology
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Exhibit 2-7
Superintendents Who Have Served Since August 2002
Name

Title

Contract
Began

Contract
Ended

Actual
Last Date
07/31/06

Explanation of last day.

Jean Murray

Superintendent

08/01/02

06/30/09

Resigned in 07/2005 but
School Board renegotiated
contract for 7/13/05 through
06/30/09. School Board, in a
Special Called Meeting on
7/31/06, terminated Ms.
Murray effective immediately.

Andre Nougaret

Interim
Superintendent

08/01/06

02/28/07

David Sawyer

Superintendent

03/01/07

06/30/10

06/30/10

Contract amended from
"1/23/2007 to 6/30/2009" to
"1/23/2007 to 6/30/2010."
School Board accepted Dr.
Sawyer's retirement notice
effective 7/1/2010. School
Board voted on 5/25/10 to
appoint Dr. Andre Nougaret to
serve as Acting
Superintendent until
appointment of new
superintendent or no later than
December 31, 2010.

Andre Nougaret

Acting
Superintendent

07/01/10

12/05/10

12/05/10

New Superintendent hired.

Randy Bridges

Superintendent

12/06/10

06/30/14

07/31/13

Resigned and School Board
accepted Dr. Bridges'
resignation at the Board
meeting held on 5/14/2013.

William Symons

Interim
Superintendent

07/31/13

03/31/14

03/31/14

New Superintendent hired.

W. Bruce
Benson

Superintendent

04/01/14

Present

New Superintendent hired.

Source: SCPS Superintendent’s Office, 2015.
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Exhibit 2-8
Stafford County Public Schools
Organizational Chart
2014-15 School Year

Source: SCPS Superintendent’s Office, July 2014.
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Exhibit 2-9 shows the major responsibilities of each of these positons. The proposed changes to
the organization chart are reflected in Exhibit 2-10. These changes include adding a Chief
Operations Officer (COO) to reduce the Superintendent’s span of control.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 2-4:
Restructure the Central Office of Stafford County Public Schools and add the positon of
Chief Operations Officer (COO).
While this chapter only addresses senior leadership changes, several other chapters and sections
deal with changes within different departments. These include:


Reorganize the Finance Services Department, change the title of the Assistant
Superintendent of Financial Services to Chief Financial Officer, and hire an Internal
Auditor (see Chapter 4, Financial Management).



Reorganize the Department of Instruction (see Chapter 3, Instructional Services).



Reorganize the Human Resources Department (see Chapter 5, Human Resources
Management).



Reorganize the Facilities Department and change the title of the Assistant Superintendent
of Operations to Executive Director of Facilities (see Chapter 6, Section 6.1).



Reorganize Technology Department (see Chapter 6, Section 6.4).



Move the Safety and Security Function with six FTE under Operations (see Chapter 5,
Human Resources Management).

FISCAL IMPACT
Adding a COO will cost SCPS approximately $195,000 each year including benefits.
Recommendation
Create the Position of
Chief Operations Officer

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

($195,000)

($195,000)

($195,000)

($195,000)

($195,000)

FINDING
The Cabinet consists of 12 senior staff members. Cabinet meetings are held every Monday for
two to three hours. A review of Cabinet materials found that Cabinet meeting have no formal
agenda and minutes are not formally recreated. In addition, meeting summaries are not
maintained. There is no accountability system in place used by the Superintendent to track
assignments and to ensure their timely completion. The Assistant to the Superintendent,
however, does take handwritten notes at these meetings and shares these notes with the
Superintendent.
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Exhibit 2-9
Executive Administration
Stafford County Public Schools
2014-15 School Year

Source: SCPS Superintendent’s Office, 2014.
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Exhibit 2-10
Stafford County Public Schools
Proposed Organizational Chart

Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions, 2015.
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With the fast-paced environment in a school district, such an accountability system is imperative
to ensure that assignments are completed in a timely manner.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 2-5:
Implement an accountability tracking system for the Superintendent’s Cabinet.
This tracking system should be maintained by the Administrative Assistant to the
Superintendent. An example tracking sheet is shown in Exhibit 2-11.
FINDING
The membership of the Cabinet may be too large for major and immediate executive decisions.
A smaller groupperhaps a unit called Executive Staffmight be more appropriate for this
purpose.
Executive Staff membership would be limited to the Superintendent’s direct reports, with others
invited as needed.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 2-6:
Expand the Cabinet to include three principal representatives (one for each level), and
create an Executive Staff Group of the Superintendent’s direct reports.
Cabinet meetings should be held every other week with Executive Staff meetings taking place on
alternative weeks.
FINDING
Dr. Benson created two advisory committeesa Superintendent’s Teacher Advisory Committee
and a Superintendent’s Parent Advisory Committee. Teacher and parent members represent each
school in the district.
The Teacher Advisory Committee meets monthly, while the Parent Advisory Committee meets
every other month. Participants have found these two advisory groups to be effective forums for
providing input from these two stakeholder groups.
The charge and goals of the Teacher Advisory Committee are shown in Exhibit 2-12. A similar
document exists for the Parent Advisory Committee.
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Exhibit 2-11
Tracking System for Cabinet Meetings
Cabinet Meeting Date: ___________
Task

Due Date

Person Responsible

Action Taken

Date Completed

Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions, 2014.
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Exhibit 2-12
Stafford County Public Schools
Superintendent’s Teacher Advisory Committee
Charge and Goals
Charge: To serve as a forum for teachers and the Superintendent to share ideas, provide advice, and
exchange information in order to further advance the quality of Stafford County Public Schools.
Goals:
1.

Offer a forum for advising and sharing ideas on Stafford County Schools’ educational issues.

2.

Create opportunity to “litmus test” emerging administrative, operational and instructional initiatives.

3.

Provide opportunity for sharing broad concerns directly with the Superintendent.

4.

Serve as a central point for sharing information.

5.

Promote an open and supportive relationship among teachers, administration, and the School Board.

Source: SCPS Superintendent’s Office, 2015.

COMMENDATION
The Superintendent is commended for establishing both the Teacher and Parent Advisory
Committees.
FINDING
Many school superintendents have created a Business Advisory Group (sometimes called the
Superintendent’s Business Roundtable) which consists of key business leaders in the community.
There are many business and professional leaders in the Stafford community who may be willing
to serve. With the rejuvenation of the Education Foundation it may be natural for such a group
to be created. CEOs of various organizations should be invited and share business practices and
ideas with the Stafford Superintendent the CEO of one of the largest organizations in Stafford
County.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 2-7:
Create a Business Advisory Group.
The Superintendent should reach out to CEOs of major businesses in the Stafford community to
express his interest in creating such a group and recruit members.
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FINING
Prior to becoming Superintendent, in March 2014 Dr. Benson prepared a document entitled
“Superintendent Entry and Transition Plan for the School Board.”
This transition plan was designed to accomplish the following:


ensure an effective, efficient, and orderly transition of leadership, keeping focus on
ensuring all students are prepared for responsible citizenship, further learning, and
productive employment;



develop a trusting, productive, collaborative relationship with the SCPS School Board;



create opportunities to listen broadly and deeply to stakeholders and develop an
understanding of successes and challenges;



promote a continuous improvement model that ensures input from all stakeholders is
heard and considered in the charting of next generation work in the SCPS;



identify and execute work that must happen immediately to ensure an outstanding start to
the 2014-15 school year; and



build support, excitement, and momentum for next generation work in SCPS.

In this plan, Dr. Benson outlined the critically important attributes of successful superintendents
and his desire to work with the school board to realize its full potential as a governing body
which can make a real difference in school division affairs in close partnership with senior
leaders in the division.
Few superintendents nationally have taken the time to prepare such an entry and transition plan
prior to assuming the critical CEO role in a school division/district.
COMMENDATION
Superintendent Benson is applauded for his well-articulated transition plan and for
implementing the goals he set forth in this document during his first year as
Superintendent.

2.4

STRATEGIC PLANNING

Strategic planning is a proactive process of identifying the critical issues that a school district
must address to efficiently continue providing value. A good strategic plan serves as a map for
the board, senior leadership, and staff to guide direct business actions towards meeting
district/division goals. In addition, such a plan moves a district from a reactionary mode to a
proactive operating mode by establishing and linking goals, strategies, performance measures,
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and action plans to the budget. School districts that link these elements through the planning
process realize high success rates in achieving identified goals.
A strong Strategic Plan addresses four general questions:





Where is the school district now?
Where does the school district want to be?
How is the school district going to get there?
How will the school district measure progress and success?

A strategic plan can act as a filter through which a school district can view its decision-making
process; every decision can be weighed against its impact on or correlation to the district’s
strategic plan. Without a strategic plan, or with a strategic plan that is not supported, district
goals may not be met, various projects may go unfinished, and certain functions may lack input
from stakeholders.
Having a strategic plan makes a school district less reliant upon any one individual. If the
strategic plan is done properly, board members, superintendents, principals, and other staff
members may come and go but the plan for the district remains viable. Not only is the district
still able to function when individuals leave, it should be able to continue making advancements
toward goal achievement.
An overview of critical elements of a strategic planning process are outlined in Exhibit 2-13.
FINDING
In Spring 2012, SCPS released its latest strategic plan for the five-year period of 2012-17. This
strategic plan has the following vision, beliefs, and mission:
Vision:
To be an innovative learning organization committed to EXCELLENCE
Beliefs:
We believe in COMMUNITY.
We believe in DIVERSITY.
We believe in RESPECT.
We believe in INTEGRITY.
We believe in EXCELLENCE.
Mission:
Teaching our STUDENTS today to be the LEADERS of tomorrow
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Exhibit 2-13
Overview of the Strategic Planning Process
Area of Review
Where are we now?

Component of the
Plan
Internal/External
Assessment

Mission

Where do we want to be?

Vision

Goals and
Objectives
How do we get there?

Action Plan

How do we measure our
progress?

Performance
Measures
Monitoring and
Tracking






















Specific Focus of the Review
Situation Inventory/Environmental Scan
Customer Analysis
Quality Assessment and Benchmarking
Strategic Issues
Broad Comprehensive Statement of the School Purpose
Core values and Actions to Achieve Mission
Employees and Management Involvement
Identifies the School’s Uniqueness when combined with
the Mission and Principles
A Compelling Image of the Desired Future
The Desired Result After Three or More Years
Specific and Measurable Targets for Accomplishment
Leads to Quality Initiatives, Goals, and Objectives
Activities to Accomplish Goals and Objectives
Detailed Action Plans
Leads to Resource Allocation
Ensures Accountability and Continuous Improvementlinked to Performance Targets
Methods to Measure Results
Systems to Monitor Progress
Compilation of Management Information
Maintains Plan on Track Toward Goals

Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions, 2014.

As part of this transition plan, the Superintendent recognized the importance and value of the
division’s strategic plan. He states:
Stafford County Public Schools’ (SCPS) 2012-2017 Strategic Plan contains 9 strategic
teaching and learning goals in the areas of literacy, mathematics, and 21st century skills.
The goals are intended to position students to be successful beyond graduation from high
school. The SCPS 2012-2017 Strategic Plan also contains strategic operational goals,
including communication and performance improvement targets for support departments.
These goals, along with stated values, vision, and mission, should provide the foundation
for work in classrooms, schools, and departments, as well as guide governance work at the
board level.
Despite some commendable efforts, including a plan update to the School Board in Fall 2014,
SCPS lacks a recognized strategic plan correlated to accountability initiatives which are
supported by external and internal stakeholders. Moreover, the strategic planning initiatives
that have taken place have been fragmented. Many planning activities identified in the 2012
SCPS Strategic Plan have not been embraced by the Board, SCPS employees, parents, and the
community in a systemic manner.
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On Evergreen surveys, strategic planning was identified as one of the areas most needing
improvement among the 26 operational areas on the survey as identified by:




58 percent of central office administrators;
57 percent of principals/assistant principals; and
47 percent of teachers.

As stated in the introduction to this section, research has shown that unless there is a
commitment from all stakeholders to take ownership of the plan, the goals and objectives of
the plan will not be implemented effectively by the school division. Such is the case in SCPS.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 2-8:
Create (or Recreate) a Strategic Planning Committee consisting of SCPS Board members,
administrators, teachers, parents, government leaders, and community leaders to augment
strategic planning efforts and direct the redevelopment or rejuvenation of a
comprehensive strategic plan for Stafford County Public Schools.
In its current form, the planning process and initiatives have not resulted in ownership of an
overall strategic plan in SCPS. Successful transformation goals should be incorporated into
the strategic plan. Best practices research has shown that internal and external stakeholders
should be committed to the plan and its effective implementation.
In Summer 2015, the Strategic Planning Committee should examine the current plan,
determine what goals and objectives are viable, as well as implement Recommendation 2-9.
FINDING
During interviews, senior leaders stated that a major shortcoming of the 2012 Strategic Plan was
that administrators were told that, due to budget constraints, they could not identify fiscal
resources associated with plan implementation.
Evergreen consultants were unable to identify a linkage between the budgeting and planning
processes. No system exists that is designed to forge relationships between strategic planning and
the budget planning and development process, and, consequently, an effective system of
accountability cannot be implemented. Currently, senior staff cannot be held accountable,
since goals and objectives for the effective use of fiscal resources to implement the plan are not
stated in measurable terms.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 2-9:
Develop an institutionalized budget planning process designed to reflect strategic planning
outcomes and support accountability needs.
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The development of a budget planning process should result in creating an effective process for
ensuring an accountability system for implementation of the SCPS Strategic Plan.
This action should promote monitoring of the budget development processes to ensure that
primary budget initiatives clearly reflect the results of a strategic plan that is an outgrowth of
defined school division needs. This action should serve to ensure that SCPS resources are
focused on clearly stated and data-supported initiatives.

2.5

LEGAL SERVICES

School districts throughout the country procure legal services either through in-house counsel,
with the use of outside counsel for situations for which additional expertise is required, or
exclusively with outside firms or attorneys. In the latter situation, some school districts,
particularly those in urban areas, can secure the services of a single, diversified firm while other
school districts must depend on more than one firm. Fees for services vary greatly, depending on
the location and the specialization required.
Across the country, the costs for legal work in school districts have increased over the last three
decades due to a number of circumstances. These factors include due process activity associated
with disciplinary proceedings, complicated issues related to special education students, risk
management matters, and a variety of other issues. Areas of special education and student
disciplinary activity often require special legal expertise. These areas are typically complicated
by the demands of federal requirements and the relationship to local and state regulations, as well
as the need to maintain an orderly educational environment.
FINDING
Legal services in SCPS are provided in-house as well as outsourced. In-house legal counsel is
handled through the Office of Executive Director of Administrative and Legal Services. Exhibit
2-14 provides an excerpt of the job description of this position showing the legal responsibilities.
Currently, several external firms provide legal services in various categories in Stafford County
Public Schools, including:







general legal services;
education/special education issues;
real estate;
construction;
procurement issues; and
labor and employment.

The Finance Office, specifically the Procurement Section, reviews all legal billing invoices for
payment by SCPS, and receives approval from members of the Cabinet as to actual monthly
charges to legal firms.
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Exhibit 2-14
Excerpt from the Job Description of the
Executive Director of Administration and Legal Services

Position Summary:
Under the direction of the Superintendent, the Executive Director of Administration
and Legal Services provides both administrative and legal services to the division.

Qualifications:
1. Virginia Postgraduate Professional License with endorsement in Administration and
Supervision, PreK-12.
2. Juris Doctor Degree and a member in good standing of the Virginia State Bar
preferred.
Knowledge, Skills and Abilities:
1. Ability to analyze legal and administrative matters, make sound judgments and render
reasonable and appropriate decisions.

Key Duties and Responsibilities (Note: Those Related to Legal Services):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Hear student disciplinary matters, activing as superintendent’s designee.
Draft amendments and revisions to division policies and regulations.
Maintain the division policy manual and distribute updated materials.
Attend all meetings of the Stafford County School Board.
Advise board as to parliamentary procedure.
Review and prepare response to subpoena and FOIA requests.
Keep informed of developmental in education law
Attend relevant education law conferences and seminars as approved by the
Superintendent.

Source: SCPS Human Resources Office, 2015.

Exhibit 2-15 shows expenditures for outside law firms for the 2012-13 to 2014-15 (year to date)
school years. As can be seen this exhibit:


the primary law firm is Reed Smith, LLC;



the number of legal firms used in SCPS increased from four in 2012-13 to 10 in 2013-14;
and



legal fees have escalated from about $146,000 to a mid-$200,000 range.
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Exhibit 2-15
Stafford County Public Schools Legal Expenses
FY 2013, FY 2014, and FY 2015 (year to date)
FISCAL YEAR
Law Firm
Aqualaw PLC
George F Tidey
Halasz Reporting
Hunton & Williams
Jane E Schroeder
John V Robinson
Kristine Lang
Lang Reporting of Northern Virginia
Loren Costanzo
Parrish Snead Franklin Simpson PC
Reed Smith LLC
Robert Edward Houck
Ternon Galloway Lee
Valera & Associates
Vanderpool Frostick & Nishanian PC
Total by Year

‘

2013

$0
$0
$0
$8,793.00
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$2,316.25
$125,716.74
$0
$0
$0
$8,915.17
$145,741.16

‘

2014

$0
$980.00
$342.36
$0
$0
$8,989.52
$5,765.65
$3,453.50
$0
$2,425.00
$198,601.64
$3,490.40
$4,111.77
$0
$3,961.20
$232,121.04

2015
(as of 12/8/2014)
$4,700.50
$3,060.00
$0
$0
$4,690.00
$2,015.00
$2,719.75
$1,936.00
$2,863.12
$405.00
$84,676.63
$0
$0
$1,075.00
$0
$108,141.00

Source: SCPS Procurement Office, 2015.

Evergreen interviews with SCPS personnel revealed that many questions directed to outside legal
services could be addressed by simply reviewing existing policy or regulations, or by making
inquiries of the appropriate administrator or support personnelespecially the Executive
Director of Administrative and Legal Services.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 2-10:
More closely monitor expenditures for outsourced legal services and assign additional legal
responsibility to the Executive Director for Administration and Legal Services.
The implementation of this recommendation requires that the Board and Superintendent take
proactive steps to accomplish the following:


require each legal firm to have an approved contract;



require the Executive Director of Administration and Legal Services to carefully track all
staff members time on legal work and assign time-consuming contract reviews, responses
to routine administrative inquiries, and such matters to internal staff;



develop guidelines for use of legal services by SCPS administrators that are designed to
require personnel to be better versed in existing policies and procedures;
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establish systematic controls over how all legal services requests are placed with outside
firms;



more closely monitor hourly rates charged by approved legal vendors; and



remove some non-legal responsibilities from the Executive Director of Administration
and Legal Services (e.g., coordination of field trip requests) to more appropriate offices.

The implementation of this recommendation should result in an organized, ongoing process
designed to control legal expenses and reduce increasing costs.
FINDING
Interviews with personnel and the examination of various records reveal that an evaluation of
outside legal services has not been conducted. Neither the administration nor the School Board
has evaluated outside legal services provided to SCPS with regard to quality, cost, or
responsiveness. Therefore, the Board and Superintendent have no basis upon which to determine
the effectiveness or adequacy of legal services.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 2-11:
Conduct a comprehensive evaluation of all legal services at least every five years.
The implementation of this recommendation should result in a comprehensive review of legal
services includes expenses, comparisons with other school districts, assessment of both in-house
and contracted services, and client satisfaction. In addition, the evaluation should include an
examination of internal procedures used to authorize access to legal services by personnel of the
school division.

2.6

COMMUNICATIONS AND PUBLIC RELATIONS

Teachers and administrators, research literature, and areas of best practice speak widely about
the need for parental, community, and business understanding of and involvement in the public
schools in order for achievement to improve for all students. It is through significant partnerships
between the schools and their many stakeholders that the resources and perceptions, policies, and
practices will evolve to support 21st Century schooling that is powerful enough to have an impact
on every student. Classroom teachers, principals, schools, and school districts working in
isolation from their communities cannot achieve the goal of higher achievement and more fully
developed young citizens.
In today’s educational and political climate, it is not sufficient to be a good school district; the
public must be continually shown the advances of the school district. A school district must be
publicly accountable for every dollar spent, every program created, and every student graduated.
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Good public accountability is often found in the form of an annual report which contains
pertinent information on the progress of the school district over the preceding year.
A school district is accountable to many different groups: its staff, its teachers, the federal
government, its students, their parents, local businesses, and the community at largeall have
invested time and money into the school district, and all have a stake in its success. In return, the
school district is obligated to demonstrate that it has spent the time and money afforded to it
wisely, and is making its best effort to produce well-educated, work-ready, civic-minded
graduates.
Compounding this challenge is the increasing competition for every public dollar, a common
situation in every local government agency. The era of public indifference to the use of limited
tax dollars is over. Today, citizens demand the most out of every cent contributed to public
entities. A school district can only be successful in this environment if it can consistently prove
that it has a product, namely a valuable education, which is worth continued public investment.
This section of Chapter 2 will address public outreach and communications in two sections:
2.6.1
2.6.2
2.6.1

Office of Public Information and Communications
Stafford Education Foundation

Office of Public Information and Communications

Open, two-way communication with the public is essential for a school division to maintain and
increase its support base in the community. A school division must find effective ways to
communicate with the public and to receive input from different segments of the community. An
informed public can provide the added support needed to achieve and maintain school division
excellence.
The primary role of communications in a school division is to convey a message and image
consistent with the policies and programs put forth by the School Board and implemented by the
Superintendent’s Office. A public relations and community outreach efforts will significantly
affect citizen perceptions of the school division. A strong communications program will serve to
garner public supporteven when the system faces adversity or fails to achieve high goals.
Conversely, a weak communications program will fail to bring achievements into the public eye
even when the division is performing well. An effective public relations program will engender
public support and public involvement in the form of parent and community volunteers, public
participation in decision-making processes affecting the schools, and productive business and
community alliances.
The outcomes of effective communications are extensive. They include:





an enriched learning environment;
expanded educational opportunities;
community ownership of the division’s achievements; and
improved student achievement.
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Communicating the positive aspects of the school division is a critical element of long-term
growth and improvement. In an era where the dominant news media seeks out and promotes
stories with only negative aspects (scandals, mismanagement, improprieties), if a school division
is not promoting itself, negative perceptions can build within the community, leading to several
potential challenges, including:




inability to pass bond referenda;
recruitment and retention of high-quality teachers; and
declining enrollment as parents seek private or home school alternatives.

The most effective way in which a school division can promote itself is through a proactive,
measured, and ongoing communications and public relations strategy – typically achieved
through the development of a communications and public relations plan, complete with strategic
objectives, tasks and action items, and measurable indicators of success.
FINDING
The Office of Public Information and Communications in Stafford County Public Schools
consists of a Public Information Officer (PIO), an Administrative Assistant, and a Webmaster.
Exhibit 2-16 shows the job description for the PIO.
The Office of Public Information often operates in a reactive mode. An analysis of press
releases, for example, by Evergreen consultants found that press releases have not been proactive
to convey the good things happening in the school division. One way to become more proactive
and responsive to both internal and external stakeholders is to develop and implement an
effective comprehensive Communications Plan which would guide the operations of the Public
Information and Communications Office. SCPS lacks such an important plan.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 2-12:
Develop a Communications Plan for Stafford County Public Schools.
The Superintendent has expressed a desire to improve communications in SCPS. To enhance
communications, the Superintendent and his PIO should develop a Communication Plan which
should have the following characteristics:


priorities, timelines and delegation of responsibilities for all tasks;



ongoing consulting services to manage, track and implement the plan;



a strong profound identity and central message, such “Building Pride in Our School
Division;”



involvement of the Superintendent in various civic and community activities;
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Exhibit 2-16
Function and Duties of the Public Information Officer
Position Summary:
Under the supervision of the Superintendent, the Public Information Officer assumes
responsibility for communicating with the school division’s internal and external
publics in an effort to achieve maximum understanding and good will.
Key Duties and Responsibilities:
1. Publish and distribute internal and external publications deemed necessary to
maintain good communications with the school division’s publics.
2. Assist in interpreting the division’s instructional programs for the news media, the
public and other interested parties.
3. Publish and distribute reports, articles, speeches and other information to assist
employees and the public to understand division policies and programs.
4. Plan, organize and write external television and radio programs and spot
announcements for the division.
5. Summarize legislative issues which are before the General Assembly and describe
their potential impact on the division.
6. Assist in the coordination of employee and division-wide events.
7. Coordinate surveys and provide analysis of findings.
8. Perform research on special projects.
9. Provide public relations for special events.
10. Assist Superintendent and Board members with correspondence relating to parent
and citizen concerns.
11. Receive all requests for information from local, state or national news media and
respond or arrange for the appropriate member of the division’s administrative staff
to respond.
12. Provide an orientation and training seminar for school and department reporters at
least once each year.
13. Assist individual schools and work-sites with publications and news releases,
suggesting methods for improvement when appropriate.
Source: SCPS Office of Public Information and Communications, 2015.
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measurable goals and objectives for communications and outreach efforts; and



a procedure that gives responsibilities to schools for maintaining and implementing a
regular course of communication with external stakeholders.

An outline for a Communication Plan is shown in Exhibit 2-17. The Communications Plan for
the division should be a living document that can be measured and objectively judged for success
over both short- and long-term periods. A comprehensive Communications Plan should utilize
the overall three- to five-year goals for the division and identify specific objectives and strategies
for communications and outreach efforts to help achieve the long-term goals.
Goal examples may include:


Goal 1 – to increase the overall positive coverage of the Stafford County Public Schools
in media.



Goal 2 – to make the Stafford County Public Schools a first choice for teachers in the
Commonwealth.



Goal 3 – to ensure that every parent and community member has a full understanding of
the overall mission and objectives for success for the division.

While three- to five-year goals are comprehensive, the annual objectives that tie to each of those
goals will be specific to communications and community outreach. Examples of quantifiable
annual objectives include:


Objective 1 – increase positive media articles by 10 percent over the previous year.



Objective 2 – increase teacher retention districtwide by 25 percent over the previous
year.



Objective 3 – achieve a 75 percent highly favorable rating on community perspective
survey of parents and community members.

In addition, specific strategies should be developed that tie to each annual objective to ensure
measurable success. Examples of action-oriented strategies include:


Strategy 1 – compose “Message of the Month” and follow up with media publications
directly after sending to ensure publication.



Strategy 2 – develop a teacher recruitment/retention plan that highlights the positive
aspects of the district to current and prospective teachers (web-based information,
collateral materials, commercial, print media, etc.).



Strategy 3 – develop, distribute, and analyze a brief community survey to gauge and
benchmark the level of community support and perception of Stafford County Public
Schools.
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Exhibit 2-17
Sample Communications Plan for
Stafford County Public Schools
Goal – To increase the overall positive coverage of the Stafford County Public Schools in Media
Annual Objective 1

Increase positive media articles by 10 percent over the previous the year

Strategy A

Compose “Message of the Month” and follow up with media publications directly after sending to ensure publication

Timeline

Ongoing

Assignment

Superintendent

Success Indicator

Coverage of all monthly messages as indicated by media clippings

Strategy B
Timeline
Assignment
Success Indicator
Annual Objective 2
Strategy A
Timeline
Assignment
Success Indicator
Strategy B
Timeline
Assignment
Success Indicator
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Exhibit 2-17 (Continued)
Sample Communications Plan for
Stafford County Public Schools

Goal – To make the Stafford County Public Schools a first choice for teachers in the State
Annual Objective 1

Increase teacher retention district-wide by 25 percent over the previous year

Strategy A

Develop a teacher recruitment/retention plan that highlights the positive aspects of the district to current and prospective teachers (DVD,
collateral materials, commercial, print media, etc.)

Timeline

By December 2015

Assignment

Public Information Officer/Executive Director of Human Resources

Success Indicator

Plan and materials

Strategy B
Timeline
Assignment
Success Indicator
Annual Objective 2
Strategy A
Timeline
Assignment
Success Indicator
Strategy B
Timeline
Assignment
Success Indicator
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Exhibit 2-17 (Continued)
Sample Communications Plan for
Stafford County Public Schools
Goal – To ensure that every parent and community member has a full understanding of the district’s overall mission and objectives for success
Annual Objective 1

Achieve a 75 percent highly favorable rating on community perspective survey of parents and community members

Strategy A

Develop, distribute, and analyze a brief community survey to gauge and benchmark the level of community support and perception of the
Stafford County Public Schools.

Timeline

By Fall 2015

Assignment

Public Information Officer

Success Indicator

Survey and results

Strategy B
Timeline
Assignment
Success Indicator
Annual Objective 2
Strategy A
Timeline
Assignment
Success Indicator
Strategy B
Timeline
Assignment
Success Indicator
Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions, February 2015.
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In addition to developing goals, objectives, and strategies, the format of the plan must ensure that
it is a useful document and can be assessed for success on an ongoing basis.
FINDING
Numerous school district personnel participate in the planning, development, and execution of
public relations and communications activities. These external and internal individuals include,
but are not limited to, the Superintendent, administrative personnel, technology staff, principals,
and community members. The value of key external stakeholders in the process can not be
overemphasized.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 2-13:
Establish a division-wide Public Relations Committee.
A comprehensive communications and public relations program cannot operate successfully in a
vacuum. The outreach, promotions, and communications activities are ongoing division-wide
efforts that involve every single employee of the division, from the Superintendent to central
office leaders, to teachers, to school administrators, to school office staff and so on. This is
critical for long-term success for the division. By establishing a standing committee of key
internal and external stakeholders, many of the initiatives can be carried out in a collaborative
and collective manner.
FINDING
One of the most important indicators of success for a school division is its ability to get a
positive message out in the community and communicate the mission of the division in a
constructive way. This can best be accomplished by a single individual, present in the division,
whose sole responsibility is to coordinate all communications and public relations efforts,
ensuring that the best possible image of the Stafford County Public Schools is conveyed to the
citizens of Stafford County and the Commonwealth of Virginia. In SCPS, that person is the
Public Information Officer.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 2-14:
Revise the job description for the Public Information Officer.
The revised job descriptions for the PIO should include, at a minimum, the following major
functions:


developing and implementing an annual communications and public relations plan for
Stafford County Public Schools;
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developing and overseeing a budget for communications and public relations activities;



overseeing and coordinating the SCPS community outreach activities;



serving as the liaison for the division on all brand recognition issues (use of logo, schoolbased promotions, transition of new logo); and



coordinating press releases (writing, approving, distributing).

2.6.2

Stafford Education Foundation

For communities, making education better means supporting families and schools. Families are
responsible for raising children, and schools are responsible for teaching children. But in these
difficult times, schools and families often can not do the job alone. Often, they need to reach out
for the help of neighbors and others in their communities.
When school-community partnerships center on the vision of successful learning for all students,
a new perspective emerges:


The success of some students is dependent upon linkages between the school and
community agencies, organizations and mentor groups.



Families of some students will be more successful supporting their students’ learning
when the community helps them become and remain functional.



School programs to support student learning can be exported to recreation centers,
libraries, churches, businesses, factories and other public and private facilities.



Schools become not just places to teach children, but potentially, learning centers for the
entire community.



Facilities and resources are used more effectively.

The U.S. Department of Education, through its Partnership for Family Involvement in Education,
suggests that community organizations, as they form partnerships with schools and families,
commit to the following:


make safe schools/safe neighborhoods a priority;



combat alcohol, drugs, and violence in and around schools and neighborhoods;



reinforce parenting skills using community institutions to provide family and literacy
training and referral services;



provide mentoring and homework help programs so that children may be assured of
tutoring and guidance from knowledgeable and responsible adults;



come together to coordinate delivery of services and to eliminate duplication of efforts;
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help develop and sponsor affordable and quality after-school, weekend and summer
learning, cultural, and community recreational activities;



support school improvement efforts in the local community;



support and become informed about school governance issues; and



encourage schools to be involved in the life of the community, through co-sponsorship of
community outreach activities of partner organizations.

Information from the National Center of Public and Private School Foundations identify
educational foundations as privately operated, non-profit organizations established to assist
public schools. These foundations qualify as charitable organizationsdifferent from school
districts, public institutions, or local governments. Public school foundations are designed to
augment, supplement, or complement programs and activities being provided by school districts.
There are over 4,800 school foundations that have their own boards independent of the school
district they support.
While it is fairly common for a school division to lend in-kind and staff support for the initial
development of an education foundation, the division’s goal should ultimately be for a
foundation to become self-sufficient, reducing the burden on division staff and providing a
supplemental resource for the school division itself.
Generally, foundations are 501(c) (3) designated so that contributions are 100 percent tax
deductible.
FINDING
SCPS has an education website link to the Stafford Education Foundation as shown in Exhibit 218. The PIO provides staffing support to the Foundation and the Finance Department provides
financial guidance.
During Evergreen’s onsite visit, interviewees stated that the Foundation was somewhat active
before 2013, but then became dormant. The Foundation is now being restructured under the
leadership of a new chairman. At the time of our visit, new Foundation Board members were
being recruited.
Through the years, the Stafford Education Foundation has not been as successful as it should be
in the Stafford community in generating dollars to support SCPS teachers and students.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 2-15:
Restructure the Stafford Education Foundation.
The Superintendent and Board should solicit prominent business and community leaders in
Stafford County to serve on the Board of Directors for the Stafford Education Foundation.
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Exhibit 2-18
Stafford Education Foundation Website

Source: SCPS Website, 2015.

The new Board should set a fund-raising goal of generating at least $300,000 in unrestricted
revenue by 2015-16 and, when funds are adequate, hiring a SCPS Executive Director separate
and independent from the division. Fund raising events should be organized and scheduled.
FINDING
Students can also serve as a resource to generate funds for the Education Foundation. As one
example, a marketing class in rural Clinton Public Schools (Oklahoma) organized a project to
build a brick wall with the school logo near the entrance of a school. The students sold bricks for
$100 each; they sold 500 bricks for the projected income of $50,000 and made a profit of almost
$40,000.
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The student promotional plan included the use of direct mail, the district’s website, cooperative
advertising, and the involvement of radio and press media. Students also requested alumni to
help with the effort through golf, football, and soccer competitions.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 2-16:
Involve students in supporting the Stafford Education Foundation.
Students can be recruited to assist in fund raising for the Foundation. A marketing or other
appropriate class in several high schools in the division could spearhead this effort.
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3.0 INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES
This chapter addresses instructional delivery services and operations in Stafford County Public
Schools (SCPS) and includes the following five sections:
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5

Organization and Management of Curriculum and Instruction
Instructional Delivery and Student Performance
Student Support Services
Instructional Professional Development
Instructional Technology

The educational service delivery of a school division depends on central office staff to serve as
the support system, and provide leadership and coordination for the education provided in
division schools. The effectiveness of instructional delivery depends on factors such as
organization, staffing, and procedures that have been created and monitored in order to assure
consistency of instruction and student assessment across the school division. The way in which
these central office factors are designed can either support or prevent progress towards high
achievement for students.
In discussing standards, the American Federation of Teachers, an early advocate of standardsbased education, observed that “the idea behind standards-based reform is to set clear standards
for what we want students to learn and to use those academic standards to drive other changes in
the system.” In other words, the context of reform of the entire school division should include:






curriculum, instruction and assessment;
professional development;
parent and community involvement;
instructional leadership; and
the use of technology and other resources.

All parts of a school district’s central operations, decisions, planning, and implementation must
be aligned and coordinated to support improved teaching and learning. The school district must
also reach out to the community so that the education provided to local students not only meets
national standards, but local needs, and uses the resources of the community in partnership for
the improvement effort.

3.1

ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT OF CURRICULUM AND
INSTRUCTION

Central office employees serve as the support system for the education that is provided in
schools of any school district and, depending on factors such as organization, staffing,
accountability, and processes, can either strengthen or hinder progress towards high achievement
for students. A well-orchestrated, balanced relationship between school needs and central office
support and coordination helps to ensure that financial and human resources are targeted toward
increased student achievement for all students. Clearly articulated, measurable, and monitored
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goals set at the district level with input from those who will be implementing them inform staff
and the public of the district’s priorities and guide decisions and actions at all levels of the
system. Data serve as the foundation for goal-setting, progress monitoring, and evaluation.
Consequently, effective two-way communication systems, explicit guidelines and expectations,
processes that streamline and reinforce goals, and the monitoring of priorities are essential
responsibilities of the central office.
Two timeless quotes describe the importance of an aligned, seamless organizational enterprise
for meeting the needs of all students. The book, The Reform Revisited: Effective Schools and
Systemic Reform, notes that “the key to successful schools and to meeting the needs of every
student is an effective, well-aligned, and focused organization.” Ron Edmonds, a long-time
educational researcher, also defines the characteristics of effective schools:
We teach that there are no instructional problems that have not already been solved. The
only issue is whether or not the organization makes available to principals and teachers
the extraordinary repertoire of school behaviors and teacher behaviors that will produce
mastery for the full range of the population.
A school district’s central organization and management processes are critical to either thwarting
or facilitating the acquisition of those behaviors to ensure mastery for all students. When an
organization is not getting the results it would like, structural issues are often to blame. Districts
are well-served to analyze their organizational structure to determine root causes for the current
results, and to identify areas where that structure could potentially offer better results and
eliminated impediments to higher performance.
Five senior leaders report to the SCPS Associate Superintendent for Instructional Services.
Exhibit 3-1 shows the current organizational structure for instruction in SCPS.
Exhibit 3-1
Current Organizational Structure for Instructional Services
in Stafford County Public Schools
2014-15 School Year

Source: SCPS Instructional Services Office, 2015.
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This structure reflects changes made by the Interim Superintendent before Superintendent
Benson was hired.
FINDING
Consistently, SCPS staff related that there is a deep-seated need for a well-articulated vision that
guides all division instructional decisions, resource allocations, planning, and actions. This
vision must be propelled by a specific, well-conceived short- and long-term specification of what
the division wants for all SCPS graduates. These two mutually supportive buttresses of an
effective school system must be agreed upon as a foundation for systemic, collaborative, longrange instructional planning.
Responses to many questions asked during the site visit were that business was conducted in
SCPS because it was “the way we have always done it.” Some respondents, however, indicated
the need for division leaders to take a step back and think in new and different ways about roles,
relationships, and organizational structures. They recognized the need to move beyond historical
customs, school and division management, job responsibilities, and a reliance on a comparison of
student performance on SOLs with the state and peer divisions, to thinking long-term with a
focus on the interim steps necessary to reach longitudinal goals. Each of these concerns is wellfounded and discussed more in-depth in separate findings of this chapter.
Until new leaders recently arrived, the division had been tied to traditional thinking,
organization, staffing relationships, and processes. SCPS is also hampered by a lack of
delineation of instructional office or staff relationships and roles, and how they can coalesce to
add value to the desired end result. The division has not scanned the current educational
environment; examined student long-term needs; and re-conceptualized division practices,
structure, and priorities in terms of those needs. Nor has the division aligned its organization, job
responsibilities, job titles, staffing, processes, and relationships among division offices and
schools with a driving vision.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 3-1:
Dedicate time in leadership meetings to identify and agree upon a unifying vision for
instruction in the division.
Once instructional leaders agree on their beliefs about the purpose and vision for SCPS student
abilities and knowledge upon graduation, they can then identify critical steps for achieving them,
programs that support them, staffing needs to accomplish them, and resource allocation to realize
them. Using the agreed upon vision in annual ongoing planning will guide leaders in continuing
to allocate resources including staff and focus actions and job responsibilities toward their
achievement. A unified instructional vision will also enable staff to review programs and
division operations with respect to the division’s beliefs about desired outcomes for students.
To prompt this discussion, the division may consider using the five questions set forth in The
Thoughtful Classroom (thoughtfulclassroom.com) regarding:
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1. What skills do students need to develop in order to achieve at high levels?
2. What instructional strategies enable the greatest gains in student performance?
3. How can we address the diversity of our students in a way that is manageable and
provides an equal opportunity for all students to achieve?
4. How can we design units of instruction that motivate learners with different learning
styles yet still address the skills and core content knowledge students need to
succeed?
5. How do schools become professional learning communities that support teachers
through the improvement process?
FINDING
The organizational structure for instructioncoupled with historical practicecreate internal
barriers to consistent personnel use, communications, planning, and collaboration, as well as the
execution of work tasks. In some ways, the current silos are structural and in others they are not.
Staff posited that they may be grounded in past practice resulting from frequent turnover of
superintendents that left the division without a clear focus as well as enabling personalities rather
than organizational needs to guide structure and practice. One educator described it as a “culture
of ownership versus collaboration.” Nonetheless, interviewees at both the central and school
levels observed that silos and organizational barriers prevent the collaboration the
Superintendent desires from planning cohesively together.
Roles, responsibilities, and staffing in the instructional offices of SCPS have evolved over time
without a purposeful identification and protection of core job responsibilities. Central office
instructional positions and roles, as other decisions, have resulted reactively from budget cuts,
rather than being thoughtfully staffed or assigned according to a long-range plan. Moreover,
many SCPS central office instructional support staff have disparate responsibilities that are not
correlated to the original core roles and responsibilities for which jobs were created.
Staff responsible for content leadership have duties detracting from content support and related
teacher training. Some examples from a document titled “2014-15 Instruction Team Major Job
Responsibilities” include:


The Coordinator of Science conducts secondary chemical hygiene inspections despite the
division having a Safety Officer.



The Coordinator of Fine and Performing Arts is responsible for the SCPS master
schedule for itinerant teachers as is the Coordinator of Health and PE.



The Supervisor of Elective Programs is responsible for the budget and purchase of all
adopted textbooks.
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Staffing for content-level central office support is not sufficient to ensure that all teachers across
the division have the key skills and knowledge prioritized by leadership. It is imperative that
SCPS creatively use these staff in new and different ways to capitalize on their expertise, and
better serve teachers and equip them with knowledge and skills to heighten student performance
outcomes.
Exhibit 3-2 shows a comparison of staffing levels of content-related positions in peer school
divisions with SCPS.
Even more concerning is that division-level content experts are not routinely involved in
decisions at the division level that directly affect their own content area. In researching
information for this report, Evergreen discovered that many questions could not be answered
directly by content leaders. They had to email teachers to determine which courses, how many
sections were offered at a particular school, and which ones for which students were transported.
One content person recently found a secondary planning meeting in which middle school course
offerings, including theirs, were being discussed. This person was not invited to the meeting to
provide input, or informed of decisions that directly impact the content area over which he/she
are intended to have supervision. Several noted that decisions are made by principals in SCPS.
This has no doubt led to the diversity and inequities of offerings from school to school.
Another revealing example of job tasks that have evolved over time without thought or planning
is at the highest level of instructional leadership. As discussed in the finding related to
Recommendation 3-9, the Associate Superintendent of Instructional Services spends much of
her time on student transfer appeals for K-12 rather than the essential role of instructional
leadership for which that position was created. From March through September approximately
five or more of her hours a week are dedicated to this task with time frequently increasing in the
summer months. Other months require an estimated two or more hours per week with time
increasing throughout the year whenever Board reports on transfers are due. Two other
individuals in the planning department assist and are estimated to spend even more time on
transfer-related tasks.
Having three leaders (the Chief Elementary and Secondary Officers and the Director of
Instructional Services) primarily responsible for instruction under the Associate Superintendent
for Instructional Services has led to communication challenges with a lack of consistent message
within the central office and to schools. Staff in many leadership positions cited multiple
instances where open communication among the offices is not currently the SCPS way of work.
Beyond communications, though, the existence of three offices with little delineation of authority
has also prevented, instead of contributed to, collaborative instructional planning. These leaders
noted no regular, systematic meetings nor reporting processes to ensure that the training and
support provided to schools are thoughtfully and purposefully planned at the central level to
maximize the time and resources at both the central and school levels. This gap among key
instructional offices raises the question of who is going to lead the work necessary for
continuously improving teaching and learning for SCPS students, and who will guide
implementation of the division’s instructional vision. It also likely contributes to duplicative or
even conflicting use of time and resources.
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Exhibit 3-2
Content Support Positions
SCPS and Peer School Divisions
2014-15 School Year

ELA/Reading/
Literacy/
Humanities

Science

Performing
Arts/Music
Fine Arts

CTE

Math

World
Languages/
ESL

Stafford

2*

1.5**

1

2***

1.5**

1

Albemarle
Lead Coaches

1

1

1

1

1

1

Chesapeake

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Chesterfield

2

1

1

1

Fauquier

1 also resp. for
Title I

1 also
PE and
Health

Hanover

1

1

1

1

Henrico

2

2

1

Loudon

1

1

1

Spotsylvania

2

2

1

1.4

1.3

.9

Division

Average

Visual
Arts

Media

Health/PE/
Drivers’ Ed

Social
Science

Gifted/
Governor’s
School/Acc
elerated
Programs

1

1

1

1

1

1

NA

NA

NA

1 ELL
1 Foreign
Language

Electives

Virtual
Learning

Totals
Per
Division
13

1

NA

NA

NA

1

8

1 including
Fine Arts

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

ESL

1

1

2

1

14

1

1

2

1
including
tech

1

1

1

11

2

1 World
Language

1

2

2

2

15

1

1.1

.7

.9

1.3

.7

.6

.4

1

8

10

0

.1

Source: Conversations with Peer Representatives and websites, 2015.
*Sup Literacy and Humanities and Coordinator of Secondary
**Sup of Math and Science and Coordinators of Math and Science
***CTE Supervisor and CTE Coordinator
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The Executive Director of Technology reports to the Associate Superintendent for Instructional
Technology. Location of this position within the organizational structure is further discussed in
Chapter 6, Section 4. Despite the current reporting relationship of the Executive Director,
responsibility for instructional technology is not really a core part of the day-to-day
responsibilities of that position. Shared oversight of the ITRTs obscures integration of
technology into instruction as an important division goal. At one point, there was a Supervisor of
Instructional Technology who reported to the Director of Instructional Services. That position
and its key role for instructional technology assured that someone at the division level
maintained a focus on the role of technology in instruction and assessment other than state
testing. Currently, the school-based positions responsible for instructional technology, the
Instructional Technology Resource Teachers (ITRT), do not report to anyone with responsibility
for instructional technology itself.
The offices related to student services have gained responsibilities over the years, too, without
careful consideration of their relationship to instruction or student services. For example,
counseling resides in that office. However, especially at the secondary level, counseling tasks
largely relate to student scheduling and not mental health.
The administration of grants, both entitlement and discretionary, is not consolidated in SCPS.
Currently, non-entitlement grants are written by employees in one department and administered
by those in others. This does not ensure that the division is availing itself of all possible grants
that could support its efforts to reach its goals; nor does it make the grant application and
implementation a cohesive process. Divisions the size of SCPS generally have a designated
position with responsibility for federal programs. The SCPS 2014-15 federal Local Consolidated
Application shows an allocation for Titles I, II, and III of $2,032,997. Currently, two contentrelated positions have responsibility for Titles I and II. Even excluding the Title II Teacher
Quality allocation of $396,831 which is more closely related to the Office of Professional
Learning, all of the federal reporting requirements for Titles I and III require much
administrative time that detracts from the responsibilities of SCPS staff with other instructional
charges.
Recommendation 3-19 acknowledges that professional development within SCPS is not a focus
of organizational development in terms of resources, coordination, or staffing. This
recommendation calls for broadening the name to Office of Organizational Development, the
Director’s title to Director of Organizational Development, and to place Instructional
Technology Resource Teachers (ITRTs), content-related supervisors, coordinators, specialists,
and special education literacy specialists within that office.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 3-2:
Reorganize the instructional unit of the central office in SCPS, and re-assign job
responsibilities to positions more closely aligned to key roles.
Evergreen recommends a revised organizational structure for SCPS instructional services shown
in Exhibit 3-3.
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Exhibit 3-3
Proposed Organizational Structure for Instructional Services
in Stafford County Public Schools

Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions, 2015.
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Re-configuring the organizational structure and eliminating the position of Director of
Instruction position addresses some of the communications, coordination, and collaboration
ambiguity that has been pervasive in preventing instructional initiatives from being cohesive. It
further consolidates instructional staff who perform professional development into one office
under the Associate Superintendent. In this way, planning, designing, and delivery of
professional training can become an integrated process.
The supervision of these staff should be shared between the proposed Director of Organizational
Development and the Chief Elementary and Secondary Officers, depending on the task at hand.
For example, when content-specific topics are the primary issue, the Chiefs take precedence in
leading discussion and decisions. When it is professional development, the Director takes the
lead. In all instances, though, because content, instructional technology, and professional
learning are so closely intertwined, all three division leaders should be in attendance to ensure
coherence of action.
Having training staff knowledgeable about various instructional and pedagogical strategies in
one office, enables them to plan to embed instructional technology, ESOL, special education,
and Response to Intervention strategies into content-related training. This provides teachers
depth of instruction and quality training without removing them from their classrooms for
content-specific, special education-specific, or instructional technology-specific trainings or
forcing them to choose which they feel will best serve their growth needs.
As part of the process of discussing and re-organizing the instructional offices, instructional
leaders should examine job descriptions and re-allocate responsibilities to staff whose roles are
more closely related to those functions. For example, student transfers should not be the
responsibility of the Associate Superintendent for Instructional Services and is further discussed
in Recommendation 3-9. Additionally, responsibility for counseling should reside in the office
of the Chief Secondary Officer instead of the Student Services offices since most counseling
relates to secondary schedules which are currently a problem in SCPS. Additionally, critical
counseling activities relate to secondary student credits for graduation. In that way, secondary
counselors are where they are more closely associated with their primary scheduling role and the
classroom instructional aspect of elementary counseling is more closely aligned with instruction.
A Coordinator’s position should report to the Chief Secondary Officer.
The creation of a Supervisor of Federal Programs and Grants will consolidate management and
oversight of federal programs such as Title I in that office and, along with IDEA funds in the
Special Education Department, assist in bringing consideration of all possible funding sources to
the table during budget discussions. The office should be in instruction and with most of these
funds being Title I, report to the Chief Elementary Officer. Having both entitlement and
discretionary grants in the key instructional offices under the Associate Superintendent’s
umbrella will facilitate a more consolidated approach to funding division priorities.
FISCAL IMPACT
The costs for the Director of Instruction are based on a 12-month salary of $128,607 plus
benefits at 25 percent of $32,152 and $8,000 for a total annual cost of $168,759.
The costs for the Supervisor’s position are estimated at the average 12-month salary of $92,905
plus benefits at 25 percent of $23,226 plus $8,000 for a total annual cost of $124,131.
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The costs for the Coordinator’s position are estimated at the average 11-month Coordinator with
a master’s degree salary of $63,911 plus benefits at 25 percent of $15,978 plus $8,000 for a total
annual cost of $87,889.
Recommendation
Eliminate the
Position of Director
of Instruction
Add a Supervisor of
Federal Programs
and Grants
Add a Coordinator of
Guidance position
Total Costs

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

$168,759

$168,759

$168,759

$168,759

$168,759

($124,131)

($124,131)

($124,131)

($124,131)

($124,131)

($87,889)

($87,889)

($87,889)

($87,889)

($87,889)

($43,261)

($43,261)

($43,261)

($43,261)

($43,261)

FINDING
In his regular visits to classrooms, while Evergreen was onsite, Dr. Benson detailed two classes
he visited that were effectively integrating technology into their instruction on his blog. By
visiting classrooms, the Superintendent is staying informed of teacher and student strengths as
well as needs. He also conveys an interest in and support for SCPS staff and his desire to be
approachable.
COMMENDATION
The Superintendent is commended for his commitment to understanding the strengths and
needs of Stafford County Public Schools.
FINDING
There is no evidence of purposeful evaluation of division programs over time. The 2004 Gibson
Report recommended the addition of a supervisor and support staff for both the program
evaluation and testing functions. It further recommended “evaluation of all division instructional
programs on a rotating basis.” Staff reported some program evaluation in the past, but that has
been abandoned. The division has an Office of Testing and Accountability under the Director of
Instruction, but the job responsibilities are primarily related to testing and not accountability,
including program evaluation, at this time.
On the SCPS website contact page, the office is called “Program Evaluation” but it is not
accurate. When asked about program evaluation processes within SCPS, most respondents stated
that it occurred, but that it was informal, at best, based more on anecdotal observation than
qualitative data.
As with other functions within the division, accountability is not always clear-cut. For example,
schools may call the office for federal graduation indicator information. While that is an
accountability issue, the Supervisor of Math is responsible for this aspect of accountability. The
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blurred division definition of accountability and overlap of job responsibilities between the
content supervisors and the Testing and Accountability Office prevent more effective program
reviews, development and application of rubrics for evaluation purposes, and, consequently,
consistent and ongoing program improvement.
Many SCPS schools have multiple programs which may compete with each other for staff
attention as well as resource allocation including staff. This situation may also impact class sizes
and staffing costs. No evidence of an analysis of such factors was apparent. Even principals
report that the addition of programs over time has led to much competition among schools as
well as a proliferation of programs across the division.
Staff noted that there has been no compliance with division parameters related to student needs,
either. Currently, without a formalized program evaluation, neither division nor school leaders
are fully aware of which programs are effective in meeting student needs. Instead,
determinations of effectiveness are made based on anecdotal, subjective conclusions rather than
quantitative data collection and analysis that begins even before programs are adopted.
The regular, systematic use of data, accompanied by program evaluation, would enable school
and division leaders to know which programs are effective, and where goals and implementation
strategies for each may overlap so that they can plan for more effective and cohesive
implementation. The use of data would also equip SCPS leaders and the school board with
objective knowledge they could use to inform decisions relating to program additions,
adaptations, or strategic abandonment. This would, over time, save time and money and focus
resources on effective programs that address goals the division has for its students.
The analyses of readily available data sources could shed light on the effectiveness of program
elements, but are not routinely tracked for making determinations that could guide interim
modifications. The purpose behind a comprehensive evaluation of all aspects of a program is to
glean quantitative, qualitative, and anecdotal information to inform decisions about additions,
deletions, or revisions to the program, as well as about the effectiveness of a program as a whole
and its individual elements. Such information is essential to aligning division resources with
effective practices.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 3-3:
Expand the Office of Testing and Accountability to make program evaluation a core
function underpinning division actions and the determination of effectiveness.
Stafford County Public Schools is not alone in the nation in having little systematic program or
process evaluation to ensure that the programs and practices being used are those that have been
deemed most effective. Dr. Benson is bringing project management processes into leadership
decision making. Infusing program and process evaluation into the division’s way of work is
essential for continually improving teaching and learning. One of the Budget Development Goals
for 2015-16 is to “enhance division capability to access, manage, and analyze information.”
Objective information about program effectiveness is critical for making decisions related to
staffing, materials and supplies, student class size, facilities use, and student busing.
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Having an office staffed sufficiently for such analyses and clarifying the accountability
responsibility of the office so that there is no overlap, are critical first steps in garnering such
data as the division develops future budgets. Currently, the office of two is led by a Supervisor of
Testing and Accountability who reports to the Director of Instructional Services. To implement
this recommendation, SCPS should re-name the office ‘Program Evaluation, Assessment, and
Accountability’ and create the position of Director of Program Evaluation, Assessment, and
Accountability reporting to the Associate Superintendent of Instructional Services. A
Coordinator of Program Evaluation should be added in time to augment the program evaluation
services and accountability function of the division.
The new name defines the key roles of assessment as a basis for evaluation and accountability as
well as delineating the office’s role of accountability. Key leaders should also examine
duplication related to accountability as they exist today and transfer all to this office.
As first steps, the new Director, in consultation with the Cabinet, should identify one or two
programs that appear to be effective, evaluate them, identify factors that were likely or can be
proven to have led to that effectiveness, and put strategies and monitoring in place to replicate in
all schools.
Several years ago, one district Evergreen reviewed, Richland One, in Columbia, SC, wanted to
reverse its practice of adding programs without consideration of time, resources, or results being
evaluated and, consequently, continuing programs rather than revising or eliminating them. The
intent was to strategically abandon programs in a very systematic manner with the Office of
Research and Evaluation integrally involved. Although the desire was to examine both
operational and programmatic considerations, the initial undertaking began with instructional
programs. Strategic abandonment workshops were developed and presented to principals and
department heads who then conducted them for staff.
Initial criteria were identified for inclusion in an online survey that was completed by all
principals and department heads. Forty-six (46) programs were initially identified for
consideration. This array of programs resulted from two primary factors:



the level of school-based management in the district; and
programs that had been implemented as supplemental with Title I funds.

Richland One hoped the strategic abandonment process would better equalize programmatic
opportunities for students across the district. Ten programs were initially identified for scrutiny.
Seven sets of criteria were selected:








validity;
cost;
personnel;
time;
training;
other resources; and
sustainability.
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At every level of the educational enterprise, from the board room to the classroom, there are
constant information and data needs. Legislative accountability requirements of recent years
have catapulted a frantic need for immediate, accurate, and analysis-driven data and research
reporting. An equally important and significant need (for what Michael Fullan and Rick Stiggins
refer to as assessment literacy or the ability to make critical sense of data and knowing how to
use it as a strategy for reform) has emerged. This focus on data-driven decisions should extend
beyond analysis of student performance to those programs and practices that affect performance
as well.
Research and program evaluation are critical to creating high-performance schools and a central
office organized by principles of high-performance management. One aspect of evaluation is the
need to identify the match between programs being considered for district students and their
academic needs and demographics. Additionally, programs in place should have formative
evaluations conducted to determine the need for change and refine strategies for effectiveness.
Without having a system of identifying programs to be regularly evaluated, the division puts
itself in the position of funding programs that are not meeting the intent behind their adoption
and/or spending time and dollars on ineffective programs. This may prevent the division from
implementing programs that are proven effective. Use of an ongoing systemic means of
continuous program improvement keeps many factors that affect student achievement at the
forefront of staff minds; it also focuses resources and training in areas where they are most
needed, thus, ensuring that the division gets the greatest return on its investment.
FISCAL IMPACT
The implementation of this recommendation will require the addition of a Director of Program
Evaluation and Accountability and a Coordinator for Program Evaluation. Costs are estimated as
follows:


Add a Director of Program Evaluation, Assessment, and Accountability. The lowest
Instructional Director salary in SCPS is $121,516. Adding benefits at 25 percent
($30,379) and $8,000 would make the cost of the position $159,895.



Add a Coordinator for Program Evaluation in an 11-month position with a Master’s
Degree. The average salary for an 11-month Instructional Coordinator position with a
Masters’ degree is $63,911. Adding benefits at 25 percent ($15,978) plus $8,000 brings
the annual cost to $87,889.

Recommendation
Add a Director of
Program Evaluation,
Assessment, and
Accountability
Add a Coordinator for
Program Evaluation
Total Costs

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

$0

($159,895)

($159,895)

($159,895)

($159,895)

$0

$0

($87,889)

($87,889)

($87,889)

$0

($159,895)

($247,784)

($247,784)

($247,784)
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FINDING
Principals have not traditionally been involved in SCPS division-level decisions before they are
made, but have been implementers of decisions made by central office leaders. Conversations
with both principals and division leaders indicate that principals are not represented in central
office leadership meetings where decisions are made that they will have to lead their staffs in
making happen. They feel that their perspective is not meaningfully sought, for instance, in
selection of division leaders or content positions with whom they and their teachers may have to
work. Even when they have been involved, they report that they felt that the decisions had
already been made.
Additionally, when decisions are made that directly affect their schools and their staffs, the
decisions have traditionally been handed down to them without an explanation of the reasons
prompting its need. For example, in August 2014, principals were told they were losing teachers.
No specific discussion was held of how each school’s loss was determined, specific budgetary
needs, or an explanation of the equitability of the distributed staffing loss.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 3-4:
Include representation of principals at Cabinet meetings and rotate them annually.
Principals should be allowed to select representatives who would sit in at Cabinet meetings and
report back to them. In this way, the Cabinet would benefit from the insights of principals before
decisions impacting their schools are made. Furthermore, principals would know that their voices
and experience are valued as they become integrally involved in division decisions. Experience
at the Cabinet level would also provide the representatives opportunities for professional growth
as they learn factors they are not normally aware of that influence division-level decisions (also
see Recommendation 2-6).
FINDING
Both the new Chief Elementary and Secondary Officers have begun offering school leaders
opportunities within their meetings for professional growth, sharing of best practices at their
schools, and involvement in important division work. For example, the Chief Elementary
Officer has begun including the instructional team on work the division has begun on new
Virginia authentic performance assessments. The team has included principals as well.
Participants report that this collaborative work has enhanced support for principals and
developed relationships among group members.
In both principal and assistant principal meetings while Evergreen was onsite, professional
learning was embedded as an integral part of these meetings. For example, the Chief Secondary
Officer had two assistant principals present on effective practices they had instituted at their
schools so that others could benefit from their innovation and not have to “re-invent the wheel,”
but use the knowledge and experience of their peers.
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COMMENDATION
The Chief Elementary and Secondary Officers are commended for their inclusive
approaches to involving school leaders and giving them opportunities to share best
practices.
FINDING
The long-standing and frequent turnover of superintendents and related central office staff has
led to a diffused system of schools with principals having de facto autonomy to make program
decisions and comply with division directives or use division-created instructional products as
they chose. This has led to inequity of programming, resources, and use of staff, and has cost the
division through a loss of economies of scale. Those inequities have also transferred to students
in terms of educational offerings from which they can choose, inconsistent curricula for students
transferring between SCPS schools, and challenged scheduling.
The division has policies and regulations that were likely intended to create consistency among
schools while still enabling principals the autonomy to address each school’s unique needs.
However, the leadership gap created with the turnover has left principals in the position of
having to make decisions essentially on their own which has exacerbated the inconsistencies and
led to the culture of “ownership vs. collaboration” previously referenced. This has also
contributed to policies and practices becoming more suggestive than uniform process.
Additionally, the loss of teaching positions over the years has led to principals feeling the need to
assign school-specific rather than division-determined responsibilities to staff placed in their
schools for training and support purposes. For example, Instructional Technology Resource
Teachers (ITRTs) and Computer Technician Trainers (CTTs) are often assigned duties for data
reporting and analysis, or quasi-administrative roles, rather than their originally conceived roles
of training and technical support. Several interviewees stated that resource teachers in some
schools no longer serve the purpose of coaching and modeling effective instructional practices
for teachers, but are actually assigned to small group instruction.
Other examples include the development and use of secondary schedules at SCPS middle and
high schools and some schools using Google Docs and others using Microsoft Office 365 rather
than a single, unified division-wide collaboration and communications system. While staff
reported that there is an approved purchase list for technology that is intended to assure some
degree of consistency both among schools and for technician support, in fact, principals again are
allowed to purchase non-listed tools. The same is true of curriculum maps and pacing guides
developed at the division level. Their use is essentially at the discretion of individual principals.
Principal choice also results in differences in course options from one school to another (such as
foreign languages and fine arts). This unrestrained ability of principals to make a myriad of
independent decisions has created inequitable learning experiences for students and strained
division resources. Despite the examples provided, staff report there is some consistency within
and across the division and strong leaders who want to do what is right so will work within set
expectations when they are provided.
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RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 3-5:
Develop centrally identified parameters within which principals are empowered to make
decisions and be held accountable for adherence.
Dr. Benson, as do other division leaders including principals, recognizes the need for balance
between centrally set parameters and school-based autonomy. The division leaders, including
principal representatives, should examine areas of concern that negatively impact student
learning opportunities and division resources, and establish clear guidelines that detail where
principals have autonomy and where limits are that deter consistency and economy of finances
and resources. Once identified, they should also define processes by which all will be held
accountable.

3.2

INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY AND STUDENT PERFORMANCE

Successful school districts have established guidelines and expectations that underlie a sound,
challenging curriculum designed to foster the success of every student. These expectations
extend beyond state standards, providing enrichment and remediation opportunities for students
based upon their individual needs. Regularly collected and analyzed data guide ongoing
curriculum and programmatic decisions. Grounded in research-based strategies, curricular
documents and processes define and buttress the realization of clear learning goals.
Curricula encompass relationships among goals, specific learning objectives, instructional
activities, and student assessmentsas well as remedial and enrichment experiences. Curricula
identify a scope and sequence in which information, skills, and concepts are taught and
reinforced through the years to inculcate learning into each student’s knowledge base. Effective
curriculum guides also build in assessments and periodic monitoring of both student achievement
and the effectiveness of the documents themselves. Materials can then be identified and
purchased that assist in teaching concepts and knowledge not addressed in curricular resources
and that provide for student remediation and enrichment within the classroom.
It is essential that successful school divisions begin with clearly defining the written, taught, and
tested curricula. However, this is only the beginning. There must also be a targeted focus on the
importance of instruction. Teachers must be the masters of instruction and the effective delivery
of clearly-defined curricula. Teachers and the instructional leaders at the central office and
school levels, must have thoughtfully conceived, delivered and supported professional
development in order to deliver quality instruction that helps meet the needs of each student in
the division.
Successful schools pay particular attention to the curriculum that is provided for their student
population, but its delivery to students is also highly significant. Over the past three or four
decades, educational research has given much insight into the art of teaching and instructional
delivery. Schools cannot provide one-on-one tutoring for every student. Therefore, it is important
that districts prepare and expect teachers to implement those research-based effective teaching
practices that promote learning and enable each student to reach his/her own achievement
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potential. There are established teaching behaviors that support and reinforce learning. Effective
school districts have a plan for identifying, delivering, and monitoring instruction that is central
to every classroom.
To accomplish effective program planning, decisions that impact the education service delivery
in the district and its resource allocation must be based on comprehensive data analyses that
direct systematic planning for curriculum and instructional delivery. For example, effective
planning of education programs must consider the specific needs of the students served by the
school district and the multiple resources available to meet student needs. Best practices
demonstrate that effective schools use numerical and informational data to make instructional
decisions to identify gaps in the curriculum.
By constantly analyzing data from multiple sources and using various levels of disaggregation,
educators determine courses of action that are likely to lead to improved student achievement.
Thus, systematic disaggregation of data provides a baseline by which progress is regularly
measured. State test data are not analyzed in isolation, but in conjunction with student classroom
assessments. Schools also analyze data both vertically and horizontally, often even within school
feeder patterns to problem-solve long-term solutions. The central office uses data to identify
programs appropriate for their students, monitor fidelity of implementation, make interim
adjustments, and determine their continuation or elimination.
FINDING
Compared to its peer divisions, SCPS has a higher percentage of schools fully accredited than its
peer divisions. A PowerPoint presentation shown to the School Board on November 28, 2014
compares SCPS with its peers on multiple indicators. Exhibit 3-4, drawn from the Virginia
Department of Education School Accreditation Ratings Report, shows the comparison.
Exhibit 3-4
Percentage of Schools Fully Accredited in Stafford County Public Schools
and Comparison School Divisions
Accreditation
Status
# of Schools in
Division
# of Schools
Accredited With
Warning
# of Schools
Accreditation
Denied
# of Schools
Conditionally
Accredited
# of Schools
Fully Accredited
% of Schools
Fully Accredited

Stafford

Albemarle

Chesapeake

Chesterfield

Fauquier

Hanover

Henrico

Loudoun

Prince
William

Spotsylvania

30

26

45

61

19

23

67

85

87

29

1

6

13

15

4

1

27

4

12

10

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

4

-

-

29

20

32

46

15

22

39

77

74

19

97%

77%

71%

75%

79%

96%

58%

91%

85%

66%

Source: SCPS from Virginia Department of Education School Accreditation Ratings Report, 2013.
Note: (-) signifies Not Applicable
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COMMENDATION
Stafford County Public Schools is commended for having the highest percentage of schools
fully accredited among comparison divisions.
FINDING
At both the school and the central office levels, staff expressed pride in the quality of SCPS
teachers and leaders, and the curricula that is aligned to Virginia Standardsboth of which they
credit for high performance on SOL and other tests. However, they also noted a concern that a
focus largely on SOLs may, in fact, lower expectations for students and prevent them from
reaching their full potential. Benchmarking student success with the state and other similar
divisions is important for the division to use as an objective means of setting goals, budgets, and
refining processes.
Many staff noted a concern that largely comparing SCPS student performance with the state and
peer divisions possibly masks the need to compare SCPS performance over time against itself
and to consistently delve more deeply into other kinds of datasuch as common quarterly
benchmarks throughout the year to inform interim instructional decisions and strategies as well
as division resource deployment. The only detailed student performance information cited by
interviewees as a means of data analysis to inform instruction that was provided by central office
staff was in the area of mathematics.
A further concern noted was that, while the curricula, pacing guides, and curriculum maps are
aligned with state standards, they do not extend beyond those standards to provide teachers
guidance to raise expectations for student performance beyond SOL scores. SOL performance
alone is not an effective predictor of future performance. In fact, when Evergreen spoke with a
representative of Albemarle County Public Schools, they note that their board members had
requested that they not even present them SOL data any longer, but that they wanted to see more
meaningful data regarding performance-based learning and other indicators of preparation for
life-long learning.
Several documents provided to Evergreen compared SCPS performance data with peer divisions
and the state which shows standing of the division but does not show reasons for it by deeper
analysis. Despite the notable accreditation record in SCPS, and SOL performance generally
above the state average, SCPS provided more meaningful data as shown in the following few
exhibits that, when examined collaboratively at the school and the division level could provide
more detailed information about student performance. When the data underlying those numbers
are examined, they provide teachers and administrators a road map of how to improve teaching
and learning. Principals report using some of their school data, but there was minimal evidence
that the division systematically examines and uses more than SOL data to guide division-wide
decisions.
Exhibit 3-5 shows each high school’s percentage of students scoring 1550 or higher on the SAT.
These relatively low percentages could serve as targets for increasing the percent of students
taking the SAT who score above 1550. The College Board considers an SAT Benchmark score
of 1550 (critical reading, mathematics and writing sections combined) as giving students a 65
percent chance of earning a 2.67 GPA their first year of college.
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Exhibit 3-5
Percentage of SCPS High School Students
Scoring 1550 or Higher on the SAT
2013-14 School Year
Test Takers as a
Percentage of
High School
Student Percentage
Enrollment
Brooke Point
16%
15%
Colonial Forge
29%
18%
Mountain View
22%
15%
North Stafford
15%
14%
Stafford
18%
13%
Source: Adapted by Evergreen from SCPS 11/28/14 Board Presentation
Compiled from College Board 2014 College-Bound Seniors District Roster.

Data received after the site visit from SCPS provided the percentage of students at each school
who took the SAT. They show that no more than 18 percent of students enrolled at any SCPS
high school took the SAT in the 2013-14 school year. Considering the goals the division has for
its students and itself, targeted numbers of students taking the SAT should be raised. Also
subsequent to the site visit, division staff reported that “about 15 percent of all SCPS students
take the SAT, with 21 percent scoring 1550 or higher. Thus, 46 percent of SAT test-takers scored
1550 or higher which compares to 45 percent for the state.”
Exhibit 3-6 also displays information on college readiness based on SCPS student ACT scores.
The ACT describes benchmarks as “scores on the ACT subject-area tests that represent the level
of achievement required for students to have a 50 percent chance of obtaining a B or higher or
about a 75 percent chance of obtaining a C or higher in corresponding credit-bearing first-year
college courses.”
Exhibit 3-6
Percent of Stafford County Students
Meeting College Readiness Benchmarks
on the ACT Exam
2013-14 School Year
Number of
High School
Test Takers
English
Brooke Point
51
75%
Colonial Forge
110
78%
Mountain View
99
82%
North Stafford
57
86%
Stafford
81
88%
Source: 2014 ACT Profile Report – High School.

Percent of Students Meeting Benchmarks
All Four
Math
Reading
Science
Subjects
47%
55%
43%
29%
58%
66%
50%
43%
64%
63%
57%
40%
58%
67%
49%
40%
59%
65%
56%
41%

For an approximation, Evergreen compared the numbers of ACT test takers in 2013-14 to the
student populations at those schools in 2014-15 to arrive at the percent of students at each school
who took the ACT exam and found that:
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Brooke Point, approximately three percent (51/1793) of students took the ACT;
Colonial Forge, closer to six percent (110/1992) took the exam;
Mountain View, the percent of ACT test takers was a little over five percent (99/1801);
North Stafford, approximately three percent of students took the ACT (57/1689); and
Stafford, the percent of test takers was a little over four percent (81/1879).

The data also show that scores were higher in English and reading than in math or science. No
evidence was provided to Evergreen that division instructional leaders have examined factors
impacting varying performance in each content area at each school or of strategies used to recruit
students to take the exam. Percentages of test takers range from a low of three at Brooke Point
and North Stafford to a high of six percent at Colonial Forge. One question that should be
examined is the effect of counselor guidance, if any, on student decisions to take the exam.
Data in Exhibit 3-7 display the percentage of SCPS students by school who score 3 or higher on
AP exams. Those scores are deemed “qualified” (3), “well-qualified” (4), or “extremely wellqualified” (5) and indicate capability of doing the work of an introductory level college course.
Generally, colleges accept scores of 3 or higher for credit toward coursework and exemption of
the equivalent course on their campuses.
Exhibit 3-7
Percent of Stafford High School Students
Scoring 3 or Above on
Advanced Placement Exams
2012-13 and 2013-14 School Years
High School
Brooke Point
Colonial Forge
Mountain View
North Stafford
Stafford
AP Exam Takers Percent
of High School Enrollment

2012-13
49%
68%
74%
53%
52%

2013-14
51%
66%
68%
59%
52%

23%

23%

Source: Adapted by Evergreen from SCPS data provided, January 2015.

The data show that the percentage of high school students taking AP exams has remained at 23
percent both years. They do not show whether there has been a growth or decline in numbers of
courses available so do not indicate whether that 23 percent should be a concern or source of
pride. They also show that student test-taking success at some schools consistently exceeds that
of others. Delving into reasons for success and sharing effective practices would benefit
principals, teachers, and students at all schools and would guide division decisions about
possible resource allocation and professional development.
For illustrative purposes, Exhibit 3-8 uses data on student enrollment and AP participation from
the 2011-12 U.S. News & World Report (USNWR) Report, and the percent of test takers from
SCPS data to determine ranking of Virginia school divisions (http://www.usnews.com/education/besthigh-schools/virginia).
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Exhibit 3-8
Percent of Students at Stafford High Schools
Taking Advanced Placement Courses
Compared to Percent Scoring 3 or Above

Student
Enrollment*
1655
2036
1819
1699
1940

Percent of
Students
Taking AP
Courses*
36%
47%
32%
35%
32%

Students
Taking AP
Courses*
595
957
582
595
621

Percent of AP
Exam Takers
Who Scored 3
or Higher**
51%
66%
68%
59%
52%

Number of AP
Students Who
Took the Exam
and Scored 3 or
Higher
304
631
396
351
323

Number of AP
Students Who
Took the Exam
and Scored
Below 3
291
326
186
244
298

High School
Brooke Point
Colonial Forge
Mountain View
North Stafford
Stafford
Totals Scoring
2005
1345
Above/Below 3
Sources: U.S. News & World Report Ranking of Virginia High Schools (http://www.usnews.com/education/best-highschools/virginia) and Exhibit 3-7.
*USNWR 2011-12 data
**SCPS 2013-14 data

Those data show that in all SCPS high schools, there are hundreds of students who are taking
Advanced Placement (AP) courses and are taking the exams, but not scoring high enough to
exempt a college course and get credit for their AP exam score. These data require that high
school principals, teachers, and central office staff identify the reasons for this and develop
strategies to address this concern.
Two SCPS high schools host International Baccalaureate (IB) programs which are rigorously
designed with internationally consistent standards and assessments, core curricula, and lofty
student expectations. Like AP scores, colleges frequently grant credit to students scoring a 4 or
above on an IB exam.
Exhibit 3-9 shows that the percentage of IB students enrolled who actually took the exam
decreased considerable between the 2012-13 and 2013-14 school years. Reasons behind this
trend should be examined to inform program decisions.
Exhibit 3-9
Percent of Stafford High School Students
Enrolled in International Baccalaureate Courses
Who Took IB Examinations
2012-13 and 2013-14 School Years
High School
Brooke Point
Mountain View
Percent of IB Students Taking Exams

2012-13
64%
83%
14%

2013-14
60%
91%
10%

Source: Adapted by Evergreen from SCPS data provided, January 2015.
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Best practices support the analysis of data by educators throughout the school division to
continually examine the results of practice, instruction, programs, and curricular materials so that
ongoing changes can be made and that each student’s learning needs are constantly addressed.
This practice keeps teachers and administrators focused on tailoring educational opportunities for
student strengths and weaknesses. When they routinely examine all sources of data from
homework to class and weekly assignments and assessments, as well as standardized and
benchmark testsinstead of narrowing the curriculum and instruction in response to high stakes
testingthe range of instructional practices will be broadened to promote student participation
and learning.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 3-6:
Systematize and expand the use of student data for decisions regarding program and
instructional effectiveness and related revisions, staffing, and professional development.
SCPS must make data analysis the underpinning of its decision-making process. The Cabinet
should develop a plan to systematically use data in all schools, but even more importantly, at the
division level. Some SCPS schools, grades, and/or departments do; however, there are no
processes in place that ensure uniformity. Implementation of the plan should be useful in
identifying staffing assignments, course-taking patterns, curricula, instructional techniques, and
resources that are likely to improve student achievement.
These discussions and decisions should happen at both the division and school levels. Ongoing
discussions and systematic tracking of students not meeting performance objectives should
become an integral part of school and central office processes. The implementation of this
recommendation will reinforce the Superintendent’s desire to focus on student learning and
“ensure students graduate college and career ready.”
While comparing SCPS to peer divisions, an additional benchmark comparison might be to
examine SCPS student growth areas against those of peer divisions that share commonalities
with SCPS or even Virginia’s highest performing divisions. That would extend the vision and
supporting strategies beyond SOL data alone.
Administrators and offices that routinely use data should be considered as resources for
implementation of this recommendation and supported in their efforts to create accountability
through the use of data. Data should be used to garner an understanding of both curriculum and
instruction to determine if students know and have acquired the intended knowledge and skills.
Before the division can make decisions for responding to students experiencing difficulty, and
determine what needs to be done to improve current levels of learning, comprehensive data must
be examined.
Data analysis should not be limited to just student performance. There are rich sources of both
qualitative as well as quantitative data such as:


ACT participation rates;
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freshman remediation rates;
IB data;
college readiness and completion rates;
dual enrollment participation;
vocational completer data;
industry certification numbers versus numbers of students who take programs;
attendance;
tardiness;
suspensions;
expulsions;
cohort graduation or promotion rates;
discipline including time of day, day of week, location in school of incident; and
professional development needs analysis.

Each of these sources should be considered as meaningful information about the division’s/
school’s climate, and student and teacher strengths and needs.
Using comprehensive data routinely should enable SCPS to make accurate and appropriate
decisions, staffing, and resource allocations. It will also assist in budget preparation and tying
funds to division priorities and goals.
Sharing student performance data between grades as they are available should also be a routine
practice so that teachers who receive students are aware of student strengths and needs. They can
also pass information back to teachers/groups of teachers who formerly taught the students
regarding what they observe as needs. That feedback can assist those teachers in improving
instruction and student preparedness for grade level content at the next level.
FINDING
Staff consistently reported the lack of a clear, uniform curricula taught across all SCPS schools.
As noted previously, the central instructional team worked very diligently to create curriculum
maps and pacing guides to systematize instruction among all schools and grades. However, some
schools developed their own and were allowed to hold onto their own products. Because of a
variance in quality, too, use of those instructional tools also varies as do student educational
experiences.
Some schools reported that curricular alignment had taken place in departments at their school,
but has not necessarily occurred vertically across grades or schools. There is currently no
requirement or accountability to ensure that they are consistently adhered to. This leads to little
uniformity from school to school and of actual pacing of instruction among schools. Thus,
students moving from one school to another at any point in the year may be either ahead of or
behind students in their new classpotentially causing them to miss acquisition of important
knowledge and skills.
Many staff observed the need for a wholesale revision of SCPS curricula in a more inclusive
manner than has been used in the past. Such communal development of curricula creates a larger
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body of staff committed to the product the group has developed. It also benefits division students
and teachers with group members representing a variety of knowledge and experience that will
enrich the endeavor and final product. It would further create a cadre of teachers well-informed
of curriculum, state standards and benchmarks, and instructional strategies that relate to content
areas.
Along with interviewees in schools and the Instructional Department, the Superintendent
recognizes the need for this with his first stated Budget Goal for 2015-16 to “align curriculum,
programs and personnel allocation to ensure students graduate college and career ready.”
The process of creating an integrated horizontally and vertically aligned curriculum is a daunting
task. It is imperative to teach all the standards and bring students to proficiency and mastery.
Instead of teaching standards in isolation and in siloed programs, it is more effective and
efficient to teach many standards from an integrated approach. It is possible to use social studies
standards to teach reading, to use science standards to teach math, to use music for history
standards. The maxim of “less is more” points the way to resolving the dilemma of standardsdriven versus program, siloed, and textbook-driven curriculum. Textbook curriculum has often
been described as being “an inch deep and a mile wide.” Curriculum no longer is about teaching
every page in a textbook. It is about teachers and administrators implementing the division’s
instructional focus, teaching a standards-based curriculum, and integrating and teaching across
curricular boundaries. It is about having the knowledge of appropriate pedagogies and the
capacity to apply them skillfully for students. It is about administrators also being
knowledgeable of those pedagogies so that they can observe and guide teachers in building their
capacity and, in turn, raising student achievement. This is the basis for curriculum being efficient
and effective, and the foundational step towards curricular alignment.
As new initiatives are implemented, broader expertise from both central office and schools
should be utilized. Subsequent to the site visit, staff reported that articulation committees in the
past have “included only teachers of a particular subject” and have not been diverse in
representation. In addition, clearly defined training and expectations for appropriate teacher
pedagogies are needed. Responsibility and accountability processes must be articulated for both
the central office and schools to insure fidelity of implementation.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 3-7:
Expand the vertical articulation committees of teachers from kindergarten through high
school to discuss, evaluate, and plan curricular initiatives and revisions, and to develop
accountability processes that ensure consistent implementation.
The implementation of this recommendation removes the unrealistic expectation that SCPS
central office staff members are the holders of content knowledge and deliverers of information.
It changes their role to that of facilitator of curricular revision and enrichment. It also expands
the group of staff within the division who knows and understands the curricula and can return to
their schools more knowledgeable and able to share their expertise with their peers. The
committees should include teacher representatives in each grade and core content area once fully
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implemented and committee composition should reflect the diversity of the student body. It
should also include representatives of special education, English for Speakers of Other
Languages, and gifted teachers as well as Instructional Technology Resource Teachers (ITRT).
Each should be led by either a central office content staff member or a well-respected teacher
whose students have consistently performed well over time. The Chief Elementary and
Secondary Officers and Student Services Director should work with principals and other division
leaders to identify a representative from each grade level and other areas (such as special
education and ESOL) from schools across the division to serve on the team(s).
SCPS has too few central office administrators and content staff to be able to address all
curricular needs to achieve its goals in a timely, efficient, and effective manner. One role of the
committees can be to hold content-related discussions in which they can identify key SOL
objectives to be taught to mastery at each grade level and reinforced in subsequent grades. By
creating vertical alignment teams within and between schools, the teachers who are using the
curriculum and SOL objectives can work together to identify gaps in curriculum and resources,
and develop bridges to ensure student mastery of skills, knowledge, and competencies Virginia
has identified as essential. They can also identify strategies that integrate opportunities for reteaching and differentiating instruction for remedial students and expanding curricula beyond
simply state standards and expectations for others. They can customize the curricula to reinforce
knowledge and skills SCPS has identified as key for its graduates to master.
The committees, thus, serve as a means of familiarizing teachers with the needs of students
before and after their grade. The committees also serve as communications tools among teachers
regarding instructional, curricular, and resource issues relating to teaching and learning. The
implementation of this recommendation should also save division funds by letting those teams
identify resources (including instructional technology) used, posted, or purchased that best
support student achievement based on a knowledge of curriculum and student needs.
Many educators decried the division’s compensation, but noted that, if staff were provided
opportunities to enhance their personal professional skills and knowledge as a means of
preparation for advancement, they may be more apt to remain in the division despite higher
salaries in nearby locales. Participation on these teams is one means of offering such growth
opportunities.
In successful schools, teachers are provided time for collaboration and planning in teams both
within and across grade levels. Where other districts have created standing cross-grade
Curriculum Leadership Teams they have not only expedited curricular changes, but also created
a commitment that is conveyed to all school staff and prompted collegial innovations that have
benefited both students and teachers. Once the curriculum has been addressed, teachers can then
focus on creating common assessments that can be used for communications across and between
grades, and as measures for ongoing curricular revision as well as instructional modifications.
Such groups would be able to examine new programs and related research, develop evaluative
questions to monitor implementation, and examine data to ensure that desired student results are
occurring. They could review grant opportunities and identify data that would measure project
success and inform adjustments throughout implementation. The establishment of cross-school
and grade teams, too, would create a cadre of teachers who could identify curricular gaps, critical
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concepts and skills for re-teaching, recommend essential professional development, and
continually improve the division’s curriculum and instruction. Including a teacher from each
grade level and representative of a broad array of SCPS schools should ensure that decisions
contribute to a seamless PK-12 curriculum. Although beginning with half-day quarterly meetings
would provide sufficient time for substantive discussions and engender commitment to the
process, a more realistic beginning is for meetings to be conducted in 2.5 hour increments after
school the first year. As the division sees the benefits these committees reap for students, it
should expand them each year with related budgetary allocations.
FISCAL IMPACT
For planning and budgetary purposes, SCPS could begin the first year with a single content area.
The committee should be comprised of 16 representatives for each grade from Kindergarten
through Grade 12, Gifted, Instructional Technology, and Special Education. Substitutes should
be hired for six hours each of four meetings for the 14 classroom teachers (ITRT and Gifted
teachers likely do not need subs). Costs are figured at the AA level of substitute @ $90/day x x 4
days x 14 teachers = $5,040. Each year, SCPS could add a content area or expedite the process
with more after the first year’s activities are analyzed. It should consider creating committees for
arts and other content areas beyond core areas.
Recommendation
Conduct Four Half-Day
Vertical Alignment
Meetings

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

($5,040)

($10,080) ($15,120) ($20,160) ($25,200)

FINDING
Much instructional time is used with the division’s current examination schedules. Documents
detailing the mid-term exam schedules provided by SCPS are shown in Exhibits 3-10 and 3-11.
Exhibit 3-10
Mid-Term SCPS High School Exam Schedule
2014-15 School Year
Date
Block 1 Tests

Jan. 21
Block 1X

Block 2 Tests

Block 2X

Unscheduled
Student/Teacher Time
Unscheduled
Student/Teacher Time

Jan. 22
Block 1 Final
1Y Mid-term
CTE Year-long
Mid-term
Block 2 Final
2Y Mid-term
CTE Year-long
Mid-term

Jan. 23
Block 3 Final
3X Mid-term
CTE Year-long
Mid-term
Block 4 Final
4X Mid-term
CTE Year-long
Mid-term

Jan. 26
Block 3Y

Block 4Y

Student early dismissal at 11:50

Source: Created by Evergreen from documents provided by SCPS Secondary Office, 2015.
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Exhibit 3-11
Mid-Term SCPS Middle School Exam Schedule
2014-15 School Year
Date
Block 1 Tests

Jan. 21
Block 1X

Jan. 22
Block 1Y

Jan. 23
Block 3X

Jan. 26
Block 3Y

Block 2 Tests

Block 2X

Block 2Y

Block 4X

Block 4Y

Unscheduled
Student/Teacher
Time
Unscheduled
Student/Teacher
Time

Student early dismissal at 12:25

Source: Created by Evergreen from documents provided by SCPS Secondary Office, 2015.

Both schedules show that students are losing nine hours of instructional time on January 22-26,
2015. Teachers are reported to use the afternoons after exams for grading. However, 12 hours of
grading time is equivalent to approximately two days of teacher time.
A similar examination of final exam schedules shows the same pattern of partial day exams with
nothing scheduled in the afternoons and student early dismissal at the middle school at 12:20
p.m., on three of the five exam days. At the high school, students are dismissed early three of the
four underclassmen exam days at 11:45 a.m. On the first day, they attend their regular 2nd and
3rd period classes on an amended schedule.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 3-8:
Eliminate the current mid-term and year-end exam schedule and implement quarterly
benchmark tests.
This is an inefficient use of student and teacher time, and costly to SCPS in terms of payment for
teachers over which there appears to be little accountability. A more effective approach to
student examinations, that better utilizes instructional time, is to develop and administer
quarterly benchmark exams throughout the school year without a disruptive exam schedule being
followed. The Chief Secondary Officer should work with principals, content staff, and the
Director of Program Evaluation, Accountability, and Testing to develop or identify benchmark
tests that are valid and reliable to replace mid-term and final examinations.
FINDING
No parameters or procedures are followed before a new program is added at a SCPS school.
School Board Policy 3303, Pilot and Innovative Programs, states, “All pilot and innovative
programs must have the approval of the board based upon a request that includes a detailed
program description with objectives, identification of resources required, and an evaluation
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plan.” In reality, that process has not been followed, leading to the current proliferation of
programs at schools across the division.
Staff at all levels noted that currently there are not equitable opportunities for all students
whatever their learning needs and whichever school they attend. Staff noted that there is no floor
that has been defined that ensures that all students, wherever they attend school in SCPS have
specific opportunities for educational experienceswhether they are enrichment through gifted
and talented classes, middle or high school foreign language, CTE-related hands-on courses, or
others.
The extensive number of programs across the division is closely related to the division’s out-ofhand transportation of students throughout the school day and related costs and lost instructional
time addressed in the next finding. Principals even noted that the loss of students to schools that
had created programs that served as magnetspulling students from one school to anotherhad
prompted principals to create programs themselves to retain students. Administrators frankly
stated that it had resulted in an extremely competitive culture that is out of hand.
The belief was expressed, and is likely accurate, that schools may have the same programs, but
the support available for their effective implementation does not look the same. Consequently, in
effect, students have access to programs at some sites that others do not. That does not ensure
comparable educational experiences.
Several examples of inequitable opportunities at middle schools in only one content area as well
as busing repercussions include:


It appears that it has been the principal’s decision as to whether his/her students are bused
for course options offered at campuses that are not available at the home schools.



Drew Middle School students can take Spanish I in 8th grade, but are bused to Stafford
High School for French, German, and Latin.



Students from Heim Middle School have the option of three sections of Spanish I also,
but can be bused to either North Stafford or Brooke Point to take French, German, and
Latin.



Dixon Smith Middle School students can take Spanish I in six sections and one of French
I, and can be bused to Stafford High School for Latin, French II, and German.



Wright Middle School students are offered Spanish I.



Gayle Middle School has Spanish but the teacher also oversees a Virtual Virginia French
I class.



Stafford Middle School does not offer a foreign language and students there are not bused
to high schools for language experiences.



HH Poole Middle School students have the option of Spanish I in four sections and being
bused to North Stafford High School for French, German, Latin I, and Spanish II.
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No information was provided for Rodney Thompson Middle School’s language programs.
All middle schools have exploratory wheels where students sample classessuch as technology
or arts. However, selections vary by school, again, apparently based on available staff or
principal option with no guidance or parameters sought or followed from the central office level.
At the high school level, two schools have International Baccalaureate (IB) programs (Brooke
Point and Mountain View), three have career tech offerings, and three campuses also have
Commonwealth Governor’s Schools. These are:




Colonial Forge High School;
North Stafford High School; and
Stafford High School.

This variety of programs also requires extensive unnecessary time on the part of the Associate
Superintendent and two other SCPS staff related to parent requests for school transfers. Students
or parents who want to transfer from one school to another because of programs make requests at
the school level. The two staff members investigate appeals and assist the Associate
Superintendent with reports. Investigating appeals by parents wanting their children to transfer
requires extensive time. It sometimes even requires the attorney’s time. Board members may also
become involved in these administrative matters, as requested. The Associate Superintendent has
to make reports to board such as Net Student Transfer Reports, updates regarding transfers in
certain grades, reports regarding status of number of students still in programs they had
requested as their reason to transfer, and the status of number of transfers revokes for the same
purpose. Paring programs to those proven most effective would eliminate this diversion of
administrative, staff, and board time, and enable the Associate Superintendent and staff to focus
on core job responsibilities that are more directly related to improving the education of SCPS
students.
Exhibit 3-12 shows Governor’s Schools in which peer divisions participate.
The program is described on the SCPS home page as a “challenging, differentiated, and
interdisciplinary program in English, science, mathematics, and social studies. Based on a
school-within-a-school model, this half-day program utilizes real-time interactive audio/visual
technology, field trips, and team teaching to create a regional community of learners.” As is
shown, the only Governor’s School located in more than two sites serving SCPS peer divisions is
the one that is located in three SCPS high schools as well as three other sites.
Dr. Benson has instituted a project management protocol in which nothing will go to the board
without a project charter completed for it. The charter will include information such as need for
the proposal, related human and fiscal resources, required infrastructure, how success will be
measured, the specific name of the short- and long-term project manager, identification of
milestones and timelines during the planning phase, and signatures of all parties involved on the
project team. Use of this process should systematize program additions and expansions.
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Exhibit 3-12
Governor’s School Participation
Stafford and Peer Divisions

Division
Stafford

Albemarle
Chesapeake

Chesterfield

Fauquier

Regional
Governor’s
School
Commonwealth
Governor’s School

NA
City onlyGovernor’s School
for the Arts
Maggie L. Walker
Governor’s School
for Government
and International
Studies
Appomattox
Regional
Governor’s School
for the Arts and
Technology

Mountain Vista

Hanover

Henrico

Loudon

Prince
William

Spotsylvania

Maggie L. Walker
Governor’s School
for Government
and International
Studies
Maggie L. Walker
Governor’s School
for Government
and International
Studies
Thomas Jefferson
High School for
Science and
Technology
Governor’s School
at Innovation Park
Thomas Jefferson
High School for
Science and
Technology
Commonwealth
Governor’s School

Divisions Served
Stafford, Spotsylvania, Caroline,
King George

NA
City only

Location
Colonial Forge High School
North Stafford High School
Stafford High School
Spotsylvania High School
Riverbend High School
King George High School
NA
City only-Norfolk

Single/Multiple
Sites

6

NA
City only

Petersburg, Richmond, Charles City
County, Chesterfield, Goochland,
Hanover, Henrico, King & Queen,
New Kent, Powhatan, Prince
George, West Point
cities of Colonial Heights, Franklin,
Hopewell, Petersburg and
Richmond; and the counties of
Amelia, Charles City, Chesterfield,
Dinwiddie, Powhatan, Prince
George, Southampton, Surry and
Sussex.
Winchester City, Culpeper,
Fauquier, Frederick, Rappahannock,
Warren
Petersburg, Richmond, Charles City
County, Chesterfield, Goochland,
Hanover, Henrico, King & Queen,
New Kent, Powhatan, Prince
George, West Point
Petersburg, Richmond, Charles City
County, Chesterfield, Goochland,
Hanover, Henrico, King & Queen,
New Kent, Powhatan, Prince
George, West Point
City of Falls Church; and the
counties of Arlington, Fairfax,
Loudoun and Prince William
Manassas, Manassas Park, Prince
William
City of Falls Church; and the
counties of Arlington, Fairfax,
Loudoun and Prince William

Richmond

1

Petersburg

1

Warrenton

2

Richmond

1

Richmond

1

Alexandria

1

Manassas

Not available

Alexandria

Stafford, Spotsylvania, Caroline,
King George

Colonial Forge High
School, North Stafford High
School, Stafford High
School, Spotsylvania High
School, Riverbend High
School, and King George
High School
Source: http://www.doe.virginia.gov/instruction/governors_school_programs/academic_year/index.shtml, 2015.
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RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 3-9:
Use the project management protocol and recommended program evaluation processes to
identify cost-effective programs tied to the SCPS vision for students for retention,
elimination, or collapsing of programs, including a reduction of one Governor’s School in
SCPS.
This recommendation is, in one way, endorsement of the proposed project management protocol.
In another, it is an associated recommendation for intensive program review and associated
action. It is also a call for the school board to empower SCPS staff and administrators to focus
their time on improving the quality of programs available for its students. The expenditure of
administrative time on transfers and transfer reports should be eliminated.
One by-product of implementation of this recommendation should be the Cabinet’s
establishment of a floor that ensures equitable educational experiences for all students in all
schools. Using distance learning options more purposefully is a cost-effective means of creating
both greater equity and greater opportunity for students to access a broader array of course
options at little or no cost to the division other than pre-existing facilities, already available
technology, and class supervision.
As SCPS evaluates its programs, it should examine the effectiveness of duplicative programs and
determine which is most effective in meeting student needs. It should also look beyond program
effectiveness to consider fiscal implications such as duplicative staffing required for dual
programs in more than one school, the cost of materials and supplies for dual programs
especially more costly CTE programs, busing costs if that practice continues, and class sizes in
each.
As this recommendation is implemented over time, it should result in each school having its own
exemplary signature program staffed by highly qualified teachers instead of duplicate programs
that are not equitably supported in multiple schools. Students could then commit to a school as
their home school where they attend full-time based on their own individual interests. This
possibility is in alignment with the observation of Elliot Merenbloom, the consultant hired to
examine secondary schedules. He stated, “It is possible that specific magnet programs should
only be offered at specific schools.”
The Cabinet should employ the project management protocol for addition and expansion of
programs in SCPS schools. Principals, too, should provide input into key program decisions.
Additionally, school and division leaders should expand the concept to identification and
measurement of components of existing programs for determination of their continuation,
expansion, or elimination.
The following are some factors that are generally used to guide the addition of a new program at
a school or across a division:


policy;
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procedure;



analysis of data that indicate the need for a program;



consideration of geographic location to provide equitable opportunities for students
throughout the division; and



examination of student performance data.

FISCAL IMPACT
The implementation of this recommendation will result in cost savings for the division. Although
it is difficult to estimate total savings without in-depth study of just this issue, an example of
minimum potential savings is provided.
The Superintendent noted in his 2015-16 budget request in discussing “exciting changes, and
some concerns ahead” that “certain programs, yet to be determined, may be changed to
accommodate greater benefit for the student population as a whole.” This indicates his awareness
of the need to evaluate effectiveness and limit programs to those that most benefit SCPS
students. It also reveals that the process is ongoing without decisions having yet been made.
As noted above, most divisions do not have three Governor’s Schools, but only one that is not
necessarily located within the division, but is more regional in nature. Eliminating one of the
Governor’s Schools would save the division the expense of both materials and staff. Without
knowing the number of other classes that teachers teaching at the Governor’s Schools in SCPS, it
is impossible to estimate the total costs of eliminating Governor’s School staff. Using a
conservative estimate of 10 teachers working 10 months with a BA per site at an average salary
of $48,127, benefits of $12,032 plus $8,000 (total $68,159), total annual savings for eliminating
10 teaching positions would be $681,590. Evergreen recommends using the 2015-16 year for
program evaluation to decide which program(s) to eliminate.
Recommendation
Eliminate One
Governor’s School in
SCPS

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

$0

$681,590

$681,590

$681,590

$681,590

FINDING
It is not cost effective nor educationally sound to transport students mid-day between campuses
to allow them access to courses not currently offered at their home campus. Historically, the
practice began when there were only two high schools and two stop lights. With county
population increases and school growth, more and more student time is lost in transit and
programs have proliferated without apparent control. Moreover, Evergreen found no evidence
that the division uses distance learning as a means of addressing this dilemma.
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Exhibit 3-13 shows the 74 buses and 89 runs currently transporting students from their home
high school to another school for purposes of granting students access to desired courses.
Thirteen (13) of the 89 routes shown in italics are run on alternating days according to the “x”
and “y” day schedules; the other 76 routes run daily. The bus numbers and times are shown here
to illustrate that the buses involved in this shifting of students are in transit from 7:30 AM (first
departure time) until 3:00 PM (approximately one hour after the last departure time of 13:55) or
later.
As shown, students move from school to school for programs or even single classes. One
administrator observed that there were:
…way too many signature programs. We do not do anything for the kids who are struggling.
What would schools look like if we actually built programs in schools for the kids in the
middle, then if we needed extras for kids at the top/bottom, we could add others. We focus a
lot on the kids at the top and bottom (special education) and the average student gets the
leftovers.
Analyzing a small piece of the breadth of student movement from one campus to another,
provided in a copy of the bus annex 2014-15 document, is student movement from Brooke Point
High School (BPHS). Buses transport students from there between 7:30 and 1:55 daily. In that
period of time, 195 students ride on 18 buses to eight schools. The number of students being
transported on a single bus ranges from one to 56. The 56 students are bused to Shirley Heim
Middle School for “foreign language/math” raising the question of the efficacy of moving
students versus assigning an itinerary teacher at BPHS. The number of buses and time they
leave are:









two at 7:30 a.m.
four at 9:05 a.m.
one at 9:10 a.m.
four at 10:35 a.m.
one at 11:00 a.m.
one at 12:00 p.m.
two at 12:35 p.m.
three at 1:55 p.m.

Having this many buses transporting students mid-day requires someone at each school to
supervise the process. A greater concern, though, is the fact that students are constantly in
motion at all high schools and some middle schoolslosing probably a minimum of an entire
hour of instruction each day. Losing an hour each of 180 days is the equivalent of missing threequarters of an entire block course (90 days x 1.5 hours=135 hours in a block semester;
135/180=75%).
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Exhibit 3-13
Annex Routes by Campus and Course Offering
2014-15 School Year
Depart
Time
7:30
7:30
9:05
9:05
9:05
9:05
9:10
10:35
10:35
10:35
10:35
11:00
12:00
12:35
12:35
13:55
13:55
13:55
7:30
7:30
7:30

Bus
#
297
192
80
303
165
179
188
183
60
78
134
101
150
264
55
113
104
118
108
195
84

CFHS>SSHS
CFHS>NSHS
CFHS>RTM>HHP
CFHS>SMS
CFHS>BPHS
CFHS>RTM
CFHS>NSHS
CFHS>SSHS
CFHS>MVHS
CFHS>NSHS
CFHS>SSHS
CFHS>NSHS
CFHS>BPHS
MVHS>BPHS

7:30
9:05
9:10
9:10
10:40
10:40
11:00
11:00
12:35
12:35
12:35
13:55
13:55
7:30

140
102
47
28
82
180
146
183
285
95
107
122
28
187

MVHS>NSHS
MVHS>SSHS
MVHS>CFHS
MVHS>NSHS
MVHS>AGW
MVHS>RTMS
MVHS>CFHS
MVHS>NSHS
MVHS>BPHS
MVHS>NSHS
MVHS>NSHS
MVHS>SSHS
MVHS>NSHS
MVHS>NSHS
MVHS>CFHS

7:30
7:30
9:05
9:05
9:15
9:15
10:35
10:35
11:00
11:00
11:00
11:00
12:10
12:35
13:55

154
298
299
83
29
86
263
194
60
277
102
63
170
170
184

School
BPHS>CFHS>NSHS
BPHS>SSHS
BPHS>CFHS>RTMS
BPHS>SHMS
BPHS>SMS
BPHS>SSHS
BPHS>DMS
BPHS>CFHS
BPHS>MVHS
BPHS>NSHS
BPHS>SSHS
BPHS>CFHS
BPHS>CFHS
BPHS>MVHS
BPHS>NSHS
BPHS>MVHS
BPHS>NSHS
BPHS>SSHS
CFHS>BPHS
CFHS>MVHS
CFHS>NSHS

Evergreen Solutions, LLC

Course
GOV SCH
COSMET I/COMSET II/EMT I/STAT
CUL ARTS II
(Temp for Bus 182)
FOREIGN LANGUAGE/MATH
FOREIGN LANGUAGE/MATH
ECES/CISCO I/CISCO II
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
STAT/CISCO I/CISCO II
SPAN/HIS
BIO MED
STAT/ECES II/MASONRY/ELEC I
GOV SCH
CUL ARTS II/CUL ARTS III
MED ASST
AUT BDY
STAT
STAT
HLTH ASST/STAT
STAT/CUL ARTS II
COSMET
STAT/ECES I/AUTO II
STAT/CUL ARTS I/AUT MAINT/AUT TCH II/AUT TCH
III/ELEC II
EMT
FOREIGN LANGUAGE/MATH
FOREIGN LANGUAGE/MATH
GOV SCH/CUL ARTS
LANGUAGE
NURS AIDE/STAT
CARP I/CUL ARTS II
MED ASST
GR IMG I
AUT TCH II
EMT
GOV SCH
STAT/CISCO
STAT/GV SCH/ECES I/ECESII/AU TCH I/CAB I/GR IMG
I/AU BDY II/INT HORT/ HORT SCI
EMT 1
COSMET I
CUL ARTS I/COMSET I
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
COSMET II
COSMET II
STAT/CISCO
GOV SCH/NURS AIDE/AU TCH III/STAT
GOV SCH/NURS AIDE/AU TCH III/STAT
MASN I/ELEC I/ELEC II
CUL ARTS II/CUL ARTS III
AU TCH III/CAB I/III/GR IMG II/III/GRNHS MGMT
MED ASST/COSMET II

Student
Count
12
21
2
56 y
26 y
5/1
1x
9/3
4
16
11/3
4
2
1
4
3
4
2/5
2/3
10
17
12/6/7/2/1/3
6
37
1/2 y
8/8
1y
18
1/15/5/1
3
2/1/1/1/1/1
2
2
10
2
44
8
6
9/3/1/1/6/8
40 y
7y
5
10
6
26/3/6/9
26/3/6/9
1/2
3/1
2/2/1/1/1/2
3
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Exhibit 3-13 (Continued)
Annex Routes by Campus and Course Offering
2014-15 School Year
School
MVHS>NSHS
MVHS>BPHS
MVHS>SSHS
NSHS>CFHS>BPHS
NSHS>MVHS
NSHS>SSHS
NSHS>CFHS>BPHS
NSHS>AGW
NSHS>HHP>RTMS
NSHS>MVHS
NSHS>SHMS
NSHS>BPHS
NSHS>MVHS*
NSHS>SSHS
NSHS>CFHS
NSHS>CFHS
NSHS>MVHS*
NSHS>BPHS
NSHS>CFHS

Depart
Time
13:55
13:55
13:55
7:30
7:30
9:00
9:05
9:05
9:05
9:05
9:05
10:35
10:35
10:35
10:40
12:30
12:30
13:55
13:55

Bus
#
180
173
301
82
106
32
120
193
125
91
27
288
102
67
146
146
65
85
133

Course

MED ASST
MED ASST
MED ASST
EMT 1/STAT
CUL ARTS I/COSMET II/COMSET I
HORT SCI/GR IMG I
ECES/GR IMG I
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
ECES I/ECESII/AUT TCH I/CAB I/GR IMG I/HORT SCI
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
STAT/GOV SCH/AUT BDY II
CUL ARTS II/GOV SCH/STAT
STAT/MASONARY- (y) day
STAT
EMT
MED ASST/AUT TCH II
NURS AIDE /GOV SCH/AUT BDY
AUTO BODY/STAT/NURS ASST/GEO SCI/ELEC
GOV SCH/NURS AIDE/AUT TCH III/CAB I/CAB III/GR IMG
NSHS>MVHS
13:55
146
II/GR IMG III/GRNHS MGMT (255)
GOV SCH/NURS AIDE/AUT TCH III/CAB I/CAB III/GR IMG
NSHS>MVHS
13:55
298
II/GR IMG III/GRNHS MGMT
NSHS>SSHS
13:55
192
NURS AIDE/AT BDY I/LNDSCP/GR IMG TCH II
SSHS>BPHS
7:30
138
STAT/ECES
SSHS>NSHS
7:30
89
STAT/HORT SCI/GR IMG I
SSHS>BPHS
8:55
39
EMT I
SSHS>CFHS
8:55
85
CUL ARTS I/AUT MAINT/AUT TCH II/AUT TCH III
SSHS>MVHS
8:55
262
EMT I
SSHS>DMS>DSMS
9:15
117
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
SSHS>DSMS
9:15
139
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
SSHS>CFHS
10:30
98
ENGLISH
SSHS>BPHS
10:35
101
COSMET II/CISCO
SSHS>NSHS
10:45
280
BIO STAT/MASONARY
SSHS>NSHS
11:00
134
NURS AIDE
SSHS>MVHS*
12:25
190
MED ASST
SSHS>NSHS
12:30
76
AUT BDY I/GR IMG
SSHS>BPHS
13:55
45
ELEC I
SSHS>CFHS
13:55
262
CARP I /AUT TCH II
SSHS>MVHS
13:55
157
MASONRY/ELEC I
SSHS>NSHS
13:55
289
MASONRY
Source: Pupil Transportation Department, January 2015.

Student
Count
1
1
1
5/7
26
5/3
4
2y
54 y
15
4y
33/12/1
6/20/5
7
13
4
1/6
4/1/3
3/16/2/1/1
20/3/2/2/1/1
/1/2
20/3/2/2/1/1
/1/2
19
2/5
7/5/3
8
6/7/2/1
5
29
16 y
2y
7/6
8/3
3
3
3
11
5
1/2
1y

Y=y days only
X=x days only
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The hour estimate assumes that at least 30 minutes is used to pick up students, drive to the
location, and then drive back to the home campus at the end of the class period. With schedules
not being uniform at the secondary level, students are likely missing parts of one to three classes
each daythe one they leave, the one they are bused to take, and another when they return to
their home campus. Nor does the transit scheduleespecially with schools having different
schedulesensure that the students are in class at their destination when it begins. This not only
prevents them from gaining from a full period of instruction, but also disrupts class for other
students. Additionally, arriving back at the home campus midway through the next class period
does not ensure that the student is able to enter a class in progress, but rather, loses access to that
instructional period. When students at Wright Middle School return from their bus runs to other
schools for courses, they return mid-block so the librarian supervises them until class change.
Therefore, the trade-off for this access to desired courses is technically reducing the academic
day for those students. A full academic year of a course, therefore, is not the same for students
being transported as those remaining at their home campuses.
The cost for transporting students between schools is shown on the reports that the SCPS
Transportation Department sends to the state. Exhibit 3-14 provides the miles and operational
costs associated with these trips for the three most recent years reported. The Director of
Transportation confirmed that all of these miles are attributable to the mid-day runs, exclusively.
Exhibit 3-14
Between School Miles and Costs
2011-12 through 2013-14 School Years
Category
Total Miles
Total Operational Costs

2011-12
114,192
$402,673

2012-13
95,674
$367,005

2013-14
96,129
$358,802

Source: Virginia Department Of Education 2013-2014 Pupil Transportation Report.

The division has recently invested in Blackboard as one means of offering students virtual
learning. The rollout was reportedly not well planned, so is not used extensively or uniformly.
The Commonwealth of Virginia also offers virtual coursesmany free to Virginia public school
students. There is no tuition charge for world language courses or certain non-AP electives. The
Virginia Department of Education pays tuition for all Early College Scholar students, as well.
Class size limit is 15 students and the students must have a mentor/aid with them. They may or
may not be certified teachers. Readily available technical requirements are outlined in the Virtual
Virginia Technology Handbook at http://www.virtualvirginia.org/techassistance/downloads/
tech_handbook.pdf.

Itinerant teachers are already being used in some locations within SCPS, but the decision
regarding when an itinerant teacher is used, versus the hiring of a full or part-time teacher, is
unclear.
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RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 3-10:
Reduce course offerings through the establishment of non-negotiable parameters for
student course enrollment in conjunction with a plan for eliminating mid-day bus runs to
transport students to courses offered at other schools.
SCPS should determine the breakpoint beyond which it is not cost-effective to offer a course.
Division leaders should set clear guidelines for student numbers when courses will or will not be
offered and eliminate mid-day busing for attendance at non-home schools. As noted in the
previous finding and recommendation, options should be explored for ensuring that students
continue to have access to courses at their home campus. Ultimately, guidelines should be
developed to assist leadership in decision making.
As an example, the following chart contains ideas that may be used or modified as appropriate in
the overall plan.
Students Desiring a Course not
Offered at Their Home Campus
1 - 9 Students
1 - 15 Students
15 - 25 Students
25-50 Students
50 or More Students

Option
Do not offer the course, or explore use of option two
Virtual Learning
Determine if an itinerant or part-time teacher is most efficient
Determine if an itinerant or part-time, teacher is most efficient
Determine if an itinerant, part-time, or full-time certified teacher is
most efficient and cost-effective

When the options and enrollment break points are decided, the information should be published
and deviations from the agreed to standards should require approval by the Superintendent.
FISCAL IMPACT
Conservatively assuming that all of the annual costs for providing transportation between schools
are approximately $350,000 annually, and further assuming that all of these costs can be avoided
if students are no longer bused between schools, a savings of $350,000 is possible.
Further assuming that 20 itinerant teachers would be paid approximately $1,000 each for
mileage, SCPS would incur an additional cost of $20,000. It is likely, though, that costs will not
be that high as some teachers are already itinerant and could be assigned for this purpose. In
addition, if a monitor were hired for each of the five high schools for four hours per day for
virtual learning supervision at an hourly rate of $20 per hour, the daily rate would be $80.
Assuming a 180-day work year, each monitor would receive and annualized salary of $14,400
per year plus benefits of 25 percent or a total of $18,000. Therefore the cost for five monitors
would total $90,000. Deducting costs for itinerant mileage reimbursement ($20,000) and five
monitors ($90,000) from the savings from elimination of all mid-day bus runs ($350,000),
creates an annual savings of $240,000 after the first year. Evergreen recommends eliminating
half of the runs the first year while at the same time using itinerants to offer some courses at each
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school and monitors to supervise Virtual Virginia courses at each school. The full savings should
be in place in the 2016-17 school year.
Recommendation
Eliminate Mid-day
Bus Runs
Pay Itinerant Mileage
Hire Five Monitors
For Virginia Virtual
Courses
Total Savings

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

$150,000

$350,000

$350,000

$350,000

$350,000

($10,000)

($20,000)

($20,000)

($20,000)

($20,000)

($90,000)

($90,000)

($90,000)

($90,000)

($90,000)

$50,000

$240,000

$240,000

$240,000

$240,000

FINDING
SCPS programs for gifted and talented students are not comprehensive or equitable. There is
little consistency from school to school with some students only having gifted instruction for as
little as 45 minutes per week. Talented students are identified and served in only one area (art),
to some extent. There is one teacher for the students who are identified in fifth grade in all 17
elementary schools. The art teacher works mainly with students in grades 6-8 acting more as a
resource to them and their teachers helping align art with other content areas, but also showcases
student work in the Spring, co-plans with art teachers to help them extend their lessons for
identified students, and provides resources to high school teachers.
The Supervisor of Accelerated and Gifted Programs has been working with FOCUS teachers to
develop a template for a scope and sequence that contains overarching themes that all units go
throughmuch like the William and Mary model. Teachers are working to embed critical
thinking, leadership, and interpersonal skills into it. Together, they are evaluating the units using
a rubric and are hyperlinking in a chart on a share drive. They are also aligning it with the 21st
Century Skills of the Strategic Plan. This could serve as a means of extending the curriculum for
all students.
Staffing is a challenge with less than one FOCUS teacher per elementary school (although the
Gifted Advisory Group recommends that level of staffing each year). Gifted, like other resource
teachers, have been re-assigned teaching loads as teacher numbers have declined at schools. In
contrast to SCPS staffing levels and non-FOCUS-related assignments, this is a less
comprehensive and dedicated program than peer divisions. Hanover County Public Schools, for
example, has one dedicated gifted teacher per elementary school and half-time teachers at each
middle school who serve students and teachers. This division offers a menu of options for older
students. Spotsylvania, too, has an endorsed gifted resource teacher in every elementary
school even serving kindergarten students. Prince William County Public Schools offers “a
continuous and sequential service options that include classroom and gifted education resource
services from kindergarten through grade 12.” This ranges from 45 minutes in a two-week period
in kindergarten to “at least 18 hours of direct resource service each year” in high school. Also, in
contrast to SCPS, PWCPS is staffed by a Gifted Supervisor and Specialist; Hanover is led by a
Coordinator; and Spotsylvania has two liaisons assigned by school level.
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RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 3-11:
Re-define the role and delivery model of the SCPS Gifted Program in conjunction with
Recommendations 3-1 and 3-19.
A more cohesive, integrated approach to offering enrichment opportunities needs to be
developed with the limited staff in SCPS and multiple responsibilities they have. Implementing
this recommendation would entail both integrating curriculum extensions into SCPS curricula for
classroom delivery and enrichment, and fusing related strategies for gifted students into all
professional development. Current gifted staff could be trained and used as coaches to support
teachers in a more comprehensive manner than is used today. Critical staff who should be
involved in this endeavor include the Associate Superintendent and Chiefs, content-related staff
(who are developing/revising a curriculum plan, maps, and pacing guides), the Supervisor of
Accelerated and Gifted Programs, and the proposed Director of Organizational Development.
FINDING
Numerous factors affect courses available to SCPS secondary students. Schools are given FTEs
with which to staff their schools each year. They are to staff using Virginia Standards of Quality
(SOQ) guidelines and requirements. However, that is not always the case, likely because of cuts
in teachers in recent years. For example, one high school that should have two media specialists
instead used one FTE for a position serving half-time in two content-related positions. Although
PE is a Virginia requirement, it is not always treated as such by schools. Oversight has not been
consistent to ensure compliance with the bare basics of Virginia statute and regulation.
As stated previously, principals are allowed to make decisions about courses offered in their
schools in isolation. They may, therefore, not serve these student or program needs. Student
course options should not be made at the sole recommendation of counselors who are not
familiar with ramifications impacting student needs or principals making decisions about use of
their FTE allocations. There is an urgent need for central staff hired for their knowledge to be
intimately involved in decision making about courses offered, course, sequencing, and other
related content-related concerns.
If principals continue to have complete autonomy in course selection going forward, any
instructional vision and related plan the division may develop will be diffused. Leaving such
decisions at individual campus levels rather than taking a division-wide view also has the
potential to impair student opportunities at schools at the next level. For instance, the lack of a
band or chorus program at the middle school may undermine a high school program.
Central office content leaders have little to no influence on courses offered in schools. Site-based
management places them in the position of suggesting or selling courses instead of being part of
broader division-level discussions of courses that should be available to students at each level
within the division. For example, Rodney Thompson Middle School uses Virtual Virginia online
courses for its students. Yet students are taking Chinese and Arabic. The offerings are not part
of an instructional plan tied to an instructional vision for SCPS students. Having hired these
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personnel, the division should create opportunities for its students to benefit from their academic
and legal knowledge and expertise.
There is a Coordinator of World Languages and English for Speakers of Other Languages
(ESOL) who, no doubt, was hired for her knowledge of federal and state laws regarding
language needs of non-native speaking students. Federal requirements for the education of these
students have very similar legal and fiscal repercussions as those related to special education
students with disabilities. Yet, with the consistent inconsistency in SCPS, no parameters or
accountability are in place to guide and provide checks for compliance. ESOL has Annual
Measurable Achievement Objectives (AMAOs) similar to No Child Left Behind Annual
Measurable Objectives (AMOs) that demonstrate annual increases in the numbers/percentages of
children making progress in learning English. Prince William and Manassas school divisions
experienced repercussions for mistakes with both the Office of Civil Rights and the Department
of Justice.
Also related to the ESOL program is the SOQ-recommended staffing level of 17 teachers per
1,000 students. Meeting this ratio in conjunction with balancing student needs often necessitates
annual re-assignment of staff. The Coordinator is responsible for that action, but the process is
cumbersome with a reported approval chain of the Supervisor, Director, Chief Elementary or
Secondary Officer, Associate Superintendent, then principal.
AP Music Theory is offered at the high school level. This is generally a course that better serves
the needs of college students and not high school students. However, at one school, to make a
full schedule for a teacher, someone at the school made the decision to offer it during an
unscheduled period. For similar reasons, guitar is offered at two schools. Again, course offerings
are not part of a vision or plan for students in SCPS. While the options are beneficial to the
students taking the courses, they divert scarce resources from a focused curricular program
division-wide.
Middle and high school schedules are not well-conceived in most schools, forcing poor student
options. Reportedly, Colonial Forge has an excellent schedule in which there were only six
conflicts in contrast to other secondary schedules with far more. Students having attended a
school on one schedule may transfer to another, and although they have already taken a course,
may be required to repeat it because of the paucity of options in the schedule. Schools have
added Virtual Virginia (VV) courses for classes already offered on their campus just as a result
of schedule challenges and to fill gaps in schedules. As a result, FOCUS and other certified
teachers are used to supervise VV courses despite the fact that far less costly uncertified staff are
acceptable supervisors to the state. Because of the quality of the master schedule at Colonial
Forge, there are few VV courses offered there.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 3-12:
Develop strategies to remediate the identified factors impacting secondary course options
for students.
At minimum, issues to be addressed by division leaders and/or principal representatives should
include:
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giving authority to content-related central staff to use their knowledge to guide division
course option decisions;



ensuring that communications and processes consistently involve them in critical
meetings related to their content areas;



taking on needed actions that keep the division in compliance with state and/or federal
laws and regulations;



designating authority and accountability to the Chief Secondary Officer and the Chief
Elementary Officer for oversight of compliance with state laws and regulations;



defining principal authority, autonomy, or accountability regarding staffing and course
options and maintain steadfast adherence to them;



providing training to secondary administrators on developing effective master schedules
with few conflicts and sufficient course options to prevent or at least minimize students
from being forced into courses they do not need;



holding conversations with all appropriate people involved to ensure that course offerings
for SCPS students are directly related to the instructional vision and plan developed per
Recommendation 3-1; and



detaining the impact of the current schedule on the use of part-time and/or itinerant
teachers.

Once agreements are made, there should be processes and accountability put in place to ensure
that student needs and the division instructional vision are the first line of consideration in
decisions.
FINDING
Depending on a school level and its schedule, planning time for SCPS teachers ranges from a
low of 40 minutes (not counting planning during a 25-minute arrival time) to a high of 90
minutes per day. This inconsistency is inequitable for teachers as well as depriving SCPS of
potential instructional time at the secondary level. Where secondary schools are on block
schedules, teachers generally have 90 minutes of planning time each day. That is the equivalent
of one-quarter of the instructional day and year.
SCPS has recently cut the budget for professional development as well as numbers of teachers in
schools across the division. However, there appears to be ample time in many schools to recover
instructional minutes with existing personneldepending on schedule choice or use available
time for professional development. Some schools do use planning time for professional
development, but this is not universal. Using half of the daily 90-minute planning time for either
instruction in a year-long course or for professional development would save the division large
sums of money or embed additional learning in the school day.
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Recently, a consultant was hired to examine secondary schedules and their impact, and propose
alternatives. He has not, however, examined planning time and its impact on the availability of
already employed teachers to teach additional classes or the potential of so much planning time
on teacher growth opportunities.
A communication from the consultant hired to examine secondary schedules (dated November
21, 2014) identifies concerns related to student transfers to or from schools with specific
schedules and their difficulty in receiving full schedules, the impact of the Governor’s School
schedule on availability of electives for students, and the effect of schedules on CTE courses.
He, too, identified inconsistencies based on principal autonomymaking the observation that
“administration controls start and stop time for each class session”and recommended that
SCPS define “the number of periods and time allocations as a division” because of “differences
from school to school.” Instead of making a recommendation, he submitted three charts related
to:


enrollment in magnet programs;



comparison of class size within hybrid schools; and



student travel to each high school and the “possible impact of the hybrid model on class
size.”

He concluded that “upon receipt of the completed charts, the Superintendent will be able to
analyze the data, develop a firm statement regarding efficiency, and report the findings to the
Board of Education…the ultimate goal is to improve efficiency of distribution of FTEs, travel
and program offerings.”
The Superintendent followed with a December 17, 2014 memo to secondary principals outlining
six clear, unequivocal expectations for their charge to “develop an alignment of middle and high
school schedules.”
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 3-13:
Eliminate a minimum one-half of teacher planning time in the SCPS examination of a
unified secondary schedule to include staffing implications and related costs.
As noted in many findings provided in the report, there are a myriad of reasons for greater
consistency among schools, with student needs being the focus and driving force. Evergreen
recommends that an additional consideration to be examined is the impact and potential cost
savings or costs of staffing for each model.
The Superintendent should set a date certain by which secondary principals have examined
factors identified in the Merenbloom and Evergreen Reports, and come to consensus on the
schedule that will be followed in the future. Once that decision is made, associated staffing and
resource allocation factors should be examined as well as transportation issues addressed.
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FISCAL IMPACT
While Evergreen is not recommending a specific secondary schedule, it provides an example of
potential cost savings in re-configuring them. The example we use is extreme, but demonstrates
the importance of examining schedules to include staffing and related costs as a factor. As noted,
roughly one quarter of a SCPS secondary teacher’s day is spent in planning. This is largely due
to the variations of block schedules used. Assuming the average salary of a secondary teacher is
a ten-month teacher with a master’s degree at an average salary of $52,346. Adding benefits of
25 percent ($13,087) and $8,000, the total package is $73,433. A document provided by SCPS
shows 599 high school teachers in SCPS. Also assuming that all of them have 90 minutes daily
of planning time, or one-quarter of their contract time, the cost to SCPS of 90-minute high school
planning periods is:





599 teachers x $73,433 average annual salary and benefits
Total salary and benefits=$43,986,367
One-quarter of the salary and benefits is expended on planning
Planning time costs SCPS ¼ x $43,986,367=$10,996,592

This is an inordinate amount of teacher time and division resources to be used for planning rather
than student instruction or professional growth. The savings, of course, will depend on the
schedule the division commits to.
Recommendation
Reduce Teacher
Planning Time by
Half at Secondary
Schools

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

$5,498,296

$5,498,296

$5,498,296

$5,498,296

$5,498,296

FINDING
SCPS has considered “parity” with respect to staffing in the past. However, parity is not equity.
Allocations for school staff are based almost exclusively on school level, rather than taking other
factors impacting staff effectiveness into account. Staffing decisions appear to be made in
isolation at the central office without either input from or explanation to principals. This leaves
school leaders wondering about staffing equity from school to school or within programs that are
similar in some schools.
The Superintendent has taken an important first step in setting as a budget goal for the 2015-16
school year to “revise and adopt staffing goals designed to support student achievement.” The
most recent staffing allocation document SCPS provided was from 2012-13. The reason is
simpleit is not used, primarily due to budget constraints.
Currently, the SCPS staffing allocation states that all elementary schools are assigned one
principal and one assistant principal. School sizes, though, vary from Falmouth Elementary’s
516 students to Widewater Elementary’s 890 students. Four other elementary schools have over
800 students (Margaret Brent, Conway, Hampton Oaks, and Rocky Run). All have one principal
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and one assistant principal who are also responsible for all special education and 504s at the
school.
Reading specialists and Instructional Technology Resource Teachers (ITRTs) are assigned one
per elementary school. Even though their role is to serve as teacher support, training, modeling
lessons, and demonstrating integration of technology into instructionthose are far different
assignments when serving teachers at a school of 35 teachers compared to one serving 56.
Without differentiated staffing for school size and other factors, teachers at some schools are not
receiving the same level of support as those at others. This trickles down to students as teachers
in smaller schools have more frequent and likely deeper levels of support than teachers in the
same grade levels in larger schools.
Differentiation in staffing levels is made based on student enrollment for support positons at the
elementary level. Assignment of guidance counselors, art and music teachers, and Health/PE
teachers are all based on the number of students in the school or number of class sections.
Furthermore, all have provisions for assignment of additional hours as student or section
numbers grow. Although the staffing formula does not specify, ITRTs report that at the
elementary level they have 10-month contracts whereas at the secondary, they are under 11month contracts.
Despite some schools having a number of low-incidence classes and/or students with 504 plans,
no consideration is made in the staffing of other positionssuch as assistant principals whose
role is currently largely administration of special education or guidance counselors who also
spend much time with those students. Administratively serving these students requires intensive
amounts of time both in attending meetings and in setting and following them up.
No provision is made for the number of students who are added to a school’s student body and
for which its staff is responsible based on students it receives who are transported from other
schools. Additionally, principals report that when schools have to accommodate a middle school
section of a course, it either prevents high school students from taking the course or forces the
teacher not to have a planning period.
In middle schoolsone ITRT and one core content reading as well as a math specialist is
assigned per schoolregardless of size. However, assignment of assistant principals, librarians,
and guidance counselors is based on student enrollment. High school staffing mirrors middle
schools with respect to librarians and guidance counselors. Additionally, each high school is
allotted one literacy coach and testing specialist. High school sizes range from 1,689 to 1,992
students. Depending on the roles they serve, a single literacy coach serving 129 teachers,
regardless of knowledge and skills, is much less capable in a work week of accomplishing tasks
than one serving teachers of 110 and far less able than if she served elementary teacher numbers
ranging from 35-57 students. The difference of 19 teachers at the high school level is over onehalf of Grafton Village Elementary School’s 35 teachers.
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RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 3-14:
Develop and adhere to a school staffing formula that takes multiple factors into account to
ensure greater equity for all students.
The Associate Superintendent, Chiefs, and principals should discuss considerations that affect
the ability of the division to deliver the same quality of instruction and support to students in all
SCPS schools. This conversation will surface dynamics that lie below a straightforward
allocation based on school level, size, or student enrollment. It will enable the division to
differentiate resources for schools with the greatest need.
Factors taken into consideration in appropriating staff to individual schools should include:







school size;
student demographics;
students bused to the school;
student socioeconomic status;
Title I status; and
other special education programs at the site.

FINDING
A separate staffing formula addresses assignment of special education personnel to schools.
Despite being included in the official SCPS 2012-13 Staffing Plan, it is not transparent in its
application, leaving the perception among many that they are not equitable from school to
school. One interviewee referred to the allocation of special education staff as “secret code.”
This was affirmed by others associated with the perception that assignment of special education
personnel are not equitable when viewed across SCPS. Principals report that they are rarely
consulted, even when new programs are added on their campuses.
In fact, SCPS special education leaders follow, to a great extent, the State’s regulations using the
point system set forth. The difference between SCPS special education staffing levels and state
guidelines lies in the area of paraprofessional staffing. The division determines numbers “based
on need, program intensity, and the amount of inclusive practices.” An example is that the State
requires one paraprofessional for eight children with autism, if they are all self-contained or
greater than 50 percent. SCPS:
…is more likely to have three paras for that program of eight children…one required for
basic instructional/assessment programming, one likely to have it mandated in a child’s
IEP, and a number of children going in and out of general education classrooms who
need direct assistance. Not to mention the need for direct behavioral support.
The same sort of additional paraprofessional staffing is followed for “Emotional/Behavioral
programs, and Learning Support programs where we are more likely to have two paras per
classroom of eight rather than the State’s mandated one para.” SCPS leaders noted that the
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regulations were written “years ago for more self-contained program models, much less inclusive
programs and it is not possible to function effectively and safely with that number of staff.” The
division does follow the point model established in regulations that is based on percentage of
time receiving special education services.
In IEP meetings, division leaders try to prevent writing into an IEP a paraprofessional specific to
a student. This action enables leaders to determine the best assignment of that individual as time,
needs, and circumstances change.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 3-15:
Examine current special education paraprofessional staffing in conjunction with budgetary
shortfalls and legal ramifications, and cut staff where indicated.
The justification given for additional paraprofessional staff given the number of SCPS inclusive
classes and related support needs is a strong one. Additionally, in special education more than
most other aspects of education today, legal consequences are dire should situations not be
handled circumspectly and student needs at the forefront. However, recent budget cutbacks have
forced division leaders to reduce staff in other areas. Special education should be examined as
well by the Cabinet and principal representatives. Once the analysis has been conducted, the
special education staffing formula should be clearly posted to remove the appearance of a lack of
transparency.
FISCAL IMPACT
The decision about staff reduction is one that the Cabinet should make together after careful
review and consideration of legal implications and overall staffing. Below is a conservative
sample reduction in special education paraprofessional staffingassuming student numbers and
disabilities remain constant over the years. Of course, they change continually, so this should be
an annual part of a whole division staffing review.
The average salary of the 227 special education paraprofessionals is $14,922 plus benefits of
25% ($3,731) and $8,000=$26,653. Using these figures for three positions would make the
annual savings $79,959. Evergreen recommends beginning the staff reduction in the 2016-17
fiscal year. This is a conservative cost savings; additional savings should be achievable.
Recommendation
Eliminate Three Special
Education
Paraprofessionals

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

$0

$79,959

$79,959

$79,959

$79,959
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STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES

Both federal and state governments recognize and provide funds for students who are at risk of
failing in school and need additional resources to bolster their opportunity for academic success.
Research has found that programs that are effective in meeting the needs of students who are not
performing in traditional school settings include:


a low teacher to student ratio which allows more personal time for each student, is
likely to provide a higher quality of instruction, and make better behavioral gains;



a highly structured classroom with behavioral classroom management and greater
potential for frequent positive reinforcement;



clear, directly taught classroom rules;



adult models/mentors who track behavior, attendance, attitude, and grades; and



high-quality academic instruction, involving direct instruction and small, interactive
groups.

Dropouts incur personal costs in the form of reduced earnings, higher chances of being
unemployed, and the higher likelihood of involvement with crime. Social costs appear in the
form of lower total productivity of the labor force, lower tax collections, and higher needs for
public servicessuch as welfare, health, and employment services.
The following findings are reported in the research:







graduates show higher earnings than dropouts;
dropouts show higher unemployment rates than graduates;
dropouts are three times more likely than graduates to live in poverty;
dropouts are overrepresented in the populations served by public services;
dropouts report higher public assistance subsidies than do graduates; and
a higher proportion of dropouts than graduates reported serious trouble with the law.

Students with limited formal education, and who are below grade level in English literacy, are
particularly at risk of failing. This makes finding effective instructional approaches that both
educate students in English and in content areas imperative. It also makes creating a seamless
support system a mandate for educators and community members together. Other students have
physical or other learning challenges that affect their ability to learn at the same pace as the
majority of students. The intent of federal legislation is for all of these students to have access to
an equitable opportunity to reach high learning standards.
Beyond alternative learning programs, many students and their families in today’s complex and
challenging society need additional support. When these structures are strong, they enable
students to focus on learning and families on supporting that learning at home. Districts provide
support through the employment of specialists (such as social workers, truant officers,
psychologists) and through collaboration with external social service agencies, governmental
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entities that work with youth, and local organizations. Federal and state laws across the nation
that require parental involvement at a certain level, or require districts to develop parent
compacts or outreach strategies, recognize that the task is greater than schools alone can meet.
FINDING
SCPS has created two day schools in which high need students who would otherwise be served
in less restrictive and more costly private settings receive services in SCPS schools. In fact, the
provision of public services for students in these two schools saves both the SCPS and the county
vast sums of dollars. The Heather Empfield Program serves students with autism and the
Stafford High School Day Program serves students with significant emotional disabilities. The
county and school division planned collaboratively to establish the program for 18 students with
autism at Heather Empfield and the county contributes some funds toward its staffing.
The October 20, 2009 SCPS announcement of the opening of Heather Empfield notes five years
of planning for a local school in response to “a disproportionate increase in students with autism
requiring specialized services in the school division.” The planning culminated in a financial
partnership where the county and the division share costs for the program. In fact, the program
serves “students with autism, intellectual disabilities, and emotional disabilities who require a
highly-structured environment with minimal distractions, small student-to-staff ratio, and intense
behavioral interventions to access their education.”
Attendance at Heather Empfield has benefited students as noted in a 2012 program description at
http://www.uscounties.org/cffiles_web/awards/program.cfm?SEARCHID=2012chil41. The description states,
“The school has seen an improvement in literacy, more independence, better communication
skills and the ability to interact more successfully with their peers. Student attendance was
greatly improved while attending the program and disciplinary incidents greatly decreased.”
COMMENDATION
SCPS is commended for proactively developing local public school programs for students
who would otherwise require placement in private settings to meet their educational needs.
FINDING
When students are placed in private settings, by law the county is required to pay costs excluding
transportation. However, SCPS receives no funds from the county for the operation or staffing of
the Stafford High Day School (SHDS) or funds toward operational expenses of Heather
Empfield Day School (HEDS). The county contributed $467,000 this year for Heather Empfield
Public Day School staffing costs.
Both programs serve high needs students who would otherwise be provided education in more
restrictive as well as more costly environments. The Comprehensive Services Act (CSA) Code of
Virginia § 2.2-5211 requires:
Each county and city to annually appropriate such sums of money as shall be sufficient to (i)
provide special education services and foster care services for children identified in
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subdivisions B 1, B 2 and B 3 and (ii) meet relevant federal mandates for the provision of
these services.
Section B-1 (referenced above) states:
Children placed for purposes of special education in approved private school educational
programs.... A State Pool allocated to community policy and management teams assists
localities with funding services for students whose IEP requires “private school placement.
Both programs save the county far greater expenses than it would have to pay for private
educational settings if SCPS had not taken the initiative to establish school programs to serve
local students in home schools. Annual costs to the division for both programs (excluding
transportation at Stafford High’s Day School) and related services at both, and deducting the
county contribution $467,000, are $831,962. Projected savings to Stafford County by SCPS
having local programs instead of the county funding private placements for the 34 students
served are $1,234,496.
Exhibit 3-15 shows program costs and revenues for both programs from an October 18, 2013
document provided to Evergreen by SCPS.
Exhibit 3-15
Program Costs and Revenues
2012-13 School Year
Costs and Revenues
Total Number of Students
Staffing Expenses
Operational Expenses
Transportation Expenses

Heather Empfield
Day School
18
$820,000
$23,000
$111,000

Stafford High Day
School
16
$393,000
$56,000
$45,000

ADM Revenue
MOU*
Average Cost Per Child

$90,000
$332,000
$53,000

$80,000
$30,000

Source: SCPS Student Services Department, January 2015.
*Staffing expenses include Related Services, including but not limited to speech,
audiology, counseling services, health services, medical services, nursing services,
nutrition services, occupational therapy, orientation and mobility services, parent
counseling and training, physical therapy, psychological services.
* *Costs paid by County-they increased in 2014-15 to $467,000

The CSA requires that school divisions pay the costs of transportation, but related services are
considered part of the continuum of services for students educational placement per their
Individualized Educational Plan (IEP).
Exhibit 3-16 compares average annual costs of the Heather Empfield Day School and the
Alternative Paths Private School. Exhibit 3-16 does not estimate costs of transportation to
Alternative Paths (as an example of nearby private placements) which would be considerably
more for the same students since the school is in Fredericksburg.
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Exhibit 3-16
Comparison of Average Annual Costs
Stafford County Heather Empfield Day School Versus
Alternative Paths Private School
2014-15 School Year
Annual Cost Per
Student
$86,400
$55,784*

Placement
Alternative Paths Private School
Heather Empfield Day School

Program Duration
Year-round program
Requires additional Extended School
Year funding

$30,616

Annual Savings per Student With Heather
Empfield Placement
Annual County Savings for All (18) Students
Served

$551,088

Source: SCPS Student Services Department, January 2015.
*2014-15 cost/student at HEDS excluding related services and transportation

Exhibit 3-17 shows an example of comparative costs between Stafford High’s Day School and
those at Rivermont which serves students with the same disabilitiesbut in a private setting.
Both the county and the division have a committee investigating the programs and their possible
expansion. Such collaborative examinations of jointly-funded programs that serve the children of
the county are healthy, potentially productive, and commendable. Additionally, it is beneficial
for representatives of the county to better understand issues related to student needs as they relate
to program expansion.
Exhibit 3-17
Comparison of Average Annual Costs
Stafford High Public Day School Versus Rivermont
Placement
Rivermont
Stafford High Day School

Average Annual Cost
Per Student
$62,370
$19,657*

Annual Savings Per Student with SHPDS
Placement
Annual County Savings for All (16)
Students with SHPDS Placement

Program Duration
11 months
May require additional Extended
School Year funding

$42,713
$683,408

Source: SCPS Student Services Department, January 2015.
*2014-15 cost/student at NSDS excluding related services and transportation

RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 3-16:
Review costs of the day programs annually and provide funding requests to the county for
additional support costs.
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By creating the local day school programs, SCPS is saving the county the fees they do not have
to expend for state-required private school tuitions for the students who attend Heather Empfield
and the Stafford High Day School. Besides the annual operational costs the division underwrites,
the division has also absorbed start-up costs for both programs. Justification for the requests is
based on the annual cost savings the county experiences with the day programs in place in SCPS.
The Superintendent should include these requests and justification in annual budget requests.
FISCAL IMPACT
Exhibits 3-16 and 3-17 show substantial savings to the county in the 2014-15 school year,
especially considering that neither related services nor transportation costs are included in per
student expenses. Evergreen suggests conservatively requesting budget increases for each
program beginning with $100,000 in the 2016-17 school year. Evergreen also recommends
ongoing annual review and discussions with county representatives to increase the county’s
contribution and move it closer to full costs of the program.
Using Rivermont tuition, the county would pay $997,920 for private placement of the 16
students in SHDS (16 x $62,370). It would pay $1,555,200 for private placement of the 18
students in HEDS ($86,400 x 18).
Thus, its total expenditure for these 34 students in private school programs would be $2,553,120.
It currently contributes $467,000 toward HEDS. Thus, with local placement, SCPS is saving the
County $2,081,620 in the 2014-15 school year.
Recommendation
Increase Funding Requests
for SCPS Day Schools

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

$0

$100,000

$200,000

$300,000

$400,000

FINDING
Recent re-organization has moved the offices in Student Support Services into the instructional
side of SCPS. Staff interviewed in many offices and schools within the division reported that
there has been a history of independence with respect to staffing and other decisions without the
department being more closely tied to instruction. Despite that, the Special Education
Department has also traditionally embraced general education teachers in the professional
development they offer special education teachers. Expectations for student performance are the
same for special education students as for general education students. Thus, there needs to be a
cohesive approach to instruction for all teachers. Integrating these offices will facilitate a
seamless approach to using all sources of revenue, leveraging staffing within all division offices,
and planning curriculum and professional development to meet the division’s instructional goals.
COMMENDATION
Division leaders are commended for recognizing the importance of having all offices
serving student instructional needs within a single unit of instruction.
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FINDING
Following a recommendation in a 2003 Virginia Association of School Superintendents (VASS)
study of the division’s Office of Special Education, assistant principals have become almost
solely responsible for special education administration on their campuses, especially at the
elementary and middle schools. The thinking behind the recommendation was “to ensure open
and clear communication between central office staff and the schools” and to ensure that school
administrators “take ownership of and connection with the special education program as part of
the overall instructional program.” However, as practiced today in SCPS and reported by both
principals and assistant principals at all levels, the assignment of assistant principals almost sole
responsibility for school-based special education leadership is ineffective in a number of ways.
As noted in discussion of school staffing, SCPS does not equitably distribute assistant principals
among schools. This makes special education responsibility particularly burdensome for those in
large schools with only a single assistant principal, as well as for their principals who, in effect,
have no instructional administrative assistance. Middle school assistant principals have the
additional time constraint of having to attend transition meetings at both the elementary and high
school levels. Assistant principals reported that they are “always tied up in meetings” which
presents a “major problem with trying to get enough time to get into classrooms, do
observations, handle discipline problems.” Likely one reason for this at the elementary school
level in particular is that the assistant principals run all of the IEP and 504 meetings. They also
noted that the number of 504s is increasing, but does not count toward the caseload numbers
despite the fact that they are providing services and working with students and parents. These
time-consuming aspects of the assignment are likely the cause of a lack of visibility observed in
climate surveys. At six of the eight SCPS middle schools, diagnosticians run IEP meetings but
the assistant principals usually conduct the eligibility and most 504 meetings.
A conversation with a representative of a peer division revealed that their assistant principals,
too, are responsible for special education, but that the load is not as burdensome as it is in SCPS.
In Chesapeake, assistant principals are assigned responsibility for special education, but the
decision is made at the school level regarding who and whether the role is singular or shared.
Their meeting schedule with central staff is limited to six times a year. There, eligibilities are
conducted centrally by eight of the nine special education administrators every week on a
rotating schedule at different schools. In SCPS, they are conducted and run by the assistant
principals.
Furthermore, few formal opportunities exist within SCPS for assistant principals or others to
acquire the knowledge and skills to prepare them for advancement in a career track. Principals
and assistant principals at all levels indicated that the assignment thwarted not only the assigned
assistant principals in gaining broader experience in other areas of school administration but also,
in schools that have more than a single assistant principal, placed additional burdens on those
assistant principals.
The Special Education Department has committed itself to ensuring that the assistant principals
and their back-up designees are extremely knowledgeable about legal issues that can often cost
school divisions untold sums of money when not handled appropriately. They also understand
better than most educators the unique needs of students with disabilities and the importance of
accommodations within general education classrooms as well as special services to identified
students.
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Training topics offered to these school staff members would serve all staff well. Topics include
teacher retention, assessment, co-teaching, and team-building through leadership best practices.
Many of these sessions would benefit others by being integrated into either leadership training
for other administrators or pedagogical and content training. However, the department is the only
one that consistently requires training of any SCPS staff at all—the assistant principals. If they
were preparing to become Directors of Special Education, there is no doubt that SCPS assistant
principals would have a leg up on others vying for such positions.
Professional development is ongoing and about five times annually with boot camps at the end of
the day for new designees. While the training appears to be exceptional, the frequent required
time coupled with the lack of a comprehensive professional development plan to grow leaders
from within SCPSwork together against that need.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 3-17:
Reduce the number and length of training sessions for Assistant Principals responsible for
special education to quarterly as a first step in protecting their time; allow principals to
determine who conducts meetings at elementary and middle schools; and move
responsibility for eligibilities to central office, instead of school staff.
Both principals and assistant principals at all levels (at even the high school where department
chairs help shoulder the load of IEP and 504 meetings and related tasks) expressed deep concern
about the time assistant principals spend on special education. Estimates were frequently as great
as 90 percent. With this imbalance in their load, the most critical task of instructional leadership
for all students, including those with special needs, takes a back seat. This is a disservice to
students, other school administrators, and the assistant principals themselves as it prevents them
from gaining broader experience in school leadership.
The Associate Superintendent should immediately reduce the number of required meetings and
the length of these meetings. She should also remove sole responsibility for running all meetings
at the elementary and middle schools immediately. Instructional leadersincluding central
office staff, principals, and professional developmentshould then examine the impact of the
current designation on school administrative tasks, instructional leadership, and individual
professional growth. In many districts across the nation, this responsibility is assigned to
guidance counselors and not school administrators who attend potentially contentious meetings,
but are not responsible for the day-to-day activities related to special education. Division
instructional leaders should strongly consider re-assigning this role to counselors.
FINDING
Decisions about placement of special education programs are not transparent or inclusive of all
parties who should be involved. Central office staff reports that, as a group, the Executive
Director and supervisors review program placement a couple of times during the year. Factors
they examine are where programs already are, the number of student on the campus, the location
of students who need the services with respect to the length of their bus ride, and principal
prerogative. When they establish a new program closer to students’ homes, they may call and
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discuss that with parents, taking into consideration that students have already established rapport
with staff at their present school and gained a level of comfort there. This approach reflects
careful consideration and ongoing monitoring. However, it does not reflect a more proactive
approach to involvement and impact of those at the schools.
Principals, on the other hand, remarked that they often felt that programs were placed at their
schools without consultation or consideration of the impactespecially of low-incidence
programs/classes on their limited support staff and assistant principal. This is particularly
worrisome when any addition, but especially low-incidence classes, increases the burden on the
time of assistant principals. Additional considerations that are not within the purview of student
services staff to be cognizant ofbut that directly affect the additional load of special education
classes on school staffrelate to the number of ESL students in the school and school size with
the current staffing formula that does not always take into account student numbers. Current
staffing levelsespecially at larger elementary schools with only one assistant principallimit
their ability to effectively serve increased numbers and/or severity of needs of additional classes.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 3-18:
Make placement of special education programs a more pro-active, inclusive decision
beyond the Student Services Unit in the central office.
By including principals and the Chiefs of Elementary and Secondary Education early on in
decisions about class or program placement, factors that are beyond the scope of student services
staff to know can be taken into account. When indicated, other division leaders such as the
Coordinator of ESL/World Languages or even the Supervisor or Coordinator of CTE at the
secondary level, should be involved for their knowledge of the student population or possible
course options for students. The decision should include factors such as ESL populations, other
special education classes on campus or nearby, and, importantly, available support staff at the
school. It should also include consideration of allocation of additional resources and support
needed to effectively provide the new class.

3.4

INSTRUCTIONAL PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

In recent times, the concept of professional development for teachers and administrators has
undergone a paradigm shift. The old model of expert-driven, off-site workshops, attended by
teachers and administrators according to their interests or mandated for all by the district, has
been replaced by a model of collaborative, constructivist learning focused on supporting
improved teaching and learning, and delivered at the school site as part of teacher regular
routines. This job-embedded, research-based learning community approach requires teachers to
reflect on student achievement levels as a function of their practice and collaboratively address
ways to enhance instruction to promote higher levels of student achievement. The broad
descriptor for this process is the Inquiry Model of Professional Development, and it is through
the inquiry process that school communities can create short-term continuous improvement
cycles that, when connected and focused on instructional practice and student learning, lead to
whole school improvement.
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In 2001, the National Staff Development Council (NSDC)—now Learning Forward—developed
a set of standards for professional development that supports the whole school improvement
effort. These standards were organized around the context, processes, and content necessary for
teachers to focus their expertise on improving instruction and student learning at all levels of a
school district.
According to their website (learningforward.org), the standards have since been re-envisioned a
third time to outline:
…the characteristics of professional learning that lead to effective teaching practices,
supportive leadership, and improved student results. Learning Forward, with the
contribution of 40 professional associations and education organizations, developed the
Standards for Professional Learning. The standards make explicit that the purpose of
professional learning is for educators to develop the knowledge, skills, practices, and
dispositions they need to help students perform at higher levels. The standards are not a
prescription for how education leaders and public officials should address all the challenges
related to improving the performance of educators and their students. Instead, the standards
focus on one critical issue -- professional learning.
The standards now include:








Learning Communities
Resources
Learning Designs
Outcomes
Leadership
Data
Implementation

These standards recognize that teacher capacity is built within learning communities committed
to improving teacher skills and knowledge toward the end of increased student achievement.
The website further states that increased teacher effectiveness “requires prioritizing, monitoring,
and coordinating resources for educator learning.” Outcomes are aligned to “educator
performance and student curriculum standards.” Leaders must be committed to setting the stage
for ongoing professional learning among staff. Examining and using a variety of data sources
underlies high quality professional learning through the planning, implementing, and evaluating
processes. Effective implementation applies research for sustained, supported change leading to
improved student learning and teacher capacity.
These educator capacity-building goals are aligned with Universal Design for Learning (UDL)
which enables divisions to expand instructional approaches beyond a “one-size-fits-all solution
but rather flexible approaches that can be customized and adjusted for individual needs.”
Exhibit 3-18 shows a description from the UDL Center’s website http://www.udlcenter.org/aboutudl/
expertlearners of “expert learners” the characteristics of which are aligned with SCPS vision “to
be an innovative learning organization committed to excellence.”
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Exhibit 3-18
Universal Design for Learning
Characteristics of Expert Learners
Resourceful & Knowledgeable
Bring considerable prior knowledge to new
learning
Activate that prior knowledge to identify,
organize, prioritize and assimilate new
information
Recognize the tools and resources that would
help them find, structure, and remember new
information
Know how to transform new information into
meaningful and useable knowledge

Strategic & Goal-Directed
Formulate plans for learning
Devise effective strategies
and tactics to optimize
learning
Organize resources and tools
to facilitate learning
Monitor their progress

Purposeful & Motivated
Are eager for new learning and are
motivated by the mastery of learning itself
Are goal-directed in their learning

Know how to set challenging learning goals
for themselves
Know how to sustain the effort and
resilience that reaching those goals will
require
Monitor and regulate emotional reactions
that would be impediments or distractions
to their successful learning

Recognize their own
strengths and weaknesses as
learners
Abandon plans and strategies
that are ineffective
Source: National Center on Universal Design for Learning, http://www.udlcenter.org/aboutudl/expertlearners, 2014.

FINDING
Despite a staff of two in the SCPS Office of Professional Learning (OPL), the Office has
demonstrated much leadership in trying to build capacity among division teachers and unify
instructional technology.
Instructional Technology Resource Teachers have been bounced around various offices of the
division over the years. While supervision is shared, the Director of Professional Learning has
begun meeting with them this yearbuilding their capacity and ability to support their schools.
She has established an effective structure with leads at each level who gather the needs of the
group and meet with her to discuss, allowing more focused discussions and more time for
Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) within the group. With her leading them, she has
also enhanced communications with central office leadership. They report that their meetings are
embedded with opportunities to share and learn, and that they leave energized.
The Director also tapped the expertise of SCPS teachers as an integral part of last summer’s new
teacher training. She asked teachers to submit proposals to address each of the seven standards in
the SCPS Teacher Growth Plan. Selected trainers were relatively new teachers who understood
needs and were tech savvy, making presentations energetic and engaging. Teachers were allowed
to choose sessions that were relevant to their needs, so were more motivated to attend.
Expectations for first year teachers professional learning requirements are outlined on the
division website for reference http://stafford.schoolfusion.us/ modules/groups/homepagefiles/cms/
120789/File/Professional%20 Development/New%20Teacher%20Year%201%20Req..pdf?sessionid=
518ee3ff797d130ddacef9693a54e16b. These expectations could serve as a model for learning plans for

other staff.
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The Director of Professional Learning, concerned about the inconsistency across SCPS in use of
cloud-based programs, invited representatives of two nearby divisions who use the same two
programs as SCPS to an administrators meeting to open discussion as a possible prelude to
unifying the division to use a single program.
A Colleague and Mentor Program (CAMP), with shared oversight between the Director and a
staff member in Human Resources, is grant-funded to provide a comprehensive teacher induction
program to ease transition into SCPS. Its advisory committee has recommended its expansion to
a three-year program to move beyond procedural issues largely covered the first year of
employment.
Despite the paucity of planned training and related resources, most SCPS professional
development tied to School Improvement Plans (SIP) has follow-up components that are
designed to embed the learning in the classroom. For each four hours of a five-hour minimum,
they require follow-up such as creating of a lesson plan or responses on a reflection form to earn
one point. If tied to the SIP, it should also be shared in a Professional Learning Community
(PLC). The principal is responsible for its implementation since the OPL is not sufficiently
staffed for that oversight.
She and the Chief Elementary Officer have also planned a rollout of a book study using protocols
with school administrators that can trickle down to both faculty and students.
COMMENDATION
The Office of Professional Learning has demonstrated effective leadership that reflects a
vision for professional learning despite its small size.
FINDING
The SCPS vision promotes the division’s desire “to be an innovative learning organization
committed to excellence.” Yet, despite the implied understanding that an educational institution
should be a “learning organization,” the professional development function of the division has
been undermined in recent years. An examination of potential cuts that would assist in
maintaining class sizes at a relatively stable level led to a drastic reduction in pay for teachers to
attend conferences, be paid stipends, and receive funding for advancing their education.
Evergreen survey data reveal that both central office and school administrators and teachers are
more concerned in SCPS than peer divisions about the quality of professional development
available to teachers and administrators as shown in Exhibit 3-19.
The Superintendent has made a commitment to reversing this trend in his acknowledgement that
performance recognition needs to become a hallmark of SCPS, and his 2015-16 budget request
of $300,000 for support for coursework and industry certification in the category of Professional
Development demonstrated this.
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Exhibit 3-19
Survey Results Regarding Adequacy of Professional Development
in SCPS and Peer Divisions
Stafford County Public Schools
Peers
Strongly
Strongly
Strongly
Strongly
Survey Statement
Agree/Agree Disagree/Disagree Agree/Agree Disagree/Disagree
There are not enough high quality professional development opportunities for teachers.
Administrators
40.9%
25.0%
14.1%
65.3%
School Administrators
55.6%
28.9%
22.7%
62.2%
Teachers
49.7%
34.3%
31.1%
52.0%
There are not enough high quality professional development opportunities for administrators.
Administrators
52.3%
22.7%
30.2%
58.9%
School Administrators
75.6%
17,8%
51.6%
38,6%
Teachers
16.6%
13.9%
12.5%
26.3%
Source: Evergreen Solutions Survey Results, 2015.

The Office of Professional Learning is staffed by only two peoplea Director and an
administrative assistant. The approach to professional development, too, is fractured with
content-related staff, special education staff, Instructional Technology Resource Teachersall
planning and conducting training. No evidence of a comprehensive, shared professional
development plan or even cohesive approach to professional growth for staff exists currently in
SCPS. Budget cutsalong with school schedules and a reduction in substitute dayshave all
worked together to undermine, to some extent, the ability to embed professional learning into
school cultures and analyze data to inform training and instruction.
The Department of Curriculum offers summer training aligned to identified needs in School
Improvement Plans. However, with budget reductions, attendance is voluntary and often those
who attend are those who least need the training. Also training offered beyond school hours and
even a New Teacher Institute required of new teachers before school begins are not paid.
Content-related training is provided, too, by division-level supervisors and coordinators beyond
their own contract day, adding stress to their lives and potentially reducing their effectiveness.
Overall, professional learning in the division is piecemeal, at best.
In fact, the SCPS approach to professional development is not integrated, but dispersed among
several departments. There are staff in various arms of the central office who are responsible for
professional development, but do not systematically work together. As a consequence, they may
actually duplicate each other’s work. This situation does not contribute to an integrated means of
training that prevents teachers from having to choose content, technology, or pedagogical training
for the use of their scarce time available for training. Additionally, with much training being
conducted after school when teachers are tired, have family responsibilities, and are not being paid
for their time, this approach minimizes professional growth for staff.
ITRTs report that they are sometimes invited to reading, but never mathematics meetings. This
dichotomy prevents a cohesive approach to staff learning. One person described SCPS professional
development as “so chunked out that no professional development gets done.”
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Furthermore, there is not a purposeful division-wide plan for the growth of non-instructional
staff members. As in other aspects of SCPS organization, there is no vision of where the division
wants to go that guides the training that each employee group would need in their own job
responsibilities. Once that is developed, they would better understand how their role fits into
division goals. They would then know how they could contribute to realization of that vision,
and related expectations that would build capacity across division staff.
While there are unique nuances to delivering some specified content, research is also clear that
there is common ground for all instructional delivery. There are foundational instructional
delivery practices, behaviors, and pedagogies that have high impact on student learning. These
pedagogies should be developmentally appropriate by age and grade, defined with common
vocabulary, and provided appropriate interventions.
In recent years, two peer divisions have completely re-designed their approaches to professional
learning and content structures using limited human resources. Spotsylvania eliminated its
Supervisors of Content positions several years ago and created liaison positions and teaching and
learning coach positions. The division has also re-deployed eight math specialists to be shared
primarily at the elementary level with emphasis on the schools most in need. Spotsylvania also
requires that all licensed staff participate in a minimum of 38 hours of professional learning per
school year, but compensate them for these hours.
Albemarle has transformed its service delivery model for school support into more of an
embedded professional learning model. In that, they have abandoned the specialist model of
math, reading, and literacy to a more generalist coaching model with lead coaches running
content-specific vertical teams, re-visiting curriculum, and making continual adjustments. That
role is separate from coaching, but the same people are doing it. On their website, Albemarle
recognizes “technology as an accelerator for the Division’s goals.”
Albemarle has Lead Coaches who are half-time coordinators and half-time instructional coaches.
This division supports an instructional coaching group who works specifically on job-embedded
professional development. The division is organized into coaching clusters with, for instance,
four instructional coaches serving four elementary schools, but it is not assigned one per school.
This arrangement is teacher-driven, allowing them choices and the opportunity to develop
relationships with coaches and a reflective partner with whom they work well. In this model,
there is not always an instructional coach in the building, but there may also be three there at one
time working with three teachers, or two teams, or individual teacherswhatever the needs of
the school are. Positions that were once K-5 or 6-12 content specific now serve as half-time
curriculum coordinators for a discipline and half-time coaches for coaches. They facilitate
meetings from the lead coach standpoint and lead vertical team discussions related to content.
Even within required topics such as first aid, they are developing a framework for quality
professional development.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 3-19:
Use innovation rather than tradition to re-design the SCPS approach to professional
development and expand the name, staffing, and scope of the former Office of Professional
Learning.
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Evergreen recommends changing the name of the Office of Professional Learning to
Organizational Development and the Director’s title accordingly to Director of Organizational
Development.
As this recommendation is implemented, division leadersincluding the Director of
Organizational Development, Associate Superintendent, Chiefs, and non-instructional leaders
should re-examine available human resources and professional development needs in the school
division, and develop a more integrated approach to ongoing organizational learning, merging all
professional development activities within this office. This necessitates that division leaders
develop a clear vision of long-term expectations for professional growth for all staff based on
expectations for students. Division leaders should then organize delivery in an integrated
manner. A means of helping non-instructional employees to understand their part in the vision
could be to create PLCs among support staff for schools.
As a first step, the Superintendent should re-assign supervision of content specialists and ITRTs
to the Director of Organizational Development. As stated earlier, she, along with the Chiefs,
should share leadership of initiatives depending on whether the key activity relates to
professional development or curriculum and instruction. The Director should report to the
Associate Superintendent of Instructional Services. Literacy specialists currently in the Special
Education Department should be re-assigned to supervision by the Director of Organizational
Learning. These employees should form collaborative groups trained together to provide training
and support to school-based specialists supporting teachers.
Using a collaborative, cohesive team approach to staff training at the central level should be
modeled at the school level with specialists assigned there not having discrete traditional
responsibilities for reading or gifted education, but also serving as a team to embed professional
learning into the school. This will also ensure that staff supporting school-based learning are not
assigned to classes but are there for instructional support and growth.
Those coaches could even conduct remote coaching using technology to individual teachers or
groups and teams of teachers or school-based coaches, “crowdsourcing” support of communities
of practice. Technology could also serve as a vehicle for knowledge sharing among mentors,
coaches, teachers, administrators, and central office staff.
These teams could develop rubrics to vet resources or practices to be promoted online via the
SCPS website. They could create resource collections for grade/content levels as well as develop
a resource library applicable across all teacher groups, for instance, related to grouping or
classroom management, or re-directing behavior or simulations and videos to support instruction
and student, learning such as standards-aligned lessons or extensions beyond SOLs. Teachers
could build their own e-portfolios.
The division could develop a coaching panel that would provide individualized or group support
even remote video observation that would enable users to virtually self-record, upload, annotate,
and analyze their own instructional practices, and receive feedback and guidance on instructional
practices through joint analysis with specialists in areas of need or desired improvement. The
coaching panels could serve as an online solution to blend instructional coaching with the ability
to communicate, share videos, and provide feedback asynchronously or synchronously via
discussions or live chats with controlled confidentiality.
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Technology would then serve as a means of soliciting input from teachers without them leaving
their campuses for activities, such as textbook adoption and conducting online focus groups (e.g.,
user feedback for continuous improvement). It could also be used for induction purposed for
new teachers, teachers new to a grade or content area or to another type of assignment such as
ESL/sped.
Division leaders should examine the creative, focused models that Albemarle and Spotsylvania
have implemented. These divisions identified scarce content-related staff at the central office
along with resource teachers allocated to schools such as gifted, ITRT, and reading resource
teachers, and developed models using all of those resources in an integrated way to embed
ongoing professional development into their schools. Albemarle has even creatively re-deployed
SOQ positions. This division should have 13 FTEs for ITRTs, but have no formal ITRT position.
The Superintendent signs off through their instructional coaching model that the re-defined
positions interact with teachers regarding issues of technology integration.
SCPS does not have enough content staff at the central level or specialists at the school level to
effectively embed meaningful, targeted professional learning into its way of work. Without that,
student performance may remain stable, but will likely not improve to the extent it should for all
students to reach or at least move more rapidly toward their potential. More innovative and
comprehensive ways to meet teacher learning needs with existing resources must be sought.
Part of implementation also necessitates silos to be broken down and staff in departments that
have either competed with each other or not intentionally planned together to integrate pieces of
training to do so. They reside in different offices and have parallel professional development
roles, but do little planning or coordination together. For example, the Instructional Office has a
content Supervisor of Literacy and Humanities. There are also two parallel positions of literacy
specialists in Student Services who support literacy in schools. These positions and their
professional learning functions should not operate in isolation. All staff with responsibility for
professional learning should purposefully meet and plan together, and integrate their work for the
benefit of teachers and students.
There is insufficient time for teachers to be pulled for content training, instructional technology
training, training in accommodations and special education, yet still teach students. It is
imperative that staff work together to integrate aspects of professional growth deemed essential
by SCPS leaders into strong, cohesive, integrated learning experiences that improve their
practice in a myriad of ways.
Annual re-examination of staffing and roles should continue and, besides making SCPS more
focused in its professional learning function for all staff, will likely lead to a decrease in staffing.
Albemarle reduced its FTEs by approximately 15 using this approach.
FINDING
There is no succession planning or systematic, intentional preparation for SCPS staff to advance.
Without that, SCPS cannot be assured that it has a highly qualified, prepared pool of leaders to
move into leadership vacancies. Further exacerbating the dearth of training is the impact of
assistant principal responsibility for special education on their own potential learning time and
that of other administrators at their schools. The time they dedicate to special education
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dramatically reduces time available for learning key leadership skills and knowledge. Their
commitment of time to special education also detracts from other administrators’ ability for
professional growth.
Many respondents noted the frequent loss of high quality staff to nearby divisions. They
attributed the loss to several factors, including:




low comparative salaries in SCPS;
a lack of appreciation for the job staff do; and
no apparent track by which they could advance in their jobs or the division.

In his budget request for the 2015-16 school year, Dr. Benson recognized the need for staff
appreciation as a division priority.
Furthermore, as noted earlier in this report, assistant principals at every school spend so much
time in their special education responsibilities that neither they nor their peers in schools with
multiple assistant principals have sufficient opportunities within the school day to learn critical
school leadership skills. Division climate surveys indicated concern on the part of school staff
regarding administrative visibility. This special education responsibility is one reason that
assistant principals are not visible or supportive to a sufficient extent of their teachers.
At one time, there was leadership training in the form of a three-year Principal Academy. The
Director of the Office of Professional Learning has, in fact, created a structured mentor program
for principals, but it is not currently in use. The training included central staff following up with
them subsequent to training sessions. It was changed when meetings reportedly reverting to
managerial discussions. As noted in an earlier finding, the new Chiefs of Elementary and
Secondary Education are focusing much of their meetings on professional growth and sharing of
best practices, turning the tide on that void. However, the need for a comprehensive leadership
development plan for administrators and exemplary teachers to be qualified for advancement is
urgent. Many in SCPS reflected an awareness that salaries are not competitive, thus, driving
excellent staff from the division; however, they believed that if SCPS awarded excellent
performance and developed opportunities for advancement, many would stay.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 3-20:
Develop and implement a plan for leadership development.
SCPS has exceptional administrators who are well aware of current research, professional
learning trends, and the division’s need for succession planning. The Superintendent should
assign responsibility for leading implementation of this recommendation to the Director of
Organizational Development. Assembling a cross-section of these administrators identify a tier
of critical leadership skills and knowledge for teachers, assistant principals, principals, and
central staff should surface a framework for a comprehensive leadership development plan.
Although SCPS is not in need of a “turnaround model” for its high performing schools, the
University of Virginia has a nationally renowned School Turnaround curriculum and program
focusing on:
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…practices and processes that help build the internal capacity necessary to initiate change
and sustain success, such as:


understanding the fundamentals of successful turnarounds and organizational
change;



redesigning organizations to remove barriers impeding focus;



redefining relationships to co-create success between system and school leaders;



illuminating root-cause needs and developing focused action plans to address them;



developing and communicating a vision that includes the need for urgent change;



establishing a culture of high expectations;



building effective coalitions and collaborations;



using data to drive decisions and identify the need for mid-course corrections;



teaching administrators to think like leaders, not simply managers; and

These are all characteristics that would be beneficial to SCPS as it transforms itself and builds a
strong cadre of leaders and their successors.

3.5

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY

Instructional technology is a vehicle for informing innovative design for learning. Wayne State
University quotes as describing it as considering “instruction from the perspective of the learner
rather than from the perspective of the content, the traditional education and training
approach.” Atlanta Public Schools defines its purpose as “to encourage and support
transformative use of technology that promote student learning through best teaching practices.”
It is a means of enabling staff and students to become life-long learners. While it involves
technological tools, it is about their use and seamless integration into teaching, learning, and
assessmentnot stand-alone tools. Having a current approach to instructional technology
enables a school division to offer students and staff opportunities to continually learn and
embrace new technologies they will utilize in school and in life.
Educational technology and e-learning broaden student abilities to learn whenever and wherever
they are. Learning through the use of technology can occur in or out of the classroom. It can be
self-paced, asynchronous learning or may be synchronous, teacher or student-led instruction. It is
applicable to both distance learning and in conjunction with face-to-face. That approach is
termed blended learning. Its integrated use in schools lays the groundwork for application in
careers and postsecondary education and engages students in meaningful learning.
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FINDING
SCPS recognized the need for school instructional technology support even before the
Commonwealth did and piloted school-based technology support positions. In 2004-05, the
division began a Technology Resource Teacher (TRT) Demonstration Project, describing it as “a
research and standards-based project that utilizes staff development to raise the performance
level of students.” SCPS noted that the TRTs were to “help teachers develop the insight,
knowledge, and skills they need to become effective classroom and school leaders, and as a
result, better able to increase student learning.” Their defined role was to work in classrooms and
offices, support SIPs, and, “infuse technology to improve communication, task efficiency, datadriven decision making, instruction, and in the end, student performance.”
COMMENDATION
Stafford County Public Schools is commended for recognizing the critical role that
instructional technology can play in student learning.
FINDING
The division’s approach to instructional technology has seriously eroded since it first piloted the
concept of what are now ITRTs. At this point, SCPS does not have a clear, articulated vision for
the role of technology in teacher and student learning. Nor does it have staffing or established
leadership with respect to instructional technology nor integrated division-level planning and
communications regarding it.
Formal linkages do not exist between the technology and instructional departments. In fact,
Evergreen unveiled little evidence of a focus on the role of instructional technology in student
learning that was the premise of the original demonstration project. The only nod to instruction,
as a part of the division’s technology, was a draft job description from April 2013 of a
Supervisor of Online Learning and Technology.
The most recent Technology Plan provided to Evergreen is dated 2011-16, and makes little
reference to instructional technology other than a belief statement or two and reference to
instructional support through ITRTs. It does recognize digital learning as a resource for student
learning. Although it states that “Accountability is integral in the design of each goal, each goalrelated objective and each strategy proposed in this Strategic Action Plan,” some objectives have
been achieved and others not. There is no evidence of follow-up, despite departments being
identified as accountable for pieces of the plan, nor does it appear that the plan has been updated
since its development in 2011. From all accounts, it is not a living document and the Technology
Department deferred questions about instructional technology to staff in SCPS instructional
departments or schools.
Even though the plan identified the lack of parity from school to school and need for a
replacement cycle, staff in many roles across SCPS noted that instructional technology purchases
are often behind the times. Decisions about technology purchases prompted by a vision for its
use in instruction are made without meaningful input from the instructional offices of SCPS, the
ITRTs who are the staff responsible for integration of technology into instruction, or teachers as
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end users and final determiners of its use. If field tests are conducted, it is at the central office,
not in schools where the teachers who will be using them can test them for appropriateness to
their own and student needs. Besides undermining “instructional technology” for SCPS, this
siloed decision making has led to purchases of inferior classroom technologies that may have
cost more than comparable models available.
The expertise of the ITRTs who are most knowledgeable about new, cost-effective, or useful
tools for classroom teachers has not been routinely or meaningfully solicited in critical divisionlevel decisions related to instructional technology. Decisions are made largely by the technology
department in isolation. A central technology committee includes representation of parents,
principals, and the Instructional Supervisor when there was one. However, since that position
was deleted, there is no representation on the committee from any staff conversant with
instructional technology and related needs and uses.
There is an approved list of technology, but because of the exclusion of people knowledgeable
about instructional technology or classroom use, it is reported to include items that are outdated.
Tiered support for approved purchases is defined, but not adhered to. As a consequence, some
schools purchase technology that is not on the approved list, further broadening the divide of
equity from one school to another. Many projectors that teachers use shake, so do not project
images that are easy for students to view. Deployment of computers to hard-wired labs outside of
teachers’ classrooms limits their access to technology and ability to integrate it seamlessly into
instruction.
Unlike most divisions of today, desktops are provided to teachers and SCPS continues to use
labs, often of desktops, as a learning platform for technology in many of its schools rather than
moving to a more integrated approach to student learning with technology as a tool. In some
cases the labs are drop-off sites with a paraprofessional monitoring their use and providing
teachers planning time; this is an outmoded approach to instruction using technology. Staff
interviewed noted that they often see students using the computers as if they were no more than
worksheets rather than applying technology in creative, performance, and/or problem-solving
activities. Staff interviewed told Evergreen the reason given for continuing to rely on desktops
instead of more flexible laptops has to do with Virginia online testing requirements.
Albemarle is moving towards a 1:1 computer ratio for students and each student 10 years of age
or older is assigned to be the administrator of their own machine with no controls over what they
install or how they configure it. They are given full rights to customize it so that they use it to
the fullest extent possible. It has placed responsibility in the hands of students for certifying to
their teachers that their devices are SOL-ready. When they are not, they submit a ticket for tech
support to ensure that they are. This school division are in the process of changing the high
school approach to shutting down gyms for testing periods to student use of their own laptops
next year. The representative with whom Evergreen spoke noted that placing responsibility in the
hands of students has been transformative. They have also revamped their libraries into places
where students enjoy hanging out. They have created genius bars equipped with 3-D printers.
Students teach others to do things like solder and help teachers and students repair computers
and phones.
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Exhibit 3-20 shows the number of desktops and laptops in SCPS schools. This exhibit
dramatically indicates the need to alter the division’s approach to instructional technology
purchases.
Exhibit 3-20
SCPS Numbers of Laptops and Desktops
and School Student: Computer Ratios
2013
No. of
School
Desktops
Widewater Elementary
100
Hampton Oaks Elementary
113
Stafford Elementary
105
Winding Creek Elementary
101
Moncure Elementary.
101
Margaret Brent Elementary
125
Conway Elementary
125
Barrett Elementary
131
Rocky Run Elementary
119
Park Ridge Elementary
111
Burns Elementary
125
Thompson Middle
262
Rockhill Elementary
119
Ferry Farm Elementary
124
Gayle Middle
250
Hartwood Elementary
115
Poole Middle
196
Mt. View High
567
Colonial Forge High
629
Heim Middle
250
Falmouth Elementary
131
Brooke Pt. High
539
Grafton Village Elementary
129
Garrisonville Elementary
110
Stafford High
606
Dixon Smith Middle
250
Wright Middle
212
North Stafford High
574
Drew Middle
158
Totals
6,477
Source: SCPS Technology Department, 2015.

No. of
Laptops
90
90
90
90
90
120
120
90
120
90
120
120
90
90
90
90
120
120
140
120
90
150
90
90
150
90
120
150
90
3110

Total No. of
Computers
190
203
195
191
191
245
245
221
239
201
245
382
209
214
340
205
316
687
769
370
221
689
219
200
756
340
332
724
248
9,587

Student Enrollment
Fall 2013
852
801
707
689
679
860
858
744
802
614
742
1108
600
609
938
555
839
1800
1942
924
551
1717
541
489
1833
798
776
1623
515
26,506

Student to
Computer Ratio
4.48
3.95
3.63
3.61
3.55
3.51
3.50
3.37
3.36
3.05
3.03
2.90
2.87
2.85
2.76
2.71
2.66
2.62
2.53
2.50
2.49
2.49
2.47
2.45
2.42
2.35
2.34
2.24
2.08
2.76

Exhibit 3-20 shows that of 9,587 computers in SCPS schools, 6,477 or two-thirds of them are
desktops. It also shows disparity in the student to computer ratioranging from a low of 2.08 at
Drew Middle School to a high of 4.48 at Widewater Elementary. It does not indicate the age of
the computers, however.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 3-21:
Develop a vision for SCPS instructional technology, integrate it into division-level decision
making, ensure that the appropriate employees are involved in discussions, and hold staff
accountable for its realization.
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The integration of instructional technology into SCPS classrooms is a critical resource and tool
for students to develop 21st Century skills. In development of the most recent SCPS Strategic
Plan, SCPS identified technology as one of nine skills critical for students to learn to be prepared
for their futures. Schools must effectively integrate it to maintain their interests and prepare them
well for futures in which it is embedded. Exhibit 3-21 displays Evergreen survey responses from
SCPS respondents and peers regarding the adequacy of instructional technology. The results
show that in far greater numbers all respondents in peer divisions/districts more strongly believe
instructional technology is adequate than in SCPS.
Exhibit 3-21
Survey Responses on Adequacy of Integration of Technology
in Stafford County Public Schools and Peer School Divisions
Stafford County Public Schools
Peers
Strongly
Strongly
Strongly
Strongly
Survey Statement
Agree/Agree Disagree/Disagree Agree/Agree Disagree/Disagree
The school district provides adequate instructional technology.
Administrators
52.3%
25.0%
76.7%
10.3%
School Administrators
59.1%
31.8%
80.6%
16.5%
Teachers
57.4%
33.2%
68.0%
25.2%
Source: Evergreen Solutions Survey Results, 2015.

Implementing this recommendation will require:


The Superintendent and other key instructional leaders to discuss and identify what they
want students to be able to do in light of technology and related technology tools to move
them there.



SCPS to develop a meaningful instructional technology plan and integrate it into a
revised and updated SCPS Technology Plan.



A commitment of annual funds to enact a replacement cycle for instructional technology
including moving from desktops to laptops as the Superintendent has requested.



A Supervisor of Instructional Technology position reporting to the Director of
Organizational Learning (addressed in Recommendation 3-19).



ITRTs reporting to that position.



An assurance that no technology intended for instructional purposes is purchased without
input from the instructional side of SCPS and from representative ITRTs working at the
school level where it will be used.



The creation of mechanisms of communication and decision making between the
Technology and Instruction Departments.



Field-testing of instructional technology in classrooms where it is expected to be used.
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The identification of a guaranteed level of technology in all schools that assures all
parents and students that whatever SCPS school they attend, they have equal access to
instructional technology.



Updating the instructional technology bid list, with involvement of ITRTs and the new
Instructional Technology Supervisor, and keeping it up to date.



Division purchases toward those necessary for student acquisition of 21st Century skills.



Strategies to hold staff in all offices and departments accountable for compliance with the
beliefs on which the vision is based.

Student learning activities should mirror what students will do and how they will use technology
after they graduate. These actions should move SCPS in that direction.
FISCAL IMPACT
While adhering to a replacement cycle will require annual expenditures, using the expertise and
experience of knowledgeable teachers and instructional technology specialists will ensure that
the purchases are cost-effective, current, applicable for teacher and student use, and functional.
Personnel costs projected for implementation of this recommendation are to add a Supervisor of
Instructional Technology. Costs are estimated at the average 12-month Supervisor salary of
$92,905 plus benefits at 25 percent of $23,226 plus $8,000 for a total annual cost of $124,131.
Recommendation
Add a Supervisor of
Instructional
Technology

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

($124,131)

($124,131)

($124,131)

($124,131)

($124,131)

FINDING
The division has a dedicated, talented staff of Instructional Technology Resource Teachers
(ITRTs) in each school. They meet, plan, and learn together as a team and are primarily
structured to serve as arms of the instructional side of SCPS. They have a vision of what their
roles should be and how they can contribute to realization of teacher and student growth needs
and enrichment of education for SCPS students.
COMMENDATION
The ITRTs are commended for their synergy, enthusiasm, and vision that will better
benefit SCPS students and teachers when they are empowered through implementation of
Evergreen recommendations.
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FINDING
The roles and responsibilities of ITRTs are not uniformly delineated so they vary from school to
school. With central office staff cuts, supervision of SCPS instructional technology staff, the
ITRTs, has moved from a central office instructional leader to school principals. As teacher
positions have been cut at schools across SCPS, many principals have felt compelled to assign
ITRTs tasks that prevent their support for teachers wanting to integrate technology into their
instruction. This is probably the single greatest factor that has led to diffusion of instructional
technology as a means of enhancing teaching and learning and to inequity from school to school.
The loss of the position of Supervisor of Instructional Technology resulted in shared supervision
of ITRTs by three division leaders: the Executive Director of Technology, the Director of
Professional Learning, and the Director of Instruction. It may also be due to the loss of teachers
in each school and a need for lost responsibilities to be assumed by any available staff.
This fractured reporting structure is indicative of the fact that instructional technology is not a
focus of the SCPS technology and is dependent on individual principal’s prioritization of it as an
instructional methodology. Across the board, SCPS staff reported concern that the loss of the
Instructional Technology Supervisor had impaired the division’s ability to rollout instructional
technology initiatives effectively and integration of technology into instruction.
In some schools, principals clearly value the integration of technology into instruction, focusing
school resources toward seamless use of technology into teaching and learning. In others, the
role of the ITRTs has evolved into activities that are not clearly related to technology integration
in instruction and teacher professional development.
This variation in assignment and detraction from their originally intended role has created
disparity in service to teachers and the consequent results on student learning through
technology. It also contributes to a lack of equity in terms of their professional learning. Some
principals are more committed than others to integration of technology into their teachers’
instruction so use their meager professional development budgets to enable them to attend
conferences. Others, though, do not, so the knowledge level of ITRTs becomes skewed.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 3-22:
Define parameters for the role of the ITRT, and place supervision of ITRTs under the
Supervisor of Instructional Technology.
The implementation of this recommendation ensures that the role of the ITRT is not dependent
on the school in which they reside. It is imperative, though, that the Supervisor establishes
rapport with each principal so that they work cooperatively and collaboratively on translating the
division’s vision for instructional technology uniformly into all SCPS schools with mutual
understanding of rationale for actions. It also enables the ITRTs to train staff not located at
school sites.
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The Superintendent should assign supervision of the ITRTs to the proposed Supervisor of
Instructional Technology. The Associate Superintendent, Chiefs, Supervisor, Director of
Organizational Development, and representative ITRTs should discuss the job description
expectations and instructional technology goals for students, existing detractions from that
function and vision, and set parameters for their future responsibilities. The Supervisor should
work closely with principals to ensure that ITRTs meet their needs, but their time is also
protected for their core roles. When or if issues arise that deter them from that, the Supervisor
and principal(s) should resolve the issue based on identified parameters.
The ITRT re-assignment to central supervision should be accompanied by determination of a
schedule that enables division staff as well as school staff to improve their technology skills
through ITRT training. Division leaders should also identify parameters for assignment of the
ITRTs at schools to protect their core roles and responsibilities, and ensure that teachers receive
ongoing training to integrate technology into their instruction and assessment.
SCPS should consider aspects of Henrico County’s clearly defined “Role Profile” for
responsibilities and expectations of their ITRTs as:




visionary leaders;
instructional coaches; and
professional developers.

The key related roles for ITRTs in Henrico County include:


develop and implement a shared vision for the comprehensive integration of technology
to promote excellence and support transformational change throughout the instructional
environment;



support teachers, staff, and school leaders with evidence-based strategies to integrate
technology effectively with the goal of providing rigorous, relevant, and engaging
learning experiences for all students, differentiating instruction, and assessing student
learning;



coach staff and model the use of online and blended learning, digital content, and
collaborative learning networks to support and extend student learning as well as expand
opportunities and choices for online professional development; and



create and support effective digital age learning environments and tools to maximize the
learning of all students.

Henrico County understands the impact that effective instructional technology leaders can have
in stimulating innovation within a school system. They are expected to “support transformational
change throughout the instructional environment.” It also has a 1: 1 laptop initiative so has
ITRTs in every building in Grades 6-12. Expectations for daily activities are to spend 75 percent
of their time modeling and creating tools for teachers and 25 percent on other tasks such as SIS,
mail, and printing, with some troubleshooting, too. At the elementary level, there are ITRTs and
TSTs parallel to SCPS tech support staff, but 12 serve 46 schools. They also have one TST at
each secondary school who keep the technology operating and some at the elementary level.
Additional time allocations are the elementary ITRTs serve their schools one day a week and the
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fifth day is used for their own professional learning, meetings, and teaming. Elementary ITRTs
are also deployed twice a month to challenged schools for additional professional development.
At the county level, their role is to work with content specialists so that they are all on the same
page as coaches. At the school level, they work with the reading and math coaches for the same
reasons. All train together to ensure consistency of coaching.
FINDING
Division leaders have not clearly identified what distance learning should be used for or how it
should be delivered. Thus, distance learning is not well-utilized in SCPS or even widely
understood. Few people interviewed could provide details about where it was used or how. There
are clearly no criteria that have been thoughtfully developed regarding which courses, grades,
students, or circumstances for which it will be used.
Currently, SCPS uses numerous platforms without an attempt to unify with a single one across
the division. They include Blackboard, Moodle, Edgenvity, GradPoint, Google, Microsoft 360,
and Virtual Virginia.
Reports also revealed that virtual Virginia is being used for courses that duplicate existing SCPS
courses, and not for enrichment or for offering students courses for which not enough SCPS
students enroll, but as ‘fillers’ when student schedules do not fit well into their school’s master
schedule. This reflects a lack of explicit vision for distance learning.
Another indication of lack of vision is in the purchase of Blackboard as a means of virtual
learning in addition to other applications. A quote was provided to Evergreen for Blackboard for
$223,124 for a 42-month contract renewable annually after the first term ending June 30, 2014.
The contract requires that SCPS appoint a Project Manager for implementation of the project.
Responsibility was assigned to the Coordinator of Social Studies who is responsible for K-12
Social Studies. He is responsible for training at schools, but ITRTs should also be instrumental in
that. They are not currently in the Department of Instruction, so leveraging them as a resource
has reportedly been challenging. Thus, it is not surprising that interviewees report a rocky
implementation.
Blackboard can be used for more than distance learning, but that appears to be one of the primary
foci so far in SCPS. It is being integrated into the Student Information System and has been used
to some extent for some professional development. The Human Resources Department plans to
use it for administering writing samples to applicants, as well. Discussions have also occurred
regarding its use to minimize busing for instruction.
Teachers are reportedly being paid $1,500 to develop courses for Blackboard delivery. However,
an announcement shows that courses planned to be offered in the Spring are:






Algebra I
Earth Science
World History 9
English 11
Economics and Personal Finance
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Three of those courses (Earth Science, World History 9, and Economics and Personal Finance
are already available via Virtual Virginia, so are duplicative of offerings already available to
students without Blackboard and without having paid SCPS teachers to develop the online
courses. Virtual Virginia courses, too, are free in many instances, while these will cost each
student $350.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 3-23:
Eliminate one of the distance learning platforms currently in use in SCPS and identify the
one that is most cost-effective and applicable to student needs and identify specific criteria
for courses, grades, students, and circumstances under which it will be used.
This recommendation should be implemented in conjunction with Recommendation 3-9 as
leaders examine reasons behind the growth of the use of Virtual Virginia in relation to secondary
schedules.
The Superintendent and Cabinet should investigate which platform best and most costeffectively meets its needs and eliminate one. The examination should include the costs that have
been expended for the past three years. The contract costs alone will have been $160,700.
Evergreen does not have data on expenses for teacher development of lessons or additional
services Blackboard has provided including training outside the scope of the contracted fees.
Once the costs are collected and analyzed, they should be compared to the number of teachers
trained and using the platform in instruction, and the number of students accessing the courses.
In contrast to those costs, there is no tuition charged for Virginia public school students who
enroll in standard core, world language, and elective courses. Virginia public school students
participating in the Early College Scholars (ECS) program may also take Advanced Placement
courses tuition-free. Textbooks and related materials are the responsibility of the local division,
though.
Blackboard expenditures should also be examined in light of other applications for which it is
being used or planned to determine whether the expense and benefits are aligned. Once a
decision is made, identified parameters should be uniformly applied across the division.
FISCAL IMPACT
If SCPS were to decide not to renew the Blackboard contract, estimated savings would be, at a
minimum, the cost for 2015-16 of $62,424 plus an average annual contract cost of $55,781 going
forward. Basing the costs of focusing, too, on non-duplicative offerings would have saved SCPS
$4,500 for the three courses that were developed for Blackboard that are already available
through Virtual Virginia. Costs for supervision of students for virtual courses were already
discussed in Recommendation 3-10.
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Recommendation
Delete the Blackboard
Contract
Delete Duplicative Courses
Total Estimated Savings
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2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

$62,424

$55,781

$55,781

$55,781

$55,781

$4,500
$66,924

$4,500
$66,924

$4,500
$66,924

$4,500
$66,924

$4,500
$66,924
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4.0 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
This chapter of Evergreen’s report addresses the finance-related activities of Stafford County
Public Schools. For purposes of this report, financial management is divided into four broad
areas:
4.1 Financial Organization and Management
4.2 Accounting and Budgeting
4.3 Purchasing and Accounts Payable
4.4 Payroll and Benefits
Stafford County Public Schools is a division within the government structure of Stafford County,
Virginia. Programs and policies of SCPS are established by an elected seven-member School
Board representing the following districts: Aquia, Falmouth, Garrisonville, George Washington,
Griffis-Widewater, Hartwood, and Rockhill. The School Board itself has no power to levy and
collect taxes, or to increase the budget. The county’s Board of Supervisors appropriates all funds
(other major sources of revenue for SCPS include state and federal funds, as well as grants) to
SCPS for educational expendituresplus levies taxes and issues debt on behalf of SCPS.
The county is the custodian of all cash and investments of SCPS, except certain cash on hand,
investments held for certain capital projects, and funds held in student activity accounts. As
such, the county writes all checks, including payroll and accounts payable checks, as directed by
SCPS. All interest earned on depository or investment accounts is accrued to the county and the
county pays all fees and charges related to the depository or investment accounts. The only
exception is the Food Service Fund, which does accrue interest.
The fiscal year (FY) for both the county and the school division runs from July 1 to June 30 of
each year. External audits and the preparation of Comprehensive Annual Financial Reports are
conducted independently for both the county and the school division.
Exhibits 4-1 and 4-2 provide a comparison of SCPS versus its peer school divisions in terms of
revenues both in total dollars and in terms of per pupil expenditure amounts. As shown, in 201314, four school divisions spent less per pupil overall than SCPS, while five divisions spent more.
Exhibit 4-3 compares SCPS categorical expenditures to its peer school divisions in terms of total
dollars and percent of total dollars expended. As a percent of total dollars expended, SCPS is
slightly above the average in Instruction, Attendance and Health Service, Food Service, PreKindergarten, and Facilities.
Exhibit 4-4 presents the Superintendent’s Proposed Budget for 2015-16, and also provides
actual and budgeted expenditures for FY 2012 and forward.
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Exhibit 4-1
Comparison of Receipts by Division and Regional Program (in dollars)
2013-14 Fiscal Year
From State
From
From City,
Balances at
School
Sales and Use
From State
Federal
Town and
From Other
From Loans,
Beginning of
Division
Tax
Funds
Funds
County Funds
Funds
Bonds, etc.
Total Receipts
Year
Stafford
$25,513,251 $107,387,921
$16,427,962
$108,843,164
$14,301,329
$33,852,226
$306,325,852
$20,616,424
Albemarle
$14,831,054
$29,064,288
$8,326,927
$116,959,357
$8,416,504
$0
$177,598,129
$13,840,043
Chesapeake
$38,970,595 $165,425,954
$35,273,654
$203,999,347
$7,368,849
-$33,470
$451,004,928
$32,504,371
Chesterfield
$55,340,750 $224,049,642
$32,909,250
$243,586,614
$22,275,948
$21,120,072
$599,282,277
$113,375,289
Fauquier
$11,241,702
$33,845,255
$5,248,744
$75,987,668
$3,971,550
$0
$130,294,919
$2,359,764
Hanover
$17,328,416
$63,389,430
$8,020,814
$91,567,252
$7,096,856
$4,521
$187,407,289
$6,151,387
Henrico
$48,152,814 $183,494,492
$34,932,536
$265,862,421
$11,017,195
$0
$543,459,458
$87,373,146
Loudoun
$59,470,268 $196,467,578
$21,202,735
$713,260,717
$25,421,646
$127,534,444 $1,143,357,387
$10,000,000
Prince William
$73,929,227 $354,729,746
$47,982,264
$458,552,048
$28,933,108
$79,179,231 $1,043,305,624
$144,972,435
Spotsylvania
$22,980,748
$98,466,629
$17,072,530
$115,427,897
$7,982,239
$50,970,542
$312,900,586
$4,718,114
Peer Average
$38,027,286 $149,881,446
$23,441,051
$253,911,480
$13,609,322
$30,975,038
$509,845,622
$46,143,839
Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions from Data Source:http://www.doe.virginia.gov/statistics_reports/supts_annual_report/2012_13/index.shtml, 2015.

Total Receipts
and Balances
$326,942,276
$191,438,172
$483,509,299
$712,657,566
$132,654,683
$193,558,676
$630,832,604
$1,153,357,387
$1,188,278,059
$317,618,700
$555,989,461

Exhibit 4-2
Comparison of Sources of Financial Support for Expenditures, Total Expenditures for Operations
and Total per Pupil Expenditures for Operations (Dollars)
2013-14 Fiscal Year
State Retail Sales and
End-of-Year
Local
State
Use Tax
Federal
Total
ADM for
School
Determining
Per
Per
Per
Per
Expenditures
Per Pupil
Division
Cost per Pupil
Amount
Pupil
Amount
Pupil
Amount
Pupil
Amount
Pupil for Operations
Expenditure
Stafford
27,419
$123,966,402 $4,521 $107,499,743 $3,921 $25,513,251
$930
$16,427,883 $599
$273,407,278
$9,971
Albemarle
13,225
$117,196,534 $8,862
$25,799,138
$1,951 $14,831,054 $1,121
$8,555,942
$647
$166,382,668
$12,581
Chesapeake
39,705
$178,535,249 $4,497 $163,092,436 $4,108 $38,970,595
$982
$35,273,654 $888
$415,871,934
$10,474
Chesterfield
58,882
$236,599,375 $4,018 $221,654,189 $3,764 $55,340,750
$940
$32,587,464 $553
$546,181,778
$9,276
Fauquier
11,007
$79,588,108
$7,231
$33,208,077
$3,017 $11,241,702 $1,021
$5,248,744
$477
$129,286,631
$11,746
Hanover
18,338
$78,676,437
$4,290
$63,529,711
$3,464 $17,328,416
$945
$8,020,814
$437
$167,555,378
$9,137
Henrico
49,871
$190,251,292 $3,815 $181,427,791 $3,638 $48,152,814
$966
$34,513,804 $692
$454,345,700
$9,110
Loudoun
68,592
$622,414,464 $9,074 $195,847,488 $2,855 $59,470,268
$867
$21,202,735 $309
$898,934,956
$13,106
Prince William
83,760
$400,061,970 $4,776 $353,267,311 $4,218 $73,929,227
$883
$47,982,264 $573
$875,240,773
$10,449
Spotsylvania
23,688
$99,260,751
$4,190
$96,082,078
$4,056 $22,980,748
$970
$17,058,535 $720
$235,382,113
$9,937
Peer Average
40,785
$222,509,353 $5,639 $148,212,025 $3,452 $38,027,286
$966
$23,382,662 $588
$432,131,326
$10,646
Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions from Data Source:http://www.doe.virginia.gov/statistics_reports/supts_annual_report/2012_13/index.shtml, 2015.
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Exhibit 4-3
Comparison of Expenditures by Division and Regional Program
from all Fund Sources (State, Local, and Federal) by Category (Dollars)
2013-14 Fiscal Year

School
Division
Stafford
Albemarle
Chesapeake
Chesterfield
Fauquier
Hanover
Henrico
Loudoun
Prince William
Spotsylvania
Peer Average

School
Division
Stafford
Albemarle
Chesapeake
Chesterfield
Fauquier
Hanover
Henrico
Loudoun
Prince William
Spotsylvania
Peer Average

End-of-Year
ADM for
Determining
Cost Per
Pupil
26,953.99
13,054.64
38,873.19
58,369.58
10,956.89
18,052.74
48,862.97
67,616.66
82,751.73
23,348.89
40,209.70

Administration
$7,918,615.07
$8,099,421.02
$9,140,893.42
$14,493,158.02
$1,809,968.66
$4,747,651.80
$11,894,113.58
$20,401,401.06
$47,532,045.44
$5,263,926.78
$13,709,175.53

Total Cost of
Operation
Regular Day
School
$252,712,783.84
$155,940,815.64
$399,687,616.58
$508,271,480.08
$124,158,304.30
$159,673,521.27
$439,106,654.79
$822,089,369.45
$821,301,942.49
$224,977,622.54
$406,134,147.46

% of
Total
77.3%
81.5%
82.7%
71.3%
93.6%
82.5%
69.6%
71.3%
69.1%
70.8%
76.9%
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% of
Total
2.4%
4.2%
1.9%
2.0%
1.4%
2.5%
1.9%
1.8%
4.0%
1.7%
2.4%

Instruction
$200,432,654.73
$121,138,777.74
$320,141,838.18
$396,159,801.37
$98,415,267.68
$131,810,656.54
$344,966,758.46
$654,551,413.33
$632,033,809.90
$176,144,442.20
$319,484,751.71

Per-Pupil
Expenditure for
Operation
Regular Day
School
$9,375.71
$11,945.24
$10,281.83
$8,707.81
$11,331.53
$8,844.84
$8,986.49
$12,158.09
$9,924.89
$9,635.47
$10,201.80

% of
Total
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

% of
Total
61.3%
63.3%
66.2%
55.6%
74.2%
68.1%
54.7%
56.8%
53.2%
55.5%
60.8%

School Food
Services
$11,728,720.60
$4,287,831.41
$11,865,498.49
$20,317,027.81
$4,846,589.57
$6,819,566.04
$18,648,663.89
$24,838,281.82
$39,013,737.03
$8,878,891.81
$15,501,787.54

Attendance
and Health
Services
$5,746,609.46
$2,346,446.49
$6,168,630.84
$8,935,206.64
$3,348,565.96
$2,296,440.71
$6,332,238.12
$19,369,839.97
$14,241,912.50
$4,365,741.15
$7,489,446.93

% of
Total
3.6%
2.2%
2.5%
2.9%
3.7%
3.5%
3.0%
2.2%
3.3%
2.8%
2.9%

% of
Total
1.8%
1.2%
1.3%
1.3%
2.5%
1.2%
1.0%
1.7%
1.2%
1.4%
1.4%

Summer
School
$210,521.02
$230,194.60
$1,260,098.21
$2,496,136.84
$65,093.02
$250,992.00
$1,257,931.38
$2,523,587.37
$2,484,162.36
$277,067.21
$1,205,029.22

Pupil
Transportation
Services
$15,261,005.18
$9,844,958.52
$22,920,703.76
$31,691,586.10
$9,277,931.12
$8,569,407.52
$29,419,716.03
$58,914,091.44
$53,814,074.08
$18,566,082.36
$27,002,061.21

% of
Total
0.1%
0.1%
0.3%
0.4%
0.0%
0.1%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.1%
0.2%

% of
Total
4.7%
5.1%
4.7%
4.4%
7.0%
4.4%
4.7%
5.1%
4.5%
5.8%
5.1%

Adult
Education
$37,863.00
$152,527.14
$851,504.06
$1,345,087.76
$23,713.56
$237,662.00
$1,881,224.77
$744,961.63
$1,663,388.19
$741,949.56
$849,113.19

Operations
and
Maintenance
Services
$23,353,899.40
$14,511,211.87
$41,315,550.38
$56,991,727.95
$11,306,570.88
$12,249,364.70
$46,493,828.60
$68,852,623.65
$73,680,100.57
$20,637,430.05
$38,448,712.07

% of
Total
0.0%
0.1%
0.2%
0.2%
0.0%
0.1%
0.3%
0.1%
0.1%
0.2%
0.1%

% of
Total
7.1%
7.6%
8.5%
8.0%
8.5%
6.3%
7.4%
6.0%
6.2%
6.5%
7.2%

Pre kindergarten
$4,265,473.61
$0.00
$1,838,669.00
$2,284,522.51
$0.00
$1,169,188.00
$2,245,254.10
$2,975,975.13
$3,085,728.33
$1,617,019.35
$1,690,706.27

% of
Total
1.3%
0.0%
0.4%
0.3%
0.0%
0.6%
0.4%
0.3%
0.3%
0.5%
0.3%
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Exhibit 4-3 (Continued)
Comparison of Expenditures by Division and Regional Program
from All Fund Sources (State, Local, and Federal) by Category (Dollars)
2013-14 Fiscal Year
Other
Total
School
Educational
% of
% of
Debt Service
% of
Total
% of
Total Year End % of
Disbursements
Division
Programs
Total
Facilities
Total
and Transfers
Total
Disbursements
Total
Balances
Total
and Balances
Stafford
$0.00
0.0% $19,577,824.99
6.0%
0.3%
88.6% $37,280,104.86 11.4% $326,942,276.43
$1,128,984.51
$289,662,171.57
Albemarle
$1,830,857.70 1.0%
3.9%
9.1%
97.8%
2.2%
$7,414,443.87
$17,348,151.30
$187,204,821.66
$4,233,350.14
$191,438,171.80
Chesapeake
$0.00
0.0%
4.3%
0.4%
90.6%
$20,684,872.15
$1,832,999.96
$438,021,258.45
$45,488,040.92 9.4%
$483,509,299.37
Chesterfield
$1,029,928.93 0.1%
5.1%
6.4%
86.6%
$36,035,506.34
$45,626,570.46
$617,406,260.73
$95,251,304.87 13.4% $712,657,565.60
Fauquier
$0.00
0.0%
0.0%
0.3%
97.6%
2.4%
$0.00
$428,161.00
$129,521,861.45
$3,132,821.36
$132,654,682.81
Hanover
$405,650.00
0.2%
1.1%
8.1%
96.3%
3.7%
$2,135,156.28
$15,715,700.00
$186,407,435.59
$7,151,240.61
$193,558,676.20
Henrico
$1,541,199.23 0.2%
5.0%
6.2%
84.8%
$31,372,248.83
$39,056,108.65
$535,109,285.64
$95,723,318.41 15.2% $630,832,604.05
Loudoun
$693,806.54
0.1% $175,686,076.53 15.2% $113,805,328.66 9.9% $1,143,357,387.13 99.1%
$10,000,000.00 0.9% $1,153,357,387.13
Prince William $1,861,538.23 0.2%
6.7%
6.0% $1,019,887,940.50 85.8% $168,390,118.93 14.2% $1,188,278,059.43
$79,686,482.48
$70,790,961.39
Spotsylvania
$0.00
0.0%
1.0%
98.5%
1.5%
$3,136,081.81
$73,255,649.51 23.1%
$312,884,281.79
$4,734,418.57
$317,618,700.36
Peer Average
$818,108.96
0.2% $39,572,318.70
4.7%
$41,984,403.44
7.7%
$507,755,614.77
93.0% $48,233,845.98 7.0% $555,989,460.75
Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions from Data Source:http://www.doe.virginia.gov/statistics_reports/supts_annual_report/2012_13/index.shtml, 2015.
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Exhibit 4-4
Superintendent’s Proposed 2015-16 Budget

Source: SCPS website, February 2015.
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As shown in Exhibit 4-5, SCPS receives slightly more in state and federal dollars, and 6.3
percentage points less from local sources in comparison to peer averages.
Exhibit 4-5
Comparison of Sources of Total per Pupil Expenditures for Operations (Percentage)
2013-14 Fiscal Year

School Division
Stafford
Albemarle
Chesapeake
Chesterfield
Fauquier
Hanover
Henrico
Loudoun
Prince William
Spotsylvania
Peer Average

Local
45.3%
70.4%
42.9%
43.3%
61.6%
47.0%
41.9%
69.2%
45.7%
42.2%
51.6%

State
39.3%
15.5%
39.2%
40.6%
25.7%
37.9%
39.9%
21.8%
40.4%
40.8%
33.5%

State Retail
Sales and Use
Tax
9.3%
8.9%
9.4%
10.1%
8.7%
10.3%
10.6%
6.6%
8.4%
9.8%
9.2%

Federal
6.0%
5.1%
8.5%
6.0%
4.1%
4.8%
7.6%
2.4%
5.5%
7.2%
5.7%

Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions from Data Source:http://www.doe.virginia.gov/statistics_reports/supts_annual_
report/2012_13/index.shtml, 2015.

As shown in Exhibit 4-6, only three of the Evergreen survey statements related to budgeting and
finance elicited 50 percent or more favorable or unfavorable responses; on some, a majority of
respondents gave no opinion.
Exhibit 4-6
Finance-related Survey Responses
Survey Statement
Site-based budgeting is used
effectively to extend the involvement
of principals and teachers.
Campus administrators are well trained
in fiscal management techniques.
Funds are managed wisely to support
education in the school division.
The division’s financial reports are
easy to understand and read.
Campus and program administrators
have sufficient access to the financial
data they need.
Financial reports are made available to
community members when asked.

Central Office
School
Administrators Administrators
Teachers
Others
SA + A SD + D SA + A SD + D SA + A SD + D SA + A SD + D
27.3%

22.7%

54.5%

29.5%

28.8%

35.1%

21.7%

25.0%

22.7%

31.8%

27.3%

50.0%

25.3%

16.3%

20.0%

10.0%

47.7%

27.3%

47.7%

38.6%

18.1%

57.2%

14.8%

47.5%

27.3%

31.8%

22.7%

36.4%

11.2%

39.8%

14.8%

34.4%

31.8%

22.7%

38.6%

20.5%

16.8%

12.3%

16.7%

10.0%

36.4%

9.1%

31.8%

2.3%

18.6%

7.3%

16.7%

10.0%

Source: Evergreen Solutions Survey Results, 2015.
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Based on Evergreen survey results, a majority of school administrators agreed or strongly agreed
with the statement regarding their involvement in of site-based budgeting, but also expressed a
need for more fiscal management training. Teachers expressed their concern that funds are
managed wisely in support of education.

4.1

FINANCIAL ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT

The organization of the Financial Services Department in Stafford County Public Schools is
presented in Exhibit 4-7 below.
Exhibit 4-7
Financial Services Organizational Structure
Stafford County Public Schools
2014-15 School Year

Source: Created by Evergreen from data provided by Stafford County Public Schools, February 2015.
*Note: In Chapter 2, we recommend that the title of this position be changed to Chief Financial Officer.
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As shown, the Pupil Transportation and School Nutrition Departments report to the Assistant
Superintendent for Financial Services. The organization structure of those two departments is
discussed in greater detail in the Operational Services chapter of this report.
Within the Financial Services Department, there are three major functional areas including:
 Finance and Accounting;
 Payroll and Benefits; and
 Budget and Grants.
The Finance and Accounting functional area encompasses accounting, financial reporting as well
as purchasing and accounts payable. Payroll and Benefits is responsible for tracking and
monitoring payroll, including payroll deductions and customer service associated with employee
benefits. The Budget and Grants functional area oversees the budget and budgeting processes,
and performs grant management functions.
While benefits administration is traditionally handled by an organization’s human resources
department, this function is currently the responsibility of the SCPS Finance Department. As the
SCPS implements an ERP, it is anticipated that benefits responsibilities can more easily be
transitioned to human resources staff. In Chapter 5 of this report, a recommendation
(Recommendation 5-2) is made to begin the transfer of the benefits function to the Human
Resources Department. This change is not reflected in the organizational department displayed in
Exhibit 4-7.
In addition to the individuals shown in the organization chart in Exhibit 4-7, each school and
many departments have an assigned bookkeeper or clerical person who performs purchasing and
receiving, P-Card monitoring and oversight, timekeeping, and other finance-related functions.
Financial Services uses a variety of software systems to carry out its charge. As shown in
Exhibit 4-8, the primary system is the county’s Newsys/H.T.E. (H.T.E.) system.
Exhibit 4-8
Financial Software and Technology
General Ledger
Accounting, Purchasing, and
Accounts Payable

Date
Acquired

Newsys/H.T.E.

1999
1999

School Activity Funds

Newsys/H.T.E.
Blue Bear (Active
Network)

Budget Development

Lotus 1-2-3

n/a

Notes/Description
Hosted by Stafford County (shared
software)
Software was customized to accommodate
contract lengths
Cash receipts and disbursements software
used by all schools
Assists in budget tables; no longer
supported by IBM

All/Other Financial Funds

Microsoft Office

n/a

Excel, Word, PowerPoint

Payroll

Software

2009

Source: Financial Services, January 2015.
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SCPS uses Lotus 1-2-3 and Excel extensively to supplement the functionality of its 16 year-old
H.T.E. system.
FINDING
Throughout this report, evidence is presented to show how the use of manual spreadsheets and
other workarounds have escalated over time due to growth, changing regulations, and the limited
capabilities of the current H.T.E. system. During this study, the Evergreen Team identified no
less than 30 major spreadsheets that staff are using to:
 control and track various types of payroll;
 track leave and overtime;
 track employee benefits;
 track vendor billings and payments;
 monitor and maintain records for the self-funded insurance programs;
 track current employee contracts;
 administer and monitor billings and payments to and from the Virginia Retirement
System (VRS) accounts; and
 ensure compliance with federal/state laws and regulations.
Most school systems of this size are handled by highly sophisticated automated systems. In
SCPS, such functions are handled with Excel spreadsheets where data are manually entered and
then manually reentered in H.T.E. A series of flow charts can be found in a later section that
illustrates the problem as it relates specifically to Payroll and Benefits.
SCPS has recognized the problem and, following a series of demonstrations and road trips to
observe processes in several school divisions, SCPS has determined that the MUNIS system
contains the capabilities and modules needed to streamline processing, improve reporting
capabilities, create or enhance internal control and monitoring capabilities, and ultimately reduce
the need for an excessive number of spreadsheets and manual processes. According to the
vendor and the experience of current users, MUNIS should be able to upload and download
necessary information directly into the H.T.E system as needed.
The Superintendent’s budget presented in January to the School Board contains a request for the
purchase of this new system, as well as the transitional assistance needed to analyze and
streamline current business processes through the use of this system.
Exhibit 4-9 shows the estimated cost for the system as prepared by the Assistant Superintendent
for Financial Services. SCPS is recommending that the purchase be structured so that cost is
paid out over seven years, rather than asking the county to budget the full cost in a single year.
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Exhibit 4-9
Stafford County Public Schools
New Financial and HR/Payroll and Benefits ERP System
Estimated Cost of (Tyler Technologies, Inc. MUNIS) System

Source: SCPS Financial Services, January 2015.

Assuming the budget request is approved, implementation of the new system is estimated to take
at least one year, after which the full capability of the system and the associated benefits can be
recognized.
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RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 4-1:
Proceed with the purchase and implementation of the MUNIS system so that the full
capability and benefits of the system is realized in time for the start of 2016-17 fiscal year.
Throughout the implementation process, efforts should be made to eliminate the majority of
manual processes that are currently impeding the division’s ability to operate efficiently and
effectively. For example, one goal should be eliminating all paper time and leave accounting as
well as maintenance of the associated spreadsheets. Employees should be empowered by the
system to make changes to their benefit accounts, particularly during open enrollment periods.
While there still may be a need to track VRS and some retiree benefits, the system must be tested
to the point that Finance and Human Resources staff trust that the system will perform the
function without the need for redundant backup in the form of spreadsheets.
FISCAL IMPACT
Once the system is implemented, and based on the number of hours currently spent in processing
paper and maintaining spreadsheets, at least two of the payroll or benefit positions can be
eliminated, either in the central office or in Nutrition Services or Pupil Transportation. The
actual location of the positions eliminated will depend entirely on how SCPS choses to
implement the system.
Using a clerical salary of approximately $35,000, the total savings from eliminating these two
positions would be $103,500 annually based on a benefits rate of 25 percent of salary plus
$8,000 for each position ($35,000 X 2 = $70,000 X 1.25 percent + $16,000 = $105,500).
Although it may be possible to eliminate the positions earlier, depending on the speed of
implementation, this estimate assumes the saving could be realized halfway through the 2016-17
fiscal year.
Recommendation
Reduce Staff in
Financial Services

2015-2016

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

$0

$51,750

$103,500

$103,500

$103,500

FINDING
Organizationally, the separation of the budget and grants management functions from the general
financial reporting and accounting functions appears to create artificial silos of institutional
knowledge.
Over the years, SCPS has separated the budget and accounting functions, with a director over
budgets and another director over accounting (see Exhibit 4-7). Historically, the Budget
Director controlled the budgeting processes and maintained spreadsheets for budgeting purposes.
In addition to assisting the Budget Director, the Budget/Grants Specialist has some oversight
responsibility for grants including providing leadership to grant administrators in the pursuit and
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writing of grants, monitoring grants, and assisting the Grant Technician with grant balancing
throughout the year.
With the sudden loss of the Budget Director in late 2014, the Budget/Grants Specialist stepped
up to assist the Superintendent and Assistant Superintendent in creating a budget for presentation
to the School Board in late January. Her knowledge of budgeting and the existing budget
spreadsheet, coupled with her willingness to do what it took to address the need, resulted in the
timely creation of a Superintendent’s Budget. However, the process was hampered by the loss of
institutional knowledge at a critical point in the budget preparation process.
Grants management in SCPS is also organizationally under the Budget Director, although the
link between grants management and financial management, reporting, and accounting are more
closely aligned. Many of the duties associated with the work performed with grants, are also
performed for other funds in the Accounting function. Below is a list of some of the key duties
performed by the Grants Technician that directly correspond to the work carried out in the
Finance and Accounting functional area for other SCPS funds:


coordinate procurements, contracts, and expense and travel records for all state, federal,
and private grants maintained by the Office of Instructional Services;



monitor grant program budgets maintained by the Office of Instructional Services;



process correspondence for grants maintained by the Office of Instructional Services;



develop reports using database, spreadsheet, and word processing software applications;



prepare and submit reimbursement requests using appropriate procedures for all grants
maintained by the Office of Instructional Services;



serve as liaison to the Financial Services Department for all grants maintained by the
Office of Instructional Services; and



complete the development of accurate and complete internal and external financial
project reports.

Aligning like functions can encourage cross-training among individuals performing similar tasks
and increase the depth and breadth of intuitional knowledge among staff members in the
department.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 4-2:
Reorganize the Financial Services Department to bring the Budget and Grants functional
area under the leadership of the Director of Finance and Accounting.
The position of Director of Budget and Grants should not be filled, but rather a Budget
Manager’s position, that reports directly to the Director of Finance and Accounting, should be
created. Grants Management should also be made a part of that unit, and efforts should be made
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to cross-train staff within the current Finance and Accounting functional areas on on both budget
and grants management.
Note: In addition to this change, in Chapter 5 of this report Evergreen also recommends
(Recommendation 5-2) moving one FTE from the Finance Department to the Human Resources
Department.
FISCAL IMPACT
The following staffing and salary adjustments are anticipated.
Salary
Change
$110,228

Position
Budget Director
Budget Grants
Specialist

Description of Change
Eliminate position
Upgrade position to Budget Manager (Based on the FY 2015
Budget, the salary range for a credentialed manager position in
Financial Services is $63,680 to $133,573 – the Specialist’s salary
($5,000 )
currently falls in this range, but an increase is shown to reflect the
increased responsibility)
Budget
Add a new position (the estimated salary is based on salary scale
($45,000)
Technician
Service/21 – the scale of the current Grants Technician)
Net Fiscal Impact of Position Changes Addressed In this Recommendation

Recommendation
Reorganize Financial
Services Department

Salary Plus Benefits
(25% of Salary + $8,000
for new positions)
$129,785

($6,250.00)

($64,250)
$59,285

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

$59,285

$59,285

$59,285

$59,285

$59,285

FINDING
SCPS has a published Finance Manual dated December 2011, that addresses Budget, Payroll,
Purchasing, Accounting, Activity Funds and Cash Sales. The document provides a complete
chart of accounts as well as legal references to the Code of Virginia as it relates to each of the
areas. The document contains an exceptional level of detail and guidance. For example, the
document provides specific guidance on how campus-based budgets will be allocated as well as
examples of the campus-level budget development documents to illustrate the instructions.
The document, which is over 180 pages, does not contain a master table of contents, but the
document is in a searchable pdf format. Within each of the major sections, there is a table of
contents for that section. At the beginning of the manual, there is reference to an Accounts
Payable Section, but there is not a separate section that addresses Accounts Payable. The
document does address the process for receiving goods and services paid through activity funds
and also the handling of fixed assets. There is also extensive information on the appropriate use
and handling of P-Cards and P-Card invoices. The general topic of accounts payable (and the
receipt, invoicing and verification processes associated with the accounts payable function) are
not generally discussed.
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Some of the guidance provided in the Manual is provided in the form of memos and copies of
regulations from BoardDocs. These items are not searchable, as they are pictures of original
documents, and many of them are more than five years old.
For staff to be held accountable for implementing SCPS financial guidelines, the guidelines need
to be easily accessible, current, and comprehensive.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 4-3:
Annually review and update the Finance Manual.
With the pending implementation of a new finance and payroll system, most, if not all, of the
processes described in the current Finance Manual will be outdated. Therefore, during the
implementation phase, individuals should be assigned to draft sections for a new manual, based
on the system capabilities and the streamlined processes that will be put into place once the
system is fully implemented. The content should be updated with input from the campus and
departmental bookkeepers and clerical staff to ensure that the information that is provided is
relevant and addresses their needsparticularly as it pertains to the handling of activity funds.
The Manual itself should be electronically indexed and pages numbered to make it user-friendly.
Once updated, individuals should be assigned to regularly review and update their assigned
sections of the Finance Manual in the future.

4.2

ACCOUNTING AND BUDGETING

Controlling the budget amid external and internal budget constraints is a challenging process.
The budgeting process for school divisions in Virginia is also guided by the county government,
and the give and take between these two entities adds to the complexity. Exhibit 4-10 provides
the Budget Development Calendar for FY 2016, which illustrates the interactions both with
various stakeholder groups and the county.
FINDING
While the budget calendars in past years included similar steps and dates, one major difference is
the fact that in October 2014, the Board adopted a new set of Budget Development Goals to
provide a framework for budget requests.
Past budget documents included a Budget Mission that appears to be identical in each of the
budgets reviewed from FY 2005 to FY 2015. This year, the Superintendent worked with staff
and the School Board to develop clear, measurable goals for the budget as shown in Exhibit 411.
The Superintendent required each administrator or department head to submit budget requests
and justifications stating how each request aligned with these goals. The Superintendent’s
budget, and the associated presentation made on January 20, 2015, clearly articulated how each
request was aligned to and supported these goals.
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Exhibit 4-10
FY 2016 Budget Development Calendar
Stafford County Public Schools

Source: SCPS website, February 2015.
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Exhibit 4-11
Budget Development Goals
for the 2015-16 Fiscal Year

Source: SCPS website, February 2015.

COMMENDATION
Adopting clear and measurable budget goals and communicating how the Superintendent’s
Budget is directly linked to each of these goals is a strategic and commendable approach to
budgeting.
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FINDING
Stafford County sets certain standards and guidelines for budgeting that are not universally
understood by the School Board and/or some of SCPS staff. Some of the misunderstandings
appear to be the result of a lack of clarity about the mechanics involved in the processes, while
others result from misperceptions and miscommunication between county and school division
staff.
For example, Stafford County’s Principles of High Performance Financial Management contain a
number of provisions relating to how the county and school division will operate. While many of
these principles apply to the school division, there are certain provisions that specifically speak
to the school division’s budget and financial management processes as follows [emphasis
added]:
UNASSIGNED FUND BALANCE


A reserve for healthcare costs equal to the estimated IBNR (incurred but not
reported) plus 10% of annual claims will be maintained by school and county funds.



Stafford County does not intend to establish a trend of using Fund Balance to finance
current operations. As a nonrecurring source of revenue, any balance not needed for
liquidity or financial cushion as noted above will be spent solely for nonrecurring
uses. After the yearly audit and confirmation of fund balances by the County’s
external auditor, and in consideration of current financial conditions, the Board of
Supervisors will consider reappropriation of Schools’ unspent prior year funds.

GENERAL FUND BUDGET GUIDELINES


The school’s share of the general government revenues will be 100% of meals tax
revenues and an appropriate amount to ensure a globally competitive school system.
The school operating transfer will be the difference between the school’s share of
general government revenues and school-related bonded and lease debt service.



When the Schools desire an amendment to the adopted budget or appropriation, the
School Board shall pass a resolution for consideration by the Board of Supervisors.



An amount equivalent to 1% of general government expenditures will be set aside for
pay-as-you-go capital projects, with a goal of 3% by July 1, 2017. An amount equal
to 1% of the school’s operating budget will also be set aside for pay-as-you-go
capital projects by July 1, 2015, with a goal of 2% by July 1, 2017. Cash capital will
be used for only small capital projects and infrastructure needs.

The highlighted sections above were the topic of several interviews with School Board members
and staff. Concerns were expressed about the consistency of the application of the formulas.
Evergreen spoke with individuals at the county and in the school division, and although some
appear to understand the issues, there still appears to be a gap in how each group views these
provisions. Since this provision involves millions of dollars, clarifying which expenditures will
be counted is important for both parties.
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Another concern heard during interviews was the “holdback provision” applied by the county.
Exhibit 4-12 shows the budget flow for the year, including the “holdback.” While the flow is a
very high level, simplistic view of the process, the area of concern for School Board members
was the decision box where the County Board of Supervisors (BOS) decides if there are issues
that would prevent the release of funds.
On April 28, 2014, the BOS approved the FY 2015 budget, and passed a related “holdback”
resolution as follows:
Resolution R14-54 appropriates the FY2015 budgets. The General Fund will hold 5% of the
General Government budget (less debt service), and the Local School Transfer. Following
the mid-year review and completion of the FY14 audit, the Board will consider release of the
appropriation hold in light of current financial conditions.
As shown, the resolution applies to all county funds, and according to Stafford County’s Chief
Financial Officer, the reasoning behind the resolution relates to revenue. At the beginning of the
budget cycle, the county must project how much revenue will be coming in from each source.
Following the audit, the county is able to confirm that there will be sufficient revenues to fund
the remainder of the budget. Although no one could recall an instance where the funds were
withheld from the school division, the perceptions that the county was in some way judging the
schools performance to date during this decision-making process appears to be incorrect.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 4-4:
Establish a working group of county and school division administrators and at least one
School Board member to work through and clearly articulate the reasoning behind some of
the county’s requirements, and lay out a plan of action for how the mechanics of these
provisions will be applied.
The working group should not only address the examples shown above, but should address any
other concerns as well emerging issues as they occur. The group can then bring back detailed
explanations to the BOS and the School Board to assist the boards with decision-making
processes.
FINDING
Capital budgeting is handled by the Assistant Superintendent for Operations rather than the
Assistant Superintendent for Financial Services. Over the years, the Facilities Planning and
Construction areas have developed the Capital Budget because the majority of capital projects
originate in that section. While the information regarding infrastructure improvements is critical
to the compilation of the budget, the actual compilation of capital needs from all areas of the
school division are typically carried out by the Chief Financial Officer, with final budget
submissions for all funds being overseen by the Superintendent.
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Exhibit 4-12
SCPS Budget Flow

Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions based on interviews, January 2015.
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From a financial management perspective, having a large portion of the budget being prepared
independently reduces the ability of the finance staff to defend that portion of the budget to the
School Board or the BOS, and can lead to competing priorities among administrators. Further,
separating the budget and monitoring process from the operational planning and construction
functions could provide an additional level of internal control.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 4-5:
Move responsibility for Capital Budget compilation and oversight to Financial Services.
The Assistant Superintendent for Operations should continue to prepare that areas portion of the
Capital Budget and submit that information and the budget justifications to Financial Services
for compilation and then budget monitoring.
FINDING
School Board members and administrators are not satisfied with the type of financial reports that
are being generated by the H.T.E. system.
Internally, a number of department heads and cabinet members expressed concern about their
inability to obtain timely and sufficient reports from the current system. While some data are
available to users online, many expressed frustration when trying to analyze the data for
management purposes.
Stafford County’s Chief Financial Officer said that the county has been able to obtain the reports
they need from the system by using Crystal Reports as an interface to the H.T.E. system.
Recently, however, due to staff turnover and other issues, she indicated that they too were having
some difficulty getting everything they needed from the system. Many financial systems in use
today have dashboards that allow users to create and modify the reports they need without the
need for programming assistance or system interfaces that require specialized knowledge. The
MUNIS system being considered by the school division during this budget cycle has a robust
reporting capability; however, this will not address the immediate need for better financial
reports.
Board Policy 5101, Accounting and Financial Reporting, contains the following provision:
Financial Reporting
For the Operating Fund, the board will receive monthly financial statements, including a
balance sheet and statement of revenue, expenditures and changes in fund balance,
reflecting the results of operations as of the last calendar day of the preceding month.
According to the Assistant Superintendent for Financial Services, his office currently prepares
quarterly financial reports that are presented to the School Board and posted to the website.
These reports include cumulative financial information as of October 1st, January 1st, and April
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1st. The department does not provide a quarterly financial report as of July 1st since the fiscal
year ending (June 30th) financial information is audited and presented in the CAFR annually. In
addition, Financial Services prepares and posts to the website cumulative monthly financial
reports (as of November 1st, December 1st, February 1st, March 1st, May 1st, and June 1st) that
the Finance and Budget Committee of the Board reviews along with the quarterly financial
reports.
In addition, the Assistant Superintendent said the current report format has a budgetary focus and
is not based on the monthly/quarterly general ledger closing balances. It is prepared as of the
first of each month because salaries and benefits are posted to the general ledger on the first of
the month for each monthly payroll pay date for the previous month. The Assistant
Superintendent stated they do not prepare balance sheets because of the focus on the budget by
the School Board and because the division has too many individual accounting funds, not enough
staff, and a system which does not provide or meet our financial report-writing requirements.
He also indicated that there was a period of time when the department prepared both an income
statement and a balance sheet for the Operating Fund and presented both of them to the School
Board. However, when the FAB was formed, the School Board decided it wanted to revert to the
original report format that the Budget Director had used prior to providing the monthly balance
sheet and income statement at each month-end (from October to June).
Exhibit 4-13 provides an example of the Quarterly Financial Reports presented to the School
Board.
Exhibit 4-13
Stafford County Public Schools
School Operating Fund
Quarterly Financial Report - October 1, 2014
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Exhibit 4-13 (Continued)
Stafford County Public Schools
School Operating Fund
Quarterly Financial Report - October 1, 2014
Revenues

Expenditures
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Exhibit 4-13 (Continued)
Stafford County Public Schools
School Operating Fund
Quarterly Financial Report - October 1, 2014

Source: SCPS Financial Services Department, February 2015.
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Financial Services has recognized the need for more meaningful financial reports, had posted a
position for, and was in the process of hiring an Accounting and Financial Reporting Manager at
the time of onsite work for this study.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 4-6:
Begin designing and developing financial reports that meet stakeholder needs as soon as
practical.
While the first priority must be providing the School Board and the State accurate financial
reports, the reports for decision makers and managers need to be meaningful in addition to being
accurate. The new Accounting and Financial Reporting Manager needs to work with campusand department-level staff, as well as the School Board, to design reports that will provide the
information form that allows them to identify emerging issues and make sound decisions.
Once a series of standard reports are agreed to for the School Board, the School Board should
review and update the statement in Board Policy 5101 accordingly.
FINDING
In 2013, SCPS adopted Board Policy 5109 which established a Fraud, Waste, Abuse, and other
Irregularities hotline. The stated purpose of the hotline was to
…authorize the Superintendent, or designee (Assistant Superintendent for Financial
Services), to identify and investigate all suspected acts of fraud, waste, and abuse or other
irregularities involving division employees, schools, departments, programs, or
accounts/funds.
To date, the Director of Finance and Accounting indicated that only a few tips had come through
the hotline. All of those tips were not of a financial nature, but were thoroughly investigated
according to the agreed on process established at the beginning of this process.
Exhibit 4-14 illustrates the flow of tips/reports through the system.
As shown, as tips come in, they are assessed internally and then assistance is sought from other
departments as needed. If the tip is substantiated, the Superintendent is notified and he will
ultimately makes the final decision on actions to be taken.
COMMENDATION
SCPS is commended for establishing a Fraud, Waste, and Abuse Hotline where individuals
can provide information about suspicious or wrongful activities.
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Exhibit 4-14
SCPS Fraud, Waste, and Abuse Response Flowchart

Source: Financial Services, January 2015.
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FINDING
The Finance and Accounting functional area is responsible for assisting and overseeing the work
of external auditors, and for taking the initial calls that come in to the Fraud, Waste, and Abuse
Hotline; however, the section has no staff dedicated to Internal Audit nor does the section have
the resources to identify potential risks or efficiencies in business operations in a focused
manner.
The Director indicated that there was also no one in his department or within the school division
specifically charged with providing additional operational oversight for departments or campusbased activity funds.
Fixed asset management is a bookkeeping function for Finance but the Safety, Security & Risk
Management Specialist currently housed in Human Resources, has implemented some asset
controls to reduce fraud and abuse. Controls are considerably tighter over Information
Technology equipment, but during interviews administrators told Evergreen that they felt savings
opportunities exist in terms of ensuring proper handling and disposal of equipment.
An internal audit function, when organized and operated properly, provides management and the
Board with competent evaluations of an organization's system of internal control. Such
evaluations assess compliance with laws and regulations, the quality of performance of assigned
responsibilities, the reliability and integrity of information, the safety of assets, and the efficient
and economical use of resources.
While external auditors are primarily concerned with the financial aspects of the organization,
internal auditors help management improve the organization's performance through compliance
with organizational policies and procedures, evaluation of internal controls, and identification of
inefficient, unproductive, and fraudulent processes.
Some of the responsibilities of an internal auditor could include the following:











auditing activity funds;
reviewing departmental operations;
reviewing cash receipts and disbursements;
reviewing assets;
reviewing and testing internal controls;
auditing construction contracts and activity;
reviewing purchasing procedures and compliance with bid rules;
assisting the external auditor;
testing electronic data processing controls and systems; and
special projects assigned by the school board when and if concerns surface.

In most school systems, an internal auditor will typically generate a series of savings and
efficiency recommendations each year. The actual dollar amount of those savings will vary
annually, depending on the charter and the tasks agreed to in the annual audit plan.
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RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 4-7:
Hire an Internal Auditor and establish an Internal Audit function that reports directly to
the Superintendent.
A board-approved internal audit charter should establish the position. The internal audit charter
should provide the functional and organizational framework within which the auditor serves the
School Board and Superintendent. The charter should empower the internal audit function and
allow broad, unrestricted access to every facet of an organization's infrastructure. It should
describe the purpose, authority, responsibility, and reporting relationships of the internal auditing
program. A sample charter can be obtained from the Institute of Internal Auditors.
The auditor also should develop an audit plan, including a risk assessment, which the Finance
Committee should approve. While activity funds are always a concern, a certain number of audit
activities each year should focus on business areas where opportunities may exist for
improvement. Finally, audit results should be reported directly to the Superintendent.
FISCAL IMPACT
The fiscal impact of this recommendation includes the annual salary for an Internal Auditor of
$60,000, plus benefits of 25 percent plus $8,000, for a total cost of $83,000 annually. Savings
and efficiencies should more than offset the cost of this position, however, those savings cannot
be realistically estimated until an audit charter and plan are developed.
Recommendation
Hire Internal Auditor

4.3

2015-16
($83,000)

2016-17
($83,000)

2017-18
($83,000)

2018-19
($83,000)

2015-16
($83,000)

PURCHASING AND ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

The Purchasing and Accounts Payable Unit includes those activities involved in the
identification and purchase of supplies, equipment and services needed by the school system, as
well as the payment of vendor invoices once those goods and services are received.
An effective purchasing system allows a school system to provide quality materials, supplies,
and equipment in the right quantity in a timely, cost-effective manner.
Goods and services must be obtained according to the specifications of the users; at the lowest
possible cost; and within state laws and regulations as well as the established policies of the
School Board and the BOS.
The SCPS purchasing and accounts payable functions are organized so that the Purchasing staff
handle traditional purchasing functions (such as competitive bidding and issuance of purchase
orders), but is also involved in the monitoring and processing of invoices prior to those invoices
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being sent to Accounts Payable. Accounts Payable reviews and processes the requests for
payment and sends out the checks once they are cut by the county.
Because of this organizational structure, Purchasing and Accounts Payable are collectively
addressed in this module of the report. Staffing for these functions is described in Exhibit 4-6.
There is a Purchasing Manager and an Accounts Payable Managerboth of whom have a small
staff that assist them in carrying out their duties.
As shown in Exhibit 4-15, the majority of respondents to the Evergreen Survey gave generally
positive feedback on the survey statements relating to the purchasing function.
Exhibit 4-15
Purchasing-related Survey Responses
Survey Statement
The Purchasing Office gets me what I need when I
need it.
The school division purchases the highest quality
materials and equipment at the lowest possible cost.
The purchase order process is efficient and effective.
The division provides teachers and administrators an
easy-to-use standard list of supplies and equipment.
Source: Evergreen Solutions Survey Results, 2015.

Central Office
SA+A SD+D

School Admin
SA+A SD+D

Teachers
SA+A SD+D

Other
SA+A SD+D

86.4%

4.5%

63.6%

13.6%

49.1%

17.4%

65.6%

8.2%

63.6%
60.5%

11.4%
30.2%

34.1%
54.5%

36.4%
18.2%

29.2%
50.3%

30.4%
20.9%

35.0%
60.7%

21.7%
9.8%

28.6%

14.3%

46.5%

25.6%

34.6%

37.5%

30.0%

20.0%

All categories of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that the purchase order process is
efficient and effective. Less favorable ratings were given to the question regarding the
availability of an easy-to-use standard list of supplies and equipment.
Purchasing in Virginia is governed by the Code of Virginia § 2.2-4300 Virginia Public
Procurement Act. In SCPS, purchasing is also governed by School Board Policy and
Regulations. Exhibit 4-16 provides SCPS purchasing thresholds.
Data from Financial Services Department indicate that SCPS issues an average of 15,465
purchase orders per year and between 400 and 500 blanket purchase orders are issued per year.
Every requisition is turned into a purchase order before being filled. SCPS uses a variety of
cooperative purchasing agreements, including U. S. Communities, National Joint Powers
Agreements, Tips/Taps contracts, VASCUPP contracts, Virginia state contracts, and contracts
from other school systems (such as Prince William, Fairfax, Spotsylvania and Arlington).
Approximately 57 percent of total purchase dollars are competitively bid. The Purchasing
Manager oversees competitive procurements, but works closely with county staff when formal
posting and bid opening are requiredparticularly as they pertain to large construction projects.
SCPS makes considerable use of P-Cards for purchasing. Over the last four years, the division
reported an average of nearly 33,000 P-Card purchases of approximately $16 million per year.
J.P. Morgan provides the P-Card service to the school division, and the Purchasing Manager acts
as the liaison between J.P. Morgan and the school division.
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Exhibit 4-16
SCPS Purchasing Thresholds

Source: SCPS Finance Manual, 2015.

FINDING
SCPS has no contract management system to track large and ongoing contracts. The Purchasing
Manager maintains a spreadsheet that shows all of the contracts and manually updates the
spreadsheet in order to monitor the contracts. All files are maintained in hard copy; therefore, to
access contract information not maintained on her spreadsheet, she must consult the hardcopy
files. She handles all contract-related inquiries from the purchasing departments and signs off on
all invoices, with some exceptions.
There is a Maintenance employee assigned to oversee the division-wide custodial contract. The
invoice comes to Maintenance and the Maintenance Director signs off on the invoice and sends
to Accounts Payable for payment.
The new system being recommended in the 2015-16 budget has a contract management
component that can allow electronic approval of contract invoices. Further, the system can store
scanned contract documents so this information is accessible without the need to reference
hardcopy files.
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RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 4-8:
Work with the vendor and user departments to ensure that the user department signs off
on all contract payments, and that procedures are put into place to ensure that pertinent
and useful information currently maintained on the spreadsheet will be captured in the
system.
Once the new system is fully tested and implemented, SCPS should discontinue the maintenance
of the manual spreadsheet.
FINDING
In February 2015, SCPS reported that there were 377 P-Cards in use in SCPS. The controls over
the cards and the purchases made with the cards are robust.
To become an ‘Authorized User’, an employee must sign the Procurement Card Use Agreement.
School and department bookkeepers, or the individual whose name is imprinted on the card, are
custodians of the cards. The majority of cards are held by the bookkeeper and issued out only
when the holder is ready to make a purchase. Only a limited number of cards are kept in the
possession of an individual.
Bookkeepers and other assigned custodians monitor daily activity and are responsible for
ensuring that all transactions are valid and that the amount charged is accurate. J.P. Morgan has
an online mapping system where the custodian can review and update all charges as they are
posted.
The appropriate principal or director must pre-authorize all P-Card purchases, and the custodians
maintain a procurement card log to record all procurement card transactions. Purchase orders are
required for all P-Card purchases, and the bookkeeper enters the transaction number from the
receipt once the purchase is made.
Because transactions are monitored daily, the custodian is in a position to immediately report an
unauthorized use of a card. P-Card users must turn in a receipt, invoice, charge ticket, or other
documentation of purchase when the card is returned to the custodian. The custodian retains
copies of purchase documentation for reconciliation purposes.
On the 16th of the month, when the monthly J.P. Morgan bills are sent to the individual
departments or campuses, the bookkeepers match up the statement with copies of receipts, etc.
The bookkeeper scans these copies and saves them in the bookkeeper folder, which is accessible
by Accounts Payable. Accounts Payable staff has a checklist and verifies that she has all of the
invoices and that the invoices match the amount already paid to JP Morgan. If the amounts do
not match either the department is asked to provide corrected information or the vendor is asked
to correct the invoice.
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In addition, the Purchasing Manager monitors the J.P. Morgan system looking for declines,
which could signal some form of fraud or abuse.
COMMENDATION
SCPS is making extensive use of P-Cards, and has established a robust control process to
ensure that purchases comply with all policy and guidelines, and that the invoices are
accurate and complete.
FINDING
Annually, J.P. Morgan rebates a percentage of the total purchases made with P-Cards to SCPS.
The actual amount of the rebate is tied to prompt payment and the total dollar amount of
transactions. The rebate summary breaks out the total purchased by each department and
attribute the rebate to the purchasing department. Last year, the rebate totaled more than
$269,714. Some individual users had $5 and $10 rebates attributed to them, but at least six
locations had rebates in excess of $10,000, as shown in Exhibit 4-17.
Exhibit 4-17
Locations with J.P. Morgan Rebates >$10,000
Location
Special Education
Technology Department
Planning and Construction
Fleet Service
Instruction
Maintenance Department

Total Charges
$716,478.60
$843,447.71
$1,064,920.04
$1,533,764.32
$2,361,285.17
$2,670,342.80

Estimated
Rebate
$11,592.48
$13,646.81
$17,230.19
$24,815.99
$38,205.11
$43,205.60

Source: Financial Services Department, February 2015.

The revenues are recognized and departments or individuals are asked to decide how they intend
to use these funds. According to the Assistant Superintendent, as long as the department or
individual uses the money in accordance with Board policy and purchasing guidelines, the
expenditures are approved and also are recognized in the appropriate accounting codes
associated with each expenditure and department.
School Nutrition also receives rebates from some vendors based on the order quantity during
specified time periods. School Nutrition staff stated that these rebates generally come in the
form of gift cards. One staff member in School Nutrition tracks the rebate offers and the
corresponding purchases, submits the claims, and receives the gift cards. Cards may be used to
purchase additional equipment for cafeterias, or in some instance, may be used to provide student
incentives or prizes. Rebates, and particularly gift cards, are not always recognized as revenues,
nor are the expenditures made with the gift cards recognized as expenditures within the fund.
Exhibit 4-18 provides some information about the actual and anticipated rebate revenues.
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Exhibit 4-18
Rebate Revenue
Category
318 0302 Rebates
318 0304 P-Card Rebates

Actual
2011-12
$148,055
$50,289

Actual
2012-13
$32,938
$203,912

Budget
2013-14
$100,000
$5,000

Budget
2014-15
$100,000
$5,000

Source: SCPS 2014-15 Adopted Budget.

As shown, actual rebates may vary considerably; therefore, it appears that SCPS budgets a flat
amount for rebates so the division does not overestimate what it may actually receive.
While there appears to be no evidence of any misuse of funds, the handling of rebates is not
addressed in the Finance Manual; therefore, it appears that departments are using a great deal of
latitude in how those dollars are received and expended.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 4-9:
Establish documented guidance on how rebate revenues and expenditures will be handled
in the future.
Documenting the process that should be used when receiving and expending rebate revenues will
provide a level of internal control over those funds, and ensure that funds continue to be used for
the purpose to which they are intended.
FINDING
All purchase requests, at a minimum, require approval from the Purchasing Manager before a
Purchase Order can be issued. As the dollar amount of the purchase increases, additional
approvals and competitive procurement actions are required, as shown in Exhibit 4-16.
According to the Assistant Superintendent, an attempt was made in the past to allow small dollar
purchases to be made without the Purchasing Manager’s authorization; however, the attempt
failed and the process was discontinued.
While the Purchasing Manager attempts to deal with all purchase requests within a day, some
staff told the Evergreen Team that a delay of even a few hours can cause considerable difficulty
for a campus administrator. Some individuals stated they had made purchases, from time to
time, using their own money when the purchase was small and time was critical.
The MUNIS system being recommended for purchase is capable of setting up approval paths for
all purchases. For smaller dollar items, a purchase request for under $100 might require only
departmental approval, and assuming there were sufficient funds in the budget line item to which
it was being coded, the system would automatically generate a purchase order without further
human intervention.
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RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 4-10:
Ensure that purchasing approval pathways are set up in such a way to provide appropriate
encumbrance controls for budgeting purposes, while preventing the need for every request
to be manually approved by the Financial Services Department.
While implementing the new system, the threshold for the purchases that will not require
Financial Service approval should be set at a level that meets departmental and campus needs,
while still maintaining sufficient monitoring for non-compliance.

4.4

PAYROLL AND BENEFITS

In Stafford County Public Schools, the payroll and benefits functions are managed inside of the
Financial Services Department by the Director of Payroll and Benefits.
SCPS issues one payroll per month, on the 1st of each month, with adjustments made to the dates
that fall on a holiday or weekend.
Many employees in the school division are contract employees. Depending on the salary scale,
most contract employees are paid within a monthly salary range. Some salary scales, however,
derive a base salary from the hourly rate and the estimated number of hours they are expected to
work in a month. These contracts create an exception-based payroll, meaning that unless an
entry is made to increase or reduce the amount of monthly pay, the system will pay the base rate.
Reductions could result from such things as unpaid leave taken. Increases could result from such
activities as overtime earned or extra duty pay.
As shown in Exhibit 4-19, the workload within Payroll is divided by staff, by school, or by
department. The information provided is a quick reference guide prepared by the Director.
Additionally, SCPS provides a wide array of benefits and benefits options for its employees as
well as some retirees.
The responsibility for the administration of Benefits is also divided between the Payroll and
Benefits staff. In addition to providing customer service to employees as they sign up for
benefits, these individuals maintain spreadsheets that calculate the amount of the payroll
deductions that are to be taken for each payroll.
Exhibit 4-20 provides a list of the various employee benefits, showing the vendor and providing
additional information about the options as well as the name and department of the responsible
employee for that benefit.
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Exhibit 4-19
Payroll Assignments Quick Reference
Payroll Rep
HIGH
JOHN
JULIE
JOHN
SORCHA
JULIE
MIDDLE
SORCHA
JULIE
JOHN
SORCHA
JULIE
SORCHA
JOHN
JULIE
ELEMENTARY
JULIE
JOHN
JOHN
SORCHA
VIVIAN
VIVIAN
JULIE
JOHN
SORCHA
SORCHA
SORCHA
SORCHA
JOHN
VIVIAN
JULIE
JOHN
JOHN
Brenda
Julie
SORCHA
Brenda
Julie
Julie
JOHN

#

School

School Rep

628
623
644
619
613

BPHS
CFHS
MVHS
NSHS
SHS

JULIE COOPER
CHRISTINA LEWIS
DeDe Lewis
DIANA DOWDY, Heather B
SHIRLEY BUNCH

647
601
606
629
612
633
605
648

DSM
DMS
GMS
HHP
SMS
RTMS
AGW
SHMS

JOANNE MACDONALD
CAROL (YVONNE) BOURNE
KAREN MCBROOM
CHARLENE LEWIS
DAVINA HARRISON
LORETTA (VIKKI) JOHNSON
PEGGY TODD
DEBBIE MCALEESE

646
645
602
603
604
607
627
608
642
643
609
626
625
636
611
624
631

ABES
CES
FES
FFES
GES
GVES
HOES
HES
KWBES
MBES
MES
PRES
RES
RRES
SES
WES
WCES

BRENDA MOSINIAK
CAROL WALTER
FRANCES TULLOSS
LISA BROOKS
ROBEN NECIKOWSKI
KADIE SMITH
JANICE COOK
DEBBIE PAWLOSKI
LEANNE PRUDEN
PATRICIA (PATTY) BALLARD
TERRI LAZAR
CARRI DIMISA
LORI PENNOCK
BEVERLY BAGGETT
BELINDA JACKSON
BIRGITT WAUGH
TARA DEMARRE

617
616
621
618
615
637
635

FLEET
H START
INSRUCT
MAINT
NUTRTN
TRANS
ALT/ED

Rita Brook
Susan Stello
Alisha MCNEESE
LOU Branham
Kelly Lester
LORETTA RIGSBY
LUPE DORIA

Contacts in C/O Payroll
Brenda O'Brien
658-6590
Wendi Martin
658-6591
Julie Johnsen
658-6592
Sorcha Schimpf
658-6603
John Battaglia
658-6601

Cynthia Fortin
Merrill Mollick
Vivian Swartz

658-6669
658-6589
658-6591

Mary Ford (FMLA)**
658-6566
Michelle Miller(hourly)
658-6562
Tammy Norman (SUBS) 658-6561
**Long term subs must be
authorized by Mary Ford
Reminders for entering :
Comp time is entered as
hours. One and 1/2 hours is
entered as 1.5. A full day is
entered as 7.5
Leave is entered in days
.5 (1/2 day) or 1.0(Full day)
FLEX days are entered as .63
or .62(1/2 day) or 1.25(full day)
Hourly time sheets are
calculated in increments of
.25, .50, .75 or 1.0
Leave Type
Sick
02
Vacation
03
Personal
04
No charge
05
LWOP
06
Jury Duty
08
Bereavement
B1
Admin with
15
Admin without 16
Comp earned
CE
Comp used
CU

Source: SCPS Payroll and Benefits, January 2015.
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FINDING
More than 20 independent Excel spreadsheets are being used to track payroll and benefits, and
payroll is reconciled to the H.T.E. system. This labor-intensive process may be necessary at
some level, but efforts should be made to examine the materiality of some of the work that is
done and to streamline the process.
The division is looking at bringing in a new system to track and monitor financial matters, as
well as payroll and benefits, but according to interviews, the group fully intends to continue
many of the manual processes with the new system as a matter of “ultimate control.”
Everything is paperincluding contracts, timesheets, leave forms and benefit applications. A
fully automated timekeeping and leave system is needed schoolwide. Exhibits 4-21 to 4-23
illustrate the process flow from the time a new employee is entered into the system to the point
when a payroll is run.
While some of the “pain points” identified in these charts are addressed in the Human Resources
chapter of this report, there are a number of “pain points” within the flow charts where staff
identified serious concerns about the manner and intensity of the work they are having to
perform to constantly track and monitor each employee’s salary, time, and benefits.
During the review process, Evergreen made a standard data request for a list of employees with
their current salaries. The current system can only extract employees based on the number of
months they work. Therefore, to pull a comprehensive list, the Payroll and Benefits Director had
to extract multiple files to build one consolidated report. Further, she was unable to extract any
information about vacancies or the salary ranges for those positions. Human Resources had to be
contacted to obtain a list of vacant positions for this purpose.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 4-11:
Ensure that all manual processes, and particularly the major issues in the process flows,
are addressed as the new system is implemented.
The major issues that, at a minimum, require attention are:







paperless, automated time and leave accounting;
employee self-service related to benefit elections, profile changes, and the like;
departmental authorization/validation of accounting codes for new hires and changes;
accurate tracking and monitoring of payroll deductions without the need for spreadsheets;
online alerts and error correction capability during payroll processing; and
campus-level automated substitute and extra duty submissions and authorizations.
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Exhibit 4-20
SCPS Employee Benefits and Payroll Deductions
Type
403(b) and 457(b) Preand After-Tax

Provider(s)
Approved Vendor List

Payroll Deduction
Yes –Voluntary

Flexible Spending
Account

Flexible Benefits
Administrators

Yes –Voluntary

Short Term Disability;
Texas Whole Life;
Accident; Hospital
Indemnity; Cancer; and
Critical Illness w/o
Cancer Policies
Credit Union Loan
Repayments or Deposits
to Savings Accounts
Health Insurance
 Anthem Blue Cross
Blue Shield
Dental Insurance
 Anthem Dental
Complete

Various

Yes –Voluntary

MARK III is the broker and signs the
employee up for the program.

Apple Federal Credit
Union; Virginia Credit
Union Inc.
Self-Funded

Yes –Voluntary

Employee completes forms on the web and
submits to John in Payroll for processing.

Yes – Every employee
pays some type of
premium and can elect to
cover dependents; SCPS
pays approximately
$8,000 annual per
employee to the fund.

MARK III helps sign people up during
open enrollment period; otherwise internal.
There is an interface between MARK III,
Anthem and MARK III that uploads data
from open enrollment into the payroll
system. At other times, the data is
manually entered. Claims are submitted
directly to Anthem.

Early Retirees – that are
not yet Medicare Plan B
eligible

Contract Provider is
Anthem; Anthem also
provides Actuarial
Services each year to
recommend the
appropriate
contribution rate.

Evergreen Solutions, LLC

Sign Up and Administration
Employee is given list of approved vendors
and signs up directly with the vendor; the
vendor notifies SCPS of deduction amount.
MARK III is the broker and signs the
employee up for the program.

Retirees with between 5 and 9 years of
experience can take the coverage but must
pay 100% of cost. Retirees with a
minimum of 10 years of service, pay
between 0-90% of the cost of the coverage,
depending on their Stafford years of
service at the time of retirement.

Who in SCPS is Responsible
for Maintenance?
John Battaglia in Payroll
maintains spreadsheet and
balances to payroll each month.
Sorcha Schimpf in Payroll
maintains spreadsheet and
balances to payroll each month.
John Battaglia in Payroll
maintains spreadsheet and
balances to payroll each month.

John Battaglia in Payroll
maintains spreadsheet and
balances to payroll each month.
Merrill Mollick in Benefits
maintains health and dental
spreadsheet and balances to
payroll each month.
Merrill Mollick in Benefits
takes care of balancing retiree
information.
A combination of four other
Payroll/Benefits employees
work with the retirees.
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Exhibit 4-20 (Continued)
SCPS Employee Benefits and Payroll Deductions
Type
Dominion Dental

Medicare B & D
Supplemental

Provider(s)
Dominion Dental

Payroll Deduction
Yes –Voluntary

Hartford and Express
Scripts

Dependents can be added
as well.
No - School and County
Retirees who are
Medicare B eligible
(Approx. 350 combined)
Retirees with a minimum
of 10 years of service, will
pay between 0-90% of the
cost of the coverage,
depending on their years
of service at the time of
retirement.
Yes-Voluntary

Stafford Education
Association dues

Stafford Education
Association

Optional Life Insurance

Virginia Retirement
System

Yes – Voluntary

Long Term Care
Insurance
Retirement

Genworth Financial

No

Virginia Retirement
System

Yes - All contracted Fulltime employees are
enrolled. SCPS pays the
employer portion and the
employee’s portion is
handled as a payroll a
before-tax (ABT)
deduction.

Sign Up and Administration
Mark III works with active employees
during open season and claims are
processed by Dominion.

Who in SCPS is Responsible
for Maintenance?
Merrill Mollick in Benefits
maintains spreadsheet and
balances to payroll each month.

Retirees elect at time of retirement or when
they become Medicare B Eligible. No
interface with Hartford. All done
manually.

A combination of four Payroll/
Benefits employees work with
the retirees. Merrill Mollick in
Benefits takes care of balancing

Retirees with between 5 and 9 years of
experience can take the coverage but must
pay 100% of cost.

Employee contacts the association and
association notifies Payroll of need for
deduction.
Employee completes paperwork and gives
to HR. Payroll submits application to
Minnesota Life and they bill Payroll.
SCPS makes information available to
employees only.
Full-time employees hired before January
2014 fall under Plan 1 or Plan 2. In
January 2014 VRS introduced a Hybrid
Plan for full-time employees hired after
that date.

John Battaglia in Payroll
maintains spreadsheet and
balances to payroll each month.
Julie Johnsen in Payroll
maintains spreadsheet and
balances to payroll each month.
N/A
Wendi Martin in Payroll is the
liaison with VRS, maintains
multiple spreadsheets and
balances to payroll each month.

Source: SCPS Payroll and Benefits, January 2015.
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Exhibit 4-21
Employee Set-Up and Changes
Employee Set-Up & Changes

HR

Phase

HR Analyst Reviews
all New Hire
Documentation for
Accuracy and
Completeness and
submits to Payroll

From New
Hire
Processing

The majority of changes come directly
to Payroll, however, HR as well as
Benefits routinely address inquires and
requests from employees
Employee
Initiates a change to profile
(I.e., address/name change,
etc.)

Payroll (Finance)

No

Payroll Examines the
New Hire Docs for
Accuracy and
Completeness

Are docs
accurate and
complete

Terminations
(including
resignations,
retirements)

Yes

Payroll
Calculates monthly
salary
Codes for VRS and
Leave Accrual
Enrolls employee on
VRS on-line system

Payroll enters
employee data into
HTE system,
including benefit
related deductions

A part of the review includes
verifying the Accounting
Codes to which the
employee’s pay will be
charged

Payroll calculates a
payout and enters
employee data into
HTE system,
including benefit
related deductions

Payroll scans
documentation and
sends email to
Benefits Section
alerting them to the
copies available on
the server

Payroll forwards
Benefit enrollment/
change forms to
Benefits Section for
processing

Benefits (Finance)

Benefits Forwards
Information to
Payroll

When Payroll is run, Benefits
staff balance their spreadsheet
to the deductions in the system
and make corrections as
needed prior to final payroll
issuance

Benefits staff
maintain a
spreadsheet of
employee
deductions based on
type of benefit

Benefits reviews the
employee elections/
changes and inputs the
information into the
various systems or sends
paperwork to vendors
directly

Employee Initiates a change to
benefits (i.e., dropping or
adding a dependent)

SEE CHART OF BENEFITS
(Various Benefits Staff handle individual
benefit options)

Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions through interviews, January 2015.
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Payroll/Benefits

Campus/Departments

Exhibit 4-22
Payroll Preparation

Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions through interviews, January 2015.
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Exhibit 4-23
Reconciliation of Virginia Retirement System
Reconciliation to Virginia Retirement System
Phase

New,
changed or
terminated
contracts

Payroll enters new
contracts or changes
into the VRS system as
the information is
received

VRS Database

Payroll

Payroll enters new contracts or
changes into a VRS spreadsheet
for each month (the new contract
or change must be effective on
the first day of the month to be
included for the full month)

The monthly spreadsheet is
divided into individual
spreadsheets for 10, 11 and
12 month employees and
are broken between six (6)
funds: local, construction,
health, worker’s
compensation, and
nutrition

Payroll extracts a report
from VRS that provides
detail by employee as well
as a total that will be due
to the state for the month

The dollar amounts in the VRS report provide
the goal to which Payroll must balance when
the Payroll is run. VRS, however, is behind on
some coding changes to the system,
therefore Payroll also must determine
whether the differences are due to VRS
coding delays or an error in its calculations.

VRS Calculation of
Amount Due by
Employee and
Benefit Type

Health Insurance Credit
(HIC) (Benefit)
Group Life Insurance (GLI)
(Benefit)

Do spreadsheets
balance to VRS?

Yes

No

Employer Contribution
VRS
Employee Contribution

Each fund is balanced along
with each frequency (10,11
and 12 month contracts)

Is the
difference the
result of a VRS
coding
error?

Employer Contribution
ICMA

No

Because the VRS reports are not
divided by 10, 11 and 12 month
employees, Payroll makes a
manual, line by line comparison
is done from the SCPS
spreadsheets to the VRS report

Yes

Note the
difference and
continue
assuming that
when VRS fixes
the coding the
correct amount
will be due

Does
HTE and
spreadsheets
balance?

No
Yes
Find and fix
problem

Employee Contribution

Buybacks

Compare hard copy
of preliminary
payroll report from
HTE system to
reconciled
spreadsheets

Find and fix
problem

Close the month and
release the payroll

Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions through interviews, January 2015.
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FINDING
The practice of issuing one payroll per month with a cut-off date on the 10th of the month
may be causing hardships for entry-level and service employees.
Payroll is issued on the first of each month. If the first falls on a weekend or holiday, payroll
is issued on the last working day prior to the first. Hourly time, overtime and leave are
based on work performed from two to seven weeks prior to the pay date. For example, an
employee’s February 1 pay reflects time worked from December 11 to January 10.
Newly hired teachers report to work in mid-August. For the 2014-15 school year, the report
date was August 18. As a result, new teachers were not eligible for a pay check (direct
deposit) until October 1. Interviews revealed that because of this practice, recent graduates,
with little or no other source of income, have had to take out loans for living expenses in
August and September. This same new hire issue was brought up during interviews with
Pupil Transportation. The problem is exacerbated when an employee begins work near the
middle of a pay period, which means the first payroll will be for less than a full month. In
that case, the first full payroll may not come until the employee has worked for nearly three
months. For entry-level employees and candidates for employment, the payroll schedule
could prevent them from being able to accept a position.
The issue is not limited to new hires. For employees on the lower end of the salary schedule,
in particular, every dollar is needed. Many school systems offer a bi-monthly or bi-weekly
payroll to certain categories of employees. Typically, the bi-monthly or bi-weekly payroll is
scheduled so that the payrolls do not all fall within the same week, but rather are staggered so
that staff are able to focus on only one payroll each week.
A similar concern was voiced in the 2004 Efficiency Review conducted by Gibson
Consulting. Both then and now, the major obstacle to offering a bi-weekly or bi-monthly
payroll is the current H.T.E. system and the massive amount of manual effort that Payroll and
Benefit staff members perform to produce an accurate final payroll. Under the current
system, offering another payroll would be prohibitive.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 4-12:
As the MUNIS system is implemented, include a bi-weekly or bi-monthly payroll as a
desired component of the system and move the cut-off dates closer to the actual pay
dates for all payrolls.
With the automation of time and leave accounting, it should be possible to the cutoff date for
both payrolls to within three to seven days of payroll, depending on system capabilities
thereby eliminating much of the lag time between the days worked and the payroll. By
working with the vendor during installation, a decision can be made regarding the amount of
lead time needed by staff and the system prior to the actual running of a payroll.
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5.0 HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
Managing a school division’s human resources function is a complex and at times taxing
undertaking. Human resources management is a professional discipline that deals with all aspects
of legal compliance, compensation, classification, certification, accreditation, and performance
management. This chapter of the study serves to assess the SCPS Human Resources Department
as compared to management best practices in this critical area.
Chapter 5 reviews the Human Resources Department and human resources management of
Stafford County Public Schools in the following five sections:
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5

5.1

Organization and Management
Policies, Procedures, and Training
Human Resources Records
Recruitment, Hiring, and Retention
Compensation and Classification

ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT

Efficient and effective management of a human resources department begins with the
organizational structure and strategic leadership. Ultimately, the human resources operation is a
customer service efforthuman resources staff must deal with internal and external job
applicants, current employees, and often times employees who have left the organization. In
order to be able to deliver the proper level of support and assistance, the department must be
organized and staffed appropriately, and have a proper division of labor among its staff.
Employees across the division, regardless of their location or assignment, must know that if they
have a question pertaining to their job, they will receive accurate and consistent information.
Staff of the organization must feel confident in the abilities of its Human Resources Department
to address all personnel-related issues and challenges that are common in a school division
setting.
FINDING
The SCPS Human Resources Department is not currently responsible for several core human
resources functions within the division. Specifically, the Human Resources Department does not
provide oversight for the following human resources activities in the transportation and nutrition
services departments:




screening employees;
hiring employees; and
maintaining employee records.

These functions are generally performed strictly by a centralized human resources department;
however, the transportation and nutrition services departments have staff embedded within their
departments who perform these functions.
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The 2005 Gibson Consulting Report highlighted the need for this consolidation to take place;
however, these decentralized human resources functions remain the same, embedded within
separate departments. Specifically, Gibson Consulting provided the following recommendation:
Recommendation 3-3: Expand the oversight role of the Human Resources Department to
include all SCPSD employees. The HR Department does not participate in the screening and
hiring of bus drivers or School Nutrition employees, nor do they provide oversight for the
human resources-related activities of these departments. The Transportation Department
screens, hires, and maintains the personnel files for all of its bus drivers, and HR performs
these functions for its other employees. The School Nutrition Department performs all human
resources functions for its employees. The only functions performed by HR for these
departments are background checks and creating employee identification badges.
When a human resources department does not maintain strict control over all human resources
functions, the organization is exposed to greater risk. Since the emergence of human resources as
a stand alone functional area several decades ago, it has become extremely uncommon for nonhuman resources departments (e.g. transportation and nutrition services) to handle their own
personnel-related tasks.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 5-1:
Move all human resources functions currently performed by the Transportation and
Nutrition Services Departments to the SCPS Human Resources Department.
SCPS should immediately begin to absorb the human resources activities being conducted in the
Transportation and Nutrition Services Departments. SCPS should consider moving the
employees performing these duties within those departments to the Human Resources
Department as is detailed in the following recommendation. The consolidation will ensure
consistency in how SCPS departments handle employee data; provide for more efficient
completion of human resources activities; and eliminate the risk to SCPS associated with
allowing individual departments to carry out their own human resources activities.
FINDING
The capability of a human resources department is directly influenced by the manner in which
the department is organized and managed. The organizational structure of a human resources
department should be driven by the functions that it performs, and these functions should be
regularly reviewed to ensure that the needs of the school division are being effectively met.
The current organizational structure for the SCPS Human Resources Department is shown in
Exhibit 5-1. The SCPS has a total of 12 FTE staff carrying out the daily responsibilities of the
Human Resources Department. The Department’s overall leadership is provided by the
Executive Director of Human Resources.
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Exhibit 5-1
SCPS Human Resources Organizational Chart
2014-15 School Year

Source: SCPS Human Resources Department, 2015.
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As can be seen from the organizational chart, the Human Resources Department is organized
into four primary units, each of which is led by either a supervisor or director. The functional
areas of the Human Resources Department are organized around personnel groups and functions,
including:





student and support services;
employee relations and workforce compliance;
elementary and retention; and
safety and security.

In order to get a better understanding of the responsibilities, Exhibit 5-2 provides a matrix of
responsibilities by area. As can be seen from the exhibit, despite the unique titles given to each
of the areas, there is still a significant overlap of responsibility among areas. Note that the duties
and responsibilities of the safety and security function were not provided by SCPS to Evergreen
in this chart.
Exhibit 5-2
Matrix of Human Resources Responsibilities by Area
Area
Executive
Director




















Student and
Support Services


















General Management
HR Accounting
Administrator & Licensed Applications
Superintendent's Leadership Team
Health Care Reimbursement
Administrator Interview Scheduling and
maintaining Admin database
Safety, Security & Risk Management
Co-Curricular Supplements
Candidate Shortages
Winocular Queries and Workflows
Calendar Committee
Interpreters
Coordinating HR Administrators' Activities
Strategic Planning
Contracting Paras and Para Database
Job Fair Interview Sign-Up
Division-Wide Special Committees
Employment Verification

Duties

Monitor Job Fair Registration

Title IV and Non-discrimination Officer

Cross-Train for Contracting

Off-Boarding (Resignations - Middle & High School)

International Employment

Board Packet Preparation & Submission

HR Email

Employee Discipline

Fingerprinting

Monitor File Room & Assist with Records

Title IX

Identification Badge Control

Recruitment Resume Review

Compensation Task Force

Monitor File Room & Assist with Records

Budget

Cross-Training

School Board Agenda Postings

Emergency Closing of Schools

Systems Management
Licensure
Oasys System Management
Hiring of Special Education Teachers
Contracting - All New Licensed Staff
My Learning Plan Software Management
Hiring of Service & Hourly Personnel and
School Nurses
Contracting - All Staff - Renewals
License Renewal
Job Description Review
VDOE Liaison For Licensure
E verify-backup
JROTC Hiring
Provisional Licensure Plans of Action
Fingerprinting & Badge
Highly Qualified
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VDOE Liaison & Reporting
Transfers
Monitor File Room & Assist with records
Data Compilation & Analysis
Educational Supplements
Cover Front Desk
Service Employee Committee and Recruitment
Licensed Database for Board Packets
On-Line Chat backup
OASYS/MLP Health Care Reimbursements
Badge Control Backup
Payroll Contract Budget Verification
Position Control
Monitor File Room & Assist with Records
Oversight Contracting & Licensure & Gallup
Cross-Training
Resignation Database
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Exhibit 5-2 (Continued)
Matrix of Human Resources Responsibilities by Area
Area
Employee
Relations and
Workforce

Duties


















Elementary
and Retention


















Recruitment
Contracting - All New Service Staff
Maintain the Front Desk
Employee Relations/Complaints
FMLA & Medical Leave
Substitute System Back-Up
Admin Agency Complaints
Employment and OCR Student Regulatory &
Compliance
Sick Leave Bank
Monitor Personnel Files
Sort and Distribute Mail
Lead Record Management & Purging
Hiring of Middle/Secondary Teachers
Voluntary Leave Donation
Copy File Records for Employees
Oversight of FMLA/Sick Leave Bank
Programs/ADA



Retention
Recruiting & Job Fair Databases
Substitute System Maintenance & Substitute
Applications
Hiring of Elementary Teachers
Recruiting Trips, Recruiting Materials &
Website
Applications Systems Management and
Winocular Maintenance
Hiring of Paraprofessionals
Elementary Licensed Applications &
Resignations
Winocular Job Postings & Job Descriptions
Substitutes & Substitute System
Administrator
Social Media
All Service and Para Resignations
New Teacher Orientation
On-line Chat & HR E-Mail Backup
Division Employee Recognition
Front Desk Back-up

































Input Recruiting and Job Fair Information
into Database
Long Term Substitutes
Service Database for Board Packets
Relocation of Materials
Sign Language Interpreters
Fingerprinting & Badges
Policy Review/Development
Monitor File Room & Assist with Records
Employment Verification backup
College Recruitment
Process paperwork for Student & Practicum
students and volunteers
Social Media Administrator
Process GCA custodial applicants
Agency Nurses
Private Investigators

Service Applications
Division-Wide Calendar
Job Fairs (SCPS, Student Teacher, Regional
Job Fair
Web Advertising
Service Tuition Reimbursement (when
available)
Events - New Teacher Institute, SCPS JF,
RJF
Teacher of the Year and Service Employee of
the year
Assist with Monitor File Room & Records
CAMP/Mentoring Program
Fingerprinting & Badges
National Board Verification
Badge Control Backup
Special Projects/Presentations Design
Web Page Manager for HR
Assist with SCPS JF and RJF

Source: SCPS Human Resources Department, 2015.
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A number of issues are revealed in reviewing the Human Resources Department organizational
chart (Exhibit 5-1) and areas of responsibility (Exhibit 5-2), including:


benefits administration is not a responsibility of the Human Resources Department;



it is difficult to distinguish roles and responsibilities of staff based on job titles and
functional area titles;



there is a director at the same level as two supervisors;



the safety and security function of SCPS, including school security guards and
emergency management, is currently under Human Resources; and



several tasks overlap from one area to another.

In addition to these issues, as stated under Recommendation 5-1, the Transportation and
Nutrition Services Departments have staff embedded within their departments who perform
human resources functions.
Before making recommendations regarding the appropriate organizational structure for the SCPS
Human Resources Department, Evergreen contacted peer divisions and requested organizational
charts for their Human Resources Departments. Exhibits 5-3 through 5-6 display the human
resources department organizational charts for the four peer divisions that provided them,
including:





Albemarle County Schools (Exhibit 5-3);
Chesterfield County Schools (Exhibit 5-4);
Faquier County Schools (Exhibit 5-5); and
Hanover County Schools (Exhibit 5-6).

As can be seen, the titles of positions in peer school divisions more clearly reflect the roles of
each area (e.g. educator quality, benefits, compensation, wellness and safety) than those on the
SCPS organizational chart. Further, the majority of peer organizational charts indicate that
benefits is housed in the Human Resources Department, and no peer divisions include safety and
security under human resources.
Evergreen also assessed the ratio of total division staff to human resources staff as part of this
comparison process. Because peer data are not available from the Virginia Department of
Education on the total number of human resources staff in each division, Evergreen used the
organizational charts provided by each division (Exhibits 5-3 through 5-6) to determine the total
number of human resources staff to total division staff.
Exhibit 5-7 provides a comparison of total division staff per human resources staff in SCPS and
peer divisions. The number does not include SCPS safety and security staff. As can be seen, the
number of staff per human resources FTE in SCPS is 291.4, compared to 190.2 in peer school
divisions.
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Exhibit 5-3
Albemarle County Schools
Human Resources Organizational Chart

Source: Albemarle County Schools, 2015.
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Exhibit 5-4
Chesterfield County Schools
Human Resources Organizational Chart

Source: Chesterfield County Schools, 2015.
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Exhibit 5-5
Faquier County Schools
Human Resources Organizational Chart

Source: Faquier County Schools, 2015.
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Exhibit 5-6
Hanover County Schools
Human Resources Organizational Chart

Source: Hanover County Schools, 2015.
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Exhibit 5-7
Comparison of Total Staff to Human Resources Staff
School Division
Stafford
Albemarle
Chesterfield
Fauquier
Hanover
Peer Average

Total Division
FTE
3,497
2,165
7,413
1,697
2,543
3,455

HR FTE*
12
22
22
18
11
18

Total Division FTE
per HR FTE
291.4
98.4
336.9
94.3
231.2
190.2

Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions, 2015.
*Not including safety and security.

Based on these data, it is apparent that the SCPS is operating with fewer human resources staff
than most divisions. However, it must be taken into consideration that in the majority of peer
divisions, benefits is a component of the Human Resources Department, which may account for
the additional number of human resources staff. If the FTE handling benefits for SCPS as well as
the FTE of the human resources staff embedded in the Transportation and Nutrition Services
Departments were taken into account, the SCPS ratio would most likely fall more in line with
those of peer divisions.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 5-2:
Reorganize the Human Resources Department to improve efficiency of operations.
Exhibit 5-8 illustrates the proposed SCPS Human Resources Department organizational chart.
The proposed organizational chart centralizes all human resources functions performed in the
division by absorbing the human resources duties from transportation and nutrition services;
decreases confusion surrounding the roles of staff with clearer job titles and delineation of duties;
removes the safety and security function, which is recommended for placement under operations
(see Chapter 2, Recommendation 2-4); and incorporates benefits responsibilities, which is a
typical responsibility assigned to human resources, but is currently performed by the SCPS
Finance Department.
In the proposed organizational chart, the Supervisor of Student Support Services and Supervisor
of Elementary and Retention have been retitled to Supervisor of Instructional Staff Services and
Supervisor of Support Staff Services, respectively. Each of these supervisors will act as a single
point of contact for each employee group:


The Supervisor of Instructional Staff Services would serve teachers, performing such
tasks as tracking licensure; delivering orientation; providing training; screening and
hiring staff; managing records and data; and overseeing contracts. No additional FTE
have been added to this position’s supervisory responsibilities.
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Exhibit 5-8
SCPS Human Resources Department
Proposed Organizational Chart

Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions, 2015.
*Reassigned from Food Service Department.
**Reassigned from Finance Department.
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The Supervisor of Support Staff Services would oversee these same activities;
however, only for non-instructional staff. The Supervisor of Support Staff Services will
also absorb the human resources responsibilities currently being carried out in
transportation and nutrition services. The SCPS should reassign the Staffing Specialist in
nutrition services to the Human Resources Department.

This Staffing Specialist should absorb the responsibilities for tracking transportation staff as well
as maintain those tasks already being performed for Nutrition Services. The staff member in the
Transportation Department is not recommended for relocation, as this position has a heavy focus
on accounting, and human resources functions are a relatively small percentage of this position’s
responsibilities.
The proposed organizational chart also incorporates some benefits responsibilities, which should
be absorbed from the Finance Department. As the Human Resources Department is routinely
contacted by SCPS employees for information regarding benefits, and they routinely provide
employee data and information to Finance staff for benefits administration, it is natural to begin
the process of shifting benefits from the Finance Department to Human Resources Department.
The hesitation in moving the benefits functions under human resources stems from the fact that a
number of different Finance employees have benefits responsibilities, versus these duties being
concentrated under one Finance staff person; therefore, moving benefits would require
consolidation of multiple functions handled by multiple staff. This recommendation recognizes
this fact, and proposes a “Step 1” to moving this function. Specifically, the Finance
Department’s Benefits Specialist, who oversees the customer service aspects of benefits, should
be reassigned to Human Resources. In addition to performing existing duties, the Benefits
Specialist should assume responsibility for the sick leave pool and other benefits-related
responsibilities already located within the Human Resources Department. It is anticipated that as
SCPS implements a new ERP, benefits administration will become less cumbersome and easier
to move out of the Finance Department.
Finally, under the proposed organizational chart, the Executive Director of Human Resources
will oversee all other human resources programs, including such activities as recruitment,
employee relations, compliance, compensation and classification, and policy review. His
responsibility for overseeing the safety and security function should be removed and placed
under Operations.
FINDING
While onsite, Evergreen found several tasks being performed by the Human Resources
Department that are generally not assigned the human resources. Specifically, the following tasks
are currently being performed by the department:


Student Civil Rights data are currently collected by human resources staff. This is
typically a function of student information services. This task involves submitting a flat
file to the federal government. The Information Technology Department sends these data
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to the Human Resources Department and employees simply upload them to the
government system.


The Human Resources Department creates the instructional calendar for the division.
This is typically a function of the Instructional Department. For this task specifically,
Evergreen was unclear on whether or not this is a typical function of human resources
departments in Virginia school divisions, and therefore reached out to peers to determine
if their human resources departments are responsible for creation of the division’s
instructional calendar.
Exhibit 5-9 displays the results, and shows that no peer human resources department
prepares the division-wide instructional calendar. Specifically, five peers responded and
none indicated responsibility for preparing the division’s instructional calendar.
Exhibit 5-9
Preparation of Division-wide Instructional Calendar

School Division
Albemarle
Chesterfield
Fauquier
Hanover
Henrico

Does Human Resources Department
Prepare the Division-wide
Instructional Calendar?
No
No
No
No
No

Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions, 2015.



While onsite, Evergreen also learned that one human resources staff member maintains a
list of places for rent on the employee intranet. It was shared that the purpose of this is to
provide information to new and existing employees on places available to live in the
Stafford area, and is viewed as a benefit to new employees relocating to the Stafford area.
This is not an essential or typical function of a human resources department, and
elimination of this task will free up time for core activities.

These activities should be removed from the Human Resources Department so that staff can
focus on their core responsibilities.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 5-3:
Move the responsibility for student civil rights data management to Student Information
Systems; move the responsibility of creating the annual instructional calendar to the
Instruction Department; and eliminate maintenance of the rent list as a responsibility of
the Human Resources Department.
SCPS should remove these tasks from the list of Human Resources Department responsibilities.
Human Resources employees should be focused on their core duties.
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FINDING
As a component of the SCPS Strategic Plan, the division maintains a Scorecard for each of the
division’s major functional areas, including Human Resources. The Scorecard includes goals for
each area and strategies for reaching these goals. The Scorecard is reviewed and updated
annually to assess progress toward achieving each goal.
Exhibit 5-10 displays the Scorecard for the Human Resources Department. As can be seen
from the Scorecard, there are three goals for the Human Resources Department, as well as 11
underlying strategies to achieve these goals. At the time of the last update, three of the strategies
were completed, one strategy was discontinued, and the remaining seven strategies were in
progress.
The goals and strategies outlined in the Scorecard for the SCPS Human Resources Department
act as an excellent tool for aligning department production with overall division-wide goals.
They are also attainable and align to the general concerns and issues identified over the course of
this study (e.g. recruitment and training).
COMMENDATION
The Division has developed and annually monitors specific goals and strategies for the
Human Resources Department in the SCPS Strategic Plan.
FINDING
Stafford County Public Schools does not have a comprehensive performance data system
employed division-wide for gaining the highest degree of value from its Human Resources
Department and each employee. This is partly due to the fact that SCPS does not have an ERP in
place; however, the fact that much of these data are maintained by the Human Resources
Department in separate documents/spreadsheets also contributes to the absence of a healthy
performance data system.
The use of data, metrics, and evaluation methods provides managers with the ability to identify
expectations of the human resource function within the organization. The Human Resources
Department does not currently collect nor track performance outcome data, and does not possess
the necessary automated tools to do so. As a result, SCPS managers do not have a data dashboard
or a tool to summarize overall performance metrics; therefore, the division is unable to assess the
overall level of output, performance, and integrity of major processes.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 5-4:
Implement a metric tracking system that captures outcome data for all major human
resources functions and report on metrics annually to the Superintendent and Board.
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Exhibit 5-10
SCPS Scorecard for the Human Resources Department
GOAL 1: By 2017, 100% of all newly hired employees will be highly qualified.
A.
B.

Strategies
Levels of qualification (highly qualified, qualified, not qualified) will be developed for all job
classifications.u
Employee credentials including licenses, transcripts, training, and experience will be reviewed against
benchmarks of qualification as part of the candidates' application processing.►

C. Recruitment data will be compiled to assess program efficiency.u
GOAL 2: By 2017, all new employees will participate in a comprehensive induction program.
Strategies

Status
Completed
Completed
In Progress
Status

A.

Conduct a needs assessment to determine appropriate content to include in the induction program for job
classifications. u

Completed

B.

Work with each employee group and/or department to develop a standardized core curriculum for the
induction program.►

In Progress

C.
D.

Work with each employee group and/or department to develop a curriculum for each specialization.►
Implement the New Employee Institute.♥

In Progress
In Progress

GOAL 3: By 2017, division-wide retention rates will improve to 95%.
Strategies
Expand professional development to all employee groups.u

Status
In Progress

B.

Expand the focus of the Compensation Task Force to include consideration for pay-banding, compressed
scales, or a unified salary scale for employees' salaries to all employment classifications. u

In Progress

C.

Review of the potential for implementation of Gallup's Q12 Meta Analysis, which measures employees'
needs and satisfactions. u

Discontinued

D.

Each operational department will conduct a customer satisfaction survey. ►

In Progress

A.

Source: SCPS Human Resources Department, 2015.
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Metrics are an invaluable tool for assessing overall departmental performance measures and
communicating the level of human resources output to SCPS leaders and staff. Metrics should be
quantifiable and should help identify baseline output levels for factors such as:















Human Resources Department expense as percent of total budget;
employee headcount;
workforce tenure;
workforce education and experience level;
expense per employee;
supervisory compensation percentage;
workers’ compensation cost as a percentage of total cost;
benefits cost as percentage of total compensation;
hiring costs;
time to fill jobs;
time to start work;
absence rate;
customer service and employee satisfaction; and
number of employees trained.

Metrics should be identified in each of the SCPS human resources functional areas, and they
should be systematically analyzed and reported to SCPS leaders on a regular basis. The process
of running the necessary reports to capture measures will be significantly improved after
implementation of an ERP and elimination of existing spreadsheet databases.

5.2

POLICIES, PROCEDURES, AND TRAINING

The establishment of and adherence to sound policies and procedures are the cornerstone of an
effective human resources operation. Not only must a human resources department possess
comprehensive policies and procedures, it must serve as an educational hub for other division
employees seeking information about these areas.
FINDING
SCPS has a robust orientation program for licensed staff (including teachers and school
administrators). The program includes an online orientation presentation as well as the New
Teacher Institute. However, for central office staff, the orientation is limited to an online
orientation presentation and does not represent a comprehensive orientation program like the one
available for teachers and school administrators.
The existing orientation process for non-licensed staff is simply intended to assist new
employees in completing the necessary paperwork pertinent to employment with SCPS, and
covers approximately 30 different topics ranging from fingerprinting to workers’ compensation.
Exhibit 5-11 displays an example slide from the new employee orientation presentation.
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Exhibit 5-11
SCPS New Employee Orientation Presentation

Source: SCPS Human Resources Department, 2015.

Employees complete this orientation presentation on their own, and are able to ask questions of
human resources staff as needed after completion. There is no formal opportunity for nonlicensed staff to meet leaders in the division, tour division facilities, meet and greet co-workers,
or receive a verbal overview of SCPS processes key to their work.
In order to gauge employee perceptions related to the SCPS new employee orientation programs,
Evergreen’s survey included the following statement related to orientation programs: “The
division has a good orientation program for new employees.” Exhibit 5-12 displays the results
for this statement. As can be seen, for this statement the agreement level for central office
administrators is only 43.2 percent and for other staff is only 31.7 percent. Comparatively, the
agreement levels for this same statement are 71.1 percent for school administrators and 56.1
percent for teachersignificantly higher than for central office staff.
Exhibit 5-12
Evergreen Survey Results on Orientation Program Survey Responses
in Stafford County Public Schools

Survey Statement
The division has a good
orientation program for new
employees.

Central Office
Administrators
SA+A
SD+D

School
Administrators
SA+A
SD+D

Teachers
SA+A SD+D

Others
SA+A SD+D

43.2%

71.1%

56.1%

31.7%

38.6%

15.6%

21.2%

41.7%

Source: Evergreen Solutions Survey Results, 2015.
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Further, in Evergreen’s survey response database, agreement levels for this survey statement for
central office administrators and other staff average 66.7 percent and 61.7 percent, respectively.
The results clearly indicate the need for improvement in the SCPS orientation process for new
central office staff.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 5-5:
Implement a comprehensive orientation program for central office staff.
SCPS should design and implement a comprehensive orientation program for central office staff,
including both administrators and service staff. The orientation program should include an
opportunity for staff to meet leaders in the division, tour division facilities, meet and greet coworkers, and receive a verbal overview of division processes key to their work. The orientation
program should include checklists for supervisors on what is expected before the employee
arrives, what is expected on day one of employment, and what is expected in the week or month
following the employee’s first day of employment.
FINDING
SCPS offers a three-day New Teacher Institute at the beginning of each school year to orient
teachers to SCPS. The Institute is not mandatory, but SCPS highly encourages new teachers to
attend. Human Resources staff shared with Evergreen that the Institute is generally well
attended.
Exhibit 5-13 displays the agenda for the first day of the SCPS 2014 New Teacher Institute. As
can be seen, the orientation includes a formal welcome by senior division leaders, content
academies, and an overview of resources made available to teachers by SCPS. Day Two of the
New Teacher Institute includes teacher rotations and learning sessions for secondary teachers.
Day Three includes sessions for elementary teachers and rotations for middle and high school
teachers. The agenda provided to Evergreen includes detailed descriptions of each of the sessions
and rotations offered, and was found to include robust and comprehensive offerings.
COMMENDATION
Stafford County Public Schools is commended for delivering the New Teacher Institute for
new instructional staff.
FINDING
The Human Resources Department offers a Live Chat feature on its website. Existing and
perspective employees can use the Live Chat function to connect immediately with Human
Resources staff. The Live Chat feature has been in place since 2013-14, and is monitored by the
four Human Resources administrative assistants. Human Resources staff monitors the Live Chat
application Monday-Friday between 9:00 a.m. and noon, and between 2 and 4 p.m.
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Exhibit 5-13
SCPS 2014 New Teacher Institute
Day One Agenda

Source: SCPS Human Resources Department, 2015.
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The Live Chart function is an excellent and innovative tool focused on improving customer
service. Human Resources staff reported that the Live Chat is used frequently, and users seem to
appreciate the direct link it provides to Human Resources staff.
COMMENDATION
The SCPS Human Resources Department is commented for using the Live Chat function
on the department’s website to strengthen customer service.
FINDING
The Human Resources Department conducts substitute teacher training several times throughout
the school year. Substitute training includes several hours of onsite instruction in which a human
resources employee leads the training. The process of registering applicants for training and
preparing training materials requires a significant amount of time. Specifically, staff shared that
preparation for substitute training can take between 10 and 15 hours.
Exhibit 5-14 displays a slide from the current substitute training presentation delivered by SCPS.
The training presentation covers a number of topics, including but not limited to emergency
procedures, sexual harassment, rates of pay, use of the automatic sub-calling system, roles and
responsibilities, expectations, and classroom management. Overall, the topics covered could be
easily converted to a multimedia video format.
Exhibit 5-14
SCPS Substitute Training Presentation

Source: SCPS Human Resources Department, 2015.
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In addition to requiring an excessive amount of staff time, it is not uncommon for individuals
completing the SCPS substitute training to exit the program after being trained and never work in
the divisionwasting SCPS resources in the process. The Human Resources Department has
been exploring alternative approaches for substitute training. One such approach suggested, and
which staff are highly interested in, is App-Garden’s Free Virtual Substitute Teacher Training
an online substitute training program. AppGarden requires substitutes to pay a small fee for the
training; requires no startup costs for division; can be completed anytime from any computer;
and once setup, does not require SCPS staff time to conduct the training.
Evergreen contacted peer school divisions to collect feedback on how other divisions deliver
substitute training. Exhibit 5-15 displays the responses received. As can be seen, only one peer
indicated directly that multimedia is used in the substitute training process.
Exhibit 5-15
Comparison of Substitute Training Approaches
in Peer School Divisions
School Division
Albemarle
Chesterfield
Fauquier
Hanover
Henrico

How does your division deliver substitute training?
AESOP
Substitute Teacher Coordinator holds live sessions.
Full day orientation with 5 modules.
Delivered monthly from September through April.
Orientation is held in the school board office. The orientation
is three hours long and includes multiple components.
Delivered by lecture and video.

Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions, 2015.

RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 5-6:
Explore alternative methods for delivering substitute training.
SCPS should explore alternative methods for delivering substitute training that are less reliant on
staff time. One solution would be App-Garden’s product, while another would be to create video
presentation for all or parts of the training and place it on the division’s website.

5.3

HUMAN RESOURCES RECORDS

The maintenance of complete, well-organized, and accurate personnel records is one of the most
important functions of successful human resources departments. Personnel records often contain
confidential and valuable information pertaining to employment history, performance,
commendations, correspondence, qualifications, compensation, and benefits among other
information. These records must be maintained in a secure environment that is accessible only to
authorized staff. Personnel files are used on a regular basis by staff to provide job and salary
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verifications, produce personnel reports, develop required compliance documents, and maintain
accurate data for the SCPS workforce.
FINDING
Stafford County Public Schools maintains physical (paper only) personnel records in two
placesactive employee files are stored at the central office location and archived records are
stored off-site. A random audit conducted by an Evergreen consultant of 20 personnel files
maintained in the division’s active file storage area revealed generally well-organized and
secured personnel files.
Exhibit 5-16 shows a matrix of audited information and which randomly selected files contained
that information. Overall, there were 21 files commonly found in and across employee records,
including the following:
Exhibit 5-16
Personnel File Audit Matrix
in Stafford County Public Schools
Employee Record
3

4

Data Change Vendor Form

Item

1
x

2

x

x

Charity Payroll Deduction Form

x

x

Employee Data Change Form

x

x

x

Benefits Application/Enrollment Forms

x

x

x

Notifications and Memos

x

x

W-4

x

x

Direct Deposit Agreement

x

Other

x

x

Professional Licenses

x

Certification Records

x

Salary Notifications

x

Performance Evaluations

x

x

Application for Employment

x

x

5
x

x

x

x

6

7

8

x

x

9

10

11

12

13

x

x

x

14

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

Request Approval for Overtime

x

x

Salary Review Record

x

x

Service Personnel Hire Sheet

x

VRS Enrollment Form

x

Workers Compensation Notice

x

Form VA-4

x

x

Tenure History

x

x

Sick Leave Bank Membership
Application

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

19

20

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x

x

x

x
x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions, February 2015.
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x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

18

x

x

x
x

17

x

x
x

16

x

x

x

15
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Data Change Vendor Form – Allows for changes in retirement contributions;



Charity Payroll Deduction Form – Allows for pre-tax contributions to charity;



Employee Data Change Form – Allows for changes to employee’s basic information;



Benefits Application/Enrollment Forms – Copy of employees completed health care
application form, life insurance application form;



Notifications and Memos – Notification/memos that employee sick leave was carried
over from one year to the next or that the sick leave bank had been depleted;



IRS W-4 – Tax withholding form;



Direct Deposit Agreement – Employee’s signed consent for direct deposit;



Professional Licenses – Copies of employee licenses;



Certification Records – Copies of employee certification and dates;



Salary Notifications – Copies of notifications to changes in compensation;



Performance Evaluations – Copies of employee performance evaluations;



Application for Employment – Original application for employment;



Request Approval for Overtime – Completed overtime request forms;



Salary Review Record – Documentation on determination of years of experience for
placement into salary schedule;



Service Personnel Hire Sheet – Sheet that captures basic employee information upon
hire and lists their starting salary;



VRS Enrollment Form – Completed enrollment form for the Virginia Retirement
System;



Workers’ Compensation Notice – Form employee signs to acknowledge receipt of
Workers’ Compensation notice;



Form VA-4 – Copy of employee’s Virginia state tax personal exemption worksheet;



Tenure History – Historical listing of dates employed and salary (pre-AS400);



Sick Leave Bank Membership Application – Copy of employee application for sick
bank leave membership; and



Other Documentation – Such as letters of resignation.
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Overall, SCPS records were found to contain information that is consistent across employee
types; considered best practice for Human Resources record keeping; and in compliance with
laws. Further, employee records are stored in a safe and secure location.
COMMENDATION
Stafford County Public Schools maintains consistent, comprehensive, and secure employee
records.
FINDING
Paper personnel files present SCPS with a multitude of challenges. These files take up a great
deal of physical space, are subject to damage by natural disasters or failures of the building they
are housed in, and can contain inconsistencies. Many school divisions are moving away from
physical personnel files and adopting electronic recordkeeping systems to ensure security,
accuracy, and consistencywhile also saving storage space.
Rather than an electronic records management system, the SCPS Human Resources Department
tracks employee data manually across a series of separate systems and local files, which include
Excel spreadsheets and databases.
Evergreen worked to identify spreadsheets used to track critical employee data. Exhibit 5-17
displays all of the spreadsheets and databases identified, including a brief description of each and
the data they contain. The exhibit shows the ten main databases/spreadsheets that Human
Resources Department staff maintain; however, there were additional spreadsheets discovered
that are maintained by staff, but contain less critical data.
In addition to these local spreadsheets, there are multiple systems used by the Human Resources
Department. The systems include the following:


AS400 – system used for payroll and benefits, position control, budgeting, accounts
payable and receivable, and the general ledger;



OASYS – system used to track teacher evaluations;



MyLearningPlan – system used to track staff development and credit for renewal of
teacher licensure;



eSchool Solutions – software used to track substitutes; and



Winocular – software used to track employment applications.

There are numerous examples of manual processes that occur to transfer data between these
systems and spreadsheets/databases; from spreadsheet to spreadsheet; and from
spreadsheet/database to report. For example, Human Resources staff manually transfer employee
data from the division’s applicant system to the Master Employee File database once the
employee is hired.
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Exhibit 5-17
Spreadsheets and Databases Used to Track Employee Data
1.

Name
Resignations and Hires Database

Description
Database maintained to track resignations and hires of paraprofessionals and
elementary staff. Contains basic elements, including first and last name, school,
position title, date of activity, and employee status (full or part time). Reports
from this database are used in summer to monitor vacancies.

2.

Recruiting - Database

3.

Job Fair Registration - Database

4.

Administrator Interview Scores Excel Spreadsheet

5.

Teacher Certification - Excel
Spreadsheet
Background Checks – Excel
Spreadsheet
Master Employee File –
Database

Contains interview sheets from job fair interviews only. Data include name,
address, email, teaching area, interview score, location of job fair, and position
desired. The data are organized by year and goes back several years.
This database is linked to a Google Docs form and allows individuals to sign up
for attendance and interviews at SCPS job fairs.
This Excel spreadsheet contains administrator interview scores from the
interview panel or interviewer. Hard copy slips are manually submitted by
interview panel members and data entry of the scores on these forms is
performed by Human Resources staff.
This spreadsheet is used to track teacher’s points towards their certification.

6.
7.

8.

Paraprofessional Employee File
– Database
9. Transportation Employee File Database
10. Nutrition Services Employees
File - Database

Database used to track employee data from social services as well as completion
and status of employee background checks.
This database contains all critical employee data, such as name, date of birth,
social security number, date of higher, position and salary. Of all the databases
on this list, this one could be considered the most critical. This database
contains all SCPS employee records with the exception of transportation, food
service, and paraprofessionals.
This database is similar to the master employee file database, but contains only
paraprofessional employee data; this database is maintained in human resources.
This database is similar to the master employee file database, but contains only
transportation employee data; this database is maintained in transportation.
This database is similar to the master employee file database, but contains only
nutrition services employee data; this database is maintained in nutrition
services.

Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions, 2015.

These manual spreadsheets and disjointed systems present concerns, including lack of data
integrity and security; lack of process optimization; and lack of system interoperability. Many of
the manual processes resulting from these systems and spreadsheets can easily be streamlined by
adopting an electronic records management system. The SCPS Human Resources Department
would greatly benefit from an electronic records management system designed specifically to
handle the tasks currently handled through the use of multiple systems and spreadsheets. There is
significant potential for reduction of time using an integrated electronic records management
system to handle all of the human resources data currently being tracked in spreadsheets and
through manual processes. Overall, it is apparent that most inefficiencies addressed in this
chapter result from the lack of a comprehensive data system in the department.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendation 5-7:
Implement an electronic employee records management system for record maintenance.
Once implemented, an electronic employee records management system has numerous benefits,
including but not limited to: reducing the burden of managing physical employee records and
databases; providing for more accuracy in tracking employee data; promoting data integrity and
security; increasing the ability of the division to run detailed workforce reports and records
audits; and providing employees with self-service functionality related to personal information.
FISCAL IMPACT
The total estimated one-time implementation cost for the electronic records management system
is $122,500. This one-time implementation cost includes software licensing, setup cost, and oneyear of maintenance. The annual cost of this system after setup is estimated at $75,300. This
ongoing cost includes the annual cost of software licenses and annual maintenance.
Evergreen also projects a long-term cost savings from this recommendation, as once the system
is fully operational the streamlined workflows will yield higher workforce productivity. While a
definitive cost savings is not possible to forecast at this time, a usable figure for long-term cost
savings can be attained by studying research on cost savings related to these systems.
Research suggests the following regarding the cost savings from implementation of an electronic
employee records management system:


“Costs are typically recouped within three years of go-live.”1



“Typical labor savings are a 10 percent reduction in direct and indirect labor costs…most
industry analysts believe that a ten percent reduction in labor costs is easily achievable.”2



“Organizations can expect between 20 and 50 percent reduction in cost per employee
annually”3

Assuming a conservative annual savings rate of one percent per year once the system is fully
operational, Evergreen projects total savings of $1,593,050 (calculated as one percent of the total
2015-16 budget request for salaries of $159.3 million). Savings are included starting in 2018-19,
as the system will take several years for the division to fully implement.
Recommendation
Implement
Electronic Records
Management
System

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

($122,500)

($75,300)

($75,300)

$1,517,766

$1,517,766

1

Panorama Consulting Solutions, 2014 ERP Report (http://Panorama-Consulting.com/resource-center/2014-erp-report/).
Business Technology Magazine, Why Should You Invest In A Cloud ERP System? http://www.mbtmag.com/articles/2014/04/why-should-youinvest-cloud-erp-system.
3
Infor, The power of Infor HCM,( http://www.infor.com/solutions/hcm/)
2
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Recommendation 5-8:
Implement an electronic document imaging system to convert paper documents to
electronic media.
One issue in moving to an electronic records management system is how to deal with existing
hard copy records and future hard copy documents submitted by employees. SCPS should
implement a document imaging system in order to convert historical employee records into
electronic formats, as well as to convert all future employee paper files to electronic formats.
Most employee electronic record management systems have the ability to accept scanned
documents and attach these documents to specific employees in the systemeliminating the
need for access to hard copy documents.
An electronic document imaging system was identified as missing from most work processes, as
well as identified as one of the greatest challenges and efforts required to move to an electronic
employee records management system. Human resources departments around the country are
able to reduce paperwork and recordkeeping errors, and improve efficiency by adopting digital
document management solutions. In some of the most advanced examples, all personnel records
and supporting documentation are now available electronically, thus eliminating the need for
warehousing operations and facilities to store and turnover voluminous paper records. In
addition, the records are available instantaneouslyeliminating time spent sorting through hard
copy files.
Accuracy is also improved via a digital document imaging system. These systems make it much
easier to determine when documentation is missing or if information is needed to complete a
personnel file. If a document imaging system were combined with fillable electronic form
replacements for the most common human resources forms, significant decreases in processing
time would be achieved.
FISCAL IMPACT
The first year of total implementation is estimated to cost $20,000. This includes the $500 cost of
annual user licenses for 13 Human Resources staff members (13 * $500 = $6,500); a flat fee of
$1,500; as well as an estimated $12,000 in setup costs. After initial implementation of the
system, costs are protected at $8,000 annually to cover user licenses and the flat fee. This cost
does not include a contract for scanning in all existing employee records. Evergreen assumes that
this task will be completed by existing staff over time.
Recommendation
Implement
Document
Imaging System

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

($20,000)

($8,000)

($8,000)

($8,000)

($8,000)
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FINDING
Despite the abundance of manual processes and databases, the SCPS Human Resources
Department has adopted Google Forms and Docs for collecting and sharing information. The
adoption of this technology has eradicated several processes that once required manual
aggregation of data. This is a good first step to increased process automation, but should only be
used as a temporary fix until an ERP can be implemented. Although not easy to capture,
automating processes using Google Forms and Docs does lead to higher productivity, as staff are
freed from manually compiling data.
One example of a form used by SCPS on Google Docs is the Teacher Job Fair Registration
Form. Exhibit 5-18 displays this form. Once the form has been completed, the submission is
automatically compiled and a staff member in the Human Resources Department is notified via
email. Prior to using Google Forms, this process was manual.
COMMENDATION
The SCPS Human Resources Department is commended for transitioning manual process
to Google Forms and Docs.

5.4

RECRUITMENT, HIRING, AND RETENTION

Easily one of the most critical functions performed by a high quality human resources
department is the recruitment, employment, support, and retention of a stable, high quality
workforce that can support the division in meeting its varied and unique challenges in educating
children. Whether or not the division is successful in meeting its goals and objectives is
dependent upon the workforce being able to implement initiatives and accomplish results. The
recruitment and retention of a high quality workforce requires a commitment by all departments
and supervisors in a partnership with the human resources department.
Another benefit of an effective recruitment process is that, over time, it will improve the quality
of candidates hired and lead to longer tenurethus reducing turnover. Turnover is proven to
have an associated cost. A number of online tools and resources exist that can assist in the
calculation of the precise cost of turnover, but a widely cited number is that turnover costs
approximately 30 percent of the departed incumbent’s annual salary. With this reality facing the
division, eliminating turnover by implementing more effective recruitment practices would be
beneficial.
FINDING
For at least the last three years, SCPS has been experiencing a decline in the number of
individuals in their applicant pool. According to the SCPS, the division’s applicant pool for
instructional staff was at 3,554 in late 2011. Comparatively, the applicant pool in October 2014
had declined to approximately 1,800a nearly 50 percent decrease from the 2011 level.
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Exhibit 5-18
Online Teacher Job Fair Registration Form

Source: SCPS Human Resources Department, 2015.
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In addition to the decline in the size of the applicant pool, SCPS has been forced to confront
another issueteachers who commit to SCPS and then break contract right before school starts
to take a job with a division paying a higher starting salary. This situation creates summer
vacancies, which are very difficult to fill so close to the start of school, when the majority of
teachers have already committed to a division. Most of these factors are the result of one
weaknessthe SCPS recruitment program.
Evergreen’s survey assessed employee perceptions on the division’s recruitment program.
Exhibit 5-19 displays results for the survey statement “The division has an effective employee
recruitment program.” As can be seen, agreement levels were below 50 percent across all survey
groups; specifically, only 16.3 percent of central office administrators, 40.0 percent of school
administrators, 37.0 percent of teachers, and 31.7 percent of other staff agree with this statement.
Exhibit 5-19
Evergreen Survey Results on Recruitment Program Survey Results
in Stafford County Public Schools

Survey Statement
The division has an
effective employee
recruitment program.

Central Office
Administrators
SA+A
SD+D

School
Administrators
Teachers
SA+A SD+D SA+A SD+D

16.3%

40.0%

41.9%

42.2%

Others
SA+A SD+D

37.0% 29.1% 31.7% 31.7%

Source: Evergreen Solutions Survey Results, 2015.

The SCPS Human Resources Department has addressed the shrinking applicant pool and
summer loss of teachers by streamlining aspects of the division’s recruiting process. Human
Resources staff has found innovative ways to use more technology in the recruiting process. For
example, staff shared that iPads are now being used at recruiting events to collect basic
information from table visitors, and Quick Response Codes (QR codes) are now used on
recruiting posters to link prospects directly to information on SCPS.
Many of these new methods are the result of an increased focus on recruiting efforts, and more
specifically, the increased budget the division has committed to recruitment activities. For
instance, the budget for recruiting travel nearly doubled between 2013-14 and 2014-15rising
from $18,000 to $35,000 (approximately 94.4 percent).
Evergreen reached out to peers to assess the extent to which peer divisions are spending on
recruiting activities. Exhibit 5-20 displays the results of this effort. While all nine peers were
contacted for this information, only three provided feedback to this question. The exhibit shows
that the peer average recruiting budget is $31,333 and that the peer average recruiting budget per
FTE is $8.00. Comparatively, the SCPS budget per FTE for recruiting is $10.0120.0 percent
higher than the peer average. It is clear that the SCPS has reacted aggressively to issues
regarding recruitment and turnover.
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Exhibit 5-20
Comparison of Recruitment Budgets in Peer School Divisions
Peer School Division
Stafford
Chesterfield
Hanover
Henrico
Average

Division Recruiting
Budget
$35,000.00
$25,000.00
$41,998.00
$27,000.00
$31,332.67

Total FTE
3,497.35
7,412.79
2,543.38
6,556.54
$5,504.24

Recruiting Budget
per FTE
$10.01
$3.37
$16.51
$4.12
$8.00

Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions, 2015.

COMMENDATION
Stafford County Public Schools is commended for recognizing the need for increased
recruitment activities, and acting on that need by committing additional resources for
recruiting efforts.
FINDING
SCPS may be losing highly qualified candidates for critical teaching and other positions because
they are unable to extend a contract in a timely manner.
Exhibits 5-21 through 5-23 display the work processes used to determine staffing needs for each
school year as well as the hiring process. As can be seen, early in the spring of each year, SCPS
has a very good idea of how many teachers and other contract employees will not be returning
for the next school year. The Human Resources Department posts the jobs, and campus leaders
and department heads interview the candidates. Unfortunately, the Human Resources
Department cannot make a job offer or obtain a signed contract until after the County approves
the budget.
Many school divisions are able to make job offers and lock in contracts in March or April
annuallyparticularly for critical, high-need positions. Consequently, the most highly-qualified
candidates, particularly recent graduates, are likely to take those positions when offered rather
than holding out for an uncertain position in SCPS.
A similar concern was noted in the 2005 Efficiency Review conducted by Gibson Consulting.
Specifically, Gibson made the following recommendation:
Recommendation 3-1: Expedite teacher hiring by offering contracts earlier in the process
and using hiring targets based on projected needs. The evaluation team recommends that the
division change its hiring approach to allow limited hiring based on a target percentage of
needed positions, rather than waiting until final positions are approved in the budget. The
target percentage is derived from an analysis of enrollment projections, multi-year turnover
data, and acceptance rates. The evaluation team recommends that SCPSD allow recruiters to
extend contracts to top candidates during recruiting trips based on the target percentage.
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Exhibit 5-21
Job Posting and Hiring Processes

Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions through interviews, January 2015.
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Exhibit 5-22
New Hire Processing

Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions through interviews, January 2015.
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Exhibit 5-23
Determining Staff Availability for New Year
Staff Availability for New School Year

Campus & Department Leaders

Phase

Leadership
evaluates and
monitors employee
performance

Contract
employees are
all employees
other than
substitutes or
those that are
hourly waged

April

Will
employee
contract be
renewed?

HR is notified and
Non-Renewal Letter
is Drafted

No

Employee Receives
Non-Renewal Letter
Generic postings for various subject areas are
posted, but the specific positions resulting
from a non-renewal are not posted until the
positions is officially vacant.

January
New Contract Cycle
Begins
Go to
Contracts

Yes
HR Analyst initiates an on-line
survey asking all contract
employees to declare their
intent to return in the next
school year

Will employee
return?

No

Employee submits a
letter of resignation
or intent to retire to
HR

HR accumulates the
list of positions that
will need to be filled
prior to the new
school year

Survey is posted on-line for
one month

HR

Go to Posting/
Hiring Process

Employees apply for
posted positions

Pain Point: Job offers cannot be made
until the budget is approved in May or
June. Delays in posting positions externally
and the inability to make timely job offers
may put SCPS at a competitive
disadvantage for highly qualified staff

HR posts positions
internally

Yes

Will
position be
posted
internally?

Potential
Vacant
Positions to
be Filled

February 9 to June 30

Go to Posting/
Hiring Process

Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions through interviews, January 2015.
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Despite this issue being highlighted over nine years ago, the process remains the same.
During Evergreen’s interviews, staff members stated prior year budget cuts reduced the number
of teaching positions, which is evidence that no contracts should be signed until the budget is
finalized. While this is generally a valid statement, there are some positions that are high-need,
hard-to-recruit positions that must be filled. The board and administration in some school
divisions have come to an agreement about which positions can be filled, and have authorized
early hiring to address the recruitment need.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 5-9:
Develop a list of critical need positions and authorize the Human Resources Department to
make job offers and obtain signed contracts prior to formal budget approval.
SCPS should develop a list of critical need positions and strive to fill a set percentage of these
positions in spring of each year. The percentage to fill should be based on total existing
vacancies, expected new positions, and the historical job acceptance rate.
FINDING
Employee recognition programs are designed to highlight outstanding employees, including their
achievements and successes. These programs offer the benefit of boosting employee morale,
increasing loyalty, and promoting and encouraging all employees. Executed correctly, these
programs can have a stronger positive affect than even increasing compensation.
SCPS has an excellent employee recognition program in place. The SCPS hosts two banquets per
year to announce award winners. This program is delivered by the Human Resources staff, and
includes the following recognitions and programs:









Washington Post’s Teacher of Year Award
Washington Post’s Principal of the Year Award
Virginia’s State Teacher of the Year Award
SCPS Service Employee of the Year Award
SCPS Technology Employee of the Year Award
SCPS Assistant Principal of the Year Award
First Year Teacher of the Year Award
Recognition for National Board Certified Teachers

Exhibit 5-24 displays an example of one of the SCPS award programs. Similar documents are
available for each of the SCPS annual award programs. As can be seen, employees can be
nominated by any SCPS staff member, students, parents, Stafford County Government
employees, and members of the general public.
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Exhibit 5-24
SCPS Assistant Principal of the Year Award Overview

Source: SCPS Human Resources Department, 2015.
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Employees take part in nominating their peers for each of the awards. The Human Resources
Department staff shared that participation in the program is excellent. SCPS clearly recognizes
the importance of a robust employee recognition program.
COMMENDATION
Stafford County Public Schools is commended for its excellent employee recognition
program.

5.5

COMPENSATION AND CLASSIFICATION

The single most important aspect of the human resources function to the vast majority of
employees will always be the compensation and classification program. Employees must feel as
though they are being paid a competitive wage for the services that they provide to the
organization, whether they are processing purchase orders, planning for new curriculum
development, or providing legal representation to the division. Concurrently, the organization
must develop a clearly communicated compensation philosophy—public education organizations
are not for-profit private enterprises, and must treat their compensation packages accordingly.
Employees must be aware of these factors and agree with the tenets of public service. With
respect to benefits, the organization must be cognizant of the fact that true compensation
includes not only salary, but also any additional benefits that the organization provides—health
care coverage, retirement programs, paid leave, etc. Examining the division’s compensation
necessitates looking at both the salary and the benefits offered.
Whereas compensation primarily focuses on the external equity of a salary and benefits package,
classification emphasizes the accuracy of an organization’s job descriptions and how fairly they
compare internally. Internal equity is the product of an effective and up-to-date classification
plan. Failure to properly classify employees can lead to preventable turnover and improper hiring
practices.
FINDING
SCPS lacks a formally documented Compensation Philosophy outlining its stance on:





priorities related to compensation;
the division’s desired position in relation to the market;
the type of salary schedules SCPS will maintain; and
the mix of benefits and salary that will comprise total compensation offered.

The development and publishing of a Compensation Philosophy provides employees with an
understanding of the division’s position on salary offerings and guides division managers in
making compensation-related decisions.
Exhibit 5-25 displays an example compensation philosophy developed by Evergreen.
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Exhibit 5-25
Example Compensation Philosophy
Total Compensation Philosophy
The School Division is committed to providing an equitable, consistent, and competitive total compensation system
of salary and benefits for employees that supports its’ mission and vision. The School Division seeks to attract and
retain a highly engaged, qualified and diverse workforce through a competitive total compensation system that
fosters the School Division’s goal of being an employer of choice. By rewarding and recognizing employees’
experience, accomplishments, and performance in their classification to a level that is ahead of its peers while
maintaining fiscal responsibility to the citizens, the School Division will be poised to continue to accomplish its
mission. This philosophy serves as the foundation for the School Division’s total compensation pay system and
associated practices.
To support this philosophy, the School Division will:


provide a competitive total compensation system of salary and benefits that competes at the 75th percentile
of the School Division’s recognized peers for qualified employees;



develop and implement a compensation plan and classification structure that is internally and externally
equitable, with potential for career and salary growth, and allows for flexibility in administration;



design and administer an open range pay plan that provides for career and salary growth based on
performance measured by a fair and effective evaluation system;



communicate the compensation plan and classification structure to be transparent to and understood by
employees and citizens;



maintain the compensation and classification structure and associated policies and practices through regular
internal review, and surveys of external peer market trends;



administer the compensation and classification structure in a consistent, transparent, equitable manner; and



develop, implement and maintain flexible hire, promotion, and retention pay practices supporting the
compensation and classification system that provide managers flexibility in offering competitive salaries to
attract and retain a high-performing workforce.

Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions, 2015.

Exhibit 5-26 displays a graphic on the components required for development of a compensation
philosophy. As can be seen, in order to develop a compensation philosophy, organizations must
determine how competitive they want their total compensation package to be with market peers;
the level or career and salary progression the organization wants to offer; what mix of salary and
benefits will comprise total compensation; and the type of salary schedule to be used.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 5-10:
Develop and adopt a Compensation Philosophy for Stafford County Public Schools.
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Exhibit 5-26
Inputs Needed for Development of a Compensation Philosophy

Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions, 2015.

SCPS should develop and adopt a compensation philosophy with input from all stakeholders.
The compensation philosophy should be published on the division’s website along with the
division’s salary schedules and job descriptions. A well-developed, consistently followed,
compensation philosophy will:






to a transparent, communicated philosophy that will make sense to employees;
result in a sense of fairness;
be a strong recruiting tool;
encourage retention; and
represent career and salary growth potential.

FINDING
SCPS does not have a defined process for reviewing and slotting new classification titles into the
compensation system, or for reclassifying existing classifications in the event duties and
responsibilities change. Many times, the Human Resources Department is informed of new job
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titles and placement after a move occurs by Finance or other departments. This situation
indicates a lack of central control over job slotting, and can lead to significant issues with
internal and external equity, and workforce issues.
Typically a human resources department uses two types of data in determining placement of new
or revised classifications into the compensation system:


First, data are collected from peer organizations, and used to determine where a new or
revised classification should be slotted in order to remain competitiveness with the
market. Market data can be obtained through various methods, including third-party
databases, job postings from local organizations, and reaching out to market peers
through email or phone call. Best practice is to conduct a review of market data at the
time a new classification is created or an existing classification is revised.



Second, the next step in slotting of a new or revised classification is to assess internal
equity, or the relationship between level of pay for similar existing jobs and the new or
revised classification. This process involves determining where the new or revised
classification should fall logically on the pay scale based on existing hierarchy/levels, as
well as assessing the complexity of the new or revised job and compensating at a level
similar to other jobs that share the same level or approximate level of complexity.

There are numerous tools available that assist in scoring the level of complexity of classifications
and assessing internal equity. These tools provide a data-backed method for scoring
classifications.
Exhibit 5-27 displays an example section from a classification scoring tool developed and used
by Evergreen. This tool includes multiple sections which are completed for a specific
classification. Once completed, the tool produces a score by tabulating responses to each section.
When completed for all jobs in an organization, the tool generally produces a score that has a
strong positive correlation with compensation levels, which can then be used for new or revised
jobs to determine appropriate placement in the salary schedule.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 5-11:
Adopt a systematic approach for slotting new or revised classifications into the SCPS
salary schedule that accounts for external and internal equity, and ensure the Human
Resources Department makes all slotting decisions.
SCPS should adopt a best practice methodology for slotting of new or revised classifications that
includes both collection of market data as well as data to address internal equity. Further, the
Human Resources Department should be assigned exclusive responsibility for this process. Other
departments should be offered the opportunity to provide input into the process, such as which
market peers should be used and the intricacies of the new or revised position; however, the final
decision for placement should be made by the Human Resources Department.
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Exhibit 5-27
Example Section from Evergreen’s Job Assessment Tool

Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions, 2015.
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FINDING
In 2014, SCPS formed a Compensation Task Force to assess the competitiveness of the
division’s instructional salary schedule against other surrounding division’s that compete with
SCPS for quality employees. The study resulted from concern surrounding the increasing
turnover rate of SCPS staff, specifically among the division’s instructional staff, as well as the
declining applicant pool.
In a December 2014 presentation from the Task Force, SCPS shared the following describing the
severity of turnover:
From July 1, 2013, to June 30, 2014, we had 250 teachers who left us, 84 or 34 percent were
in the 0 to 5 year range. 43 percent were in the 6 to 15 year range and 23 percent were in the
16 years plus. In this 16 years plus range were 43 teachers who retired or 17 percent. In
their exit surveys, 67 teachers acknowledged leaving for higher pay.
The study effort included input and participation from Compensation Task Force members, the
Finance Department, and the Human Resources Department. The study included a salary survey
to collect data from nine market peers; a comparative analysis showing the variation between the
SCPS salary schedule and peer schedules; and a proposed salary schedule to bring SCPS teacher
compensation up to market.
Exhibit 5-28 displays the comparison peer division data used for the compensation study. The
darker shaded area represents the steps for which SCPS is below market median. The lighter
shaded area represents the steps for which SCPS is above market median. These data lead the
Task Force to the following major finding:
Stafford County teachers for the first 15 years or levels of experience fall below the median
salary of these comparative school divisions. At the 16th year or level, our teacher salaries
appear to exceed the median of the market.
Evergreen found the study methodology used by the SCPS Compensation Task Force to be
sound, the analysis to be thorough and informative, and the recommended salary schedule
appropriate.
COMMENDATION
Stafford County Public Schools is commended for conducting a comprehensive
compensation study for instructional staff.
FINDING
The 2014 Compensation Task Force worked to address the need for a more competitive teacher
compensation model; however, the study did not assess the competiveness of non-instructional
staff and administrator salaries. Regardless of whether an employee is an instructional staff or
non-instructional employees, perceived compensation inequities cause reduced morale and
increased turnover all the same.
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Exhibit 5-28
SCPS Teacher Scale Market Comparison

Source: Compensation Task Force Presentation to School Board, Deember 2014.

Compensation is commonly cited as a primary cause for turnover among exit interviewees. In
some cases, improving a compensation plan can curtail turnover among staff.
Exhibit 5-29 displays survey results for all employee groups related to compensation. As can be
seen, across all employee groups less than five percent of total respondents agree with the
statement “Salary levels in the school division are competitive.” Although not displayed,
Evergreen’s survey results database (see Appendix) provides that in peer divisions, across
employee groups the agreement level to this statement is approximately 40 percent.
Compensation levels are clearly seen as a weakness in SCPS, and this sentiment is not only held
by instructional staff.
Exhibit 5-29 also displays results for the survey statement “My salary level is adequate for my
level of work and experience.” Agreement levels for this statement are also low, at 38.6 percent
for central office administrators; 22.2 percent for school administrators; 4.5 percent for teachers;
and 9.8 percent for other staff. Comparatively, as shown in the Appendix to this report, the level
of agreement in the peer survey database is on average 35.4 percent.
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Exhibit 5-29
Evergreen Survey Results on Compensation Survey Responses
in Stafford County Public Schools
Central Office
Administrators
Survey Statement
Salary levels in the school
division are competitive.
My salary level is adequate for
my level of work and
experience.

School
Administrators

Teachers

Other

SA+A

SD+D

SA+A

SD+D

SA+A

SD+D

SA+A

SD+D

4.5%

88.6%

4.4%

95.6%

2.8%

96.2%

1.6%

98.4%

38.6%

61.4%

22.2%

66.7%

4.5%

94.4%

9.8%

90.2%

Source: Evergreen Solutions Survey Results, 2015.

Effective compensation administration calls for completion of a comprehensive salary survey
every five to seven years. Now that the SCPS has addressed the instructional salary schedule, the
division should work to assess the salary schedules for other staff groups.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 5-12:
Conduct a comprehensive classification and compensation study for non-instructional staff
to address potential issues of external equity.
SCPS should form a new Compensation Task Force to conduct the study. The Task Force should
include between six and eight individuals, including the Executive Director of Human
Resources, the Superintendent or his designee, and a sampling of non-instructional staff. As the
administrator of the compensation and classification system for the division, the Executive
Director of Human Resources or designee should chair the Task Force and serve as primary
contact. The model used to form the Task Force and conduct the study should follow the model
used for the Teacher Compensation Task Force in 2014.
SCPS should also consider hiring an outside consultant to conduct the study. By doing so, human
resources staff time will be left available to implement other recommendations and complete
required job tasks. By including employee representatives on the Task Force, SCPS can ensure
employee concerns are represented during selection of a consultant and during the course of the
study if this route is selected as the best option.
SCPS should establish policy to conduct this type of study every five years in order to assess the
division’s standing against market peers.
FISCAL IMPACT
If the SCPS conducts the study in-house, the implementation cost of this recommendation is $0.
However, if SCPS contracts an outside firm, a comprehensive compensation and classification
study will cost the division about $75,000.
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2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

($75,000)

$0

$0

$0

$0

FINDING
SCPS does not review and update job descriptions on a regular cyclical basis. Rather, the
division only reviews and updates job descriptions as vacancies arise and the need for an
accurate reflection of job responsibilities is needed for posting. This is a typical process for
school divisions. However, irregular reviews and updates of job descriptions are not conducive
to:


ensuring classifications are properly classified exempt/non-exempt under FLSA;



using accurately documented roles and responsibilities to assess employee performance;
and



conveying to employees promoted into a new positions the actual assignments of their
job.

Evergreen reviewed current job descriptions and found many have not been updated for several
years. Board Policy 4101, Job Descriptions, provides the following limited guidance to
publishing and upkeep of job descriptions:
Stafford County Public Schools shall publish and maintain job descriptions defining the
duties and responsibilities of each position authorized by the board for the operation of the
division. The superintendent/designee is authorized to amend job descriptions as may be
required.
The policy does not dictate the frequency for which job descriptions should be reviewed, or how
the review process should occur. Organizations that effectively maintain accurate job
descriptions generally review them once per yeareither by sending them out to management
staff for editing, or by reviewing them with each employee during the annual evaluation process.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 5-13:
Review and revise job descriptions on an annual basis to ensure accuracy is maintained.
SCPS should review and revise all job descriptions on an annual basis. Department
administrators, supervisors, and employees should take part in the process. Job descriptions
should either be distributed to departments for review and revision at set intervals, or reviewed
during each employee’s annual review.
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6.0 OPERATIONAL SERVICES
This chapter of Evergreen’s report addresses the operations functions of Stafford County Public
Schools (SCPS) in the following four sections, as called for in the scope of work:
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4

6.1

Facilities
Transportation
Nutrition Services
Technology

FACILITIES

This section examines the ways Stafford County Public Schools manages and operates its
facilities. The following six subsections are included:
6.1.1
6.1.2
6.1.3
6.1.4
6.1.5
6.1.6

Organizational Structure
Facilities Planning
Facilities Maintenance
Custodial and Grounds Operations
Energy Management
Community Use of Facilities

The quality of the learning environment is a crucial factor in student achievement, arguably
second only to the quality of our teachers and their pedagogy. Similarly, the cost of providing
school infrastructure in the division’s budget is second only to the salaries of its faculty and staff.
A safe, well-operated, up-to-date, and cheerful school campus can improve concentration,
creativity and critical thinking in students, and foster teamwork, collaboration and innovation
among teachers, administrators, and staff. A reliable, well-maintained, efficient and flexible
school facility will return the investment back to the community, and preserve its trust of public
education.
Well-planned facilities are based on the educational program and begin with input from all
stakeholdersfrom principals, teachers, parents, studentsto security specialists and operations
and maintenance tradesmen. Proper programming and design decisions made with the “long
view” of life-cycle cost analyses lay the foundation for optimum value construction, operations,
and maintenance of any new school.
The systematic, process-driven management of school facilities provides both a learning
environment that teachers deserve and a safe, secure environment that parents demand. A focus
on continuous improvement of facilities operation and maintenance processes will drive down
poor quality costsenabling more resources for direct instruction and maximizing stewardship
to the taxpaying community.
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The scope and scale of the management effort required throughout the life cycle of all school
facilities in a division is indeed daunting. The spectrum of services includes:














Master Planning
Capital Improvements Planning
Bond Programming
Land Acquisition and Property Management
Design Management
Construction Procurement and Administration
Building Commissioning
Inventory and Asset Management
Logistics and Warehouse Operations
Utilities Systems Operation and Management
Energy Management Programs and Projects
Traffic Access and Infrastructure
Snow and Ice Clearance and Removal















Grounds Maintenance
Sports Facilities Operations
Custodial Services
Pest Control Services
Access Control Systems
Campus Fire and Security Systems
Solid Waste Collection Services
Environmental Compliance
Building Maintenance
Communities Use of Schools (Leasing)
Emergency Response and Recovery
Demolition and Site Restoration
Property Disposal

Perhaps the best indicator of properly managed school facilities is this remark from a teacher: “I
never realized how much you do every day to take care of us. You’re at your best when we
forget you’re there, but remember that you’re the one we call when we need help.” Such quality
and reliability require the highest level of professional leadership and management.
6.1.1

Organizational Structure

The charge of effectively managing school facilities resides with the Facilities Services unit of
Stafford County Public Schools. From the first and most important measure, its customers feel
that Facilities Services overall is excellent at providing a high quality learning environment.
Exhibit 6-1 shows that the Facilities Services is consistently rated higher in customer
satisfaction than the peer districts in the Evergreen database. Additionally, in surveys and
interviews conducted by Evergreen, Facilities Services was repeatedly complimented and listed
as an area where the division is performing well.
FINDING
Facilities departments in school districts must be managed in a professional manner,
administratively orderly, and flexible enough to adapt to changing or expanding responsibilities.
As essential service organizations in support of the educational delivery process, these
departments are in many ways similar to related entities in the private sector. However, the
bottom line for educational facility maintenance and operations is results which strike a balance
between superior support to instruction delivery and accountable stewardship of the public’s
assets.
These results may be measured in the following ways:





uninterrupted and smooth operations;
internal and external customer satisfaction;
prudent management practices; and
extended life of the physical plant assets.
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Exhibit 6-1
Survey Results on Maintenance and Cleanliness Issues
in Stafford County Public Schools Compared to
Evergreen’s Survey Database

Survey Statement
Schools are clean.
Schools are well-maintained.
Repairs are made in a timely manner.
Emergency maintenance is handled promptly.

Survey Statement
Schools are clean.
Schools are well-maintained.
Repairs are made in a timely manner.
Emergency maintenance is handled promptly.

Survey Statement
Schools are clean.
Schools are well-maintained.
Repairs are made in a timely manner.
Emergency maintenance is handled promptly.
Source: Evergreen Solutions Survey Results, 2015.

Stafford County Public Schools
Central Office Administrators in
Central Office Administrators
Evergreen’s Survey Database
Strongly Agree Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree Strongly Disagree
& Agree
& Disagree
& Agree
& Disagree
88.6%
2.3%
85.3%
10.4%
88.6%
2.3%
79.3%
13.8%
70.5%
13.6%
63.6%
24.8%
86.4%
0.0%
76.5%
9.9%
Stafford County Public Schools
School Administrators in
School Administrators
Evergreen’s Survey Database
Strongly Agree Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree Strongly Disagree
& Agree
& Disagree
& Agree
& Disagree
90.9%
4.5%
79.6%
15.7%
88.6%
4.5%
71.6%
26.5%
77.3%
15.9%
66.0%
29.3%
95.5%
0.0%
75.8%
12.3%
Stafford County Public Schools
Teachers in Evergreen’s
Teachers
Survey Database
Strongly Agree Strongly Disagree Strongly Agree Strongly Disagree
& Agree
& Disagree
& Agree
& Disagree
81.2%
13.9%
64.7%
27.5%
74.1%
18.5%
60.0%
31.6%
29.2%
59.2%
50.5%
38.9%
73.7%
5.1%
66.6%
15.0%

Exhibit 6-2 demonstrates that SCPS achieves this balance between instruction support and
taxpayer stewardship. Among nine peer divisions chosen, SCPS is the median for total annual
facilities expenditures for FY 2013-14. The division’s operations and maintenance expenses
represented 9.24 percent of total expenditures and about $1,566 per pupilagain the median of
peer divisions.
COMMENDATION
Stafford County Public Schools is commended for effective levels of funding for facilities
operations.
FINDING
Exhibit 6-3 shows the current organization and staffing of the SCPS Facilities Services unit. As
shown, the unit is organized with a blend of traditional, centralized services and de-centralized
support at secondary schools and the division’s central office.
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Exhibit 6-2
Stafford County Public Schools and Peer Division
Comparison Data for Facilities Expenditures
2013-14 School Year
School District
Stafford
Albemarle
Chesapeake
Chesterfield
Fauquier
Hanover
Henrico
Loudoun
Prince William
Spotsylvania
Peer Average

Current Facilities*
Expenditures
$42,931,724.39
$21,925,655.74
$62,000,422.53
$93,027,234.29
$11,306,570.88
$14,384,520.98
$77,866,077.43
$244,538,700.18
$153,366,583.05
$23,773,511.86
$38,448,712.07

Per Pupil
$1,565.75
$1,657.87
$1,561.53
$1,579.88
$1,027.20
$784.39
$1,561.34
$3,565.12
$1,831.03
$1,003.63
$1,619.11

Percent of
Total
9.24%
9.31%
10.34%
11.21%
9.11%
7.67%
10.59%
8.38%
8.97%
9.17%
9.42%

Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions, 2015.
*includes maintenance services, repairs, equipment, supplies, capital improvements,
custodial services and utilities.

Facilities Services operates with the Facility Planning, Design and Construction Department and
the Operations and Maintenance Department. Originally two completely separate departments
with separate reporting senior leadership within the overall school division, the departments were
brought together under the current Assistant Superintendent for Operations in 2008.
A basic and long-held organizational principle of facilities management is the balanced
teamwork between the ‘planners’ and ‘doers’, or those who design, estimate and prepare
resources for construction and repair projects and those skilled tradesmen and mechanics who
efficiently “build the work-in-place”. While separate specialties, their interaction and
collaboration are critical to effective and reliable service delivery.
The two departments are still physically separated, with the Facility Planning, Design and
Construction Department housed at the A.Y. Bandy Administration Complex (AYBAC) in
Stafford, and the Operations and Maintenance Department located at the Support Services
Complex in South Stafford. While in the view of Evergreen this is still sub-optimum, it is
evident from our review that the culture of the organization is one of teamwork and mutual
support for each department’s role in the facilities life cycle of professional care. During
interviews, this teamwork and blended sense of purpose was attributed to the Assistant
Superintendent of Operations under whose watch the departments were merged.
COMMENDATION
The Facilities Services unit and its leadership are commended for the successful merging of
the Facility Planning, Design and Construction and the Operation and Maintenance
Departments.
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Exhibit 6-3
Organizational Chart of the
SCPS Facilities Services Unit

Source: SCPS Facilities Services Unit, 2015.
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FINDING
A recurring issue among facilities professionals serving the education field is the special and
often unique requirements for professional development. When relying on the agency to which
they belong, facilities management personnel find that training programs, their availability and
even resources provided often leave them locked out of opportunities to learn more. Main
stream courses (like Response to Intervention, Professional Learning Communities and resources
to attend) may be provided by a district or division for its teachers, but funding can be hard to
find for a licensed electrician, journeyman plumber or certified welder.
The Facilities Services unit found itself without funding to help sustain and improve the job
skills for its specialized trades mechanics. The unit designed its own training opportunities with
funding from within its own budget and from grants and alternative funding sources.
Achievements include:


A Plant Engineer’s Certification Course. Applicants complete a four-evening training
course at Spotsylvania Career and Technical Center. They receive an accredited
apprenticeship program regulated by the Commonwealth of Virginia for the Heating,
Ventilation, Air Conditioning and Refrigeration trade. As part of this course, the Plant
Engineers become certified in refrigerant transition and recovery.



A Facilities Management Certificate Program. Under a Memorandum of
Understanding with George Mason University, Facilities Services awards grants for an
opportunity to receive a Professional Certificate in Facility Management. Scholarship
recipients complete a ten-course, onsite curriculum on topics such as:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Principles of Facility Management
Facility Planning and Design Management
Operations and Maintenance Management
Communications for the Facility Manager
Facility Financial Management
Theories of Facility Management
Future Issues in Facility Management

In awarding the first round of grants for this program, the Assistant Superintendent described the
intent of the training:
You should be proud to be selected as part of Stafford County Public School’s inaugural
certification program. The applicant pool was very strong, making the selection committee’s
task extremely challenging. Your selection for the grant is a testament of your dedication to
improving your professional standing and developing the leadership skills you have
exhibited. I wish to express my personal appreciation for your interest in the program, the
commitment you have shown for improving your professional skill set, and for submitting a
quality application. I look forward to your success in this program and your future goals in
facilities management.
Stafford County Public Schools Facilities Services Letter dated 13 November 2013,
Subj:“George Mason University (GMU) Professional Certificate in Facilities Management”
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Evergreen applauds the ingenuity, thrift and thirst for excellence exhibited by these efforts, and
advocates for these and other opportunities to be expanded, and fully funded by Stafford County
Public Schools. The money invested will be returned many times over through the application of
skills and productivity gained by the dedicated craftsmen and professionals in the Facilities
Services Unit.
COMMENDATION
Facilities Services is commended for its innovative approach to meeting the professional
development needs of its specialized workforce.
FINDING
As school division budgets have continued to be strained over the past several years, and
particularly during the years of the recession, decisions have impacted both the size and shape of
the school facilities management organization. In efforts to cut “away from the classroom” first,
facilities departments have often borne a proportionately larger share of budget reductions.
With well over 80 percent of most division costs comprised of personnel, facilities staffing is a
particular concern. Typical steps are to transition from in-house use of employees to less
expensive contracted positions and then to reduce the Full-Time Equivalents (FTE) below that
recommended by standard.
Exhibit 6-4 shows the peer group comparison for combined Facilities Services staffing.
Observations include the relatively larger staffing levels for administrative, technical, and
clerical personnel, and the very small (lowest in group) level of trades personnel compared to
regional peers. Total staffing at SCPS is below the median for this group. Normalized by
student Average Daily Membership (ADM), the most meaningful measure shows that the
division is the lowest per 1,000 students of any regional division.
Of particular note is the very similar comparison done for SCPS in 2005 by the Gibson
Consulting Group. Among a group which included five of the current regional peers, SCPS had
the smallest of all staffing levels. A trend of understaffing could be inferred reaching back over
a decade. A caution was also noted by Gibson:
While comparative staffing analyses provide a benchmark indicating the staffing efficiency of
a division, this benchmark should be used only in conjunction with other data. Using staffing
statistics alone can be misleading because different divisions build, maintain and operate
buildings which vary widely in terms of total quantity of space, amount of ongoing new
construction and renovation projects, number of buildings and sites, geographic area and
density of the division, age and condition of the buildings, and efficiency of building systems.
In addition, some divisions tend to outsource more services than others, thus reducing staff.
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Exhibit 6-4
Facilities, Operations and Maintenance Staffing Comparison
Facilities, Operations and Maintenance - Combined FTE
Trades,
Total per
2012-13
Technical Labor and
ADM
1,000 ADM
School Division
Administrative and Clerical
Service
Total
Stafford
27,420.2
9.9
30.3
99.5
139.7
5.1
Albemarle
12,834.8
179.9
188.4
14.7
0.4
8.1
540.7
567.8
Chesapeake
39,377.4
14.4
3.4
23.7
657.0
694.8
Chesterfield
58,530.4
11.9
20.1
17.7
107.5
114.5
Fauquier
10,969.7
10.4
2.0
5.0
149.0
155.5
Hanover
18,283.1
8.5
0.0
6.5
515.1
547.1
Henrico
49,692.9
11.0
2.0
30.0
682.5
792.3
Loudoun
68,369.8
11.6
16.0
93.8
618.5
780.9
Prince William
82,145.5
9.5
20.7
141.6
130.7
134.7
Spotsylvania
23,444.9
5.7
1.0
3.0
Peer Average

40,405.4

7.3

28.3

397.9

433.5

10.7

Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions, 2015.

Given the observations by Evergreen during the site visit, it is apparent that SCPS outsources a
relatively larger share of the facilities operations and maintenance workload than most of the
divisions in the Evergreen peer database. For example, it is apparent that the SCPS staff level
for trades and service personnel in Exhibit 6-4 includes the 33 in-house custodian FTEs, but
does not include the other 134 contracted custodian FTEs or the other 51.5 FTE of contracted
maintenance services. This would yield a metric near the median of the peer group FTE at 1,000
ADM. As detailed in findings of the succeeding sections, however, strategic use of outsourcing
is a positive trend that is well managed by the division. A conclusion is that Facilities Services
is, in general, effectively and adequately staffed.
COMMENDATION
Stafford County Public Schools is commended on its overall effective level of staffing in
support of facilities use and management.
FINDING
In response to the Evergreen initial data request for a description of how facilities management
performance is assessed, a basic set of performance indicators from the Operations and
Maintenance Department’s Computerized Maintenance Management System (CMMS) was
provided. This submission was not complete. Through interviews it was learned that, while
performance is measured for the various processes and services provided by Facilities Services,
there is not a standard set of facilities management metrics for use in managing department
operations in a data-driven, decision-making approach.
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While several sources in the facilities management profession provide guidance and suggest an
array of metrics and informatics, a few statistically stable, widely-accepted Key Performance
Indicators (KPI) should be adopted by Facilities Services to help strategically manage quality,
cost, and responsiveness.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 6-1:
Establish and use Facilities Management Key Performance Indicators (KPI) to evaluate
past performance and benchmark against peer organizations.
The National Center for Education Statistics provides a “Forum Guide to Facilities Information
Management,” which describes the process and importance of using Key Performance
Indicators:
Safe and secure facilities that foster learning are crucial to providing quality education
services, and developing and maintaining these facilities requires considerable resources
and organization. Facility information systems allow education organizations to collect and
manage data that can be used to inform and guide decision-making about the utility,
efficiency, safety, and adequacy of school facilities. High-quality, timely data can be used to
compare school facilities; inform decisions relating to school funding, design, renovation,
and infrastructure improvements; and prioritize resources. Facilities data can also be linked
with other education systems to better understand the effects of school environment on
learning.
Exhibit 6-5 compiles an initial list of suggested KPIs for Stafford County Public Schools from
the NCES Forum Guide quoted above, from the Association of School Business Officials, and
from the group formerly known as the Association of Higher Education Facilities Officers, now
APPA: Leadership in Educational Facilities.
As a current user of the SchoolDude CMMS, it is further recommended that Facilities Services
begin utilization of the programs “Dashboard” service (already offered with the current
subscription paid). This system provides display and comparisons for over 52 KPIs across over
6,000 current SchoolDude districts and users nationwide. Further information is available at
https://schooldude.com/resources/dude-data/kpi-dashboard.

FINDING
In consideration of the above findings, opportunity remains to further integrate and streamline
the Facilities Services organizational structure. Key observations from the interviews held and
site visits conducted include:


Although merged under a single executive, the Facility Planning, Design and
Construction Department remains organizationally separate and distinct, and physically
segregated at division sites six miles from each other.
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Exhibit 6-5
Suggested Key Performance Indicators
KPI
Asset Protection
Index

Formula

Use

Annual Facilities Operating and Maintenance
Expenditures/Current Plant Replacement
Value x 100 percent

Level of funding provided for proper
stewardship of the facilities inventory

Facilities Funding
Intensity

Annual Facilities Operating and Maintenance
Expenditures/Total Gross Square Feet

Level of funding provided for proper
stewardship of the district’s assets.

Facilities Funding
Index

Annual Facilities Operating and Maintenance
Expenditures/Total District Expenditures

Level of funding provided for proper
stewardship of the district’s assets.

(2-4% is acceptable).

x 100%
Maintenance PPE

Annual Facilities Operating and Maintenance
Expenditures/Student

Level of funding provided for proper
stewardship of the district’s assets.

Facilities Condition
Index

Deferred Backlog of Maintenance
Deficiencies ($)/ Current Plant Replacement
Value x 100%

Relative indication of the state of
deterioration or condition of the facilities
inventory.

School Utilization
Rate

Student Enrollment/School Capacity x 100%

Level of use of the building; degree of
space management and use efficiency.

Facility Use
Density

Gross Square Feet/Student Enrollment x
100%

Basic comparison and design indicator for
size of school and type of space needed.

Work Response
Time

Number days between approved work order
and work order complete

Improves responsiveness to customer. May
be used to track intervals in the workflow
process.

Preventive
Maintenance
Percentage

Weekly labor hours for Preventive
Maintenance work orders/Total weekly
productive labor hours

Priority and focus on preventive
maintenance (pro-active) maintenance
versus corrective “breakdown” repairs (2540% acceptable).

Energy Costs Index

Annual Utilities Expenditures/Gross Square
Feet x 100%

Energy equity and efficiency comparison
between different building types.

Energy Intensity
Index

Thousand British Thermal Units/Gross
Square Feet

Energy efficiency comparison between
different building types and energy types.

Customer
Satisfaction Index

Varies: Survey based scale, usually 1-5.
Composited from 10 to 20 questions derived
from customer’s true quality requirements.

Measures perception of service based on
chosen measures including quality, cost and
responsiveness.

Sources: National Center for Education Statistics, “Forum Guide to Facilities Information Management,” 2012, and
Kinnaman, Maggie, Presentation, “Searching for Excellence Using APPA’s Facilities Performance Indicators,” 2007.
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Persistent gaps in key planning positions require the Assistant Superintendent to “tripletask”, drawing time away from integrating the organizational connections,
communication and workflow between the planning, construction and operations and
maintenance sections of the organization.



As designed, the span of control of the Assistant Superintendent for Operations is too
narrow, with only two direct “line” reports. Span of control for subordinate director and
manager positions are two narrow as well, averaging three direct line reports down
through the second level of the organization. Exceptions are the Custodial Services
Coordinator, with 31 semi-direct reports and the Physical Plant Manager with six direct
and 13 variable reports.



The organization appears patterned on the “life stages” of a facility: planning, design,
construction and maintenance. Although commended for following the principle of
separating work planning from execution, the organization lacks dedicated systems
management support, which fosters a focus on process improvement within a defined
facilities management system.

RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 6-2:
Restructure the Facilities Services unit to fully integrate all sections/departments with a
focus on process improvement and systems management.
More than just a re-organization, a re-structuring is first establishing sound service line
processes, which can be designed, measured, analyzed, improved and controlled. The DMAIC
Method of Six Sigma is suggested as a starting point for restructuring:
The DMAIC (Design-Measure-Analyze-Improve-Control) project method is a formalized
problem-solving process of Six Sigma. It’s made-up of five steps to apply to any procedure of
a business to improve effectiveness.
1. Define (or Design): Set the context and objectives for your process or improvement
project.
2. Measure: Determine the baseline performance and capability of the process or
system you’re improving.
3. Analyze: Use data and tools to understand the cause-and-effect relationships in your
process or system.
4. Improve: Develop the modifications that lead to a validated improvement in your
process or system.
5. Control: Establish plans and procedures to ensure that your improvements are
sustained.
Source: Six Sigma For Dummies, 2nd Edition by Craig Gygi, Bruce Williams, Stephen R. Covey (Foreword by) [with Neil
DeCarlo], 2012.
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The organization, including financial, personnel and material resources, is then aligned to the
processes. A pronounced bias for teams and team-building is built into the organizational
structure. The purpose of the re-structuring is the expectation that quality will incrementally
improve while the cost of poor quality (defects, rework, etc.) will decline noticeably. While
more prevalent in commercial and manufacturing companies, this form of re-structuring has been
implemented successfully in school districts across the country. Implementation may be within a
single department of a district, or as part of a larger districtwide effort.
Exhibit 6-6 shows a proposed organization structure which reflects this type of restructuring and
focuses on a teamwork approach. As shown, the two main business lines are integrated with a
process-oriented supporting Director of Facility Management as direct reports to the Assistant
Superintendent for Facilities (this revised title is consistent with and aligns to the proposed
organization in Chapter 2 of this Efficiency Study.) Additional special programs, which have
large return-on-investment potential, are also re-aligned as direct reporting positions (see
Subsections 6.1.5 and 6.1.6).
Within the main Operations and Maintenance Department, streamlining consistent with primary
facilities processes continue, including an integration of construction work alongside the
operation and maintenance effort. A widespread reorganization into team structures is also
shown. This requires a solid process-based focus on customer quality, cost control and
responsiveness in order to succeed (see Subsection 6.1.3).
It should be noted that the proposed organizational chart serves as a foundation for many of the
recommendations which follow in other subsections as indicated. They will not be duplicated
here, but instead will refer to this exhibit for visual reference.
FISCAL IMPACT
Although proposing a department-wide restructuring, the fiscal impact of Recommendation 6-2
will be limited to the direct reports to the position of Assistant Superintendent. The Assistant
Superintendent of Operations position itself will remain as currently established, but the title of
the position would be changed to Executive Director of Facilities. The existing position of
Facilities Assessment Engineer should be expanded and re-titled to Director, Facilities Planning
and Assessment. Evergreen anticipates an increase in salary of about $10,000 and benefits for a
total of $12,500.
Recommendation
Restructure the Facilities
Services Unit

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

($12,500)

($12,500)

($12,500)

($12,500)

($12,500)

FINDING
Consistent comments from operations and maintenance staff interviewed, customers encountered
in school visits, survey information, and other data gathered indicate a significant morale issue
with classified service staff over compensation.
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Exhibit 6-6
Proposed Organizational Chart for
SCPS Facilities Services

Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions, 2015.

Systematic approaches, solutions and recommendation to deal with this issue division wide are
found elsewhere in this report. Again viewing the unique nature of facilities service personnel,
several staff interviewed suggested some form of regular recognition as appropriate to spotlight
those whose duties are typically behind the scenes and out of sight of most customers. These
dedicated employees are crucial to keeping the doors of our schools open and ready to teach in.
Suggestions ranged from simple acknowledgement of work well done to token monetary or
material contributions.
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Evergreen wholeheartedly agrees with recognizing these individuals and finds the action not only
boosts morale and alleviates poor attitudes, it has a highly productive and beneficial effect for the
organization in employee motivation to help the organization reach tough budget reduction
goals.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 6-3:
Establish the Facilities Services “Above and Beyond the Call of Duty” (ABCD) Award to
recognize employee contributions to organization goals and customer service.
The ABCD Award was started a few years ago by an educator who had the idea while serving as
an activated reservist in the U.S. military. The recognition system has caught on at dozens of
school districts across the country. It is most often conducted as a non-monetary recognition. A
primary part of the program is the presentation of the award to the employee at a school board
meeting, usually by the Superintendent or Board Chair.
In the case of SCPS, it is recommended that a modest monetary sum or material-equivalent be
included. It is suggested that the business community or a foundation be approached to sponsor
this award.
Many districts have established criteria for nomination and selection, including committee
structures, rules for frequency, number of awards at a time, and type of employee eligible,
among others. Examples are available online. It is suggested that one maintenance worker and
one custodian be honored each month, and that they be selected by a committee that includes
school administrators and selected Facilities Services leaders.
6.1.2

Facilities Planning

Engaging in planning for facilities is one of the most important activities of a school board and
administration. The essential steps in the facilities planning process include:


the development of a facilities plan that is responsive to the educational needs of the
students and related educational programs;



the optimum utilization of existing facilities to ensure that overbuilding does not occur, or
that portable classrooms do not abound;



accurate student demographic information that ensures new facilities are located in
appropriate geographic areas of the school district, are designed to the optimum capacity,
and are expandable if necessary; and



a clear understanding of the safety and security needs of the contemporary educational
setting.
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FINDING
A key concern in managing any property is the adequate protection of the assets constructed.
The most widely accepted metric measuring this is the Asset Protection Index (API), defined as:
API = Annual Maintenance and Repair Expenditures ($)
Current Plant Replacement Value ($)

x 100%

According to industry statistics, an acceptable range for this index is two to four percent. As
shown in Exhibit 6-7, the current plant replacement value is $553,073,583. Records provided to
Evergreen show that applicable expenditures for these sites total $19,910,939. This yields an
API of 3.6 percenta very good level of asset protection.
COMMENDATION
Stafford County Public Schools is commended for securing an adequate level of funding to
maintain its facilities, as demonstrated by the Asset Protection Index of 3.6 percent.
FINDING
Board Policy 8000, as amended on January 28, 2014, establishes a facility planning, design and
construction program for SCPS. Executed under Facilities Services, the program includes:






A Ten-Year Capital Improvement/Capital Maintenance Plan
Elementary, Middle and High School Educational Specifications
Engineering and Architectural Facility Design Standards
Facilities Assessment Program
Design and Construction Management Capabilities

Evergreen has reviewed this overarching program and its components listed above. Evergreen
finds it to be exceptional for a K-12 local education agency of its size. Program integrity,
standards, construction contract procurement and administration processes, contractor quality
control and assurance all combine to produce exceptional results at the bid box and high quality
in the constructed inventory, which translates to lower life-cycle maintenance costs.
An excerpt from the current Capital Improvements Plan best summarizes efforts in this area:
The Stafford County Public School’s CIP provides for orderly planning for facility capital
improvement and repair/maintenance needs including: new Schools facilities, school
additions, renovations, capital repair/maintenance, and new support facilities. With
continued support from the School Board, the Board of Supervisors, and Stafford County
citizens investment in essential school facility capital improvements and repair/maintenance
efforts will continue ensuring the county maintains the momentum achieved during the last
28 years and provide superior school facilities for all students.
Source: SCPS Capital Improvements Plan, October 28, 2014
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Exhibit 6-7
SCPS Facility Inventory with Floor Area and Year of Construction
Site / Building

Square
Feet

Year
Built

CPRV1

1. SCHOOLS
A. Elementary Schools
Kate Waller Barrett Elementary
Margaret Brent Elementary
Anthony Burns Elementary
Conway Elementary

87,800
87,800
88,300
88,300

2002
2004
2006
2006

$11,860,538
$14,962,619
$24,926,978
$15,416,547

Falmouth Elementary
Ferry Farm Elementary

73,725
70,550

1968
1957

$16,477,498
$8,086,529

Garrisonville Elementary

65,816

1981

$6,926,787

Grafton Village Elementary

81,384

1967

$14,652,384

Hampton Oaks Elementary
Hartwood Elementary
Anne E. Moncure Elementary
Park Ridge Elementary
Rock Hill Elementary
Rocky Run Elementary

80,968
61,068
76,098
76,431
76,438
87,700

1992
1963
1966
1990
1989
2000

$8,511,941
$8,140,616
$5,631,800
$8,202,360
$8,051,965
$10,832,462

Stafford Elementary
Widewater Elementary
Winding Creek Elementary
B. Middle Schools

74,317
77,108
82,016

1968
1988
1997

$15,049,649
$9,406,229
$9,746,578

Edward E. Drew Middle
Dixon-Smith Middle
T. Benton Gayle Middle
H. H. Poole Middle
Stafford Middle
Rodney E. Thompson Middle
A. G. Wright Middle
Shirley C. Heim Middle
C. High Schools
Brooke Point High
Colonial Forge High
Mountain View High
North Stafford High
Stafford High
D. Specialty Sites
Gari Melcher’s Complex
(Head Start)
2. SUPPORT SITES
Alvin York Bandy Administration
Complex
Fleet Services Center
Pupil Transportation
Support Services Facility
Armstrong Property
TOTAL ACTIVE
MAINTAINED SITES

92,881
145,700
148,221
145,140
136,677
138,199

1951
2006
2002
1995
1991
2000

$10,531,024
$30,273,340
$18,456,041
$15,271,501
$14,344,031
$16,719,699

129,283
146,770

1981
2008

$12,377,240
$30,297,757

266,656
246,082
254,854
304,096
290,140

1993
1999
2005
1981
1975

$28,475,929
$31,478,879
$42,511,964
$36,716,519
$45,854,894

79,887

1931

$5,572,528

74,124
16,000
7,362

1998
1980
2009

$8,572,921
$3,534,279
$3,035,434

25,650
0

1998

$2,176,123
$0

3,970,837

Notes

Addition 1997 – 12,385 SF. Renovation/Addition 2012 –
5,027 SF.
Additions 1963, 1989, 1992 – 16,550 SF.
Combined building with A. G. Wright Middle School.
Shown separately for clarity. Includes addition 1999 –
20,814 SF.
Additions 1977, 1996 – 33,214 SF. Renovation/Addition
2014 – 8,079 SF.
Addition 1996 – 11,968 SF.
Additions 1966, 1989, 1993 – 18,060 SF.
Additions 1973, 1997 – 13,226 SF.
Addition 1994 – 13,911 SF.
Addition 1994 – 13,911 SF.
Addition 1996 – 12,823 SF. Renovation/Addition 2013 –
3,371 SF.
Addition 1995 – 14,581 SF.

Additions in 1957, 1990, 1998 total 12,541 SF. Area
shown reflects 6,032 SF designated for Heather Empfield
Day School.

Addition 1998 – 24,840 SF.
Gym addition 2007 – 7,067 SF.
Combined building with Garrison Elementary School.
Shown separately for clarity. Includes addition 1999 –
20,814 SF.

Addition 2003 – 18,236 SF.
Includes AIMIE Building (1981) – 2,304 SF.
Includes 8 additional buildings 1964 and addition 1990 –
77,047 SF total.
Includes Professional Development Center 1997,
Renovations/Alterations 1998-2000.
Part of Fleet Services Center.
Houses Operation & Maintenance Depart, School Nutrition
and Technology Repair sections. Includes warehouse
facility.
Acreage only. Tenant Facilities.

$553,073,583

Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions from data provided by SCPS Facilities Services, 2015.
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Plant Replacement Value

COMMENDATION
Stafford County Public Schools has built a world-class facility planning, design and
construction capability which provides its leadership, faculty, students and community
with high value school infrastructure.
FINDING
The development of the robust in-house facility planning, design and construction management
capability was a necessity due to the high rate of growth experienced by the division over the last
25 years. According to the SCPS Student Accommodation Report for 2014-15:
Since 1986, enrollments in Stafford County Schools have increased from 10,500 to over
27,200 students. The Division experienced a high rate of student growth from 1986 to 2007.
In response, the Division constructed ten (10) new elementary schools, four (4) new middle
schools, three (3) new high schools, thirteen (13) elementary school additions, and two (2)
middle schools additions as well as numerous minor and major renovations/upgrade projects
to all three levels of schools. From 2007 to 2013 the Division’s rate of student growth
slowed. Current student forecast shows the rate of growth slightly increasing. Student growth
for 2014 and the immediate future, appears to be on the increase.”
Exhibit 6-8 summarizes the ten-year student membership forecast by year, calculating the
percentage increase from the current year. Overall the division is expected to grow by 3.4
percent, or 913 students over the next ten years. The data show that the division’s enrollment is
indeed increasing, but the rate of growth appears to be much slower in the future compared to the
explosive growth of the 20-year period before the economic recession began.
Exhibit 6-8
Student Membership Forecast
2014 – 2024
School Year
2014-15
2015-16
2016-17
2017-18
2018-19
26,973
26,987
27,067
27,154
27,259
Forecast
0.05
.35
1.06
1.06
% Change
from 2014
Source: SCPS Student Accommodation Report, July 30, 2014 (revised).

2019-20
27,296
1.20

2020-21
27,441
1.74

2021-22
27,521
2.03

2022-23
27,623
2.41

2023-24
27,886
3.38

For the past two years, SCPS has used a governmental planning agency for its long-range
demographics research and membership forecasting, the Operations and Research Laboratory
Institute for Transportation Research and Education at North Carolina State University (OrED
Labs). The contract with OrED Labs is an ongoing sole source procurement which ranges from
$15,000 to $30,000 per year, depending on services required.
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While not a large amount, it is understood that issues with the projection methodology used, and
the large amount of SCPS staff time consumed in completing the recent forecasting and
boundary optimization work of the firm may be more than necessary. The excellent past
planning work done, optimization of planning processes in general, and fairly flat rates of growth
projected combine to suggest a more customer-friendly, easy approach to planning in the future.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 6-4:
Consider a competitive re-solicitation of contracted long-range facility planning services
including outsourcing of selected in-house planning support functions, as part of
restructuring of Facilities Services.
Given the persistent vacancies in key planning positions in the Facility Planning, Design and
Construction Department, the Assistant Superintendent for Facilities, with significant assistance
from the Demographics Planner, Facility Assessment Engineer and others on staff has continued
to produce superior quality products required by the Board’s planning program. The result,
however, appears to have been at the expense of opportunities to work on other areas of
improvement in Facilities Services.
With the forecast of a relatively stable future of moderate growth, the division should pursue
procurement of specialized professional planning services which could be more stable and
affordable in basic services, yet more flexible to augment when needed, without drawing away
resources committed in other areas. Most school districts which Evergreen reviews outsource
most of this function to a number of qualified professional firms in the market.
It should be noted that this is not a recommendation to diminish the commended level of
excellence in planning noted above; however, the excellence stems from the command of the
subject matter at the top of the organization, and this can be more efficiently accomplished
through the use of an outside professional under appropriate contract administration.
FISCAL IMPACT
The scope of services for a competitive bidding process may vary, but it is suggested that
procurement be set for an average of the existing annual effort. The salary of the demographics
planner, plus benefits, would be saved. OReD Labs average annual outlay would be saved.
Savings of collateral planning duties for other office personnel will be discounted to be
conservative.
Demographics planner salary and benefits at S30 Step 9 (from Employee Database for
Efficiency Consultant line 402): ($61,513 x 1.25) + $8,000 = $84,891
OReD Labs annual average payment (from AS Ops)
Total:

=

$22,500
$107,391

New annual professional services contract estimated:*

$67,500

Difference is annual savings:

$39,891
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*Based on Evergreen’s experience.

Recommendation
Outsource Facility
Planning Services

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

$39,891

$39,891

$39,891

$39,891

$39,891

FINDING
The Facilities Management System has been described by several sources within the industry as
beginning with a sound process of identifying deficiencies in the physical plant inventory of an
organization. The importance of this first step is detailed in the Naval Facilities Engineering
Command’s Maintenance and Operations Manual, “MO-322: Inspection of Shore Facilities”:

It is both the cornerstone of a sound Facility Management System and the bedrock on
which it is built. Without good facility condition information and a common sense
approach to Facilities Management it is difficult to exercise good stewardship over
assigned assets and supporting resources.
There are three primary sources of deficiency identification available to school districts:




Preventive Maintenance Inspection (PMI) by trained maintenance personnel
Specialized Compliance Inspection Services (Elevators, Fire Systems, etc.)
Facility Condition Assessment

Following a recommendation by the Gibson Consulting Group in 2005, the Facility Planning,
Design and Construction Department conducted a comprehensive facility assessment in 2007. A
review of the documents still maintained showed that this was an excellent product, and served
as a key component to the planning, capital programming, and even maintenance efforts of the
last eight years. Now having accomplished most of the recommendations of the report, a new
assessment is prescribed for the coming ten-year capital planning period.
A frequent companion to this comprehensive assessment is the provision and loading of a
software system which can capture information about the built environment for use in planning,
construction, and maintenance operations. Facilities Services has been utilizing AssetCalc
software for this purpose and has fully digitized all as-built drawings of properties into the
system. With plans for incorporating building and system operation and maintenance manuals in
the future, Evergreen supports this initiative.
A review of the database shows that it is an excellent online repository for basic information on
the facilities inventory of the division, but it lacks the capability to fully support the capital
planning process, including the need to actively generate, schedule and forecast projects based
on identified deficiencies.
A more powerful and capable tool would actively support the planning process and would further
increase the productivity of the restructured unit recommended above, and result in additional
savings to SCPS as a return on investment in an integrated capital planning system.
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RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 6-5:
Conduct a comprehensive facilities condition assessment, including an upgrade to the
SchoolDude “CapitalForecastDirect” management information system.
Alternatives to implementing this recommendation are to either:


hire a firm specializing in facilities condition assessment, such as used in 2007, and direct
in the contract that the firm input its findings into a database such as
CapitalForecastDirect, with subsequent training from SchoolDude to begin using the
system and the updated information; or



move straight to an implementation of CapitalForecastDirect, with a request for
SchoolDude to migrate the existing AssetCalc database into the new module. Then
conduct the assessment with in-house capabilities or through smaller, systems specific
assessments, such as a roofing consultant, over time.

The advantage of the former option is a complete overhaul of existing facilities information in a
short amount of time. This is the most expensive path, however. With the do-it-yourself option,
costs will be substantially less, but the process to completely update the system will take longer
and will be a reflection of the current accuracy of the AssetCalc database. For either option, the
significantly enhanced capability afforded by the new SchoolDude module will be used.
A huge advantage to the implementation of CapitalForecastDirect is that it will integrate
seamlessly into the other SchoolDude modules which the Facilities Services currently uses:
MaintenanceDirect for the basic maintenance management system and PMDirect which handles
the Preventive Maintenance Inspection done by the Operations and Maintenance Department.
This is consistent with Recommendations 6-2 and 6-4 with regard to re-structuring around
improved facilities process efficiency.
Further information on the CapitalDirectForecast module may be found at https://schooldude.com/
Portals/0/Public%20Content/PowerPoint%20Presentations/CapitalForecastDirect-K12-Overview.pdf

FISCAL IMPACT
To be conservative, the cost of Option 1 is shown, which includes a one-time capital or
engineering service investment in the first year, and the estimated annual subscription to the
cloud-based software system in all years. While this recommendation will reinforce the restructuring efforts discussed throughout this section, these costs should not be considered as
additional investments to implement the re-structuring.
Recommendation
Conduct Facility
Assessment / Install
Capital Planning
System

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

($255,000)

($5,000)

($5,000)

($5,000)

($5,000)
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FINDING
A crucial element in the facilities planning, design and construction program is the assessment of
the school building inventory for its capacity to accommodate the projected enrollment, both
from year to year and from zone to zone throughout the division. A foundational document
produced by Stafford County Public Schools on an annual basis is the Student Accommodation
Report. As noted in the current 2014-15 edition provided to Evergreen:
The purpose of the Student Accommodation Report (SAR) is to provide an annual
comprehensive look at school facility use to include review of building capacity, student
membership, and attendance boundaries. The SAR details both demographic and facility
data used to support decisions related to school facility utilization for the coming school year
(2014-2015). Specific information about each school is provided, as well as an overall
description of membership and capacity throughout the school division.
Source: Stafford County Public Schools Student Accommodation Report 2014-15, dtd July 30, 2014 (revised), p. 4.

At the heart of the report is a set of charts which compare the design and program capacity of
each school, and each category of school, to the forecasted membership. Exhibit 6-9
summarizes these data in graphical format to provide an analysis of facilities use in the division.
The division’s SAR refers to the program capacity percentage which is essentially a standard
industry metric known as the facility utilization rate. The Gibson Consulting Group commended
Stafford County Public Schools in its 2005 study for maintaining excellent utilization rates of 85
to 100 percent among the division’s schools. Consistent with the division’s planning, design and
construction processes commended elsewhere in this section, excellent average utilization rates
noted then have continued to the present.
An exception can be noted from Exhibit 6-9 in the division’s middle school inventory. The
program capacity for Stafford Middle School was not calculated in the SAR due to the use of the
school in the 2013-14 fiscal year as “swing space” for Grafton Village Elementary School while
this elementary school was being renovated. Because the actual program capacity is estimated to
be close to 1,000 students, the design capacity for the school was used as the program capacity.
Further, as noted in the SAR and confirmed by Evergreen’s site visit, Drew Middle School
program capacity is actually shared between the middle school and the Empfield Day School,
and significant capacity is assigned for Special Services use. The middle school membership’s
portion of the site program capacity is estimated at 65 percent, instead of 102 percent.
These low utilization rates at Stafford County middle schools represent an opportunity for
consolidation and enhanced efficiency of available division space.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 6-6:
Conduct a feasibility study to consolidate middle schools and re-purpose space made
available to facilitate needed programs and/or balance school accommodation of
enrollments.
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Exhibit 6-9
Graphical Comparison of Program Capacity

Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions, 2015.

The fiscal impact from consolidation of a middle school is primarily savings from administration
and certain specialist positions, and not from core teaching positions governed by the studentteacher ratio. These benefits would be offset by the staffing requirements for new or expanded
programs housed at the re-purposed campus. The amount of net benefits should be estimated as
part of the feasibility study, but is expected to be positive.
6.1.3

Facilities Maintenance

In addition to the comparison of staffing to peer organizations, the facilities management
industry has established general staffing standards for specialized support organizations like the
Facilities Services Unit.
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Many of the standards are based on a recommended amount of square feet per maintenance
worker or tradesman:


APPA: Leadership in Educational Facilities:

46,735 SF/Maintenance
Worker



International Facility Management Association (2005):

47,000 SF / Maintenance
Worker



Individual district standards (GA, MI, AL, SC):

67,812 – 70,000/
Maintenance FTE

One of the best recognized standards is from the Florida Department of Education’s,
“Maintenance and Operations Administrative Guidelines for School Districts and Community
Colleges”:
Total SF
45,000

+

Total SF
45,000 x 6.8

=

Total Maintenance FTE

Using 3,970,837 SF as the division’s total SF (see Exhibit 6-7), equates to a standard of 101.2
total maintenance FTE. It must be noted that this product considers total maintenance work
effort for an organization, and therefore the FTE for contracted maintenance services must be
added to the number of tradesmen employed. While Groundskeepers are counted, custodians are
not. The number 6.8 accounts for support personnel, which includes Administrative Assistants,
Warehouse personnel and Supervisors.
Numbers of personnel in these categories currently employed by SCPS include:
Maintenance workers and leaders: 53.0
Contracted FTE:
51.5
Support personnel:
8.5
TOTAL FTE:
113.0
A listing of contracted maintenance services for the 2013-14 fiscal year with estimated labor
costs and contracted FTE, shown as Exhibit 6-10, was used in the calculation above. It should
be noted the total maintenance FTE differs from the combined FTE of 139.7 shown in Exhibit 64 since, as stated above, the guideline does not include in-house or contracted custodial FTE, and
the staffing data shown in Exhibit 6-4 are from a previous fiscal year.
COMMENDATION
The Operations and Maintenance Department of Facilities Services is adequately staffed
according to accepted staffing models.
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Exhibit 6-10
List of SCPS Facility Support Services Contracts
2013-14 School Year
Estimated
Annual
Labor
Amount ($)
$6,755
$234,468
$9,190
$9,369

Total Annual
Est.
Amount ($)
FTE
$7,505
0.2
$390,780
7.3
$15,317
0.3
$15,615
0.3
$3,378,860
134.0
$83,846
$75,461
2.4
$13,674
$8,204
0.3
$22,598
$13,559
0.4
$7,236
$5,427
0.2
$20,841
$12,505
0.4
$23,104
$20,794
0.6
$49,915
$32,944
1.0
$202,596
$133,713
4.2
$6,426
$4,241
0.1
$9,092
$6,001
0.2
$363,158
$292,781
12.0
$27,713
$18,291
0.6
$342,614
$226,125
7.1
$13,246
$8,742
0.3
$46,102
$30,427
1.0
$62,478
$41,235
1.3
$3,277
$2,163
0.1
$126,613
$83,565
2.6
$15,135
$9,989
0.3
$72,000
$47,520
1.5
$31,210
$20,599
0.6
$15,673
$10,344
0.3
$225,812
$149,036
NA
$70,238
$46,357
1.4
$6,962
$4,595
0.1
$104,063
$68,682
2.1
$11,054
$7,296
0.2
$24,750
$16,335
0.5
$1,000
$660
0.0
$61,091
$40,320
1.3
$12,089
$7,979
0.2
$5,883,683
185.5
Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions from data provided by the SCPS Operations and Maintenance Department,
2015.
Facility Service Contract
Asphalt Sweeping
Asphalt/Concrete Repair and Maintenance
Boiler Services
Cabinets Doors/Counter Tops
Custodial Services
Duct Cleaning Services
Electrical Repair Services
Electronic Access Control Maintenance
Emergency Clean Up- Water/Fire
Fence Repair/Replacement
Fire Extinguisher Inspection/Service
Fire Sprinkler Services
Flooring Repair/Replacement
Glass Repair
Equipment Repair
Grounds, Field & Track Maintenance Services
Bleacher Repair Services
HVAC/ Building Automation Repair and Service
Inspection/Repair Backflow Preventers
Inspection/Repair Emergency Generators
Install/Repair PA Media Systems
Modular Classroom Repair/Service
Mold Abatement
Operable Wall Service
Painting Services
Pest Control
Plumbing Services
Refuse Collection/Recycling
Roofing Services
Scoreboard Replacement
Security/Fire Alarms Repair/Inspect
Theater Lighting Repair/Replacement
Tree Services
Underground Boring
Water/Sewage Treatment Plant Services
Welding Services

FINDING
One of the oldest and still most prominent Key Performance Indicators (KPI) for the facilities
industry is the Facility Condition Index, or FCI. As depicted in Exhibit 6-5, the FCI provides a
“Relative indication of the state of deterioration or condition of the facilities inventory.” As such
it should be one of the top indicators for the Operations and Maintenance Department to monitor.
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FCI is calculated as follows:
FCI = Backlog of Maintenance and Repair Expenditures ($)
Current Plant Replacement Value ($)

x 100%

Widely accepted in government institutions, higher education, and state and local school
districts, the FCI score is interpreted as follows:




under 5% = “good” condition of facilities;
5% to 10% = “fair” condition of facilities; and
over 10% = “poor” condition of facilities.

Using information from the SchoolDude system and from the Capital Improvements Plan, the
backlog or dollar value of deferred deficiencies was estimated as $46,542,000. This value
represents a threshold of deferment as the year 2020. Using the CPRV of $553,073,583 from
Exhibit 6-7, the FCI is calculated as 8.28 percent, for a “fair” rating.
Given the length of time since the last comprehensive Facility Condition Assessment (see
Recommendation 6-5) and the observations made during school visits, this backlog may be
somewhat overstated. A much more accurate FCI is a standard feature, and can be calculated on
a per-building basis by the recommended CapitalForecastDirect module of SchoolDude.
COMMENDATION
Stafford County Public Schools is commended for the fair to good condition of its
facilitiesearning an FCI of 8.28 percent.
FINDING
The trend of contracting out certain services provided by facilities management organizations
began in earnest in the 1970s in the federal government and has been steadily growing ever
since. Indeed, it may be easier today to count the functions which should not be considered for
“outsourcing” in an organization than those that could be.
Evergreen believes that the decision to outsource a facilities management function or service is
always best handled on a case-by-case basis and should consider:


criticality of function to the division’s core missionthe more critical, the less potential
to outsource;



capacity of the division to support the function (e.g., Is the overhead a reasonable
burden?);



level of job skill in the function and the division investment to retain this skill in a
competitive job market;
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ability to completely specify the duties or service performedless defined work has less
potential to outsource;



cost of providing the function on a FTE basis; and



market availability for the good or service (e.g. no sources for moving wrestling mats).

The SCPS Operations and Maintenance Department has developed an excellent suite of facility
support services contracts, shown in Exhibit 6-10, totaling approximately 25 percent of the total
operations and maintenance expenditures per year. The FTE associated with this suite of
contracts is close to 40 percent of the total maintenance work effort.
COMMENDATION
The SCPS Operations and Maintenance Department is commended for a capable and welldesigned suite of facility support service contracts used to augment capability in support of
its mission.
FINDING
The primary tool facilitating the establishment of a facilities maintenance management system is
a Computerized Maintenance Management System (CMMS). Recently the Operations and
Maintenance Department transitioned to the SchoolDude System for maintenance management.
The Department has implemented the new system well, and has conducted training with school
administrators, key staff, and workers to ensure the system is fully implemented within the
culture of the division. A review of the workflow process and workorders in the system shows
that the concepts of systematic maintenance management offered by the application are
beginning to take hold using CMMS as the framework.
The Department is using mobile devices with its staff in the field to dispatch, receive and
coordinate maintenance work orders from the CMMS wirelessly over the internet. This is a
frequent recommendation of Evergreen, and one which is already saving the division hours of
productivity and gallons of fuel cost in crew vehicle travel.
COMMENDATION
The SCPS Operations and Maintenance Department is commended for the installation and
implementation of the SchoolDude MaintenanceDirect Computerized Maintenance
Management System (CMMS).
FINDING
The foundation of facilities care is preventive maintenance (PM)the planned and regularly
scheduled inspection, testing, adjustment, designated component replacement and documentation
of work performed on specific building systems and equipment.
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Recently, the Operations and Maintenance Department has begun using the SchoolDude module
“PMDirect” to operate its Preventive Maintenance Program. Using PMDirect, over 4,300 manhours is loaded and is now being accomplished on:





HVAC Equipment
Plumbing Systems
Playground Equipment
Chiller Systems






Kitchen Equipment
Lighting Systems
Grounds Structures
Boiler Systems

This is a commendable action and will pay off in deferring major maintenance to expensive
mechanical and electrical systems. Exhibit 6-11 shows prominent examples of equipment found
during Evergreens site visits where the equipment remains sound and payoff is already in
evidence.
Exhibit 6-11
Examples of Effective Preventive Maintenance Inspection (PMI)

Boiler System
Drew Middle School

Kitchen Dishwasher
Rocky Run Elementary School

Source: Evergreen Solutions Site Visit, February 2015.

During the onsite visit, however, two observations were made which are provided as
improvement opportunities:


The staff use of the term “PMI”, or Preventive Maintenance Inspection, shows the proper
understanding of the power of a PMI program: The “I” stands for inspection. It is a
critical step in the preventive maintenance work to inspect the equipment of the system
record any deficiencies noted, and correct those which can be fixed in the course of the
standard time allowed for the work order to be completed. While this is being done in
some cases, a lack of consistent and detailed inspection results was seen. This was
reported as more pronounced with site-based building engineers than with centralized
staff.
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While the accomplishment of 4,314 man-hours last year is definitely a good start,
additional time should be planned for PMI accomplishment, especially given the recent
standardization of contracting out most large work orders and minor projects. This
should enable both Building Engineers and centralized maintenance tradesmen to focus
on PMI work orders and small service call corrective and emergency work requests.

RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 6-7:
Expand the PMI program and place higher priority on scheduling preventive maintenance
inspection work as a substantial cost avoidance and budget savings practice.
As shown in Exhibit 6-5, an acceptable performance metric for PMI in maintenance
organizations is 20 to 40 percent of total weekly productive labor hours. This PMI percentage is
calculated by dividing total weekly productive hours into the hours planned to be actually spent
on PMI work orders. “Productive hours” is defined as total hours worked minus instruction, setup, clean-up, travel/proceed time and standby time. Typical values of 30-32 hours/week are used
as available productive time.
Achieving 20 percent PMI as an average across all trades in the Operations and Maintenance
Department means that six hours per mechanic or 318 total hours PMI per week would be
logged, totaling 15,900 hours per year. The past year’s results indicate a current PMI percentage
of approximately 5 percent
FISCAL IMPACT
Research continues to show that each dollar spent on PMI saves or avoids costs of 8-10 times
more in the future. Although it will take a couple of years to build and show results, it is likely
that consistent implementation of this recommendation will conservatively save $500,000 per
year in repair project costs in the last 2.5 years of the analysis period.
Recommendation
Expand PMI Program
to 20 Percent of
Available Man-Hours

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

$0

$0

$250,000

$500,000

$500,000

FINDING
Over 12 years ago the decision was made to change the traditional, centralized and craft shopbased organization into a decentralized school-based team structure at the secondary school
level, with a central “zone team” covering all elementary schools and a third group of higher
skilled positions providing specialty work and support to other teams.
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Examining the structure shown in Exhibit 6-3, the following issues are noted:


Repeated and consistent reports of inadequate communication and coordination between
the school-based teams and the central operations and maintenance shops.



Reduced productivity and poor accountability for time among the school-based teams
were reported, with a variation in work order completion rates apparent compared to
centralized shops.



Reports of reduced PMI work by skilled staff who are reassigned to cover for school
teams who have not scheduled themselves appropriately. School team schedules other
than general PMI work order frequencies are not apparently visible at the Department
level.



Reports of reduced PMI by school teams and their poor ability to schedule repair work
because school administrators pull the team away for non-maintenance tasks or
preventable emergency work, which is often highly urgent to the school but of low actual
importance. There does not appear to be an integrated priority system in place, only
concierge handyman service.



The reporting relationship for school teams back to the Operations and Maintenance
Department has grown unclear over the years. While the Department still supports the
teams with logistics, technical guidance when requested and skilled manpower when
demanded, the technical and managerial accountability back to the Department appears
low to almost non-existent in many cases. (The relationship is shown as a dotted line to
the Physical Plant Manager in Exhibit 6-3).



The efforts to maintain training levels for maintenance staff and coordinate higher level
process improvement initiatives are severely burdened within the decentralized structure.
In the best case, expected improvement gains can be hampered; in the worst, safety for
the worker and the school building can suffer.



As shown, over 61 percent of the productive maintenance staff (positions to which work
orders are assigned) is not under the direct control of the Director of Operations and
Maintenance.

The original initiative to re-organize into school-based teams and a central support shop appears
to have been an attempt to form a zone maintenance organization. This concept is not new,
having evolved in the 1980s from large federal organizations and higher education institutions.
The benefits and efficiencies have been well documented. This initiative, however, did not
establish a zone which is a subdivision of the centralized maintenance department, but a large set
of small staffs directly attached to the campus served. Over time, the customer became the
supervisor.
Over time, the conditions have further diverged from the intent. The addition of teams at one
new high school and at least two new middle schools have been supported, while the
complementing effort of the central maintenance shops appears to have been not only not
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increased to keep pace, but reduced in an effort to trim the budget. What was no doubt
envisioned as an efficient way to gain quality and customer responsiveness has become an
inefficiency to the department.
Given its history, current stable lower-growth period, and continued budget pressures, the reestablishment of a true zone maintenance concept is warranted. An excerpt from the APPA
publication “Facilities Management: A Manual for Plant Administration” – 3rd Edition describes
it best:
In zone maintenance, the campus is divided into conveniently sized zones, usually 300,000 to
1,000,000 square feet, with a team of multi-skilled maintenance craftsmen assigned to each
zone. A team leader usually reports to the director of maintenance or the assistant director
of the facilities organization. Team size varies with the complexity, intensity of use and size
of the buildings in the zone. There should be six to fifteen workers to ensure a reasonable
span of control for the team leader. The team leader should be the only supervisor on the
team.
The team is responsible for all maintenance in their zones. All preventive maintenance and
maintenance work are assigned to the team. Most of the assigned work is accomplished by
the team, but team leaders may draw on support shops or contractual services to complete
work beyond the capabilities of the team.
The major strength of zone maintenance is that the team is responsible for all maintenance
work in its zone. Building managers and other customers who work with the facilities
department soon learn that their zone team is the source of maintenance work in their
spaces. The zones are usually headquartered in a building within the zone. The zone team
members are field workers, not shop fabricators. Therefore, zone headquarters is not a
traditional shop, but a location where team workers organize and from which they are
dispatched. True traditional shop work such as carpentry shop functions and cabinet
making, welding and sheet metal fabrication and bench repairs to motors and other
components are all done by the support shops outside the zones. Maintenance and repair
work done by the support shops or by outside contractors are coordinated by the zone
team…
Source: Middleton, William D., “Facilities Management: A Manual for Plant Administration, 3rd Edition, The Association
of Higher Education Facilities Officers (APPA), 1999.

Resolving low performance concerns, including the seven listed above, and seizing opportunities
to increase quality of work, reduce cost of rework and inefficiency, while maintaining (or
improving) customer responsiveness is possible through a re-structuring to a process
improvement focused organization, as described in Recommendation 6-2. For the Operations
and Maintenance Department, this can be achieved through the re-establishment of a zone
maintenance organization with an integrated performance measurement system.
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RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 6-8:
Restructure the Operations and Maintenance Department to a zone maintenance
organization with an integrated, competitive, customer-based performance measurement
system.
As shown in Exhibit 6-6, this initiative would follow the concepts described by APPA above
and would include:


Reorganization of the 18 school-based Building Engineers, six O&M Plant Engineers,
and the AYBAC Building Engineer into five “Zone Engineer Teams”, oriented around
the five high schools in the division.



The Skilled Maintenance Shop would remain and take on the role of “Zone Trades Team
CENTRAL” as the integrated support shop. This would possibly include the low voltage
technician, who is shown as “Electronics Technician”.



Each team would include a general maintenance technician (GMT). This position should
be used for logistics support and general service tasks in support of the team. Grounds
maintenance duties of these and other GMTs will be discussed in detail in Subsection
6.1.4, Custodial and Grounds Operations. A GMT is also suggested for the Zone
Trades Team CENTRALin a similar logistics and general services capacity.



Teams would be headquartered at the high school in the maintenance spaces provided
there. The spaces reviewed were of adequate size for the function, as described in the
concept above, given some organization and shop improvements (a separate finding).



The establishment of zones would be done based on an analysis of size, function,
condition of buildings, travel routes and other factors. Given the distribution of
campuses in the division, zones may overlap geographically to some extent. In general, a
zone would consist of:
 One high school
 One to two middle schools
 Three to four elementary schools
The AYBAC and other support sites can be used as ‘equalizers’ for zones, or may be
serviced by the central team as a separate zone.



It must be clearly understood that teams work for and report to the Operations and
Maintenance Department (through a Supervisor of Zone Team Maintenance) for primary
supervision, technical and managerial support, and financial resources. The role of the
principal is as customerrequesting and accepting/approving of work done, and
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operationally controlling the team while on the respective campus for site integrity (such
as school operations, security situations, etc.).


Teams would report daily to their respective high school headquarters, coordinate work
efforts, and be dispatched as a group, subteams, or individuals as required to efficiently
accomplish the work of the day. A re-distribution of available service trucks would result
in one to two vehicles per team.



The teams would be responsible for all PMI work and almost all of the service call type
of work orders (i.e., less than 25 man-hours each) in their respective zone. After
implementation, it is possible for at least 50 percent of available productive hours to be
scheduled as PMI. This will further reduce transportation needs for reactive
maintenance.



Teams could take on the names of their respective high school mascots, or other means to
establish “esprit de corps” and set the stage for competitive performance measurement.
Identity with the customer will be retained and even boosted as performance
accomplishments are shared with and through the customers and compared to other
teams. This is an incredible intrinsic motivation aspect to the true zone concept.



The use of the SchoolDude MaintenanceDirect and PMDirect CMMS modules are a key
aspect of zone maintenance success, and must be the process framework around which
the concept is designed and implemented. The results for each team must be measured,
and visible to the Department and the rest of SCPS as well. Setting up teams within
SchoolDude so their performance may be tracked as a team is recommended, in order to
compare with each other, and with similar organizations using the “Dude Data
Dashboard” and other system features. An added benefit is the increased level of
documentation within the systemaddressing the concerns on process performance
described elsewhere in this report.

Intrinsically motivated productivity gains can also be supplemented by formal incentives
measures based on progress and/or achievement of set goals. Funding for monetary incentives
can be provided from within existing budget, and justified based on the measured savings from
pursuit of goals.
FISCAL IMPACT
As can be seen from a comparison of Exhibits 6-3 and 6-6, this recommendation is not about
drastically reducing manpower in the Operations and Maintenance Department. As
demonstrated previously, the Department is commended for its basic staffing levels in support of
the SCPS. This re-structuring will resolve issues presented to Evergreen and documented to
reduce efficiency and thwart long-term productivity.
It is expected that some investment costs may be needed in the first year to implement the
restructuring for a cost of about $7,500.
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As noted, the general maintenance technician positions, which function for the most part as
resident groundskeepers will be addressed in the next subsection.
The position of Supervisor of Zone Team Maintenance will be assumed by either the existing
Supervisor or Operations and Maintenance or the existing Physical Plant Manager positions.
(See Recommendation 6-9 for use of the second existing supervisory position).
Sources quoted and other documentation are available, including the experience of Evergreen
consultants, that the implementation of true zone maintenance will increase efficiency and
reduce costs by 25–33 percent in the long term. This should be even greater given the 60 percent
degree of decentralization for such a long time, without any of the intrinsic or process benefits of
zone-based teamwork and synergy. The reduction of one plant engineer per zone team is
possible in the long term (years 3 -5). A conservative amount of 10 percent of the maintenance
building services (6,420) repairs and supplies budget is included throughout the implementation
period. The following calculations were used to reach the cost impact:


All years: O&M Department supplies budget X 10%: $616,753 x .1 = $61,675



Years 3-5: one Plant Engineer at salary S26 Step 10 (from Employee Database provided)
for five zone teams:
[ ($51,749 x 1.25) + $8,000 ] X 5



= $363,431

Total Years 3 – 5:

Recommendation
Restructure to Zone
Team Concept
Investment Costs
Total Savings

$425,106

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

$61,675

$61,675

$425,106

$425,106

$425,106

($7,500)
$54,175

$0
$61,675

$0
$425,106

$0
$425,106

$0
$425,106

FINDING
As the Operations and Maintenance Department continues to adopt the use of a CMMS and
improve its processes, a critical support function appears to be missing. The work reception,
work coordination, and analysis functions are handled by a small team of three administrative
assistants, reporting directly to the director. While this is not uncommon among school division
facilities departments, it is not designed to enable and support the implementation of systems and
process management which has been previously discussed.
Cotts, Roper and Payant in “The Facility Management Handbook, 3rd Edition” describe this set
of functions collectively as work coordination. It is described as a separate work unit, as
follows:
…the eyes and ears of the facility department. It is the single point where all, or nearly all,
facility services are received, prioritized, tasked, coordinated and evaluated. One of your
authors refers to [this unit] as the “heartbeat of FM.
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Source: Cotts, David G., Roper, Kathy O. and Payant, Richard P., “The Facility Management Handbook, 3rd Edition”,
AMACOM, 2010.

Known in other sectors as the “Facilities Management Division” or “Facilities Engineering
Division”, its use has been impacted by the development of CMMS. Apart from being taken
over by the system, its value relates to the administration of CMMS and the coordination of all
its modules with the work planned and the work executed.
Consistent with the Facility Management Handbook, a formal, separate work coordination unit is
recommended for the SCPS Facilities Services.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 6-9:
Establish a facilities work coordination unit for oversight, integration, and support of the
Facilities Management System.
Exhibit 6-6 shows the leader of this unit as “Director of Facilities Management” and places it as
a direct report to the Assistant Superintendent for Facilities. While the staff shown underneath it
is largely gathered from separate existing functions of the Operations and Maintenance
Department, the new position of Director requires skills in systems and process management and
should be familiar with methods such as DMAIC and Six Sigmaas discussed above.
Through this position, the efforts of the entire Facilities Support unit can be supported and
unified to the overall Facilities Management System. The positions within this work unit will
generally take on roles described in the Facility Management Handbook:


Work Reception: screening of CMMS incoming workload/requests, prioritization,
monitoring of work input by PMDirect, and other inspections.



Work Coordination: overview of system procedures, resolution of operational/schedule
conflicts, coordination of resources required (i.e. “logistics”), and workflow management.



Service Evaluation: analysis of resource use, monitoring of workload and shop
scheduling, evaluation of performance, statistical reporting, financial oversight, and
coordination.

A consolidated position for the technical administration and coordination for the more than three
dozen facility service contracts shown in Exhibit 6-10 is also recommended.
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FISCAL IMPACT
As described above, this work unit may be assembled from separate existing functions found in
the Operations and Maintenance Department, many of whom are currently direct reports to the
director’s position:


The Administrative “Customer Service” Clerk currently performs some of the work
reception and control functions, and with additional training would assume duties as
Work Control Clerk.



The existing Service Contracts Project Manager would be focused as the Service
Contracts Manager.



The Logistics and Purchasing Manager would be established from the existing
Purchasing and Supply Clerk and Warehouse Attendant(s) positions, with conversion of
duties and additional qualifications as required.



The Administrative Accounting Clerks would be realigned from the Director of
Operations and Maintenance to the Facility Management Director. (Note: The existing
part-time Administrative Assistant would remain with the Director of Operations and
Maintenance, as shown in Exhibit 6-6).

As described in Recommendation 6-8 above, one of the two existing positions of Supervisor of
Operations and Maintenance and Physical Plant Manager may be used for the new position of
Facility Management Director. As stated in this recommendation, however, the new incumbent
in this position would require skills in systems and process management, and should be familiar
with methods such as DMAIC and Six Sigma.
Given the established pay grades of these positions, this re-alignment and new unit establishment
can be accomplished from within existing resources. Savings are conservatively estimated at 5
percent of the maintenance buildings and services (6,420) repairs and maintenance budget of
$616,753 (This is a total of 15 percent of this budget when combined with Recommendation 68).
Recommendation
Establish a Facilities
Work Coordination Unit
6.1.4

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

$30,838

$30,838

$30,838

$30,838

$30,838

Custodial and Grounds Operations

Safe, clean and sanitary facilities are foundational elements in today’s educational environment.
School districts vary in the processes and delivery methods for custodial services. These
include:


Level of Service: from basic janitorial cleaning to hospital and resort catered
housekeeping.
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Service Delivery: from traditional in-house employees to tailored, outsourced
contracting firms.



Management Process: from conventional floor area-based assignments to specialized
team-cleaning techniques.

With rapidly growing national attention and a focus on our school children’s health, safety and
security, the education sector is realizing the crucial role of the custodian on school campuses.
Relegating these service personnel to be ‘just cleaners’ is a poor and inefficient, and even
dangerous misuse of human resources. As the title implies, custodians should have custody of
their school buildings, with the accompanying sense of ownership and the skills as well as the
organization and resources required to produce a ‘ready-to-learn’ classroom.
FINDING
Stafford County Public Schools currently employs a custodial workforce of 166.75 FTE for 38
active sites totaling 3,940,480 cleanable square feet. Exhibit 6-12 lists the distribution of current
custodial staffing among SCPS sites. The information was provided with square footage per
custodian calculated, as this is the measure used for staff allocation.
The Commonwealth of Virginia does not have a formula for custodial staffing allocation.
However, a formula developed by the North Carolina Department of Public Instruction (DPI) has
been used widely to calculate the optimum level of FTE custodians in a school district.
The North Carolina formula includes the number of teachers and students, along with the square
footage, as follows:
[# of Teachers / 10) + (# of Students / 260) + (Total Square Footage / 15,000)]
The resulting figure is then divided by three to obtain the custodial allotment. Based on the
foregoing, the state calculation for Stafford County Public Schools is:
2,043/10 + 27,380/260 + 3,940,480/15,000 = 190.8
3
The total square footage of the district used reflects the amount currently being staffed and
cleaned by the custodial workforce. The NCDPI standard is 12 percent higher than the 166.75
FTE custodians currently serving SCPS.
In walk-throughs of selected school facilities by the Evergreen Team, it was obvious that SCPS
maintains a relatively high level of cleanliness in school buildings. Despite recent reductions in
staff, customer satisfaction results shown in Exhibit 6-1 confirm that service is provided at an
excellent level.
COMMENDATION
Stafford County Public Schools is commended for the efficiency and effectiveness of its
custodial workforce of 166.75 FTE, which is in line with accepted standards used to
calculate optimum custodial staffing for school districts.
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Exhibit 6-12
Custodial Staffing Allocation for Stafford County Public Schools
Facility
GCA Custodial Services
Brooke Point High
Colonial Forge High
Mountain View High
North Stafford High
Stafford High
A.G. Wright Middle
Dixon Smith Middle
Rodney Thompson Middle
Shirley Heim Middle
Stafford Middle
Anthony Burns Elementary
Conway Elementary
Falmouth Elementary
Grafton Village Elementary
Stafford Elementary
Moncure Elementary
Hampton Oaks Elementary
Kate Waller Barrett Elementary
Park Ridge Elementary
Rocky Run Elementary
Widewater Elementary
Winding Creek Elementary
Alvin York Bandy Admin
Professional Development Center
Pupil Transportation
Fleet Services
Alternative Education
Heather Empfield Day School
In-House Custodians
Drew Middle School
Ferry Farm Elementary School
Garrisonville Elementary School
Gayle Middle School
H.H. Poole Middle School
Hartwood Elementary School
Head Start (Gary Melchers Complex)*
Margaret Brent Elementary School
Rockhill Elementary School
Support Services Complex
Total All Sites

Head
Custodian*

# of
Custodians*

Square
Footage

Average SF
Per Custodian

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

9
8.5
9
9
8.5
4
4.5
5
4
4
3
3.5
2.6
3
3
3.5
3.8
3.5
3
4.3
3.8
3
2.5
1
1
0.5
0.5
0.75

266,656
246,082
254,854
304,096
290,140
129,283
145,700
138,199
146,770
136,677
88,300
88,300
73,725
81,384
74,317
76,098
80,968
87,800
76,431
87,700
77,108
82,016
55,388
18,736
7,362
16,000
5,247
8,600

26,666
25,903
25,485
30,410
30,541
25,857
26,491
23,033
29,354
27,335
22,075
19,622
20,479
20,346
18,579
16,911
16,868
19,511
19,108
16,547
16,064
20,504
22,155
18,736
7,362
32,000
10,494
11,467

22

111.75

Average:

21,231

1
1
1
1
1
1
0.5
1
1

3
2.5
2
4
4
2
1
3
2.5
1
25
136.75

92,881
70,550
65,816
148,221
145,140
61,068
22,979
87,800
76,438
25,650
Average:

23,220
20,157
21,939
29,644
29,028
20,356
15,319
21,950
21,839
25,650
22,910

8.5
30.5

Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions from data provided by SCPS Facilities Services, 2015.
*Shown as FTE.
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FINDING
A recent improvement in the professionalism and management of the custodial process is the
appointment of Head Custodians at each facilityincluding contracted sites. More than just a
re-branding of position, the appointment of Head Custodians provides a focal point for quality
control, customer responsiveness and cost management. Personnel are trained in the basics of
cleaning operations and are shadow staff to the principal customer-related issues.
During tours of the school facilities by Evergreen, Head Custodians were interviewed and the
skill level, pride of ownership, and effectiveness of employees in this position were evident. The
efforts currently underway to expand the responsibilities of these positions should be continued.
COMMENDATION
Stafford County Public Schools is commended for the establishment and support of the
head custodian positionswith responsibilities for work coordination and customer
service.
FINDING
The establishment of head custodian positions provides an opportunity for a role which takes true
custody of a school campus as an indispensable support service to principals and peace of mind
for teachers.
Stafford County Public Schools does not currently use its Head Custodians and custodial staff in
a formal, standardized role for assistance with the safety program or formally use custodial staff
for control and management of energy at the schools.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 6-10:
Expand the role of the Head Custodian to that of Building Energy and Safety Technician.
As part of an Energy Conservation Management Program (see Subsection 6.1.5) the role of the
Head Custodian and his/her staff can be a great asset to supporting the ethical use of energy on
campus. Custodial staff can serve both as the eyes and ears to monitor energy usage and should
already have formal roles to directly control energy usage in common areas.
Likewise, as safety and crisis management programs are developed and improved, the Head
Custodian can serve a pivotal role as an onsite presencemonitoring for both unauthorized
persons and for unsafe workplace and fire hazards in the building.
The school custodian is consistently regarded as one of the most trusted and reliable employees
in schools. Students reap the benefits of clean schools. A program to train, certify, and equip
custodial personnel to be Building Energy and Safety Technicians recognizes and rewards this
service.
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Similar to the “ABCD Award” discussed previously, a training and certification program for
both contract and in-house Head Custodians, with designation and recognition as “best” certified
to carry out these official duties can further enhance the pride, professionalism and dedication of
these important employees to the school and the division.
FINDING
Although as a total workforce custodians are staffed leaner than the standard, the distribution and
assignment of personnel is divided at almost all sites into a daytime and evening shift. This
division of resources is not uncommon, and is typically done to ensure “day porter” tasks can be
covered as ordered by school administration, but that main cleaning tasks can be covered at night
to avoid classroom interruptions and custodial standby time.
This approach ensures basic coverage, but limits task specialization, requires coordination and
funding of substitutes and overtime during absences, eliminates monitoring of work
performance, and causes buildings to be open and powered up for almost 18 hours per day.
In fact, the GCA staffing plan indicates that day shift work begins at 6:00 am, with a “hand-off”
midday to the evening shift, which typically works until 11:30 pm. Although efforts have been
made to minimize the impact, two-shift cleaning spreads human resources thin and prevents a
complete shutdown of facilitieswasting energy.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 6-11:
Restructure custodial staff and procedures to implement a true team cleaning process.
A growing number of school districts are restructuring workforces to take advantage of the
efficiencies and benefits of team or process-based cleaning. A comparison of the aspects of
traditional or zone cleaning approach to team cleaning is shown in Exhibit 6-13.
Exhibit 6-13
Zone Cleaning Versus Team Cleaning Processes








Zone Cleaning
Area usually assigned to one worker.
Assignment based solely on cleanable SF.
The worker determines quality.
Equipment such as vacuums sit idle 60% of the
time.
Time is lost transiting back to closet for equipment,
or transporting several pieces from room to room.
Difficult and time consuming to measure
productivity.
Absences require substantial management effort, or
result in lapsed service









Team Cleaning
Duties assigned to specialists.
Team assignment may be based on SF or on type
area within an entire school.
Equipment is utilized by the specialist and
remains in use for 90% of the time.
System drives quality, not worker.
Dynamic conditions, “call outs” for emergencies
handled by team “coverage”.
Specialists adopt continuous improvement as the
standard. Accountability to team members.
Quality measurement built in, competition is
fostered between teams.

Source: James Harris, Sr., Concept Cleaning, www.teamcleaning.com, 2013.
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School districts using the team approach report time and labor cost savings of 10 to 40 percent
over traditional cleaning approaches. Reduced equipment repair costs, reduced equipment
inventories, and reduced volume of supplies purchases are also reported by school districts which
have implemented a team cleaning process. Additionally, using a team approach groups
custodians to a common work shift, or a more narrow time period each day, which can yield
substantial energy savings. Finally, for team cleaning conducted after school hours, working in
teams is inherently safer and more secure than working alone in a large public building. These
savings will be incorporated into fiscal impact statements in subsequent recommendations.
FINDING
For several years the custodial workforce at SCPS has been split between in-house custodial
crews and contracted services crews. As shown in Exhibit 6-12, the split has been on a schoolby-school basis. Ten facility locations totaling 20 percent of square footage are cleaned by the inhouse force. GCA is the current contractor cleaning the remaining 28 sites, plus part of the Gari
Melcher’s Complex (Head Start)an in-house site.
In 2005 the Gibson study analyzed the custodial program. It found that 65 percent of the
division was cleaned by in-house employees and that the difference in costs per square foot
compared to the contractor was substantial. Since that time a large number of sites have been
outsourced with dramatic savings.
There does not appear to be a method or logic to which schools receive in-house crewsother
than the ongoing need to utilize remaining division employees until attrition allows a change to
contract accomplishment. While this is an understandable goal, it leaves a substantial savings
unclaimed.
Exhibit 6-14 shows just how substantial this savings potentially can be.
Exhibit 6-14
A Comparison of Custodial Operations Costs
Parameter
SF Cleaned
Contract Cost
Salaries & Benefits*
Custodial Supplies**
Total Cost
Total Cost/SF
Potential Savings

Contract Schools
3,162,982
$3,521,912
$143,372
$3,665,284
$1.16

In-house Schools
796,543
$1,413,688
$167,975
$1,581,663
$1.99
$658,623

Source: Compiled by Evergreen Solutions, from data provided by SCPS, 2015.
* Does not include Custodial Coordinator’s salary
** Prorates common supply of toilet paper, paper towels, and soap
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In discussions and interviews, it is apparent that this benefit comes at the cost of additional
coordination, issues with customer perception of contractor qualifications (English language
skills), high levels of turnover with contractor personnel, among others. Customers also brought
up safety and security concerns using outside personnel inside school buildings.
Regarding customer perception, it appears as though almost the opposite of the situation with the
school-based maintenance teams is occurring: there is a lower sense of ownership or
commitment and trust between the contractor teams and the school administration.
Among large (over $1 million/year) contracting work, there is a re-emerging approach which has
the potential to allay many of these concerns and produce a process-focused, customer-oriented
service. This contract type should be considered in completing the outsourcing of custodial
operations.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 6-12:
Consider outsourcing remaining custodial operations through re-solicitation of competitive
proposals for an Award Fee Incentive Contract, including dedicated division contract
administration.
The Award Fee Contract structure has been in use in the federal government for many years. It
is essentially a clause together with an administration plan which is incorporated into any service
contract Request for Proposals (RFP) and provides an incentive for improved performance, as
rated by the customer (principal, coordinator) using set criteria during the performance period.
As described in the Department of the Air Force Award Fee Guide of October 2008:
…for some contracts, we want to encourage more than simply satisfactory performance. A
crucial question in acquisition is how do we motivate the contractor to excel in the
performance of the contract? How can we positively influence the contractor to concentrate
resources and effort in the areas critical to program success, and do so in an outstanding
manner? Award fee, when properly used, is a valuable tool to accomplish this….
An award-fee provision provides for a pool of dollars that can be earned based upon the
Government’s evaluation of the contractor’s performance in those critical areas. By entering
into an award-fee arrangement with the contractor, the Contracting Officer (CO) initiates a
process that, if properly structured, incentivizes the contractor to improve performance.
In fixed-price contracts with award fee, contractor profit is built into the contract price and
the contractor’s efficiency in contract performance provides the opportunity to improve
profit margin. Generally the award fee is a "bonus" to motivate the contractor to provide
optimum performance in critical areas that are susceptible to qualitative evaluation. Award
fee should not normally be earned for contractor performance that is rated as “satisfactory.
Further details on the federal implementation of this concept can be found in the Federal
Acquisition Regulation (FAR) at http://www.acquisition.gov/far/html/Subpart%2016_4.html.
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One of Evergreen’s clients has incorporated this process into its custodial operations, with a new
approach: a specification that a pre-agreed, fixed percentage of any award fee earned by the
contractor be directly disbursed as direct compensation to all contract employees.
Ratings are typically done by surveys which principals complete on a monthly basis. Division
personnel with technical oversight responsibilities also rate performance according to specified
criteria. For example the Custodial Coordinator would rate performance in the area of supplies
utilization and cost control. Other managers might rate performance on adherence to safety or
energy conservation procedures, and so on.
The use of an award fee structure will provide the motivation for the contractor to satisfy the
principal, and involve the principal directly in the administration of the contract, creating the
ownership and mutual commitment needed for excellent levels of performance and increased
communication during contract performance.
FISCAL IMPACT
Evergreen recommends that a small award fee pool be initially offered with a new RFP package
for a consolidated custodial services contract covering all sites. The amount recommended
would be stated in the specification as 5.0 percent of the fixed price portion of the contract. It is
further recommended that the RFP invite firms to propose a percentage of the award fee earned
each quarter which will be passed through directly to custodial employees as additional
compensation for exceptional performance.
The award fee structure is somewhat more staff-intensive than an average contract to administer.
Compilation of surveys, the award fee determination process, and measuring certain criteria with
the contractor are examples requiring additional staff resources. It is recommended that one or
two Head Custodian positions be retained and re-structured as needed to serve as Quality
Assurance Evaluators (QAEs) working for the Custodial Coordinator, who remains as a
government employee with additional duty to the Contracting Officer as the Technical
Representative for contract administration.
These additional costs for the award fee pool and QAE(s) are applied against the expected
savings of contracting out. As discussed earlier, the specification of team cleaning as the
expected process to use, preferably as a single shift operation, can add an estimated 10 percent
on to potential savings shown in Exhibit 6-14. Net savings per year are shown below. The first
year reflects $50,000 for costs of transition to and training in the new contract structure.
Note: Retaining SCPS employees for payroll purposes, but under management and direction of
the contractor for a three- to five-year phase-out plan has been used by other school districts as a
strategy for outsourcing functions, but this would drastically reduce savings and is not shown
here.
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Subtotal Gross Savings:
New Contract Amount @ $1.16/SF:
ADD: 10% Savings due to Team Cleaning:
(Applied to half of new contract labor
portion to be conservative)
Expected total contract estimate:
LESS: Award Fee Pool @ 5% new
contract:
LESS: Quality Assurance Evaluator cost:
(Equivalent to 2 Head Custodians @
$32,000/yr plus benefits)
TOTAL POTENTIAL SAVINGS

Recommendation
Outsource All Custodial
Operations/Convert to
Award Fee Contract

$658,623
$4,588,323
$229,416
$4,358,907
$217,945
$96,000

$574,094

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

$524,094

$574,094

$574,094

$574,094

$574,094

FINDING
Grounds operations is almost completely decentralized in SCPS. While some services (such as
custodial or nutrition services are site-based by nature of service), grounds maintenance benefits
greatly from team synergies and flexibility of resources. Unlike more stable workloads (such as
HVAC equipment, operation, and maintenance), the hours spent in general service work vary
widely over time based on events-based needs, the weather, and other factors.
The use of a single general maintenance technician at each secondary school campus by design
was to provide a pool of labor to handle less skilled work, and support journeyman-level workers
assigned to the site. Interviews and site visits have shown, however, that these positions are
susceptible to even more random and unforeseen taskings and re-direction by school
administrators. When this is not occurring, the vast majority of their time appears to be spent,
alone, in trying to keep up with the grounds maintenance and landscaping tasks.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 6-13:
Consider additional outsourcing of grounds maintenance operations.
The suggested re-structuring to a zone maintenance organization discussed in the previous
subsection retained six of the existing 16 general maintenance technician positions. These
positions would assume the original set of dutiesassisting the zone engineer teams with lesserskilled tasks throughout the building and grounds of each campus. The bulk of grass-cutting and
other grounds maintenance duties should be gathered together with the existing contract, and the
entire effort should be re-solicited for accomplishment by a qualified company (or set of
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companies if a zoned grounds contract) using a combination firm fixed price and indefinite
quantity contract.
In addition to the efficiencies gained with a consolidated, outsourced grounds maintenance
contract, it is strongly suggested that a multi-level specification be developed and implemented.
This approach recognizes that not every square yard of a campus needs to be maintained to the
same level of service. The front entrance of a school carries an expectation of “front lawn”
appearance, with the highest frequency of service and the highest cost per unit area. Other areas
away from student contact or heavy use may be maintained to a lesser standard without any loss
of support to the mission of the school. A typical application of this approach can be seen in
Exhibit 6-15.
Exhibit 6-15
Multi-Level Ground Maintenance

Legend: Green = weekly @ 2.5” Yellow = bi-weekly @ 4”
Red = Secession Blue = City Rec Outgrant (joint use ball field)
Source: Sustainability Program, Rock Hill School District Three, York County, SC, 2012.

Another aspect which may reduce the acreage and/or frequency and intensity of grounds
operations is meadowing. Also called natural secession, this is a deliberate effort to turn large
open areas back to a natural habitat, requiring less maintenance. As described in the UnionvilleChadds Ford School District Custodial and Grounds Operations Review Study of 2011:
As the general public has come to embrace the concept of sustainability, the idea of reduced
maintenance for passive lawn areas has been implemented at many public and private
institutions. While the look is somewhat different from a mowed lawn, the savings in both
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labor and gas makes the change very palatable. Additionally these areas can be used to
promote study of varied environments and ecosystem. Some facilities have engaged in
specialized plantings in these areas, while others have simply let the existing grass and weeds
take a more natural progression of development. Typically these areas are only mowed once
or twice a year. One example facility that has used this strategy very successfully is the
Geisinger Medical Clinic in State College. In a medical setting, that in the past would
typically be expected to portray a more manicured landscape, this sustainable practice has
been embraced.
Exhibit 6-16 shows the front lawn of the Geisinger Medical Clinic. Other groups advocating
this practice include the Alliance for the Chesapeake Bay as one of their recommended Structural
Best Management Practices (BMPs) to reduce stormwater runoff. Information on these “native
meadows” which can be used (and maintained) by the schools as “teaching gardens” can be
found at http://stormwater.allianceforthebay.org/take-action/structural-bmps/native-meadow/
Exhibit 6-16
Passive Lawn Area

Source: Unionville-Chadds Ford School District Custodial and Grounds
Operations Review Study, PASBO, May 2011.

FISCAL IMPACT
The re-designed specification should combine to provide a much higher acreage per FTE than
currently seen with separate site-based groundskeepers, and the application of multi-level service
and selective use of meadowing will reduce both the acreage to maintain and the frequency of
service to remaining acreage. Costs shown reflect a conversion of 10 general maintenance
technicians to contract FTE, combined with a 12 FTE existing contractual effort, reduced by 2
for efficiencies discussed above.
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Current General
and Grounds

COST
In house Labor (Fixed):
(Current: budget 6430.1180 salaries for 16.0 FTE, plus
benefits =
($580,548 x 1.25) + (16*$8000) )
(Proposed: 6.0 FTE remain on zone teams)
In-house Materials (Fixed): approx. 20% of 6430.6003
budget)*
Contract (FP)*
(Current: From Exhibit 6-10 Includes 12 FTE.)
(Proposed: 12 FTE + 10 FTE in-house minus 2 for efficiency
described = 20 FTE. Used 170 days/year @ prevailing wage
of $12/hr plus 15% benefits and 30% OH& Profit. Includes
$30,000 materials in fixed price contract).
IQ work:
Labor
Materials
Equipment maintenance:
TOTAL COSTS/SAVINGS

Proposed General
and Grounds

Savings

$853,685

$320,132

$533,553

$60,000

$30,000

$30,000

$363,158

$517,968

-$154,810

$34,500
$67,761
$10,000

$34,500
$67,761

$0
$0
$10,000

$1,389,104

$970,361

$418,743

* Does not include pavement, infrastructure repair, snow removal.

Recommendation
Outsource Grounds
Maintenance
6.1.5

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

$366,946

$418,743

$418,743

$418,743

$418,743

Energy Management

Utility costs are a significant expenditure for school districts. The budget for utilities
electricity, natural gas, water and sewer collectivelyis the second largest single general fund
line item behind teacher salaries. Often these bills are not monitored nor managed, and methods
to control costs are sometimes thought to not be worth it. Energy controls are seen as
restrictions on school faculty and student comfort, health, and productive learning. Rules and
procedures for operating school buildings are based on out-of-date product featuressuch as
“turning off fluorescent lights or computers wears them out faster.” In the meantime, utility rates
have risen over 20 percent beyond inflation in the last decade alone.
Many school divisions have proven, however, that properly managing energy in a systematic
manner can produce significant budget savings of 30 percent and morewhile maintaining or
improving classroom comfort and the learning environment quality.
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Successful K-12 energy management programs typically feature five coordinated elements:


school board policy and procedures establishing program goals, guiding principles and
standards for use by school administration, faculty, and support staff;



teamwork and management approaches, including roles and responsibilities at the
campus and district levels, performance measurement and verification, duties for key
staff, and recognition and incentive programs;



conservation guidelines for the ethical use of energy in school classrooms, offices and
specialized spaces (such as media centers, cafeterias and athletic facilities);



equitable energy acquisition processes (such as billing review, utility rate management
and market-based commodity purchases); and



energy efficiency plans and projects to retro-fit older, wasteful equipment and building
systems and to operate and maintain equipment at optimum levels.

Exhibit 6-17 shows the annual expenditures for utilities in SCPS for 2013-14 by commodity.
Exhibit 6-17
Annual Energy Expenditure by Utility Commodity
2013-14 School Year
Energy Commodity
Electricity
Natural Gas
Water and Sewer
Total

Expenditures
$4,204,436.00
$672,729.00
$475,611.00
$5,352,776.00

Source: SCPS Financial Report, 2014.

FINDING
SCPS has established a policy for energy and natural resource conservation. Board Policy 8202
requires energy and natural resources conservation measures are addressed for major areas
including:







facility construction;
major renovations and alterations;
maintenance and repair;
custodial and solid waste collection (recycling);
utility billing and rate structures; and
conservation education programs.

A companion Energy Management Plan is also published which charters an Energy Steering
Committee to guide the overall program. The plan details operational guidelines for major
conservation areasincluding HVAC operations, appliances and computers. The plan also
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describes initiatives within the program such as retro-commissioning, the Energy Star label, and
Energy Performance Contracting. An educational component requiring formation of “Energy
Smart” teams at each school/site is presented as well.
COMMENDATION
The SCPS School Board is commended for adopting a written Energy and Natural
Resources Conservation Policy and SCPS is commended for creating an Energy
Management Program and Plan.
FINDING
Following the adoption of an energy policy, SCPS created a successful Energy Management
Program, following the guidance of the Commonwealth of Virginia’s Energy Plan of 2010. The
description, facts, and accomplishments of the programnow celebrating its seventh yearare
detailed on the division’s website. A full-time Energy Manager, held by a nationally Certified
Energy Manager, has ensured the program’s permanence.
SCPS has reduced its energy costs from a 2005 baseline of $2.04/SF to $1.26/SF in 2012a
reduction of over 38 percent. This equates to an unadjusted cost avoidance of over $3 million
annually. Cost savings are estimated to total over $12 million over the seven-year period.
New initiativesincluding an energy competition among schools, energy star certification for
schools, and continued energy retrofitshave been recently added.
COMMENDATION
Stafford County Public Schools is commended for the establishment and continued support
of a division-wide Energy Management Program.
FINDING
The SCPS effort to certify its campuses with the Energy Star Label has resulted in six of the
division’s schools earning this national recognition. Schools earning the Energy Star are those in
the 75th percentile (top 25 percent) of all K-12 schools in the nation for energy efficiency.
Brooke Point and Colonial Forge High Schools, H.H. Poole Middle School, and Hampton Oaks,
Park Ridge and Winding Creek Elementary Schools are listed on a national website.
Certifications for Dixon-Smith Middle School and Margaret Brent Elementary School are
pending.
COMMENDATION
Stafford County Public Schools and its certified schools are commended for earning the
Energy Star Labelsignifying a high level of energy efficiency and stewardship of the
environment.
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FINDING
Since 2006 SCPS has engaged in a series of Energy Performance Contracts, guided by the
Energy Management Plan and divided into three phases for management effectiveness.
Energy conservation measures pursued include:


retrofits to high-bay and interior school lighting (see Exhibit 6-18);



installation of occupancy sensors for lighting;



water conservation/plumbing fixture retrofits;



variable frequency drives and energy efficient motor retrofits;



installation of Vend Miser ® appliance controllers on school staff area vending machines;
and



retro-commissioning of all HVAC equipment and controls.
Exhibit 6-18
High-Bay Fluorescent Gym Lighting Retrofit
With Integrated Occupancy Sensors

Source: Evergreen Solutions Site Visit, February 2015.
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These contracts are financed by third parties and the savings from reduced energy bills are more
than enough to pay back the improvements. Many of the improvements from Phase I in 2006
have already paid for themselves and are not delivering further savings on an annual basis.
Evergreen agrees with the steady and controlled approach to issuing these contracts, including
the new Phase III contracts.
COMMENDATION
Stafford County Public Schools is commended for the effective use and management of
Energy Performance Contracting for the ongoing improvement of school facilities and
concurrent reduction of operating costs.
FINDING
Energy intensity together with energy expense per square foot are the two primary metrics SCPS
uses to measure and compare energy efficiency and conservation effectiveness. Exhibit 6-19
uses these metrics to compare Stafford County Public Schools to national and regional averages
on file with the U.S. Federal Government.
An excellent new benchmarking tool now available is the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency’s Energy Star Target Finder. This tool allows comparison with any existing school to a
variety of targets, including qualification as an Energy Star labeled school. As shown in Exhibit
6-19, achieving the Energy Star label for SCPS buildings would essentially reduce energy
consumption by 13 percent and energy cost by approximately 30 percent over current levels.
Exhibit 6-19
Energy Intensity and Energy Cost Comparison

Energy Management
Measure
kBTU / Square Foot/Year
$/ Square Foot/Year

Stafford
County Public
Schools
50.9
$1.23

National
Average
K-12
Schools
83
$1.22

Average
South
Atlantic
K-12
Schools1
80.9
$1.24

Virginia
Median
K-12 Schools2
56.8
$1.04

Energy
Star
Schools in
Virginia2
44.4
$0.81

Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions from:
1Data

provided by SCPS Facilities Services, 2015.
Information Administration, Commercial Buildings Energy Consumption Survey (2006).
3U.S. Department of Energy, www.EnergyStar.gov.
2Energy

Given that the average energy intensity of K-12 schools nationwide has been decreasing since
the available 2006 government data were posted, an even greater opportunity for cost saving
becomes apparent.
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Considering the evidence presented which already addresses many of the five aspects of a
successful Energy Management Program listed at the beginning of this subsection, it is
interesting to note the disparity between SCPS and top performing schools in Virginia.
In interviews with staff, a review of materials, and visits to schools to observe operating
conditions, the answer seems to be a low degree of behavior modification in the program’s
education.
In fact, during site visits only a modest amount of active conservation was observed. Vacated
rooms had lights left on. Although the sensors eventually bring them off, relying on these
instead of the occupant turning them off wastes circuit delay time. Computers likewise were
sometimes left on unattended. Various appliances were on when they did not need to be.
Extended operating hours to accommodate custodial shift work (discussed above) and
uncontrolled building use will also keep costs high.
A final observation is the disparity between the gaps in the Energy Use Index (13% above
Energy Star level) and cost per SF (30% above). This may indicate a billing or rate structure
issue. There was not strong evidence of close oversight of utility billing. Moreover, there does
not appear to be an energy accounting software system in use.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 6-14:
Expand the behavior management portion of the SCPS energy management program, and
install an energy accounting system with standard measurement and verification protocols.
In the most recent report to the School Board on the progress of the program, the credit for the
program’s substantial savings went to “Energy Performance Contracts, temperature control
reductions, and retro-commissioning”. These are indeed the ‘low hanging fruit’ of any energy
management program, but represent major efficiency increases through mechanical means.
In many school districts where Evergreen consultants have worked, the implementation of a
robust behavior management component to the energy management program has had an effect
equal to the retrofit projects component. Behavior management also has a much lower cost to
implement and can therefore have payback periods measured in months rather than years.
To properly measure and manage energy costs, a capable energy accounting system is needed.
Again, SchoolDude has a module called UtilityDirect which will measure and display costs in an
integral fashion with other aspects of the operation. A close review of the existing rate structures
and the utilities billing process may point to why the cost per square foot reduction has lagged
behind the excellent progress on MBTU/SF.
Finally, the Energy Manager’s position is recommended to be re-assigned as a direct report to the
Assistant Superintendent for Facilities. This change reflects the organizational importance of
reaching all faculty and staff, and obtaining buy-in and compliance with key elements of a
behavior management component.
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FISCAL IMPACT
Based on the consumption data comparisons, audited school environments, and Evergreen’s
experience, savings from an expanded behavior management component of the division’s energy
management program which is developed “in-house” are estimated to be $.13 per square foot, or
$516,208 per year. This includes the cost of the UtilityDirect module.
Programs which achieve the highest levels of savings in the shortest elapsed implementation
time are those which invest in an energy management consulting firm for training and support,
including installation and administration of consumption and cost savings measurement and
verification (M and V) protocols. Although Evergreen consultants do not recommend any
specific vendor, a large number of school districts use Cenergistic, Inc., a firm specializing in
development of K-12 behavior centered energy conservation management programs. Gross
savings using this program are estimated at $.20 per SF, or $794,167.
Considering the investment costs for consulting fee, accounting software, and other charges
associated with the latter option, the former savings estimate will be used.
Recommendation
Implement Energy
Management Conservation
Program

6.1.6

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

$516,208

$516,208

$516,208

$516,208

$516,208

Community Use of Facilities

Public school facilitiesespecially auditoriums, athletic fields, cafeterias and meeting/seminar
roomsare significant assets in any community. The well-kept and attractive facilities of
Stafford County Public Schools are particularly well suited to be booked by community groups
and organizations for events such as after-hours and weekend civic organization meetings,
church services, amateur athletic leagues, non-profit activities, commercial activities, reunions,
and picnics.
SCPS is organized for the rental or lease of its facilities to organizations and groups in the
community. Board Policy 8101, Community Use of School Facilities/Equipment, and the
attendant Regulation 8181-R are in place to govern after-hours use. The policy and procedures
include a fee (or cost) schedule for recovery of costs incurred and a basic application, Facility
Rental Agreement issuance and fee collection process.
FINDING
A good basic process for the application and approval of facility permits appears to be in place.
This includes facilitating the scheduling of building operations after hours and allowing for
proper staff to be scheduled to support events as required by the policy and procedure.
The use of categories to differentiate users is similar to that used by many school districts across
the region. Special categories for the County Recreation Department and for users operating
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under their programs are also typical in districts where basic school operating funds come from
the county government.
A review of the board policy and procedure leads to the following observations:


The number of categories of users, and the variety of special rules which apply to them, is
very confusing and appears to be difficult to operate and very hard to track and monitor.



The booking and collections procedures vary widely as well. Category III users are
booked and charged by the County. Category II users are not charged for weekday
bookings and the first use on a weekend in a given year, but are charged for weekends
afterward. It is nearly impossible to track individual user status when using this
procedure.



None of the categories define or include school-affiliated groups such as Booster Clubs,
PTOs, etc. It is not expected to charge these groups, but their use is apparently not
tracked at all, and certain fundraisers may have certain risks to be considered (e.g. a
carnival with inflatable bounce houses, etc.).



The waiver or exception for fund-raising activities is unclear and a loophole to fee
collection as well. All a group has to do is pay $1.00 (i.e., “a portion”) of funds collected
to be waived of all charges.



The schedule of rental fees appears to be good for the relative spaces offered.



The schedule of personnel charges appears to be somewhat low and may not collect
sufficient funds to cover indirect costs (such as payroll tasks, etc.).



Although the final authority on permission to use and book a facility rests with the
Assistant Superintendent, fee collections are decentralized to the schools, and to the
County for Category III rentals. There is little to no feedback on actual total collections,
whether or not a fee was collected, or whether an event is canceled rescheduled. Also,
potentially has very high cost involved for energy (running for an event that was
canceled) and for personnel time charged when no event was held, among other
inefficiencies.



There is a reported high number of waivers and free events. The school, which receives
over two-thirds of the rental fees, does not collect for its own school activity funds, but in
doing so obligates the division to the cost of utilities and the wear and tear on the
building without any cost recovery.

During the 2013-14 school year, there was $47,493 deposited by the schools into the General
Fund for utilities costs of rentals. Since the school receives (but is not required to report) 70
percent of all rental fees charged, a total of estimated receipts is $110,817 for the year. An
estimate of personnel costs collected and added to this number brings the total rental income for
the year to $203,943. This is a cost recovery rate of $7.43 per student.
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From records available, it appears there was a total of 1,886 hours scheduled for groups without
charge which may have been potential collectable rentals. This would have provided an
estimated $56,580 in utility receipts.
Cost recovery of the community use of school facilities is both restricted by the complex
regulation and hampered by the issues outlined above.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 6-15
Restructure the Community Use of Facilities policy and regulations to streamline the
application process and centralize policy administration and fee collection in order to
increase rental income and optimize cost recovery.
Stafford County Public Schools can increase its rental fee income in several ways, including but
not limited to the following:




obtain more business from community groups and organizations;
book more fee-paying customers; and
revise the fee schedule to
- reduce the number of organizations that are fee exempt,
- exempt no groups other than division affiliates from custodial fees, and
- increase personnel fees.

SchoolDude has published an excellent white paper which details how school districts can
maximize cost recovery for community use of school facilities. The white paper entitled
“Recovering Costs for the Community Use of Our Schools,” is a four-year study of more than
1,000 school districts, colleges and private schools which examines how educational
professionals nationwide are coping with the increasing demand for community use of school
facilities. An excerpt from this paper provides the best justification for this recommendation:
With facility usage trending upward, the issue at hand is how to keep this rising use from
costing school systems more money they simply can’t afford to donate to the community.
Most agree that the rising use of schools by the community adds costs and burdens operating
budgets due to increased custodial labor costs (e.g. overtime), energy costs and increased
maintenance costs. But each school district uses its own unique strategy to manage the
community use of schools. Each has its own fee schedules, policies, “do not charge” lists,
tiered structures, add-on charges and leadership philosophy.
A practical measure of how well a school district is recovering a portion of these costs is the
study of annual cost recovery income, which is collected by the district for the community use
of schools. SchoolDude’s sample set of participants included organizations ranging in size
from those with less than 150 students to ones with more than 175,000 students. To compare
districts of varying sizes, SchoolDude developed a metric of “cost recovery per student” to
allow comparisons across the size spectrum. Given this scale, it’s easy to demonstrate not
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only a district’s cost recovery from the previous year, but also an average cost recovery
opportunity per student. From this information, SchoolDude estimates that the average
district recovers $14.09 per student in annual income. Districts in the 90th percentile exceed
$52 per student annually
Source: SchoolDude.com White Paper, “Recovering Costs for the Community Use of Our Schools,” 2011. (Available
online at http://www.schooldude.com/assets/whitepapers/SD-WP-Cost_Recovery6.6.11.pdf)

According to this source, the average district over 25,000 students receives about $740,538 per
year in revenue from community use of facilities. Districts in this size range with benchmark
programs in the top ten percent studied reported an average of $1,149,431 per year, and a
booking rate of 0.77 events per student per year.
With even the average district’s cost recovery of $14.09 per student per year almost double the
current rate of $7.43 per student per year, the revision to a more fair and equitable Facilities Use
and Scheduling System will provide a tremendous return on investment for SCPS and show
superior stewardship of the substantial investment by taxpayers in the new facilities inventory.
As detailed in the white paper referenced above, the implementation of a comprehensive
Facilities Use and Scheduling System follows several steps:


the revision of Board Policy and proceduresincorporating a team-based process
between centralized departments (Facilities, Finance, County Government) and school
administration;



streamlined procedures, including a tiered fee structure and a centralized invoice
management process; and



the installation of a software support system to bring the process online, such as the
SchoolDude Facility Scheduling module “FSDirect.”

It is further recommended that:


the cost share between the school “fund-raising” portion and the indirect costs recovery
portion for the division be revised as required to more fully recover costs;



the decision to waive fees is held with the division, which is incurring the cost, and not
the school, which is only receiving a benefit; and



a permanent position of Communities Use Coordinator be established, reporting directly
to the Assistant Superintendent for Facilities. This position will be the “one stop shop”
for booking rentals, invoicing groups, and processing fee collections.

FISCAL IMPACT
The revision of the policy and process improvements can be accomplished with existing
resources. Costs of a new position at salary scale S30 are included. Software, systems support,
and training are estimated to cost $12,500 per year. A realistic expectation for Stafford County
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Public Schools would be to reach the average district income in 2016 and a gross income level of
about $450,000 per year by FY 2017. The first year (2015-16) is based on achieving the
average amount of all districts ($183,148 less the investment costs outlined.)
Recommendation
Increase Community Use
of Facilities Revenue

6.2

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

$87,648

$290,848

$354,500

$354,500

$354,500

TRANSPORTATION

Transportation is a vital support service that demands sound management due to the large capital
investment in bus fleets and annual expenditures required for maintenance and operation. The
goal of any school transportation operation is to timely transport students safely to and from
school and other school related activities. Although numerous state and federal regulations
govern transportation services, school systems have the flexibility of establishing procedures that
can enhance operations such as setting bell schedules, designing efficient routes, and establishing
sound maintenance procedures.
SCPS operates a centralized transportation system. All drivers and bus monitors are
Transportation Department employees and are assigned routes that service multiple campuses
each day.
SCPS also operates a Fleet Services unit that provides vehicle maintenance services for both the
school and the county. The Fleet Services Fund is operated as an Internal Service Fund, meaning
that Fleet Services provides services at a cost to the users, similar to a business operation.
Unlike a business, however, the goal of the fund is provide the services at a reasonable rate so as
to break even, rather than make a profit. The department charges all repairs to the county or
schools based on the cost of parts plus a labor rate that is periodically adjusted to ensure that
costs are recovered.
The central office for pupil transportation is located physically adjacent to the Fleet Services
unit; however each department operates independently.
The structure of the central Pupil Transportation organization is shown in Exhibit 6-20.
As shown in Exhibit 6-21, displays SCPS transportation operating indicators for FY 2009
through 2014. As can be seen, ridership has declined by 8.4 percent over the five-year period.
In Exhibit 6-22, respondents to the Evergreen survey gave Pupil Transportation mixed reviews.
School administrators had strong positive opinions about the process for requesting field trips
(Statement #75), and strong negative opinions about the late arrival of bus (Statement #75).
Fifty percent said they felt the buses are often broken (Statement #77) and ride times are too long
(Statement #81). Most agree that there are insufficient numbers of buses and drivers to meet
extracurricular needs (Statement #76).
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Exhibit 6-20
Pupil Transportation Department in
Stafford County Public Schools
Current Organizational Structure

Source: SCPS Pupil Transportation Director, February 2015.
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Exhibit 6-21
Transportation Operating Indicators
2009-2014 Fiscal Years
%
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
Transportation Statistics:
Change
Average Ridership (Regular)
17,997
19,950
20,007
19,991
18,893
16,489
-8.4%
Average Ridership ( Special Needs)
532
576
650
626
566
561
5.5%
Average Ridership (Head start)
250
284
300
300
353
350
40.0%
Buses Operated Daily (Regular)
166
154
159
143
150
138 -16.9%
Buses Operated Daily (Special Needs)
41
53
45
63
70
71
73.2%
Buses Operated Daily (Head start)
11
14
12
11
11
10
-9.1%
Special Trip Assignments
2,600
2,132
4,214
4,477
4,048
3,926
51.0%
Miles Traveled (Regular)
1,479,400 1,612,567 2,118,744 1,529,964 1,269,012 1,421,050
-3.9%
Miles Traveled (Special Needs)
685,040 1,053,310 1,331,000 716,207 839,917 860,773
25.7%
Source: SCPS 2014 CAFR.

Exhibit 6-22
Transportation Survey Responses

Survey Statement
Students are often late arriving to and/or
departing from school because the buses
do not arrive to school on time.
There are sufficient buses and drivers to
meet extracurricular needs of students.
Buses are often broken down, disrupting
services.
The process for requesting a field trip is
efficient and effective.
Bus drivers effectively handle discipline
issues on the buses.
Students do not feel safe riding school
division buses.
Bus ride times are too long.

Central Office
School
Administrators Administrators
Teachers
SA + A SD + D SA + A SD + D SA + A SD + D

Others
SA + A SD + D

29.5%

18.2%

56.8%

38.6%

47.6%

41.9%

35.0%

40.0%

9.1%

59.1%

15.9%

70.5%

19.9%

51.2%

13.3%

43.3%

20.5%

25.0%

50.0%

25.0%

28.1%

27.0%

25.0%

20.0%

22.7%

15.9%

68.2%

11.4%

34.5%

24.6%

25.0%

6.7%

20.5%

9.1%

38.1%

40.5%

24.3%

19.2%

16.7%

18.3%

0.0%

43.2%

4.5%

72.7%

10.8%

37.5%

8.3%

38.3%

25.6%

23.3%

50.0%

20.5%

41.2%

12.5%

37.9%

10.3%

Source: Evergreen Solutions Survey Results, 2015.

FINDING
Pupil Transportation in Stafford County Public Schools is operating efficiently, as the staggered
bell times for elementary, middle and high schools are allowing drivers to make, on average,
three runs in the morning and the afternoon.
School systems without a staggered bell time typically assign a single driver and bus to a single
school, which requires more buses and drivers. Since both buses and drivers are operating for
fewer hours in the day, buses are not fully utilized and driver recruitment is more difficult since
they either work split shifts or are assigned other duties for a portion of the day.
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As shown in Exhibit 6-23, bell times are spaced about 45 minutes apart, with the high schools
starting and ending earlier in the day, and the elementary schools starting and ending later.
Breakfast is offered at all schools and Pupil Transportation’s drop off window is restricted
according to teacher work hours. Therefore, regardless of the number of buses necessary to
service the school population at any given school, and the fact that most schools will only unload
a maximum of five to seven buses at a time on the bus ramp, Pupil Transportation has a
maximum 25-minute window to deliver students to the building. All buses are scheduled to
arrive at the schools no more than 25 minutes and no less than 10 minutes before the morning
bell so that students at all grade levels arrive in time to access breakfast at the schools.
Exhibit 6-23
SCPS Bell Times
Schools
All High Schools
Morning
Afternoon

Bell
Time

Earliest
Arrival

Latest
Arrival

Earliest
Departure

Latest
Departure

7:35 AM
2:15 PM

7:15 AM
2:05 PM

7:25 AM
2:05 PM

n/a
2:25 PM

n/a
2:25 PM

7:45 AM
2:30 PM

8:10 AM
3:10 PM

n/a
2:55 PM

n/a
3:15 PM

8:25 AM
3:35 PM

8:50 AM
3:55 PM

n/a
3:45 PM

n/a
4:00 PM

All Middle Schools
Morning
8:20 AM
Afternoon
2:50 PM
All Elementary Schools
Morning
9:00 AM
Afternoon
3:40 PM
Source: SCPS Pupil Transportation, February 2015.

While running multiple routes may produce other challenges when drivers are absent or a bus
experiences significant delays, operating under a staggered bell system is allowing SCPS to
operate with at least half the fleet and drivers that would be required if drivers could not make
multiple runs.
COMMENDATION
The Pupil Transportation Department in Stafford County Public Schools is operating
under a highly efficient staggered bell system that is preventing the need for additional
buses and drivers.
FINDING
Field trips are diverting drivers and buses away from the Pupil Transportation Department’s
primary mission of transporting students to and from school in a safe and timely manner.
Board Policy 3305 authorizes field trips “to extend the learning opportunities provided in the
regular instructional program and to provide opportunities for students to compete in
extracurricular programs.”
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Regulation 3305-R elaborates on the type of field trips as follows:
A. Instructional field trips are planned visits away from the school taken by the students,
under the direction or supervision of a teacher or other division employee, to enrich and
extend the classroom instructional plan. Such trips provide a link between the school and
the community and assist the school staff in relating the ideas and concepts of the
classroom to practical applications.
B. Extracurricular field trips are planned visits away from the school taken by the students
under the direction or supervision of a teacher or other division employee, in support of
academic and athletic teams, performing groups, or other extracurricular activities.
C. Unusual field trips are instructional or extra-curricular visits that involve unusual
circumstances including but not limited to one or more of the following:
1. Travel of more than 200 miles from Stafford County
2. Overnight trips
3. Student fundraising
4. Admission charges
5. Unusual circumstances or special issues involving safety or liability
Each of these types of field trips has an associated request form that must be approved by the
principal or designee and then are submitted to the Superintendent or his designee, who is
currently the Executive Director of Administrative and Legal Services. Unusual field trip
requests are, by regulation, to be submitted to the Superintendent’s designee not less than 45
school days prior to the anticipated date of departure. Other field trip requests are required to be
submitted not less than 15 days prior to the departure date.
According to the Executive Director of Administrative and Legal Services, the requirement that
he or the Superintendent approve field trips dates back to the 1990s when there was a backlog of
requests and some legal issues pertaining to field trips and liability issues. He said he became
the filter in terms of risk management, instructional merit, and policy requirements. He
acknowledged the fact that field trip requests are not always submitted 15 or 45 days in advance,
as required in regulation. But, he also said the Transportation Director and his staff have the
authority under policy and regulation to evaluate each request and make a determination as to
whether or not they have the capability to fill the request.
The Procedure Section of the regulation states [emphasis added]:
E. The director of pupil transportation/designee shall consider the request to provide
transportation taking into account such factors as the availability of drivers, availability of
buses or other vehicles, destination, distance, safety, timeliness of request, and such other
factors as the director deems appropriate. The director shall return to the originating staff
member, via the principal, the form submitted, indicating thereon whether the request is
approved or disapproved.
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The Transportation Director and his staff indicated that although there have been limited
instances when a request had to be denied, intervention by Board members, former
Superintendents, and other members of the leadership team have made it very clear that Pupil
Transportation must fill the requests.
An analysis of field trips for April 2014 is shown in Exhibit 6-24.
Exhibit 6-24
Field Trips for April 2014
Day of
Week
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday

Date
4/1/2014
4/2/2014
4/3/2014
4/4/2014
4/5/2014
4/6/2014
4/7/2014
4/8/2014
4/9/2014
4/10/2014
4/11/2014
4/12/2014
4/14/2014
4/15/2014
4/16/2014
4/17/2014
4/18/2014
4/22/2014
4/23/2014
4/24/2014
4/25/2014
4/26/2014
4/27/2014
4/28/2014
4/29/2014
4/30/2014
Total

Number
of Buses
26
22
46
27
12
1
8
13
18
68
16
7
23
4
34
47
9
1
1
2
1
6
1
13
10
4
420

Special
Circumstances

* 3 overnight
* 5 overnight
* 5 overnight
* 1 overnight

Source: SCPS Pupil Transportation Department, February 2015.

In addition to the volume of field trip requests, on peak days an additional hardship is created by
overnight trips where two drivers are required for safety reasons.
According to staff, on the peak days shown above, there are often bus shortages, meaning that
instead of making three runs in the afternoon to a high school, middle school and elementary
school, one bus may have to make four or five runs between schools. Currently, SCPS has only
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five activity buses. Three of the buses are white, indicating that they can only be used for
activities as these buses are not equipped with standard school bus warning lights. They do,
however, have small storage areas for transporting a limited amount of luggage or equipment.
There are also two yellow activity buses that can be used as route buses as needed.
Drivers are selected based on their request to take trips. There is supposed to be a rolling roster
from which drivers are assigned, but it is currently not being used. There are five drivers who
are classified as Trip Drivers, but they often have to cover bus routes also. The trip drivers
handle the bulk of weekend and overnight trips for the division. All drivers are compensated at
their regular hourly rate for trips; if the driver goes into overtime he or she is compensated at
time and a half.
On days when more than five buses are need for field trips, regular school buses are used. This
would not be a major problem if the field trips were planned according to regulation which states
that field trips should “be planned to allow the school buses to return to the base school in time
for regularly scheduled runs.” In some instances, schools have agreed to change the timing of a
field trip because there were too few buses and drivers available, but in most instances it is left to
Transportation to find a workable solution, which unfortunately causes delays in picking up
students in a timely manner at the end of the school day.
In addition to bus shortages, on those peak days, a majority of the central office staffincluding
route coordinators, dispatchers, trainers and even the Transportation Directormust run regular
afternoon routes.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 6-16:
Establish guidelines for the number and type of field trips that can be accommodated daily
without negatively impacting regular afternoon routes.
The Pupil Transportation Director should prepare a schedule showing acceptable times and a
maximum number of trips that can be scheduled on each day of the week, understanding that on
any given day there are driver absences that further limit what is possible without using overtime
or central office staff to cover regular routes. Once guidelines are established and communicated,
SCPS should immediately begin declining field trip requests that do not meet those guidelines
particularly those requests that are not timely and cannot be adequately planned in advance.
For this to work, Board members and division leaders must understand and honor the policy
provision that gives the Transportation Director the authority to decline a request. In return, the
Transportation Director should promptly notify the campus leaders that a request cannot be filled
and why. Additional recommendations in this report will discuss possible alternatives for field
trip travel that do not involve Pupil Transportation. Based on these alternativethe Director
should provide campus leaders a list of various options that might be pursued if the field trip
cannot be rescheduled to another, more appropriate date.
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FISCAL IMPACT
This recommendation should reduce the cost of overtime for drivers and central office staff.
According to the April 2014 Payroll Spreadsheet, approximately 600 hours of overtime was
worked, costing the department $15,000 for the month. If half of that could be saved through
better planning, over a nine-month period $67,500 could be saved annually in overtime costs
alone.
Recommendation
Establish Field Trip
Guidelines

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

$67,500

$67,500

$67,500

$67,500

$67,500

FINDING
The costs charged to campuses and departments for field trips are not, in most cases, covering
the cost of the services provided. Exhibit 6-25 provides a general outline of the pricing for a
field trip. According to staff, this information is not posted or available in writing; however, all
appear to understand the general premise of the pricing guidelines.
Exhibit 6-25
User Pricing for Field Trips
Day Trips:
$25 per hour per bus (no extra charge for multiple drivers)*
Overnight Trips (2 drivers required):
Hotel costs for Drivers PLUS
Partial Days: $25 per hour per bus (no extra charge for multiple drivers)
Full Day: $25 per hour for 16 hours (no extra charge for multiple drivers)*
Source: SCPS Pupil Transportation Department, February 2015.
*In addition to driver pay and overtime based on a 16-hour day for full days, Pupil
Transportation pays the driver a per diem via P-Card for meals.

According to the Virginia Department of Education’s 2013-14 Pupil Transportation Report, the
operational costs per mile for SCPS is $3.73. This operational cost per mile takes into account
the cost of fuel, maintenance, drivers, as well as overhead for routing and scheduling.
Exhibit 6-26 shows the total number of field trips and miles driven and the amount billed to each
customer during April 2014. The exhibit then shows the actual costs based on the operational
costs per mile shown above, and extrapolates the associated amount of gain or loss to the
department.
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Exhibit 6-26
Field Trip Billings Versus Actual Cost
April 2014
Customer Name
A.G. Wright Middle
Brooke Point High
CBI Schoolboard
Colonial Forge High
Dixon Smith Middle School
Drew Middle
Falmouth Elementary
Ferry Farm Elementary
Gayle Middle
Grafton Village Elementary
H.H. Poole Middle
Hampton Oaks Elementary
Hartwood Elementary
Headstart
Kate Waller Barrett Elementary
Moncure Elementary School
Mountain View High
North Stafford High
Park Ridge Elementary
Rockhill Elementary
Rodney Thompson Middle
School Board 1 Cynthia L
Schoolboard 3 Chris Quinn
Schoolboard 5 Adam Wallach
Stafford Elementary
Stafford High
Stafford Middle, Pam Eden
Transportation
Widewater Elementary
Grand Total

Miles
Driven
70.00
2,151.00
1,608.00
1,963.00
116.00
524.00
56.00
16.00
545.00
52.00
7.00
228.00
98.00
237.00
121.00
75.00
2,023.00
1,890.00
537.00
239.00
40.00
93.00
58.00
9.00
59.00
2,162.00
45.00
1,015.00
250.00
16,287.00

Number of
Buses
2.00
44.00
47.00
37.00
4.00
11.00
3.00
1.00
10.00
3.00
1.00
7.00
4.00
7.00
4.00
2.00
44.00
39.00
8.00
12.00
6.00
6.00
4.00
1.00
1.00
48.00
3.00
54.00
7.00
420.00

Billed
$237.50
$5,762.50
$4,528.75
$5,587.50
$300.00
$1,837.50
$442.50
$118.75
$756.25
$375.00
$50.00
$750.00
$462.50
$481.25
$418.75
$243.75
$5,387.50
$5,400.00
$975.00
$1,018.75
$437.50
$331.25
$287.50
$137.50
$137.50
$5,693.75
$218.75
$4,100.00
$812.50
$47,290.00

Actual Cost
($3.73 per mile)
$261.28
$8,028.63
$6,001.88
$7,326.92
$432.97
$1,955.84
$209.02
$59.72
$2,034.22
$194.09
$26.13
$851.01
$365.79
$884.60
$451.63
$279.94
$7,550.87
$7,054.44
$2,004.36
$892.07
$149.30
$347.12
$216.49
$33.59
$220.22
$8,069.69
$167.96
$3,788.50
$933.13
$60,791.39

Difference
-$23.78
-$2,266.13
-$1,473.13
-$1,739.42
-$132.97
-$118.34
$233.48
$59.03
-$1,277.97
$180.91
$23.87
-$101.01
$96.71
-$403.35
-$32.88
-$36.19
-$2,163.37
-$1,654.44
-$1,029.36
$126.68
$288.20
-$15.87
$71.01
$103.91
-$82.72
-$2,375.94
$50.79
$311.50
-$120.63
-$13,501.39

Source: Compiled by Evergreen from data provided by the Pupil Transportation Department, February 2015.

As shown, 11 of the 29 customers paid slightly more than actual cost associated with their field
trips. The net effect, however, was a loss for the month of about $13,500 for the department.
Assuming April 2014 is a representative month, the annualized loss to Pupil Transportation
Department would exceed $120,000.
The major determinant of cost appears to be in the length of the trips rather than the number of
hours spent by drivers. Pupil Transportation can provide economical service for local field trips
(a radius of 25 miles from the schools). When number of miles driven per trip exceeds 25 miles,
the actual cost exceeds the hourly rate being charged for most trips. Overnight trips are
particularly costly, as two drivers are paid a minimum of 16 hours per day for full days, as well
as a per diem for meals.
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Regulations address the issue of distance limitations and costs as follows [emphasis added]:
D. Rules of General Application
1. A local trip is one which is a radius of 25 miles or less in distance from the school.
2. A non-local trip is one which is of a radius greater than 25 miles in distance from the
school.
3. School buses may be utilized for all types of field trips for up to a 55 mile radius from
the school. School buses may be utilized for extracurricular and unusual field trips
which are in support of academic and athletic teams, school sponsored performing
Groups for distances greater than 55 miles but less than 500 miles.
6. As to all field trips, grades K-12 are responsible for paying the cost of the school bus
driver.
At this time, revenues from Other Funds of approximately $295,000 are budgeted for field trips,
assuming fundraisers and activity funds are used to offset the total amount billed for field trips.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 6-17:
Adjust pricing for field trips to fully recover the cost for providing the trips.
The structure based on an hourly rate does not take into account the fact that a bus may drive 50
miles in one hour, meaning the fuel costs alone will likely exceed the $25 per hour charge for the
use of the bus, without consideration of the driver’s salary and benefits. Establishing a pricing
chart that differentiates between local, non-local and overnight trips, and fully recovers the costs
for providing these services, will ensure that those who use the services are paying their fair
share of the costs.
FISCAL IMPACT
Assuming that passing along the actual cost of field trips to the end users will reduce annual
losses by $120,000, and further assuming that at least half of the cost passed along to the users
will be covered by Activity Funds, SCPS should accrue a savings of at least $60,000 annually.
Recommendation
Adjust Field Trip
Pricing to Cover
Costs

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

$60,000

$60,000

$60,000

$60,000

$60,000
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FINDING
SCPS maintains a list of approved charter bus companies that can be used by schools for field
trips as needed, and some campuses are using or renting personal vehicles for some field trips
involving a small number of students.
Purchasing has a list of the state guidelines relating to the use of charter buses and puts out a
Request for Proposals every five years. Multiple vendors are preapproved, and a pricing list is
distributed to campuses and other departments so that each area can select a vendor that meets
their needs from the approved list.
FY 2015 is the last year for the current contracts, and the Purchasing Manager said she is about
to begin that process, so that the contracts will be in place by July 1, 2015. The Request for
Proposals contains all of the state requirements for charter services, and the vendors must
provide evidence that they meet all of those requirements.
The last bid was done during a time when the charter companies were struggling due to gas
prices, which the Purchasing Manager said was the reason for some of the pricing being high.
The Purchasing Manger also indicated that many of the campuses, and particularly the smaller
clubs, will rent a personal vehicle, rather than using a large school bus or a charter service for
each function.
The Field Trip Regulation addresses the use of a private vehicle as follows:
6. Transportation of students may be by private vehicle, except for van, in circumstances
where the principal has determined and maintained evidence on file at the school that:
a. the driver of such vehicle is a staff member who is on the approved driver’s list who
possesses a valid Virginia operator’s license and has maintained a safe driving record
without conviction of any moving violation including that for DUI, reckless driving,
and/or speeding;
b. the vehicle to be utilized displays a current state inspection sticker; is insured in the
minimum amount of $25,000 per person/$50,000 per occurrence/$20,000 property as
is evidenced by a certificate of insurance issued by a carrier authorized to do business
in Virginia; and, is equipped with a seat belt for each person who is to be transported;
c. the student group to be transported does not exceed 15 in number and it is not
economically reasonable to transport such group by commercial carrier; the field trip
activity is either related to the educational curriculum, is sponsored by the VHSL, the
Virginia Department of Education, an approved national or state organization, or
involves participation at a sanctioned state/national convention or competition; and
e. full disclosure has been made to the parents of each student concerning the trip, its
costs, the mode of transportation, liability of drivers, etc.; and the consent of the
parents has been obtained for the student to participate.
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At this time, Purchasing has not sought a bid or contract for passenger cars that may ensure that
all of the equipment and insurance requirements are met, or would provide campuses and clubs a
cost effective option to using the more costly school buses.
At this time, neither the policy nor the regulation address when a charter bus would be desirable,
but it is important to note that none of the SCPS buses are equipped with restrooms and only a
few of the buses have adequate storage space for the luggage of more than 50 students and
chaperones. Policy authorizes trips of up to 500 miles, and the Pupil Transportation Department
has accommodated those trips. However, student safety risks increase exponentially each time
that a bus must stop for a restroom break, which could be eight to ten times during a 500-mile
trip.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 6-18:
Open the Request for Proposals to charter buses and private vehicles, and develop
guidelines for when charter buses should be used to enhance the safety and comfort of
students and chaperones.
SCPS should involve campus leaders, parents, and other stakeholders in developing these
guidelines.
FINDING
The Pupil Transportation Department purchased a Geographic Positioning by Satellite (GPS)
system through Synovia Solutions. The data promised by the GPS system included a powerful
tool that would be used by Dispatch to keep track of where a bus is located at any given time and
by office staff for timekeeping and planning purposes. The limitations of the system are
primarily due to the fact that 50 of the 305 buses activated in the system have Location
Messaging Units (LMUs) that are inoperable. Although SCPS has attempted numerous times to
resolve the problems with Synovia Solutions, the company has consistently failed to deliver
service that meets SCPS expectations.
The Time and Attendance module of the system was supposed to operate through the GPS
system and was meant to provide data primarily for payroll purposes, but could also be used for
planning and monitoring purposes. This module is currently not being used for the reasons cited
above. The annual cost for this system included $16,565 for maintenance; $15,000 for cell
service; $3,252 for hosting; and $8,640 for the Time and Attendance Maintenance (TAA).
Annual costs totaled $43,457.
SCPS did not pay the TAA maintenance this year because of the limited success they had with it
last year.
Pupil Transportation is currently in the process of implementing Tyler’s Versatrans Routing and
Planning software along with their Trip Tracker, E-Link, and On Screen product. This will
replace the Trapeze software package. There is a fully supported GPS system module that is
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available through this same vendor and is linked to this new system. The system has a proven
capability for recording time and attendance as well as tracking buses, providing alerts related to
speeding, and other driver infractions. The one-time cost for the GPS module is $139,374 with
annual maintenance estimated at $84,000.
Interviews with the Transportation Director, Transportation Supervisors, Routing Coordinators
and Payroll indicated that having an operational GPS system was critical for the department.
In addition, Supervisors expressed concern about the level of monitoring that was possible by the
exiting Lead Drivers. At this time, monitoring is more reactionary and compliance. Lead drivers
find it difficult to observe and monitor the 40 to 50 drivers or monitors, and provide reasonable
feedback in a timely manner. The proposed GPS module could be set to provide alerts to signal
when a driver is not following guidelines. These alerts would allow the Lead Drivers to
proactively counsel drivers before there is an accident or a formal complaint.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 6-19:
Purchase the Tyler GPS module and immediately implement a fully automated timekeeping
and monitoring system.
Once the system is fully implemented, the timekeeping activities currently carried out by the
Route Coordinators should be discontinued, and Lead Drivers should monitor time and daily
route activities using the new system’s alerts to focus attention on the drivers and routes
experiencing the greatest challenges.
FISCAL IMPACT
One-time costs of $139,374 would occur in year one, with ongoing maintenance of $84,000
annually, less the cost of the system that is currently not working ($43,000). The net ongoing
costs, therefore, would be $41,000 per year.
The three Route Coordinators indicated they spend two days per week monitoring time sheets
and investigating time irregularities. With a working GPS system, in year two, at least one of the
Route Coordinator positions could be eliminated. Route Coordinators make between $18.50 and
$25.00 per hour, or an average of $21.75 per hour for 7.5 hours per day for 12 months (245
days), the annualized salary would be approximately $40,000. Adding 25 percent for benefits
plus $8,000 would bring the total savings to $58,000.
Recommendation
Purchase the Tyler
GPS System
Discontinue Support
for old GPS System
Eliminate One Route
Coordinator
Net Fiscal Impact

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

($139,374)

($84,000)

($84,000)

($84,000)

($84,000)

$43,000

$43,000

$43,000

$43,000

$43,000

$0

$58,000

$58,000

$58,000

$58,000

($96,374)

$17,000

$17,000

$17,000

$17,000
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FINDING
Buses are parked in scattered locations throughout Stafford County, which presents a safety,
efficiency, and accountability issue.
The parking areas around the current central office structure are insufficient to house all buses.
Instead, buses are parked at a variety of locations that are not all safe and secure. Further, this
placement of buses is not always conducive to the routing plans for each driver, and the locations
do not allow Lead Drivers the ability to monitor drivers as they arrive to ensure that pre-trip
checklists are being completed and emerging repair needs are addressed.
Parking locations have been identified and adjusted based on the availability of property rather
than actually attempting to match the parking locations to the driver routes so as to reduce
deadhead time. At this time, some buses are being parked on county property that the Evergreen
Team was told was for sale. When that location is sold, these buses will once again need to be
relocated.
Some consideration has been given to identify two main locations for housing the buses: one
north and one south. If such an arrangement were possible, a Lead Driver could be positioned at
both locations to monitor checklist procedures and address emerging repair issues that may
require immediate attention (such as flat tires).
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 6-20:
Appoint a committee to identify a list of potential county-owned properties where buses
could be securely parked, and make recommendations for permanent parking locations
that will address the growing needs.
The committee should be made up of county and school leaders who understand the concept and
can make recommendations that will reduce deadhead time, improve safety and security, and
allow for additional oversight by Lead Drivers.
FINDING
Elementary parents are not asked for the location of the children’s childcare until the Open
Housetypically held the day before school starts. As a result, hundreds of routing changes are
submitted via fax at the last minutewhen Transportation cannot make all of the changes in a
timely manner, children are dropped at a stop near their home address where there may be no
adult supervision.
Transportation Supervisors said they have, in the past, tried to enter all of the requests over the
weekend before the start of school, but found that the rushed approach caused more problems
than it solved. Problems resulting from incomplete or illegible data could not be resolved,
parents could not be notified of the routing changes or the new stop locations, and schools did
not have good information to work from on the first day of school.
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The process is frustrating for the Pupil Transportation Department, and a source of concern for
campus leaders and parents.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 6-21:
Develop an online tool for parents to use for notifying the Pupil Transportation
Department of the childcare locations for their children, and seek assistance from campus
administrators and the Public Relations Office in publicizing the need for this information
at least two weeks in advance of the start of school.
These requests should be solicited at least two weeks before the start of school as a matter of
student safety. Enlisting support from the Technology Office, campus administrators and the
Public Relations Office will help to get the message out to parents in a timely manner.
FINDING
Bus driver contracts are amended or drivers are moved from substitute status to contract status
throughout the year. Amendments are made for as little as 15-minute increments and new
contracts for substitutes were issued through July 2014. The constant changes are creating a
great deal of paperwork for Human Resources and Payroll/Benefits staff and can impact an
employee’s benefits and benefit eligibility.
Bus drivers and monitors are guaranteed the daily number of hours included in their contract.
Both part-time and full-time contracts are offered for drivers and monitors, but to receive
retirement and benefits, they must be contracted to at least 6.5 hours a day. Health insurance
benefits are offered to part-time employees, but the employee must pay the full premium.
Exhibit 6-27 provides an analysis of the payroll spreadsheets for October 2013 through June
2014. The exhibit shows how the number of drivers and the driver contract hours shifted during
the year. Exhibit 6-28 shows that SCPS amended 43 driver contracts during the school
yearthe majority of which raised the number of contract hours. More than a third of the
amendments were made to show increases or decreases of only 15-minute increments. Two
employees had multiple contract amendments within the same year.
Based on interviews with the Human Resources Analyst assigned to Pupil Transportation, as
well as the Payroll Manager, the amendment trend continues for FY 2015. Transportation
Supervisors said the original contracts issued at the beginning of the school year are normally set
low, and are adjusted upward once the actual number of students and routes are finalized in
October. During the summer, the central office provides a deadline for when the Pupil
Transportation Department needs to return all signed contracts. A driver may have worked 7.5
hours per day during the previous year, but because of unknowns for the new school year, the
contracts are often brought down to base and are allowed to grow as the routes grow.
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Exhibit 6-27
Number of Contract Drivers
October 2013 through June 2014
Payroll Date
10/13
1113
12/13
1/14
2/14
3/14
4/14
5/14
6/14
Number of
207
214
227
229
227
233
231
230
221
Drivers (Subs)
(39)
(48)
(48)
(48)
(36)
(43)
(46)
(47)
(29)
Change
Number of
Number of Contracts
Contract Hrs.
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
11
11
5
3
2
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
-1
5.25
9
8
3
4
5
5
5
4
4
-5
5.5
6
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
-1
5.75
11
11
4
6
9
9
8
8
8
-3
6
3
3
2
4
4
4
4
4
4
1
6.25
53
53
62
60
60
60
59
57
57
4
6.5
40
40
41
44
43
41
41
40
40
0
6.75
18
18
30
31
32
33
33
33
32
14
7
8
8
15
14
14
14
14
14
13
5
7.25
17
17
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
-1
7.5
Total # of
Average
168
166
179
183
191
190
185
183
192
Contract Drivers
182
Source: Compiled by Evergreen from Payroll Spreadsheets provided by the Pupil Transportation Department, February 2015.

Exhibit 6-28
Number of Type of Drivers Contract Amendments
October 2013 through June 2014
Payroll Date
Total # of Contract Amendments
Amendments for 15 Minutes
Amendments for Fewer Hours
New Contracts for Former Substitutes

10/13 11/13 12/13 1/14 2/14 3/14 4/14 5/14 6/14 7/14 Total
0
0
37
2
2
2
0
0
0
0
43
0
0
13
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
15
0
0
4
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
7
0
0
15
7
7
0
0
0
11
1
41

Source: Compiled by Evergreen from Payroll Spreadsheets provided by the Pupil Transportation Department, February 2015.

Drivers for special needs students are set at a base of 6.75 hours for the new year, unless they
absolutely know that the route will take longer. Most of the changes are with the newer drivers
because they start with a part-time contract.
Routing Coordinators indicated that they are responsible for estimating the number of hours that
drivers will work at the beginning of each school year. As the drivers turn in their timesheets,
the Route Coordinators compare the actual hours worked to their original estimate. If the
number of hours worked is more, they try to figure out if the extra time is justified. If it appears
that the route is going to routinely take more time, they will recommend an adjustment to the
driver’s contract. If the driver is consistently working under the estimated hours, the
Coordinators will give them more to do, or they will recommend adjusting the driver contract
downward. Exhibit 6-29 illustrates the contracting and re-contracting process.
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Exhibit 6-29
Transportation Contracting Processes
Contract Amendments - Transporation
Phase

Payroll

HR Analyst
Transportation

Routing
Coordinators

The majority of contract amendments are done to
increase the hours worked; only rarely are the
contracts amended down.

Routes are
established for new
school year

Driver & Monitor Contracts
are Signed based on Prior
Year History

HR Analyst makes
changes and sends back
to Payroll

Payroll Examines the
Contract Docs for
Accuracy and
Completeness

Routing Coordinators
examine the hours
worked by drivers and
monitors and recommend
contract amendments in
15 minute increments

One month after the
start of school
routes become
more stable

Are docs
accurate and
complete

HR Analyst Prepares an Amended
Contract and attaches a Worksheet
showing:
Effective date
New Hours per Day
Daily/Monthly Pay Rate
Salary Payoff for Old Contract

Yes

Payroll
Calculates/validates monthly
salary
Codes for VRS and Leave Accrual
Changes employee information on
VRS on-line system

Routes and transportation
needs shift throughout
the year

The Transportation HR Analyst estimates
that more than 50 percent of the
contracts were amended during the last
fiscal year; since the beginning of FY
2015, more than 1/3 of contracts have
already been amended at least once.

Payroll enters new/
amended employee
data into HTE
system, including
any changes to
benefit deductions

Payroll forwards
benefit information to
Benefits Section for
processing

Benefits

The HR Analyst and Payroll Supervisor indicated that the volume of amendments creates an
enormous workload and a certain level of discontent among drivers and monitors as the pay
and benefits are constantly shifting. In some instances, the deductions associated with fulltime status result in less take home pay for more hours worked.

Benefits determines
how the contract
change will impact
benefits/deductions

Is
employee
considered Fulltime?

Yes

Enroll or or update
the employee’s
enrollment in VRS
and Health
Insurance

Contact the employee
and notify them of the
new benefits and the
resulting deductions
from payroll

Make any changes
to other benefit
deductions as
necessary due to
contract changes

Continue to monitor
benefits and
deductions with each
payroll

Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions, 2015.
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The Coordinators said that there is not set timeframe for making contract adjustments. In some
organizations, contracts are not amended until there is clear evidence (e.g., 10-12 weeks) that the
trend will continue or that route adjustments or special assignments cannot be made to bring the
hours worked to within the contract totals.
According to the Route Coordinators, verifying time sheets and monitoring driver requires two
days out of every week. The investigative work they described is extensive; however, with the
majority of amendments up or down occurring in December (actually initiated in November), the
time being spent on this task during other times of the year does not seem to be justified.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 6-22:
Establish a process for more accurately setting contract hours based on historic
information, and only amend contracts when no routing changes or reassignment of duties
is possible to bring the drivers into compliance with contract hours.
During the review of these procedures, SCPS should determine whether the practice of
converting substitutes to contract positions is serving its intended purpose and whether late year
contracts add value to the program.
6.2.1

Fleet Services

The school division operates a Fleet Management operation that supports both the school and the
county. The Fleet Services Director reports organizationally to the Assistant Superintendent for
Financial Services, but works very closely with all management and staff levels at the county.
Some services, such as towing and body work are contracted out, but for the most part, Fleet
Services is a fully equipped service shop. The county has an Operational Committee that works
with various support functions (such as fleet, sheriff, etc.). They project budgets and determine
capital project needs etc. Fleet Services is the only department in the county that caters to both
the county and school division.
Fleet Services is open from 5:10 a.m. until 6:00 p.m. Monday –Thursday, and 5:30 a.m. until
5:30 p.m. on Fridays. There is someone on-call 24/7 for Fire and Sheriff Department needs, and
they have contracts with outside vendors that are also on-call for emergency needs. If the school
is closed but the county is open, Fleet Services maintains a skeleton crew on hand to meet county
needs.
The cost of capital projects is also shared by the county and SCPS. In FY 2013, three lifts were
replaced, and other major renovations were made to the site in FY 2014including the
relocation of the fuel island and an extension to the front entrance.
As shown in Exhibit 6-30, Fleet Services maintains more than 1,000 vehicles, of which nearly
two-thirds are county vehicles.
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Exhibit 6-30
Vehicles Serviced by Fleet Services
FY 2006 to FY 2014
Fiscal Year

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Active Active Active Active Active

2014
Avg.
Age

Avg.
Miles

SCPS Fleet Vehicles:
Buses:
Mainstream
Special Needs
Activity Buses
Less: Salvaged1
Subtotal Buses

219
57
5
281

Administration
Driver's Education
Fleet Services
Head Start
Maintenance
Food and Nutritional Services
Planning & Construction
Technology
Security
Transportation
Subtotal Other Vehicles
Total SCPS Fleet Vehicles
Total County of Stafford Fleet Vehicles
Total All Fleet Vehicles

2
12
7
4
39
1
2
5
5
77
358
527
885

229
232
229
64
67
69
5
5
5
298
304
303
Other School Vehicles:
2
2
2
12
12
13
7
8
7
4
4
4
42
42
42
1
1
1
3
4
4
5
5
5
6
7
7
82
85
85
380
389
388
554
566
565
934
955
953

232
67
5
-5
299

240
66
5
-20
291

233
62
5
-6
294

236
64
5
-18
287

223
68
5
-27
269

8.61
6.35
2.4

10,675
14,627
21,062

2
13
7
4
46
1
4
-

2
13
7
4
48
1
4
1
7
8
95
386
612
998

2
13
7
6
51
1
4
1
7
8
100
394
624
1,018

2
13
7
6
53
1
4
1
7
8
102
389
641
1.030

2
11
6
6
43
1
4
1
7
8
89
358
666
1,024

4.5
7.3
9.33
9.66
10.12
9
7.75
4
7.28
7.5

9,851
6,253
3,577
2,440
7,786
1,693
4,342
2,050
1,631
2,153

7
84
383
590
981

Source: SCPS Fleet Services, January 2015.
1To

be sold at auction

Each year, the Pupil Transportation Department transfers approximately $2.4 million to Fleet
Services for the upkeep of the school buses and other transportation vehicles. Maintenance has
the second largest fleet of vehicles and budgets approximately $100,000 per year for vehicle
repairs.
Exhibit 6-31 shows the actual revenues and expenditures from FY 2012 to FY 2014. For all
years shown, fund revenues exceeded expenditures.
FINDING
Fleet Services is fully certified to perform state-required school bus inspections. The inspection
criteria are detailed in the Preventive Maintenance Manual for Virginia School Buses:
8VAC 20-70-130. Maintenance inspection.
All school buses and school activity buses used to transport public school pupils to and from
school and school activity events shall be inspected and maintained by competent mechanics
at least once every 45 school days, with “school days” as determined by the school division’s
approved yearly calendar or modifications in the calendar as approved by the division
superintendent or designee, or every 5,000 miles.
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Exhibit 6-31
Fleet Service Fund
Combining Statement of Revenues, Expenses,
and Changes in Fund Net Assets
2012

2013

2014

Operating revenues:
Charges for services

$3,703,161

$3,763,278

$3,839,140

Operating Expenses:
Personnel services
Contractual services
Materials and supplies
Utilities
Telecommunications
Depreciation
Total operating expenses

$1,759,726
$23,031
$1,547,475
$17,053
$29,286
$116,864
$3,493,435

$1,811,693
$15,046
$1,614,823
$17,392
$32,216
$132,884
$3,624,054

$1,873,649
$20,356
$1,647,897
$19,178
$30,534
$157,930
$3,749,544

Operation income (loss)

$209,726

$139,224

$89,596

Nonoperating revenues (expenses)
Interest and investment revenue
Interest expense
Vehicle sales
Total nonoperating revenues
Income (loss) before transfers

$40,600
$40,600
$250,326

($8,742)
$69,605
$60,863
$200,087

($7,496)
$117,222
$109,726
$199,322

Transfer from other funds
transfer to other funds
Change in net assets

$250,326

$200,087

$199,322

$2,277,999
$2,528,325

$2,528,325
$2,728,412

$2,728,412
$2,927,734

Net position
Net position ending
Source: SCPS FY 2012 to FY 2014 CAFR.

The manual contains forms and guidelines, which, when performed in-house, prevents the need
for buses to be out of service for long periods during the required inspection period. Fleet
Services rotates the buses into the shop on a cyclical basis, with approximately seven buses
coming into the shop for inspection every working day. In this way, all buses are routinely
inspected throughout the year without the need to pull an inordinate number of buses off the line
on any given day.
COMMENDATION
Fleet Services is conducting 45-day school bus inspections on a cost-effective, cyclical and
ongoing basis which is less disruptive for students and drivers.
FINDING
The Fleet Services Department charges all repairs to the county or schools, based on the cost of
part, plus a labor rate that are at least 30-40 percent lower than the rates charged by local
businesses.
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Labor charges are assessed based on the gross vehicle weight:




Fire Truck: $73 per hour;
Buses: $71 per hour; and
Smaller Vehicles (10,000 pounds and below): $62 per hour.

As shown in Exhibit 6-32, Fleet Service annually conducts a labor rate survey, which is then
used to establish the pricing guidelines that will be implemented during the year.
Exhibit 6-32
Stafford County Fleet Services
Current Rates Generated through the Labor Rate Survey
October 8, 2014
HOURLY LABOR RATE
COMPANY
LIGHT
HEAVY
Corbins RV
90.00
120.00
Carter Machinery
90.00
105.00
Highway Garage
108.00
Cowles Ford
116.00
129.00
Purvis Ford
85.00
120.00
Radley Chevrolet
106.00
106.00
Kingmor
115.00
Western Branch
136.00
Average hourly rate
97.40
117.38
Fleet Service’s current hourly rates
62.00
71.00
Current hourly difference
35.40
46.38
Percent less per hour
36.34%
39.51%
Source: Fleet Services Department, January 2015.

According to the Director, there is no mandate that county divisions or departments use Fleet
Services for their vehicle maintenance needs. Like a business, Fleet Services is in competition
with area shops that perform similar functions. Therefore, by conducting the survey and then
publishing the results to its clients, Fleet Services is showing the departments that their rates are
competitive, and the value they are receiving is significant.
COMMENDATION
The Fleet Services Department performs an annual Labor Rate Survey to ensure that they
are charging a reasonable rate that is competitive in the marketplace.
FINDING
The school bus fleet is aging and bus replacements are being made sporadically rather than using
a replacement plan that replaces buses on a more systematic basis.
School buses typically have a useful life of about 15 years. In some instances that useful life can
be extended to 20 years, but often older buses are not as cost effective to operate as the newer
models.
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Based on the useful life of a bus and a fleet of approximately 270 buses, SCPS should be
replacing its school buses at the rate of between 15 and 18 buses each year. Exhibit 6-33 shows
that SCPS replaced an average of 14 buses annually over the last five years. Based on budgeted
numbers, it appears that 15 buses will be replaced this fiscal year. The Superintendent’s Budget
for FY 2015 recommends the purchase of another 10 buses.
In addition to budgeted funds, SCPS has typically used some of the end-of-year carry forward for
the purchase of buses, where possible, which has increased the total number of buses purchased
to a more acceptable range.
Exhibit 6-33
Bus Replacements in Stafford County Public Schools
FY 2010 to FY 2016

Buses
Mainstream
Special Needs
Total

FY
2010
16
5
21

FY
2011
6
6

FY
2012
5
8
13

FY
2013
12
3
15

FY
2014
11
6
17

5-Year
Avg.
10
4
14

FY
FY
2015
2016
Estimated Recommended
15*
10*
15*

10*

Source: Fleet Services Records, FY 2015 Adopted Budget and FY 2015 Superintendent’s Proposed 2016 Budget.
* The budget documents do not breakout the FY 2015 or 2016 budgets between Mainstream and Special Needs buses. Rather, a
dollar amount is provided, and the total number of buses is a calculated number (dividing the total budget for bus replacements
by an average bus cost of $100,000.)

One of the major issues further exacerbating the need for new buses is the fact that in 2006 SCPS
bought 59 buses with faulty engines. The Fleet Services Department is working through the
issue, but with so many of these buses in the fleet, the downtime and rising costs for repairs are
mounting. Had they bought only 18-20 buses per year, the impact would be lessened. Now, it
appears that a number of these buses should be replaced before the end of their normal lifecycle.
Some school systems have explored the use of a lease-purchase option for buying buses so that
the cost is spread out over a period of years. One advantage to this approach is that in the first
years of a five-year payout, the incremental cost is lower during the early years of the purchase.
Also, some school divisions have dedicated a particular revenue source or a percent of a revenue
source to fleet replacement.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 6-23:
Convene a committee of pupil transportation and fleet management staff to set the cyclical
bus replacement plan with an identified funding arrangement and source of funds that will
ensure that buses remain safe and efficient.
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The plan should be developed and agreed to by representatives from the county and SCPS, so
that there is more likelihood that the plan will be fully implemented. Having a plan in place that
is not subject to constant cuts and modifications should help SCPS and the county avoid the need
to purchase many buses at one timeas was the case in 2006.

6.3

NUTRITION SERVICES

School meal programs began when the Child Nutrition Act of 1946 authorized the National
School Lunch Program to “safeguard the health and well-being of the nation’s children.” The
program, administered by the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), is open to all
public and nonprofit private schools and all residential childcare institutions.
Stafford County Public Schools (SCPS) participates in the National School Lunch Program
(NSLP), and the School Breakfast Program (SBP). School systems that participate in these
federal programs receive cash subsidies and donated commodities from the United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA) for each eligible meal they serve. In return, the district must
serve its students meals that meet federal guidelines for nutritional value and offer free or
reduced-price meals to eligible students.
As shown in Exhibit 6-34, the 30 campus-level Cafeteria Managers are overseen by the Director
of Nutrition Services, an Assistant Director, and two Field Supervisors. The SCPS Nutrition
Services Department operates 30 school kitchens.
As shown in Exhibit 6-35, the Food Service Fund has generally been profitable over the last five
years with the exception of FY 2012-13. It appears that, for budget purposes the FY 2015 and
FY 2016 budgets are established at breakeven; however, the Director indicated that he expects to
be profitable during this year.
Federal support comes in the form of a cash reimbursement for each meal serveddepending on
the economic status of the student. The most needed students qualify for free lunches, while
others qualify for reduced price lunches. All meals served according to federal guidelines
receive some level of reimbursement, including those served to students who pay full price.
Exhibit 6-36 provides a comparison of the percent of students eligible for free or reduced-price
meals in SCPS and among its peers. As shown in Exhibit 6-37, the percent of students in SCPS
that are eligible for free or reduced-price meals is increasing over time.
In 2013-14, 21.5 percent of SCPS students qualified for free meals and another 4.6 percent
qualified for reduced-price meals. The federal reimbursement rates for this school year are
found in Exhibit 6-38.
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Exhibit 6-34
Nutrition Services Department Organizational Structure in
Stafford County Public Schools
2014-15 School Year

Source: SCPS Director of Nutrition Services, February 2015.
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Exhibit 6-35
Food and Nutrition Fund Actuals and Budgets
FY 2011 to FY 2016
REVENUES
Federal
State
Local
Lunch Sales
Breakfast
A-la-carte
Rebates
Expenditure Refunds
From School Operating- Head Start
Grants- Head start

Actual
2010-11

Actual
2011-12

Actual
2012-13

Actual
2013-14

$3,458,861
$179,780

$4,049,704
$198,973

$4,356,569
$218,554

$4,509,985
$215,625

$5,123,602
$259,708

$5,123,602
$259,708

$4,309,590
$414,952
$2,540,977
$133,400
$0
$9,889
$17,145

$4,312,968
$71,938
$2,804,697
$54,185

$3,904,507
$375,734
$2,351,901
$4,373
$539
$12,464
$31,728

$4,473,480
$455,353
$1,561,207
$50,858
$55,120
$10,078
$34,114

$4,261,701
$417,500
$2,597,000
$50,000
$51,500
$14,500
$35,000

$4,831,350
$512,500
$1,845,000
$52,000
$57,000
$16,000
$41,000

$823,843
$12,080,212

$0
$764,931
$12,130,751

$285,000
$600,000
$13,695,511

$216,211
$700,000
$13,654,371

$5,502,800
$118,536
$5,560,701
$80,647
$140,658

$5,434,841
$117,430
$5,121,539
$56,048
$177,072

$6,253,017
$137,525
$6,260,550
$70,000
$174,419

$6,180,574
$140,500
$6,108,975
$175,000
$149,322

$200,000
$717,953
$12,321,295
($241,083)

$200,000
$764,931
$11,871,861
$258,890

$200,000
$600,000
$13,695,511
$0

$200,000
$700,000
$13,654,371
$0

$4,688
$23,567

Prior Year Fund Balance Used
Value of USDA Donated Commodities
$645,947
$560,028
TOTAL REVENUES
$11,710,541 $12,080,748
EXPENDITURES
Personal Services
$5,225,045
$5,414,377
Purchased Services
$111,962
$71,308
Material/Supplies
$4,986,970
$5,482,794
Capital Outlay
$136,276
$110,225
Technology and Technology Support
$132,574
$118,974
Transfers Out
School Operating (payment from
School Nutrition)
$100,000
$100,000
Value of USDA Donated Commodities
$645,947
$560,028
TOTAL EXPENDITURES
$11,338,774 $11,857,706
NET PROFIT/(LOSS)
$371,767
$223,042
Source: SCPS Nutrition Services Department, February 2015.

Adopted
2014-15

Proposed
2015-16

Exhibit 6-36
Comparison of Free and Reduced Price Eligibility Students
2012-13 School Year
Free Lunch Eligible Students Reduced Price Eligible
Total
School Division Membership
#
%
#
%
#
%
Stafford
27,689
5,925
21.4%
1,471
5.3%
7,396 26.7%
Albemarle
13,437
3,172
23.6%
614
4.6%
3,786
28.2%
Chesapeake
37,976
10,818
28.5%
2,308
6.1%
13,126 34.6%
Chesterfield
40,962
11,320
27.6%
2,148
5.2%
13,468 32.9%
Fauquier
11,224
2,139
19.1%
605
5.4%
2,744
24.5%
Hanover
12,305
2,092
17.0%
475
3.9%
2,567
20.9%
Henrico
51,148
17,654
34.5%
2,802
5.5%
20,456 40.0%
Loudoun
71,774
9,501
13.2%
3,040
4.2%
12,541 17.5%
Prince William
85,435
26,442
31.0%
6,913
8.1%
33,355 39.0%
Spotsylvania
24,155
7,148
29.6%
1,660
6.9%
8,808
36.5%
Peer Average
38,713
10,032
24.9%
2,285
5.5%
12,317 30.4%
Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions from Data Source:http://www.doe.virginia.gov/statistics_reports/supts_annual_
report/ 2012_13/index.shtml, 2015.
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Exhibit 6-37
Nutrition Services Operating Indicators
2009-2013 Fiscal Years
School Nutrition Program (SNP) Statistics:
Student Membership
Eligible for Free Lunch
Percent
Eligible for Reduced Price Lunch
Percent
Eligible for Free and Reduced Price lunch –
Total
Percent

2009
26,638
3,727
13.99%
1,237
4.64%

2010
26,758
4,632
17.31%
1,281
4.79%

2011
26,737
5,277
19.74%
1,106
4.14%

2012
26,774
5,933
22.16%
1,520
5.68%

2013
26,928
5,993
22.26%
1,520
5.64%

4,964
18.64%

5,913
22.10%

6,383
23.87%

7,453
27.84%

7,513
27.90%

2014
27,357
6,135
22.43%
1,552
5.67%
7,687

%
Change
2.7%
64.6%
25.5%
54.9%

28.10%

Source: SCPS 2014 CAFR.

Exhibit 6-38
National School Breakfast and Lunch Reimbursement Rates
Effective from July 1, 2014 - June 30, 2015
Breakfast
Paid
Reduced Price
Free
Lunch
Paid
Reduced Price
Free

Less Than
60%
$0.28
$2.58
$2.98

Non-Severe Need
$0.28
$1.32
$1.62

Less Than 60%
+ 6 cents
$0.34
$2.64
$3.04

60%
or More
$0.30
$2.60
$3.00

Severe Need
$0.28
$1.63
$1.93

60% or
More + 6 cents
$0.36
$2.66
$3.06

Maximum
Rate
$0.36
$2.75
$3.15

Maximum
Rate + 6 cents
$0.42
$2.81
$3.21

Source: United States Department of Agriculture, 2015.

Because fewer than 60 percent of SCPS students qualified for free and reduced price meals,
SCPS in general falls into the Non-Severe Need reimbursement category. There are, however,
13 schools that are receiving the Severe Need reimbursement rate for breakfast only. Those
schools include:







Anthony Burns Elementary
Conway Elementary
Drew Middle
Falmouth Elementary
Ferry Farm Elementary
Gari Melcher Complex









Hampton Oaks Elementary
Kate Waller Barrett Elementary
North Stafford High
Poole Middle
Rocky Run Elementary
Shirley C Heim Middle
Widewater Elementary

As shown in Exhibit 6-39, respondents to Evergreen’s survey gave Nutrition Services positive
ratings in nearly every category. Responses were mixed regarding the nutritious nature of
vending machine snacks and drinks, and the issue of long waiting lines.
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Exhibit 6-39
Nutrition Services Survey Responses

Survey Statement
The Food Services Department provides nutritious
and appealing meals and snacks.
Vending machines are not available to students
during lunch periods.
Snacks and drinks available through the vending
machines are nutritious.
Bus riders get to school with enough time to eat
breakfast.
Cafeterias are calm environments in which to eat.
Students spend too long waiting in line to get their
lunches.
Many students bring their lunch from home every
day.

Central Office
School
Administrators Administrators
Teachers
Others
SA+A SD+D SA+A SD+D SA+A SD+D SA+A SD+D
50.0%

9.1%

59.1% 34.1% 43.1% 35.4% 55.0% 30.0%

38.6%

2.3%

75.0% 13.6% 56.2% 15.9% 43.3% 21.7%

31.8%

9.1%

47.7%

9.1%

31.9% 23.4% 33.3% 25.0%

25.0% 11.4% 54.5% 38.6% 37.1% 41.0% 26.7% 41.7%
20.5% 27.3% 51.2% 34.9% 34.5% 48.3% 23.3% 51.7%
20.5% 11.4% 39.5% 58.1% 45.2% 31.4% 50.0% 23.3%
15.9%

6.8%

51.2% 23.3% 43.2% 15.8% 40.0% 16.7%

Source: Evergreen Solutions Survey Results, 2015.

FINDING
During the onsite review, Evergreen visited, observed and ate lunch at three cafeterias: one
elementary, one middle, and one high school. Exhibit 6-40 provides the findings of those visits.
One of the most remarkable points observed upon entering the kitchens was the cleanliness.
Although serving was underway and food was moving to and from the serving lines, all of the
equipment was polished, the floors were clear of any debris, and there was no refuse of any type
found outside of a receptacle. Each kitchen was fully equipped with a washer and dryer where
all towels, aprons and the like are laundered daily.
The only smells coming from the kitchen were the aromas of warm food. The presentation of
food at each serving line was appealing, and a variety of offerings were available to the
studentseven at the elementary level. At all three kitchens, the menu included a number of
items cooked or prepared from scratch, rather than providing food that is pre-processed or
prepared. The menu items being served were very tasty and the portions were filling.
Each of the kitchens was well equipped with generally ample walk-in freezer and refrigeration
space and dry storage. The walk-in units at the elementary school were full, but the Manager
indicated that an order had just arrived. The type and condition of kitchen equipment was
exceptional, which is one factor that is allowing the kitchen to do more scratch-cooking.
Each of the schools uses mostly washable trays and utensils. Paper or Styrofoam trays are on
hand should a kitchen be shorthanded on a day. The tray return areas were well organized and
sufficiently far from the food preparation areas to be sanitary.
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Exhibit 6-40
Summary of Onsite Kitchen/Cafeteria Visits
Conducted by the Evergreen Team
Category
Manager
Total Staff
Cafeteria
Capacity
Freezer Space*
Refrigerated
Space*

Conway Elementary School
1-13-15
Linda Howard
7
240

Dixon-Smith Middle School
1-15-15
Jean Watts
7
842

Stafford Senior High School
1-15-15
Deanna Kappler
15
583

10’ X 12’ Walk-In (Full)
Walk-In 6’ X 12’ (Full); 2= Large
Free-Standing Refrigerators

10’ X 12’ (Moderately Full)
10’ X 12’ (Moderately Full);
4-Free Standing Refrigeration
Units (Nearly Empty)
1=10’ X 22’; 1=12’ X 12’
Milk – Daily; bread and
produce – Weekly; Main
delivery - Weekly

12’ X 20’ (Moderately Full)
12’ X 20’ plus free standing
units (Moderately Full)

Dry Storage
Food Ordering
Intervals

1=15’ X 20’ (Full)
2 or 3 times per week based on
product and need

Serving Lines
Serving-wear

2
Reusable trays and silverware (unless
someone calls in sick – then they use
disposable trays)
4 rotations (10 tables are filled by
classes that arrive and leave every few
minutes; with four full rotations in
total)
Breakfast – 8:30 – 9:15 AM
Lunch - 11:00 AM to 1:10 PM

3
Reusable

15’ X 25’ (Moderately Full)
Milk, produce, and bread –
Daily
Merchants and Snack Weekly
4 + 2 kiosk sandwich express
Reusable

3

4

Breakfast 7:50 – 8:20 AM
Lunch 10:45 AM – 12:16 PM

Excellent (Kitchen staff clean
equipment and sweep floors –
custodians mop)
Good (From 10:30 to 2:30, three
hostesses oversee and clean the
cafeteria – paid by school)
Key pad entry for students –
Kindergarten students wear a crown
with their name and entry pad number
paper-clipped in case they forget
number.
Laundry with washer and dryer to
wash towels and washcloths.

Excellent

Breakfast – 7:00 – 7:40 (7:157:40 pre-wrapped breakfast to
go in hallways)
Lunch – 10:45 to 12:45
Excellent

Number displayed on the table with
behavior level displayed (4=very
good, 3=good, etc.)

There is a mobile breakfast
cart with a wireless terminal
they place in the hallway for
grab-and-go. The cart has
almost doubled participation
rates.

Number of
lunch times
Mealtime
Intervals
Cleanliness of
Kitchen
Cleanliness of
Cafeteria
Identification
System

Other

Good

Excellent – a custodian is
assigned to clean

Key pad entry for students and
touch entry for cashiers.

Key pad entry for students and
touch entry for cashiers.

Laundry with washer and
dryer for towels and aprons.

Laundry with washer and
dryer to wash towels and
washcloths.
Nutrition Services controls
five snack machines and three
beverage machines. Special
Needs students come to help
fill the vending machines as a
way for them to learn to count
and organize.

Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions through observations and onsite interviews, 2015.
* Dimensions are Approximate
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Serving lines moved quickly, with no students observed in line for longer than five minutes. In
general, the cafeteria areasalthough filled with studentswere controlled, clean and
accommodating. Although a key pad entry is used at all schools, it was apparent from the flow
of conversation that the students knew and liked the kitchen staff and that the staff knew and
liked the students.
The use of hostesses at the elementary level appeared to work very well in terms of assisting and
monitoring the children as they went through the lines, ate, and then were retrieved by their
teachers. Of particular note was the use of behavioral signs on each table in the elementary
cafeteria. Each sign could be flipped to a behavioral level from one to four. When a hostess
observed a table becoming loud or excited, she only had to touch the sign as a warning and the
children immediately calmed down without the need for a spoken word.
COMMENDATION
The kitchens and cafeterias observed during the Evergreen’s Efficiency Study were
exceptionally clean and well equipped, the food was tasty and well presented, staff
members were inviting, and students were well behaved and seemed to enjoy the foodin
all an environment that encourages participation.
FINDING
Nutrition Services tracks Meals-Per-Labor-Hour (MPLH) at each campus on a monthly basis,
and makes staffing adjustments based on participation rates when the MPLH indicate a need.
Tracking and monitoring is accomplished using the Virginia Department of Education School
Nutrition Programs, 2014-15 MPLH Worksheet, shown in Exhibit 6-41.
The Nutrition Services Department provided spreadsheets showing the MPLH by campus and
the changes and adjustments that were made to address changes in participation. Maintaining the
MPLH standard is a critical step in ensuring that budgetary goals are met while providing
adequate staffing as participation rates rise.
COMMENDATION
The Nutrition Services Department’s leadership is performing valuable MPLH assessments
on a monthly basis, and is making staffing adjustments based on participation rate
changes.
FINDING
SCPS has qualified for and is receiving an additional six cents per federally reimbursable lunch
served from the federal government for producing meals meeting nutrition standards set forth in
Section 201 of the Healthy, Hunger-Free Kids Act of 2010. This additional six cents is being
offered to help defray the additional costs associated with serving more fresh produce and whole
grain products.
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Exhibit 6-41
MPLH Worksheet
SCHOOL: BPHS
AVERAGE MEALS PER LABOR HOUR (MPLH) PER DAY FOR
JAN 2015
AVERAGE DAILY ATTENDANCE:
1
STUDENT LUNCH ADP (Average Daily Participation)
Student Breakfast ADP (enter)
2
STUDENT BREAKFAST ADP/2 = BREAKFAST ADP
3

Adult Breakfast ADP (enter)
ADULT & EMP BREAKFAST ADP/2= BREAKFAST ADP

4

Adult Lunch ADP (enter)
Employee Lunch ADP (enter)
TOTAL ADULT & EMPLOYEE LUNCH ADP

5

Average Daily A La Carte Revenue (enter)
Average Daily Other Revenue (enter)
Total Average Daily A La Carte and Other Revenue
MEAL EQUIVALENT CONVERSION
TOTAL MEAL EQUIVALENTS (1+2+3+4+5)

1,019
270
135
4
2
17
16
33

$1,431.74
$108.28
$1,540.02
480
1,669

Enter Total Labor Hours Daily (enter)

95

CURRENT MONTH'S MPLH

18

MEALS PER LABOR HOUR GOAL

14-20

Source: Virginia Department of Education School Nutrition Programs, 2014-15 MPLH Worksheet.
ADP= Total Meals Served During the Month ¸ Number of Days in the Month
ADA= Average Number of Students in Attendance Each Day
MPLH= Total Daily Meal Equivalents¸ Total Labor Hours Each Day

Certification is based on offered menus, rather than the actual selection by children. Districts
report the offerings of fruits and vegetables on the menu in the full amount the child is able to
select, not what the child typically selects in order to meet offer versus serve requirements. For
example if there are three ½ cup servings of different fruit available for selection and the child is
instructed to choose two, one cup of fruit would be reported on the worksheet application.
The tool used to certify a district for the additional six cents does not assess compliance on a perserving line basis. Separate from the certification tool, the school district must sign an attestation
stating that each serving line complies with the meal pattern. Compliance will then be assessed
during validation and administrative reviews.
SCPS submitted documentation for menu certification in November 2012, and were notified in
January 2013 that the menu was certified. The Nutrition Services Department began receiving
the six cents starting with the month when the application was submitted in November 2012.
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COMMENDATION
SCPS is commended for applying for and receiving an additional six cents per federally
reimbursable lunch served as part of the Healthy, Hunger-Free Kids Act of 2010.
FINDING
The Nutrition Services Department is aware of the federal requirement to raise meal prices and
has systematically been raising prices in accordance with those guidelines.
The 2014-15 SCPS meal prices for breakfast and lunch are shown in Exhibit 6-42.
Exhibit 6-42
School Nutrition Meal Prices
2014-15 School Year
Breakfast
All
Lunch
K-5
6-8
9-12
Adult

Full Price Meals
$1.45
Full Price Meals
$2.50
$2.60
$2.70
$3.35

Ala Carte Breakfast Prices
Breakfast Entrée Only
$1.45
Breakfast Entrée w/ Meal $1.00
Ala Carte
Milk 8 oz.
$.50
Dessert
$.50

Reduced Price Meals
$.0
Reduced Price Meals
$.40
$.40
$.40

Ala Carte Lunch Prices
Entrée Only (High)
$2.70
Extra Entrée w/ Meal $2.00
Orange Juice
Ice Cream

$.50
$.50

Source: SCPS website, 2015.

According to a USDA fact sheet on Food and Nutrition Equity in School Lunch Pricing:
Effective July 1, 2011, section 205 of the Healthy, Hunger-Free Kids Act of 2010 requires
school food authorities (SFAs) participating in the National School Lunch Program to
provide the same level of support for lunches served to students who are not eligible for free
or reduced price lunches (i.e., paid lunches) as they are for lunches served to students
eligible for free lunches. The Act directs SFAs to:
1. Compare the average price charged for lunches served to students not eligible for
free or reduced price lunches (i.e., students receiving “paid lunches”) to the
difference between the higher Federal reimbursement provided for free lunches and
the lower Federal reimbursement provided for paid lunches.
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2. If the average paid lunch price is less than the difference, an SFA must either
gradually adjust average prices or provide non-Federal funding to cover the
difference.
The USDA guidelines state that districts with lower pricing are required to increase the meal
prices by at least 10 cents per year:
In general, when the adjusted average price is more than the current price, an SFA would
have to either increase its average paid lunch price to the adjusted average price or provide
additional non-Federal support for its paid lunches. The law caps the required increase in the
average paid lunch price at 10 cents in any year. Therefore, an SFA with a significant gap
between its price and the required level will have several years to make adjustments to its
prices and/or provide other funding to the SFA account in order to meet this requirement.
As shown in Exhibit 6-43, SCPS has slowly increased meal prices over the years, and based on
the current meal rates shown in Exhibit 6-42 above, increases have been more aggressive in
recent years.
Exhibit 6-43
Lunch Price Trends
FY 2009 to FY 2013
Grade Level

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Middle and High School Lunch Prices
Elementary School Lunches

$2.10
$2.10

$2.25
$2.15

$2.25
$2.15

$2.40
$2.30

$2.40
$2.30

2014
$2.55 /
$2.65
$2.45

%
Change
14.3%
9.5%

Source: SCPS 2014 CAFR.

The Nutrition Services Director indicated that each time the meal prices are increased, there is a
temporary but generally insignificant drop in participation. Therefore, increasing the pricing
gradually has allowed them to balance the need for higher meal prices with the equal or greater
need to keep participation rates high.
COMMENDATION
SCPS is attempting to comply with federal guidelines in terms of meal prices, and by doing
so, is charging a rate that more closely covers the cost for providing highly nutritious
meals.
FINDING
SCPS is using a number of commendable practices to increase participation at all levels:


Grab-N-Go packaging is utilized at all elementary and middle schools. This new option,
along with offering a clear plastic bag verses a tray, gives students the flexibility to take
their meal to the classroom or eat it in the cafeteria.
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Breakfast carts are offered at three of the middle schools. This plan features one mobile
serving line in a high traffic hall way and one line in the cafeteria. The results of the new
mobile cart have been as increase in breakfast participation and more class time for
students/teachers.



Lunch meals are also now being provided daily for the Rivermont Day School.
Approximately 40 meals per day are prepared at Rocky Run Elementary and picked up
by the customer.

While participation numbers are increasing, one indicator of more universal acceptance of a
program by students is the revenues from paid meals. As shown in Exhibit 6-44, breakfast sales
increased by 533 percent from 2011-12 to 2013-14.
Exhibit 6-44
Breakfast and Lunch Revenues
2011-12 through 2013-14
2011-12
$71,938.00
$4,312,968.00

Breakfast Sales
Lunch Sales

2012-13
$375,734.00
$3,904,507.00

Percent
Change
533%
4%

2013-14
$455,353.00
$4,473,480.00

Source: Nutrition Services Department, February 2015.

Exhibit 6-45 shows the participation rates for the 2013-14 school year, broken down by month.
Exhibit 6-45
2013-14 Participation by Month
Sep-13

Oct-13

Paid
Reduced
Free
Total

Nov-13

Dec-13

Jan-14

Feb-14

Mar-14

Apr-14

May-14

159
49
128
336

29
119
560
708

56
98
933
1,087

18
101
2,094
2,213

20
103
1,714
1,837

31
125
1,445
1,601

75
143
1,025
1,243

Paid
Reduced
Free
Total

30,138
9,347
54,897
94,382

41,066
14,457
68,338
123,861

32,792
11,914
53,540
98,246

21,887
8,089
36,317
66,293

21,228
7,975
35,014
64,217

28,457
10,319
46,335
85,111

29,006
10,272
46,541
85,819

33,244
11,739
54,171
99,154

42,674
14,881
68,503
126,058

Paid
Reduced
Free
Total

166,217
19,513
98,565
284,295

191,622
25,831
108,723
326,176

149,992
20,208
82,152
252,352

114,262
15,531
62,951
192,744

114,880
15,696
63,250
193,826

149,979
20,478
83,942
254,399

151,577
20,531
84,448
256,556

151,075
20,469
84,801
256,345

184,377
25,376
104,399
314,152

Paid
196,355 232,688 182,943 136,178 136,164
Reduced
28,860
40,288
32,171
23,739
23,769
Free
153,462 177,061 135,820
99,828
99,197
Total
378,677 450,037 350,934 259,745 259,130
Source: SCPS Nutrition Services Department, February 2015.

178,454
30,898
132,371
341,723

180,603
30,906
132,703
344,212

184,350
32,333
140,417
357,100

227,126
40,400
173,927
441,453

Evergreen Solutions, LLC

Jun-14
Total
Afterschool Snack
8
396
33
771
174
8,073
215
9,240
School Breakfast
15,766
296,258
5,824
104,817
26,717
490,373
48,307
891,448
School Lunch
64,089 1,438,070
9,277
192,910
39,324
812,555
112,690 2,443,535
TOTALS
79,863 1,734,724
15,134
298,498
66,215 1,311,001
161,212 3,344,223
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COMMENDATION
The Nutrition Services Department recognized that breakfast participation at the high
school level was low, and implemented a breakfast cart service that significantly improved
participation rates.
FINDING
The SCPS Nutrition Services Department is currently operating at a profit, but the amount that
the Food and Nutrition Fund contributes back to the Operating Fund does not appear to be
directly linked to the allowable direct or indirect costs outlined in federal guidelines. Since FY
2013, $200,000 is being transferred to the Operating Fund from the Food and Nutrition Fund as a
flat rate to cover indirect costs. Prior to FY 2013, only $100,000 was transferred.
According to the Director, an attempt is made to keep at least two months of operating costs in
reserve, or approximately $2.7 million of the Recommended FY 2016 Budget. Exhibit 6-46
shows the growth of the fund balance over the last five years, which appears to confirm that the
reserve goals are being met.
Exhibit 6-46
Food and Nutrition Fund Balance Trend
Actual
Actual
Actual
Actual
Actual
7/1/2010
7/1/2011
7/1/2012
7/1/2013
6/30/14
$1,855,832 $2,508,225 $2,633,949 $2,450,934 $2,805,843
Source: SCPS CAFRs FY 2011 to 2014.

The profitability of the Food and Nutrition Fund, however, does not consider the costs currently
being paid by the Operating Fund. For example, the Nutrition Services Department does not pay
directly for utilities, and while they are paying directly for parts, they are not charged for the cost
of labor for maintenance repairs. A similar concern was voiced in the 2004 Efficiency Review
conducted by Gibson Consulting.
In July 2011, the USDA issued SP 41 -2011 Child Nutrition Reauthorization 2010: Indirect Cost
Guidance. USDA defines direct costs as “those that can be identified specifically with a
particular final cost objective.” The following explanation is given for the treatment of utilities
in particular.
The SFA in general and school food service in particular, need utilities such as electricity
and gas to operate. While utility costs are often treated as indirect costs, they may be
charged as a direct cost if there is a methodology to quantify exactly how much energy was
utilized to prepare and serve meals. For example, the use of a separate utility meter for
school food service would provide such quantification. The main point to note is that
charges like utilities can be allocated directly or indirectly, depending on whether a
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methodology exists to specifically identify the amount of utilities attributable to the school
food service.
The USDA defines the indirect cost a school district incurs due to meal production and service as
follows:
Indirect costs are those costs which are incurred to the benefit of school food service as well
as other school functions, but are not readily identifiable to the school food account. Since
these costs do contribute to the cost of producing a meal, federal policy allows that they may
be claimed for reimbursement. It is to the advantage of the child nutrition operation to
include these costs in their claim for reimbursement so that each program may bear its fair
share of the total cost.
The last phrase is underlined for emphasis because Food Service revenues can only be used to
support the food service operation. Reimbursing the General Fund for the full amount allowed is
the only way for the division to recover any part of the costs incurred for providing
administrative, financial and human resource services to the organization. Further, charging a flat
fee of $200,000 each year for indirect costs does not recognize fluctuations in revenues. The
$200,000 charge represents approximately 1.5 percent of revenues. A rate of three to five
percent may be a more reasonable estimate of total indirect costs.
Unprofitable food service operations are not typically charged an indirect cost rate, as the
Operating Fund is already supplementing the program. When the operation is solvent, however,
failing to charge all direct costs and some percentage of indirect costs, is basically diverting
scarce funds away from educational programs and funneling them into a Fund that is designed to
be self-sufficient.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 6-24:
Immediately begin charging the Food and Nutrition Fund for direct costs, and for
allowable indirect costs based on a percentage of gross revenues.
SCPS should immediately begin charging applicable direct charges to the Food and Nutrition
Fund, and as profitability increases, implement an indirect percentage method for charging
indirect costs to the fund. It may be desirable to incrementally increase the percentage rate from
1.5 percent to a range of three to five percent over time.
FISCAL IMPACT
Based on the estimated amount of direct costs that are currently not being charged, the SCPS
Operating Fund should see an increase of at least $50,000 annually by immediately charging the
Food and Nutrition Fund for such items as utilities and maintenance labor. In future years,
efforts should be made to incrementally begin increasing the $200,000 set aside for indirect cost
to be a percent of total revenues. Estimated yearly increases of $20,000 annually starting in FY
2017 should be possible, assuming revenues continue to increase at current rates.
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2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

$50,000

$70,000

$90,000

$110,000

$130,000

TECHNOLOGY

Technology is not an end in itself, rather a means to improve and more effectively facilitate
progress and outcomesdriven by and aligned with division priorities and requirementsand
used to meet data collection, assessment, and reporting mandates from local, state, and federal
levels.
Technology supports all programs and users within the school division and community.
Division and school administrators, staff, teachers, students, parents, and community members
depend upon the communications, information, applications, and tools provided through a range
of end-user devices, system and user interfaceswith access to data and information via the
infrastructure and communications network of the division. Uniform standards, policies and
procedures, and effectively organized operations and management, are essential to a school
division realizing the benefits of technology and information systems.
Section 6.4, which reviews staffing, organization, and operations related to administrative
technology and information systems in the Stafford County Public Schools (SCPS), is organized
into five major sections:
6.4.1
6.4.2
6.4.3
6.4.4
6.4.5

Organization and Staffing
Planning, Policies, and Management
Support, Productivity, and Training
Systems and Security
Inventory and Controls

6.4.1 Organization and Staffing
The organization of staff and resources of information systems and technology operations should
directly relate to clear service goals, identified priority projects, well-developed hardware and
software standards, and service levels.
The current organizational structure for the SCPS Technology Department is displayed in
Exhibit 6-47. As can be seen, the Executive Director for Technology oversees all functions of
the Technology Department. The department is organized into the following four areas:


Computer and Network Services – This unit oversees all computer and network
hardware. This unit includes network engineers, repair technicians, and desktop support.



Project Management – This two FTE unit oversees all large division technology
projects, including the ongoing cycle replacement of computers in schools.
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Exhibit 6-47
SCPS Technology Department Organizational Chart

Source: SCPS Technology Department, 2015.
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Assistive Technology – This unit supports and maintains all of the division’s assistive
technology for special education.



Student Information System – This unit oversees and maintains the division’s student
information system (Syngery) as well as the data contained in it.

Over the last several years, the SCPS Technology Department has experienced significant
change, including the following:


Instructional Technology – Perhaps the most impactful change was removal of
Instructional Technology from the Technology Department. This function, which was
once combined with the Assistive Technology unit still in place, was moved from the
Technology Department to the Department of Instruction during the 2011-12 school year.
However, by the end of the 2011-12 school year, this function was completely abolished,
and Technology Resource Teachers were decentralized and directed to report to their
principals. From a staffing perspective, the direct result of this change was elimination of
the Supervisor of Instructional and Assistive Technology and removal of the Technology
Resource Teacher positions.



Student Information Systems – The student information systems unit, between 2011-12
and the current school year, was moved out of and back into the Technology Department.
Specifically, in 2011-12 this unit was moved out of the Technology Department and
under the Assistant Superintendent for Instruction, but was subsequently returned to the
Technology Department shortly after this change. During its time under the Assistant
Superintendent for Instruction, the position of Supervisor of Information Systems was
eliminated. Therefore, when this unit was moved back under the Technology Department,
the Information Systems Manager was made the direct supervisor of the unit.



Safety, Security, and Risk Management – This function was moved from the
Technology Department to the Human Resources Department during the 2011-12 school
year. The only piece that the Technology Department maintained was maintenance and
oversight of the division’s security cameras. These tasks are now performed by
Technology Department engineers.

This section addresses organization and staffing of the SCPS Technology Department based on
best practice, peer data, and feedback collected while onsite.
FINDING
Computer Technicians/Trainers (CTTs) are school-based staff who report directly to each
principal. There are currently 29 CTTs in SCPS; 25 of whom are assigned one school each, three
are assigned two schools each, and one is assigned three schools. CTTs are often times used to
complete tasks that fall outside of their area of responsibility, and because SCPS uses a staffing
ratio of one CTT per school, the number of students and staff each CTT serves varies drastically
across the 29 CTTs.
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Exhibit 6-48 displays the job description for the CTT. As can be seen, the position of CTT is
strictly designed to act as the first line of technology support within SCPS schools and provide
Tier 1 level support for school technology users.
Exhibit 6-48
CTT Job Description
PURPOSE:
This position maintains the operational integrity of information technology (microcomputers,
printers, network, etc.) and provides training for staff.
QUALIFICATIONS:


High school diploma, G.E.D., or other experience equivalent to graduation from high
school.



Novell Certified Network Administration preferred.



Previous experience using a network preferred.



Knowledge of computer operating systems, hardware, and software.



Demonstrate knowledge of installation and trouble shooting of hardware and software.



Demonstrate initiative, flexibility, and the ability to work independently.



Demonstrate the ability to effectively train technology users.



Demonstrate effective time management, organization skills, and prioritization to meet
the needs of the users.

Source: SCPS Human Resources Department, 2015.

CTTs are responsible for escalating issues to the Tier 2 level as needed, which is passed on to
and handled by Technology Department staff in the central office. Tier 1 support, which is
provided only by CTTs, is defined by SCPS Standard Operating Procedures as:


new network or electronic mail account creation;



password changes;



standard program/application installation;



basic network and computer troubleshooting;



monitoring the Work Request System for newly reported issues and for changes in status
of existing, outstanding work requests; and



escalating work requests up the support structure that are too complex for Tier 1
response.
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Principals, in supervising CTTs, are responsible for disciplining CTTs, assigning tasks, and
scheduling workflows. It was reported that CTTs are often used to perform tasks outside of their
intended purposesuch as monitoring the bus ramp, supervising students during lunch periods,
or filling in at the front desk. When CTTs are assigned these alternate tasks, their ability to
provide technology support is greatly diminished.
SCPS also does not use a consistent staffing formula to determine the number of CTTs needed,
which leads to a wide variance in the number of students and staff each CTT serves. There are
two approaches for determining the appropriate number of computer support technicians for an
organizationone is based on current average number of students served and one on best
practice standards.
To calculate the ratio based on number of students, the average current number of students
served per CTT is analyzed. Exhibit 6-49 displays the list of current CTT assignments by school
and number of students served. As can be seen, CTT ratios range from a low of one per 495
students to a high of one per 1,992 students; the average ratio is one CTT per 1,013 students.
Further, although the SCPS official staffing formula is one CTT per school, the data show that
there are four CTTs assigned to more than one school.
Another approach for determining the number of CTTs needed would be to use best practice
standards which define the number of computers per technician. For example, the State of South
Carolina recommends “…500 computers to one technology person.”* Alternatively, a 2009
study by the Consortium for School Networking (CoSN) found that the number of computers per
computer technician in K–12 education settings nationally is estimated at 612 per computer
technician. Comparatively, the current number of computers in SCPS schools is 9,851**. Using
this figure, the current total CTT to computer ratio is 1 to 340 (9,851/29)well below both
standards shared. If using this standards approach, nine CTTs could be eliminated, which would
raise the computer to CTT ratio to one technician per 493 computers (9,851/20).
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 6-25:
Centralize reporting of the Computer Technicians/Trainers (CTTs) and use a set staffing
ratio to determine the number of CTTs needed in the division.
SCPS should centralize the CTTs to eliminate use of these staff for duties outside of technology
support. The CTTs should report directly to the Technology Department’s Computer Repair
Services Manager. The benefits of centralizing CTTs include increased ability to prioritize
computer support and reduction or total elimination of use of CTTs to perform duties that are not
included in the job description. As school divisions shift to a greater reliance on technology in
the learning environment, the trend has been toward an increase in centralization of technology
support.
*Digital Resources Enabling Achievement 2009-2013, p. ii; South Carolina Department of Education).
**Based on data provided by SCPS in response to initial Data Request List item “TEC-2: Inventory of computers.”
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Exhibit 6-49
CTT by School and Students Served
CTT/School Name
CTT 01
Rocky Run ES
CTT 02
Widewater ES
CTT 03
Hampton Oaks ES
CTT 04
Colonial Forge HS
CTT 05
Anthony Burns ES
CTT 06
Hartwood ES
CTT 07
Head Start, Gari Melchers Complex
Regional Alt Ed.
CTT 08
T. Benton Gayle MS
CTT 09
Edward E. Drew MS
Falmouth ES
Heather Empfield Autism Day School
CTT 10
Conway ES
CTT 11
Stafford HS
CTT 12
Mountain View HS
CTT 13
A.G. Wright MS
Garrisonville ES
CTT 14
Margaret Brent ES

Total
Enrollment
827
827
890
890
805
805
1,992
1,992
792
792
538
538
NA
NA
NA
894
894
1,058
542
516
NA
862
862
1,879
1,879
1,801
1,801
1,337
769
568
863
863

CTT/School Name
CTT 15
North Stafford HS
CTT 16
Brooke Point HS
CTT 17
Rodney E. Thompson MS
CTT 18
Kate Waller Barrett ES
CTT 19
Anne E. Moncure ES
CTT 20
Winding Creek ES
CTT 21
Stafford MS
CTT 22
Admin Center
CTT 23
Stafford ES
CTT 24
Shirley C. Heim MS
CTT 25
Dixon-Smith MS
Grafton Village ES
CTT 26
Ferry Farm ES
CTT 27
Rockhill ES
CTT 28
Park Ridge ES
CTT 29
H.H. Poole MS
Total Enrollment

Total
Enrollment
1,689
1,689
1,793
1,793
1,142
1,142
789
789
676
676
716
716
495
495
NA
NA
691
691
942
942
1,318
775
543
588
588
576
576
569
569
848
848
27,370

Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions, 2015.

SCPS should also adopt a CTT staffing ratio for determining the number of FTE CTTs needed
by the division. Evergreen recommends using the best practice standards approach, which calls
for a ratio of 1 computer support technician per 500-600 computers.
In making this recommendation, Evergreen is cognizant of Virginia‘s mandated 2014 Standards
of Quality (§§ 22.1-253.13:1 through 22.1-253.13:10 of the Code of Virginia), which state that
local school boards shall employ two full-time equivalent positions per 1,000 students in grades
kindergarten through 12one to provide technology support and one to serve as an instructional
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technology resource teacher. With 20 CTTs and seven central office computer support staff,
SCPS complies with the Standards of Quality.
FISCAL IMPACT
SCPS currently has 29 CTTs. Evergreen estimates that this recommendation will result in a net
reduction of nine CTT positions. The overall savings is approximately $57,783 per CTT
($39,826 in salary + benefits of 25 percent plus $8,000); for a total of $520,043 for elimination
of the nine CTTs. Centralizing CTTs can be completed with existing resources.
Recommendation
Eliminate Nine CTT
Positions

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

$520,043

$520,043

$520,043

$520,043

$520,043

FINDING
The current organization of the SCPS Technology Department (see Exhibit 6-47) is not optimal
for the delivery of services. The shortcomings of the organization include that the department is
housed under instructional services; the department currently houses assistive technology but not
instructional technology; the CTTs are not centralized (see Recommendation 6-25); and
responsibilities within the department are significantly lopsided towards the Supervisor of
Computer and Network Support.
In addition to assessing the roles and responsibilities of each unit within the Technology
Department, Evergreen reached out to peer school divisions to gather information on the
organization of their technology departments. Exhibits 6-48 through 6-52 display the technology
department organizational charts collected from peer school divisions. As can be seen, the peers
organize their departments around functions, including enterprise-wide systems and applications,
computer support, network services, and project management. Several of the peer divisions
include instructional technology and research and accountability in the technology department;
however, based on Evergreen’s experience, these are generally two functions that are not
included in the Technology Department.
Exhibit 6-53 displays a comparison of total technology staff in peer divisions to the number in
the SCPS, based on data available from the VDOE. The data show that the SCPS maintains a
higher ratio of students per staff for administrative technology staff and a lower ratio of students
per staff for technical and clerical technology staff.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 6-26:
Reorganize the SCPS Technology Department.
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Exhibit 6-50
Albmarle County Public Schools
Department of Accountability Research and Technology
2014-15 Organizational Chart

Source: Albmarle County Public Schools, 2015.
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Exhibit 6-51
Chesterfield County Public Schools Technology Department
2014-15 Organizational Chart

Source: Chesterfield County Public Schools, 2015.
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Exhibit 6-52
Loudoun County Public Schools Technology Services Department
2014-15 Organizational Chart

Source: Loudoun County Public Schools, 2015.
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Exhibit 6-53
Comparison of Technology Staffing Levels
2012-13 School Year

Administrative

Technology
Technical and Clerical
% of
Total
#
ADM Per
Staff

Average Daily
Membership
(End-of-Year)

Total
Support
Staff*

#

ADM Per

% of Total
Staff

Stafford

26,954

868.4

8.4

31.0

1.0%

53.8

500.7

Albemarle

13,060

684.1

0.0

19.1

0.0%

20.5

Chesapeake

38,877

1,886.7

1.0

20.6

0.1%

Chesterfield

58,377

2,218.8

4.0

26.3

Fauquier

10,959

521.6

1.0

Hanover

18,052

649.3

Henrico

48,866

Loudoun

Instructional Support

#

ADM Per

% of Total
Staff

57.7%

0.0

NA

0.0%

638.0

93.3%

0.0

NA

0.0%

70.0

555.4

29.4%

0.0

NA

0.0%

0.2%

88.2

661.9

29.8%

32.3

1,807.3

1.5%

21.0

0.2%

14.0

782.8

150.1%

0.0

NA

0.0%

0.0

27.8

0.0%

39.0

462.9

71.3%

0.0

NA

0.0%

2,074.4

2.0

23.6

0.1%

83.5

584.9

28.2%

37.0

1,320.7

1.8%

67,393

2,775.3

7.0

24.3

0.3%

72.0

936.0

33.7%

0.0

NA

0.0%

Prince William

82,706

3,301.2

11.6

25.1

0.3%

96.5

857.1

26.0%

84.2

981.8

2.6%

Spotsylvania

23,358

855.2

0.6

27.3

0.1%

52.5

444.7

52.0%

22.0

1,061.7

2.6%

Peer Average

40,183

1,663.0

3.0

23.9

0.1%

59.6

658.2

57.1%

19.5

1,292.9

0.9%

School Division

Source: Virginia Department of Education, 2015.
*Includes Instruction support staff; Administration, Attendance and Health support staff; Transportation; Operations and Maintenance; and Facilities
(http://www.doe.virginia.gov/statistics_reports/supts_annual_report/2012_13/index.shtml)
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Exhibit 6-54
Proposed SCPS Technology Department Organizational Chart

Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions, 2015.
*Proposed new position.
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Exhibit 6-55 displays the proposed SCPS Technology Department organizational chart. The
following major changes are recommended:


the Executive Director for Technology reports to the Associate Superintendent of
Operations instead of the Associate Superintendent of Instructional Services (see
Recommendation 2-4);



the Computer and Network Services unit has been separated into two unitsone focused
on network services and one on computer support. The titles of the supervisor and
manager over these units have been slightly altered to better reflect their roles and
responsibilities;



the CTTs, recommended for centralization in Recommendation 6-25, have been placed
under the Computer Support unit;



the role of the Supervisor of Technology, which is primarily project management, has
been expanded to include oversight of division-wide systems, including the email system
and the ERP system the division is planning to implement. The addition of the position of
ERP Systems Administrator is proposed to support the ERP;



the assistive technology function has been removed [Evergreen recommends that the
Coordinator of Assistive Technology and Assistive Technology Paraprofessional be
moved under the Supervisor of Instructional Technology (as addressed in
Recommendation 3-18) or into the Special Education Department]; and



the Information Service Manager’s title has been slightly altered to better reflect her roles
and responsibilities.

FISCAL IMPACT
Using the current midpoint of the pay grade of the GroupWide Administrator as a reference,
Evergreen estimates that adding an ERP Systems Administrator will cost the division $63,236 in
base salary, plus benefits of $23,809 (25% base salary + $8,000), for a total of $87,045 in total
compensation. The costs of this position are not incurred until ERP implementation is completed
in 2016-17, and SCPS may be able to fill this permanent position with an employee from the
ERP Implementation Team.
Recommendation
Create Position of
ERP Systems
Administrator

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

$0

($87,045)

($87,045)

($87,045)

($87,045)
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FINDING
The SCPS Technology Department has transitioned away from legacy systems over the past
several years and implemented updated, cutting-edge technology. However, as this transition
occurred slowly overtime, many job titles associated with the legacy systems remain and have
not been reviewed or revised to date.
There are three classification titles used by the Technology Department that carried over from
the legacy system and need to be updated. These titles include Data Systems Specialist, Systems
Analyst, and Records Management Specialist. These titles should be revised to better reflect their
roles and responsibilities under the new Synergy SIS. In addition to the references to the legacy
systems no longer used in the SCPS, the following major additional duties are not included in the
job descriptions:


Data Systems Specialist – oversees hardware, software, and security of the SCPS
servers. Interfaces with the Network Engineer to resolve issues as needed. Also maintains
online applications and provides customer support as needed.



Records Management Specialist – maintains current and historical attendance and
enrollment data, and payroll records. Ensures the retention schedule is followed and
privacy of records is maintained.

RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 6-27:
Review and revise the three job descriptions associated with the SIS.
While CPS should eventually review all job descriptions within the department, these three
should immediately be reviewed and updated as needed to ensure they accurately reflect actual
duties.
6.4.2

Planning, Policies, and Management

Only with appropriate policies, plans, and effective management in place, will projects and
services meet the needs of users and provide the impact expected of SCPS technology
investments. This section addresses key areas relating to planning, policies, management, and
accountability for the division’s information systems and technology services.
FINDING
SCPS has in place a comprehensive Integrated Technology Plan to guide the division
strategically in making technology-related decisions. The current plan was designed to cover the
years 2011 through 2016. The plan was developed using previous technology plans as a
foundation, dating back to the 2003-10 Technology Plan, and prior to that the 1993-2002
Technology Plan.
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According to SCPS, in April 2010 the SCPS Superintendent directed the formulation of two
committees to assist in the development of this technology plan. A core committee, the
Technology Plan Development Committee (TPDC), consisting of 26 staff and community
members, and a broader Technology Plan Review Committee (TPRC) consisting of all the
members of the TPDC as well as over 30 additional participants took part in the process.
The process for developing the Integrated Technology Plan was meticulous, and is outlined in
the plan document itself (http://tinyurl.com/ou3pnjq). The process of forming the plan included
conducting a strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT) analysis; development of
goals and goal-related objectives with clearly defined evaluation benchmarks to measure the
achievement of these goals; establishment of due dates for completion of goals; calculation of a
budgetary estimate; and a determination on the personnel charged with and responsible for the
completion of the strategy within that time frame and for that budget.
Exhibit 6-55 displays the Executive Summary for the Integrated Technology Plan. In total, the
Integrated Technology Plan includes five (5) goals, 15 objectives, and 39 underlying strategies.
The five goals of the Integrated Technology Plan are:


Goal 1: Provide a safe, flexible, and effective learning environment for all students.



Goal 2: Engage students in meaningful curricular content through the purposeful and
effective use of technology tools in order to prepare students to meet the needs of 21st
century real-world applications.



Goal 3: Afford students with opportunities to apply technology effectively to gain
knowledge, develop skills, and create and distribute artifacts that reflect their
understandings.



Goal 4: Provide students with access to authentic and appropriate tools to gain
knowledge, develop skills, extend capabilities, and create and disseminate artifacts that
demonstrate their understandings.



Goal 5: Use technology to support a culture of data-driven decision making that relies
upon data to evaluate and improve teaching and learning.

The progress towards meeting the goals in the Integrated Technology Plan is formally evaluated
twice a year by the SCPS Technology Advisory Committee. The Technology Plan provides the
SCPS with an excellent road map for the division.
COMMENDATION
Stafford County Public Schools is commended for its well-developed, comprehensive
Integrated Technology Plan.
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Exhibit 6-55
SCPS Integrated Technology Plan for 2011-2016
Executive Summary

Source: SCPS Integrated Technology Plan (2011-16), 2015.
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FINDING
SCPS does not currently have a Technology Executive Committee to meet and make decisions
surrounding critical technology projects. The impact of the lack of a committee to discuss such
issues was apparent while Evergreen was onsite. Specifically, various interviewees mentioned
that decisions surrounding selection and planning for implementation of a division-wide ERP
seemed to be made rather hastily, and that the selection of and planning for such a critical system
should be discussed more thoroughly.
The SCPS School Board has had, as one of its standing committees since at least as far back as
2007-08, a Technology Advisory Committee (TAC). According to the SCPS, the purpose of the
committee is to “advise the School Board of Stafford County concerning community
perspectives about the school division's technology plan for both instructional and administrative
support functions.” While this committee will undoubtedly assist in providing guidance on
technology issues, it is not sufficient to provide direction on critical technology decisions
currently facing the SCPS.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 6-28:
Form a Technology Executive Committee to include representatives from the business
administrative areas, school leaders, and user groups.
SCPS should form a Technology Executive Committee to provide a platform for ongoing
discussion and dialogue surrounding technology initiatives. The focus of the Technology
Executive Committee should be on one or two of the largest technology initiatives of the
division, as well as policy changes, project priorities, plans or proposal reviews, funding, and
defining requirements for these endeavors.
The Technology Executive Committee should include the Executive Director of Technology, the
Assistant Superintendent of Finance, as well as representation of business administrative areas,
school leadership, other key stakeholders, and user groups. The purpose of the Committee should
be to provide oversight relating to policies and procedures, and setting priorities. Committee
members will need one to three hours per month to devote to committee meetings and activities.
Membership should be approved by the Superintendent and senior staff.
This Committee should be formally charged with oversight of technology planning with an
understanding that they are expected to make recommendations to the Superintendent and other
division leaders relating to the Technology Plan, policies, standards, service levels, and
priorities.
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FINDING
E-Rate was once handled by internal SCPS staff; however, E-Rate is now the responsibility of an
outside contractor as SCPS found the process too complex. The current contractor, E-Rate
Central, is well-known in Virginia and provides similar services to many other school divisions
throughout the Commonwealth. E-Rate Central charges SCPS $7,500 annually for services
provided, which includes analysis of current services, confirmation of CIPA compliance, RFP
assistance, Form 470 filing, discount calculation assistance, Form 471 filing, and Form 486
filing.
Based on data provided by SCPS, E-Rate reimbursements for the first quarter of the 2014-15
school year totaled $87,476.96. Exhibit 6-56 displays a breakdown of this total by provider.
Reimbursement balances from previous years totaled $214,963.34 for internet, $98,091.36 for
phones, and $36,504 for wireless.
Exhibit 6-56
E-Rate Reimbursements in SCPS
2014-15 School Year
Provider
Verizon-Virginia
MCI-Verizon
Verizon Wireless
Verizon-South
AT&T
Comcast
Cox Communications
Blackboard/School Fusion
Total

Amount
$11,116.80
$13,956.18
$6531.94
$8957.10
NA
$13290.19
$14223.97
$19400.78
$87,476.96

Source: SCPS Technology Department, 2015.

Considering the SCPS expends only $7,500 annually for the services provided by E-Rate Central
and the total reimbursements received are estimated at approximately $350,000, the SCPS
decision to outsource its complex E-Rate funding activities was an effective move.
COMMENDATION
Stafford County Public Schools is commended for outsourcing E-Rate activities.
FINDING
SCPS does not use capital funds for large technology purchases. As a result, large technology
projects must be planned so that purchases can be divided across multiple fiscal years. This
process sets the SCPS back in terms of 21st Century technology implementation, and is a
significant barrier to large-scale technology projects. Furthermore, and perhaps most important,
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SCPS has reached a point where the division’s budget cannot keep pace with its cyclical
replacement program previously established. Specifically, in the September 15, 2014
Technology Advisory Committee meeting minutes it was noted that “budget dollars will once
again be scarce this year and there are no longer funds available for cyclic replacement.”
Other school divisions in Virginia have successfully used capital funds for large technology
purchases, gaining valuable ground in technology integration in schools. Evergreen reached out
to peer divisions and asked if they use capital funds for technology projects, and if yes, what
types of technology projects are these funds used for. Two of the nine peers responded with
information; both Albemarle County Public Schools and Chesterfield County Public Schools
provided that they do use capital funds for technology projects. Although not a peer,
interviewees also shared that Fredericksburg County Public Schools uses capital funds for
replacement of computers.
Albemarle County Public Schools indicated that they use capital funds for replacement of
computers and network equipment, and Chesterfield County Public Schools stated that they use
capital funds for computer leases ($2,175,000), projector installation ($2,000,000), and computer
replacements ($1.75-$2 million per year). Another recent example, not from a SCPS peer
division but notable on the national level, is Los Angeles Unified School District’s (LAUSD)
recent purchase of 1-to-1 devices for all students at the cost of $1.3 billion using capital funds.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 6-29:
Explore using Capital Funds to maintain the computer replacement cycle and fund large
technology projects.
SCPS should explore use of Capital Funds for multi-year or large technology projects, as well as
for the ongoing replacement of student computers. An analysis of SCPS historical budget data
revealed that SCPS has used Capital Funds in the past for purchase of computer equipment.
Specifically, in 2012-13 $8,122 was used for computer hardware equipment purchases. Of
course, this was a vey small amount. SCPS should reach out to peer school divisions to learn
more about their process for using Capital Funds for technology.
FINDING
Each SCPS school is allotted discretionary funding for the purchase of supplies throughout the
school year. For example, each school is allocated $20.00 per student annually for the purchase
of computer supplies for instructional technology; $5.00 per student for soft media; $4.50 per
student for library books and supplies; and $3.00 per student for furniture and equipment. For
schools with large enrollments, the computer supply discretionary funds alone can exceed
$20,000.
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Each year, a significant percentage of these discretionary funds are used by schools to purchase
technology hardware and softwareresulting in mixed hardware and software across the
division. As a result, the Technology Department was routinely experiencing situations in which
a school had made a major purchase of technology that was either not compatible with the
division’s existing infrastructure, or that included technology which the Department did not have
the expertise to maintain or support. In both situations, the schools became frustrated with the
Technology Department for their inability to support the purchased product, and the Technology
Department became frustrated with schools for not vetting the technology with them before
purchase.
In an effort to curb the growing number of incompatible hardware and software technologies in
the division resulting from these discretionary fund purchases, the Technology Department
developed a tiered system of support. This system describes three levels of possible support for
new technologies, where Technology Department staff can review a product a school is
interested in, and assign it to one of the three tiers of support. The tiers are defined as:


IT/IS Staff Supported (Tier 1) – The technology is compatible with all SCPS systems
and can be completely supported by SCPS Technology Department staff.



Vendor Supported (Tier 2) – The technology is compatible with SCPS systems;
however, Technology Department staff does not have the technical expertise and/or
resources to support the product and third-party vendors will need to be used.



Prohibited (Tier 3) – The technology is not compatible with SCPS systems and may
cause damage or serious issues with the existing technology infrastructure.

Exhibit 6-57 displays the specific language used by SCPS to describe each tier. Tier 1 in the
exhibit is titled “IT/IS Staff Supported,” Tier 2 is titled “Vendor Supported,” and Tier 3 is titled
“Prohibited.”
The SCPS Technology Department has been successful in getting school administrators to
communicate with Department staff regarding technology purchases, and in turn providing the
tier level for which their proposed purchase would represent. This support provides school
administrators with the level of autonomy needed, while at the same time ensures they are aware
of the implications their purchasing decision might have.
COMMENDATION
Stafford County Public Schools is commended for implementing its tiered system of
support.
FINDING
SCPS does not have established school templates/models for K-8, high schools, and special
programs. A template/model for listing of the basic level of equipment, communications, and
software should be provided at each school. Exhibit 6-58 provides an example template.
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Exhibit 6-57
Tiers of Support

Source: SCPS Technology Department Standard Operating Procedures, 2015.
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Exhibit 6-58
Example of a School Site Template
1.

Student Workstations


1:15 students, plus



Instructional/Assessments Labs: Labs required for instruction, remediation, and assessment
mandated by the DOE. The basic lab standard is 24 workstations.


2.

3.



K-8 Schools: 2 Labs; additional Labs in Grades 2-5 (1/250 students)



High Schools: 9 Labs

Interactive Student Device (one per student): Used for electronic text books, internet browsing
(Wi-Fi), and interactive response system via app.

Printers


Volume Multi-Function Laser Printer (45 ppm, monochrome, duplexed, networked)



Color printer (duplexed, networked)



Classroom printer (monochrome, non-duplexed, networked)



Staff printer (monochrome, duplexed, networked); 1:3 staff

Staff Workstations


Principals; Asst. Principals; Administrators; Managers; regular staff



Teachers



Specialists; Counselors; Secretaries; Registrars; Bookkeepers



Other: School Lunchroom Manager, Attendance Clerks, SROs



Media Circulation (5 or 1:300 students)



Research/Scan/Scoring Workstation – 1 per school/site or cc

4.

Internet and ITV connection – 1 per classroom or site (major cc)

5.

Parent-School IP/Web Communications: Listsrv, school/staff web sites (within guidelines)

6.

Dedicated, point-to-point high-bandwidth communication lines (including fax): 1/site

7.

Networking (link here for basic networking template or contact information ): all instructional and work areas

8.

Google Apps or MS Office (collaborative workgroup systems) for each teacher and full-time staff as dictated
by supervisor recommendation as necessary to job functions; and for each student lab workstation; and security
tools.

9.

E-mail (link here to detailed documentation on email)

10. Student and Business Centralized Data System Access & Reporting Capability
11. Special Needs Accommodations for Students and Staff (Braille Printers, CAD, training aids)
Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions, 2013.
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Templates provide a basis for determining annual equipment replacement costs to a specified
basic level for all similar schools. These are particularly useful for longer range cost projections
relating to specific site needs such as could be used for community bond funds.
Without templates/models for schools and offices, the infrastructure, equipment, software and
productivity tools are likely not consistent or equitable. Schools do not have clear guidance on
“what should be” as new or remodeled facilities are planned. School templates/models are
essential for consistent planning, projected maintenance and replacement costs by site, and
equity across schools.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 6-30:
Develop basic school and central office technology templates/models.
After allowing input and discussion on these guidelines, these templates/models should be
developed and used to guide school and central office planning. Plans should also be used to
consistently guide equipping/updating in new construction and remodeling projects, and as new
grants and funding options become available.
These guidelines should be taken to the Technology Advisory Committee and Technology
Executive Committee for review and approval, and should become part of SCPS policies and
regulations. The templates/models should also be posted for reference by those updating their
site technology plans or for those planning construction.
FINDING
Technology Department staffincluding engineers, technicians, and administrative
assistantsare provided with division cell phones. SCPS provided these cell phones to staff
when the division started to require a listing of direct phone numbers for each employee on the
division’s website. When interviewees were asked about use of these cell phones, among those
staff that indicated they were issued a cell phone, none indicated that they use the cell phones
provided by the division. Many shared that they simply place the SCPS cell phone, turned off, in
their desk drawer.
Exhibit 6-59 displays the budgeted and actual expenditures for the Technology Department
mobile phones. The total actual expenditures in 2012-13 and 2013-14 were $9,687 and $8,927,
respectively. The budget for mobile phone expenditures in 2014-15 was $10,000.
Exhibit 6-59
Mobile Phone Expenditures
2012-13 through 2014-15 School Years
6840 Technology - Operation & Maintenance
5231 Mobile Phones
Source: SCPS 2014-15 Budget.
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RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 6-31:
Eliminate mobile phones for Technology Department staff.
SCPS should cancel contracts for any mobile phones unused by staff. For those mobile phones
that go unused, SCPS is wasting funds to keep them active.
FISCAL IMPACT
Based on the actual budget for mobile phones in 2013-14, the annual savings from this
recommendation total $8,927, for a total five-year cost savings of $44,635.
Recommendation
Eliminate Unused
Mobile Phones

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

$8,927

$8,927

$8,927

$8,927

$8,927

FINDING
Multiple technology support staff at the central office and school levels shared that when
technology equipment (i.e. servers) are brought down for scheduled maintenance, staff do not
always effectively communicate the outages to one another which causes confusion and
inefficiency. When system downtime is effectively reported and planned, affected staff can
perform other activities during the downtime; however, when not alerted, the change may lead to
re-work or redundancy of effort.
While many studies have shown the cost impact of system downtime on end users, few explore
or address the cost impact on the Technology Department internally. A poll of Fortune 500
companies revealed at least 1.6 hours per week of unexpected IT system downtime. Based on an
hourly rate of $56, this equates to a weekly labor loss of $4,410 per 12-month employee.
Considering the SCPS Technology Department has 30 staff, this equates to as much as $246,960
per year, or at the very least, a significant reduction in productivity.
A proactive communications strategy can help prevent loss of productivity due to unannounced
system downtime.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 6-32:
Create and implement a communications plan and standard operating procedure for
announcing system downtime resulting from scheduled maintenance.
SCPS should draft, approve, and publish a communications strategy and related standard
operating procedure for announcing system maintenance and scheduled downtime internally
among Technology staff. The communications should include the location/ID of the hardware to
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be taken offline, the time that the outage will occur, and the name of the employee overseeing
the maintenance.
FINDING
SCPS provides schools with the flexibility to build and maintain their own websites. While there
is a central office Webmaster located in the Public Information Office, schools are able to post
their own content to their sites.
Exhibit 6-60 displays an example screenshot from one of the school websites. Upon review of
the school websites, Evergreen found that the majority of the sites are up-to-date; contain
pertinent news and information; and contain links to school programs and activities for each
individual school. These websites are setup and maintained by schools. They were found to be
user friendly and contain pertinent and up-to-date information on the school activities.
Exhibit 6-61 displays responses to Evergreen’s survey related to the usefulness of the division’s
website. Agreement levels for survey respondent groups ranged from a low of 60.5 percent for
central office administrators to a high of 71.2 percent for other staff. Comparatively, peer results
in Evergreen’s survey database indicate agreement levels similar to those found in SCPS
ranging from 75.8 percent for teachers to 88.1 percent for school administrators.
COMMENDATION
SCPS maintains flexible and up-to-date websites for its schools and the division.
FINDING
The SCPS Technology Department maintains strong process documentation. Specifically, the
Technology Department maintains Standard Operating Procedures (SOP), and has recently
adopted a project management process for evaluating and implementing projects. These process
documents are highly effective in guiding the operations of the SCPS Technology Department.
Exhibit 6-62 displays the Table of Contents for the Standard Operating Procedures (SOP). As
can be seen, the SOP is organized by tab, with 14 tabs in all. Each tab contains a specific
procedure, lists the responsible party, and provides the issuance date and latest revision date.
The SOP contains sections covering many elements Evergreen reviews for during an efficiency
study, including an acceptable use policy, crisis response plan, and procurement procedures. The
revision dates show that the last time most of the SOPs were updated was in December 2011.
However, when Evergreen reviewed the SOPs, they were found to be up-to-date and accurately
reflect the processes in place currently.
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Exhibit 6-60
Sample SCPS School Website

Source: North Stafford High School Website, 2015.
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Exhibit 6-61
Survey Results on Evergreen’s Survey Responses
in Stafford County Public Schools

Survey Statement

Central Office
Administrators
SA+A
SD+D

The division Web
site is a useful
60.5%
tool.

25.6%

School
Administrators
SA+A
SD+D

Teachers
SA+A
SD+D

Others
SA+A
SD+D

65.9%

62.1%

71.2% 11.9%

18.2%

20.3%

Source: Evergreen Solutions Survey Results, 2015.

Exhibit 6-62
SCPS Technology Department
Standard Operating Procedures Table of Contents
Tab
A

Procedure Title
Technology Core Services

Responsible Group
Budget/Planning Group

B

Acceptable Use Policy

IT/AT Group

C
D

Internet Safety Program Procedures
Crisis Response Plan

IT/AT Group
Budget/Planning Group

E

Network Data System Backup
Procedures

Computer/Network Services
Group and Data/Applications
Group
Budget/Planning Group

F/G

K

Technology Support and
Procurement Procedures
GroupWise (Electronic Mail)
Procedures
Technology Resource Teacher (TRT)
Procedures
IDEA Assistive Technology
Procedures
Technology Support System

L

Grants and Donations

M

Instructional Technology and
Information Service Data Center
Procedures
Remote Management of Electronic
Devices

H
I
J

N

Computer/Network Services
Group
IT/AT Group
IT/AT Group
Computer/Network Services
Group
Budget/Planning Group
Data/Applications Group
Computer/Network Services
Group

Revision/Issue Date
Initial Issue – June 5, 2007
Revised - September 13, 2011
Initial Issue – June 5, 2007
Revised - August 29, 2011
Initial Issue – June 5, 2007
Initial Issue – June 5, 2007
Revised - September 13, 2011
Initial Issue – June 5, 2007
Revised - March 29, 2013
Initial Issue – June 5, 2007
Revised - December 12, 2011
Initial Issue – June 5, 2007
Revised - September 12, 2011
Initial Issue – June 5, 2007
Revised - October 10, 2011
Initial Issue – June 5, 2007
Revised - October 17, 2011
Initial Issue – June 5, 2007
Initial Issue – June 5, 2007
Revised - December 15, 2011
Initial Issue – June 5, 2007
Revised - October 3, 2011
Initial Issue – Sept 7, 2007
Revised - September 6, 2011

Source: SCPS Technology Department, 2015.
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Each individual SOP tab is downloadable from the SCPS website in PDF format, and all contain
uniform sections, including the title of the SOP, background on the SOP, purpose of the SOP,
contents of the SOP, and definitions for phrases used in the SOP. Exhibit 6-63 displays page one
of the Technology Crisis Response Procedures SOP.
Exhibit 6-63
Technology Crisis Response Procedures SOP

Source: SCPS Technology Department, 2015.
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In addition to the SOP, the Technology Department has adopted a project management form,
entitled “Stafford County Public Schools Project Management: Project Charter,” to assist in
capturing ideas for and planning large projects. This project charter document represents yet
another strong process-oriented document, similar to the SOPs, that is in place to increase the
effectiveness of the Technology Department.
Exhibit 6-64 displays the project charter form. The project charter form is required in order to
launch any technology project.
COMMENDATION
Stafford County Public Schools is commended for developing and strictly adhering to the
standard operating procedures and project charter form used by the Technology
Department.
FINDING
The Technology Department managed the installation of fiber optic (FO) networks to a large
percentage of SCPS facilities. At the onset of the project, the division estimated a seven-year
breakeven point on the acquisition of the fiber. The total approximate cost of the project was
$3.2 million. Exhibit 6-65 displays a map of the SCPS facilities that have received fiber. As can
be seen, 34 SCPS locations have received fiber across all areas of the division.
Considered the ‘gold-standard’ in networking, access to fiber optic networks represents a huge
opportunity SCPS schools, as the increased bandwidth provided by filter optics exponentially
increases for the division’s ability to use technology in the classroom. The capability is also
opening new doors for the SCPS, as the division is currently working with Stafford County’s
local first responders to provide them with access to the network. One goal is to provide the local
police department with the ability to tap into school security cameras as needed.
COMMENDATION
SCPS has installed its own fiber optic networkeffectively preparing the division for the
21st Century.
6.4.3

Support, Productivity, and Training

The primary focus of technology and information systems is to expedite work. The mission of
an information services and technology function is to empower users by improving access to
information, resources, and tools that will result in better productivity. Information and
technology services design, planning, training, and support must always consider the needs,
capabilities, and readiness of all usersincluding teachers, students, parents and community
members, staff and administrators.
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Exhibit 6-64
Project Charter Form Used in
Stafford County Public Schools

Source: SCPS Technology Department, 2015.
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Exhibit 6-64 (Continued)
Project Charter Form Used in
Stafford County Public Schools

Source: SCPS Technology Department, 2015.
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Exhibit 6-65
Map of SCPS Facilities with Fiber

Source: SCPS Technology Department, 2015.

FINDING
The Technology Department uses E-Helpdesk software to collect and route Helpdesk tickets.
Helpdesk tickets are submitted by end-users and are first routed to Tier 1 supportwhich are the
school-based CTTs. In the event the issue must be escalated, the CTT is responsible for
escalating the ticket to Tier 2. Helpdesk software such as this is essential to responding in an
adequate period of time to user issues.
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Evergreen’s survey gauged employee perception on the support received from the Technology
Department and CTTs. Exhibit 6-66 displays results for the survey statement “I get assistance
quickly when I have a computer problem.” The results were very positive, with agreement levels
ranging from a low of 76.2 percent for teachers to a high of 86.7 percent for other staff.
Comparatively, peers in Evergreen’s survey database indicated agreement levels of 64.4 percent
for teachers and 78.1 percent for other staff. This indicates that the timeliness of SCPS support is
viewed more positively than in peer divisions.
Exhibit 6-66
Evergreen Survey Results on Computer Support Survey Responses
in Stafford County Public Schools

Survey Statement

I get assistance quickly
when I have a
computer problem.

Central Office
Administrators
SA+A
SD+D

School
Administrators
SA+A
SD+D

Teachers
SA+A
SD+D

77.3%

81.8%

76.2% 19.1% 86.7% 8.3%

15.9%

18.2%

Others
SA+A SD+D

Source: Evergreen Solutions Survey Results, 2015.

While the software functionality and user satisfaction with support are excellent, Evergreen did
identify one area for improvement in the system. Specifically, because the E-Helpdesk software
is hosted on the division’s internal network, it is only accessible on SCPS property. As such,
Technology Department employees are required to report for work at the central office to receive
their daily work log, and then are routed to schools as needed. The Technology Department
would benefit from allowing access for key employees to E-Helpdesk so that they can go directly
to a school site to report for work as opposed to traveling first to the central office.
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 6-33:
Provide Technology Department staff with access to the E-Helpdesk software over the
internet.
SCPS should allow all or at least some Technology Department staff internet access to EHelpdesk. Online access to E-Helpdesk will allow employees to report directly to issues in the
field at the start of the work day as opposed to having to commute to the central office first. This
will increase productivity of staff, and ensure that end user needs are attended to promptly.
6.4.4 Systems and Security
The costs and damages related to access security violations or to critical systems misuse can be
huge, can result in major delays and disruptions to services, and can be a major liability issue to
the school division. Furthermore, identity theft or unauthorized access to sensitive and
confidential personal information can be very damaging and costly.
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Information systems, with increasing frequency, provide access to sensitive information and
enable changes to systems which can significantly impact users and services. As stated
previously, the parent portal makes available confidential and sensitive student information
which were formerly available to authorized school users and administrators only. Having this
information available to parents potentially involves 20,000 additional users outside of the
school setting having access to very sensitive information and communications. Appropriate
procedures and controls are essential.
FINDING
The process for de-provisioning employees from SCPS systems (email, SIS, etc.) involves hard
copy forms that come from either the Human Resources Department or the Finance Department.
These forms are manually generated when an employee is terminated, resigns, or retireswith
priority placed on de-provisioning those employees who leave on bad terms.
The process for de-provisioning on the Technology Department’s end is demonstrated in SOP H
– GroupWise Procedures, which is displayed in Exhibit 6-67. The SOP clearly demonstrates
specific procedures for de-provisioning employees.
Exhibit 6-67
De-provisioning Procedures
GroupWise Email
End of Employment Account Removal Procedures


Human Resources will notify (using the School Board Packet) the GroupWise Manager of any employees
leaving SCPS employment and the date their employment will end.



The GroupWise Manager will enter a work ticket into the eHelpDesk System to the employee's school
CTT.



The CTT will set expiration dates in the system for both the employee's Novell Network (edirectory) and
GroupWise accounts.



The employee's user ID will then be removed from all distribution lists. Thirty days after the employee's
end of contract date, the CTT will delete the Novell Network (edirectory) and GroupWise accounts.



Once that is complete, the CTT will close the work ticket in the eHelpDesk System.

Source: SCPS Technology Department SOP, 2015.

COMMENDATION
The division maintains a timely and documented process for de-provisioning users from
the SCPS information systems.
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Inventory and Controls

Organizations that rely heavily on a broad range of technology capital are faced with a situation
where effective inventory management is a rather complex and critical factor to their long-term
goals. Aspects of the situation that they face include long procurement lead times, extreme
volatility in demand for maintenance and repair, individually customized requests for products,
and short product life cycles. These factors make technology equipment management rather
difficult. Traditional inventory control methods often do not take these critical aspects into
account, resulting in an ineffective process for inventory and control management.
FINDING
The SCPS Technology Department has no formal written plan for preventative maintenance or
upkeep on individual technology equipment. During interviews with members of the staff, it was
shared that the Department does not have a standardized preventative maintenance and upkeep
schedule nor process for hardware; however, employees did note that if they are fixing a piece of
equipment and notice excessive dust, gunk build-up, or screen smudges, they will address the
issue.
Preventative maintenance is often free or nearly free, and can dramatically increase the lifespan
of computer systems. SCPS is conducting regular software updates and basic maintenance
operations, but the formalization and accountability that comes with an official checklist is
needed and cannot easily be replicated. Because of the services SCPS provides, it would be
beneficial to perform some routine hardware maintenance (such as cleaning key boards and
screens).
RECOMMENDATION
Recommendation 6-34:
Develop and implement a Preventative Maintenance Checklist as a foundation for a
division-wide annual maintenance plan for SCPS computers.
An example preventative maintenance checklist for computers and IT equipment is displayed in
Exhibit 6-68. The list is not all inclusive but a good start, and the exhibit includes both hardware
maintenance as well as software maintenance. Hardware maintenance preserves the length of
service of the internal components of a machine, while software maintenance activities can
preserve the speed of the computer.
SCPS Technology staff should incorporate the steps shown in Exhibit 6-68 when working on
equipment for other reasons. For example, when a Computer Technician is called out to diagnose
a computer issue, these additional steps can be applied at that time and only require a few added
minutes to the call. SCPS should track which computers receive the routine maintenance, and
ensure that all equipment has received the treatment a minimum of one time per year.
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Exhibit 6-68
Sample Preventative Maintenance Checklist
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Blow Out Keyboard
Blow Out Back of CPU Unit; Fan
Blow Out Printer
Clean Print Heads With Alcohol
Clean Monitor Screens and Glare Covers
Empty Downloads Folder
Empty Cookies Folder
Empty History Folder
Delete Downloaded and Non Division Owned Programs
Empty Recycle Bin
Install New Edition of Antivirus Software
Run Antivirus Software
Install Ad-Aware Software
Run Ad-Aware Software
Remind Workers to Delete Files that they no Longer Use
Remind Workers that Downloads Will Affect The Performance of the Machine.
Have Worker Sign Computer Use and Terms Agreement

Source: Created by Evergreen Solutions, 2015.

FINDING
The SCPS Technology Department adheres to a cyclical replacement cycle for computer
hardware to ensure that SCPS stakeholders have updated, functional equipment. Albeit the
division is falling behind on this replacement due to financial constraints, the Department has
optimized the replacement process by monitoring hardware age and planning needs; building the
cost of delivery and setup of computer equipment into the purchase price through the vendor;
and using a salvage company to retrieve old computers directly from school sites. Because the
process has been optimized, SCPS staff involvement and time are limited in this process.
The SCPS hardware lifecycle, which is managed by the Technology Project Facilitator, is
completed as follows:


Hardware reaches End-of-Life – SCPS staff track and plan for replacement of aged
SCPS hardware. Priority is given to student work stations.



Replacement Hardware Purchased – Hardware is purchased from a pre-approved
vendor.



Hardware Delivered and Installed – The vendor works with SCPS to schedule a date,
time, and location for delivery. The hardware is delivered directly to the school site.
Vendor staff, CTTs, and the Technology Project Facilitator unbox and transport the
hardware to the classroom. The team removes end-of-life hardware and places in storage
area, and the vendor removes the packaging waste from the premises.
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Salvage Company Collects Hardware – The salvage company arrives, generally the
same day as the replacement, and removes the end-of-life hardware from school property.
The vendor providing these services properly disposes of the equipment.

Evergreen reached out to peer school divisions to determine which methods they use to dispose
of old hardware. Two peers responded, including Albemarle County Public Schools (ACPS) and
Chesterfield County Public Schools (CCPS). ACPS shared that they auction their end-of-life
hardware and CCPS indicated that they sell their end-of-life hardware to a salvage company,
similar to what SCPS does.
Evergreen’s survey also explored employee perceptions on adequacy of technology. Exhibit 669 displays results for three survey statements: “The school division provides adequate
administrative technology”; “I have adequate equipment and computer support to conduct my
work”; and “The school division provides adequate instructional technology.” The highest levels
of agreement were for the statement “I have adequate equipment and computer support to
conduct my work.” The lowest levels of agreement for the statement “The school division
provides adequate administrative technology” were in the teacher and other staff groups, at 40.4
percent and 45.0 percent, respectively. Overall, it appears that the majority of user groups are
satisfied in these areas, indicating that SCPS is supplying technology that meets user needs.
Exhibit 6-69
Evergreen Survey Results on Technology Adequacy Survey Responses
in Stafford County Public Schools

Survey Statement

The school division provides
adequate administrative technology.
I have adequate equipment and
computer support to conduct my
work.
The school division provides
adequate instructional technology.

Central Office
Administrators
SA+A
SD+D

School
Administrators
SA+A
SD+D

Teachers
SA+A SD+D

56.8%

25.0%

63.6%

25.0%

40.4% 16.3% 45.0% 16.7%

79.1%

18.6%

84.1%

11.4%

61.2% 34.6% 80.0% 10.0%

52.3%

25.0%

59.1%

31.8%

57.4% 33.2% 58.3% 20.0%

Others
SA+A SD+D

Source: Evergreen Solutions Survey Results, 2015.

COMMENDATION
Stafford County Public Schools has optimized the computer procurement, replacement,
and disposal process.
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7.0 FISCAL IMPACT OF RECOMMENDATIONS
The Evergreen Team has developed 98 recommendations in this report. Thirty-four (34) of the
recommendations have fiscal implications. Exhibit 7-1 shows the total costs and savings for
study recommendations that have a fiscal impact. As can be seen, the total net savings is
approximately $47.9 million over five years for operational efficiencies in Stafford County
Public Schools. Specifically, this stems from total costs of $4.3 million (includes one-time costs)
and overall savings of $52.1 million. The five-year costs and savings are shown in 2015-16
dollars. It is important to keep in mind that the identified savings and costs are incremental.
Exhibit 7-1
Fiscal Impact Summary
Years
2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Total 5-Year
(Costs) or
Savings

TOTAL COSTS

($551,232)

($803,212)

($896,141)

($825,881)

($830,921)

($3,681,487)

($581,074)

TOTAL SAVINGS

$8,101,275

$9,453,571

$10,302,404

$12,190,170

$12,310,170

$52,131,690

$0

TOTAL NET SAVINGS

$7,550,043

$8,650,359

$9,406,263

$11,364,289

$11,479,249

$48,450,203

($581,074)

Cost Savings

TOTAL FIVE-YEAR NET SAVINGS PLUS ONE-TIME COSTS

One-Time
(Costs) or
Savings

$47,869,129

Exhibit 7-2 shows costs and savings by chapter for recommendations in Chapter 2 through 6.
Some of these savings will have an immediate direct impact whereas others are estimated
projections.
There are 63 additional recommendations in this report that do not have a fiscal impact. These
recommendations are included in Chapter 2 through 6 of the full report. In general, these
recommendations do not have associated costs or savings because they can be implemented with
existing Stafford County Public Schools resources or their fiscal impact is undetermined based
on the specific recommendation.
As Stafford County Public Schools looks toward the future, and plans for the sustainment of
efficient and effective operations, these recommendations will serve as a research-based, best
practice approach to structuring the way in which Stafford County Public Schools delivers
educational services to the students of today and tomorrow.
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Exhibit 7-2
Annual Costs and Savings by Year for Each Recommendation
Estimated (Costs)/Savings

Chapter/Recommendation
2015-16

Total 5-Year
(Costs) or
Savings

One-Time
(Costs) or
Savings

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

($195,000)

($195,000)

($195,000)

($195,000)

($195,000)

($975,000)

$0

($195,000)

($195,000)

($195,000)

($195,000)

($195,000)

($975,000)

$0

($43,261)

($43,261)

($43,261)

($43,261)

($43,261)

($216,305)

$0

$0

($159,895)

($247,784)

($247,784)

($247,784)

($903,247)

$0

($5,040)

($10,080)

($15,120)

($20,160)

($25,200)

($75,600)

$0

CHAPTER 2: DIVISION ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT
2-4

Create the Position of Chief Operations Officer

Chapter 2 Subtotal
CHAPTER 3: INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES
3-2

Reorganize the SCPS Instructional Unit

3-3

Expand the Office of Testing and Accountability

3-7
3-9
3-10
3-13
3-15

Conduct Four Half-Day Vertical Alignment
Meetings
Eliminate One Governor’s School
Reduce Course Offerings
Reduce Teacher Planning Time by Half at
Secondary Schools
Eliminate Three Special Education
Paraprofessionals

3-16

Increase Funding Requests for SCPS Day Schools

3-21

Add a Supervisor of Instructional Technology

3-23

Eliminate Distance Learning Platform

Chapter 3 Subtotal
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$0

$681,590

$681,590

$681,590

$681,590

$2,726,360

$0

$50,000

$240,000

$240,000

$240,000

$240,000

$1,010,000

$0

$5,498,296

$5,498,296

$5,498,296

$5,498,296

$5,498,296

$27,491,480

$0

$0

$79,959

$79,959

$79,959

$79,959

$319,836

$0

$0

$100,000

$200,000

$300,000

$400,000

$1,000,000

$0

($124,131)

($124,131)

($124,131)

($124,131)

($124,131)

($620,655)

$0

$66,924

$66,924

$66,924

$66,924

$66,924

$334,620

$0

$5,442,788

$6,329,402

$6,336,473

$6,431,433

$6,526,393

$31,066,489

$0
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Exhibit 7-2 (Continued)
Annual Costs and Savings by Year for Each Recommendation
Estimated (Costs)/Savings

Chapter/Recommendation
2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Total 5Year
(Costs) or
Savings

One-Time
(Costs) or
Savings

CHAPTER 4: FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
4-1

Reduce Staff in Financial Services

$0

$51,750

$103,500

$103,500

$103,500

$362,250

$0

4-2

Reorganize Financial Services Department

$59,285

$59,285

$59,285

$59,285

$59,285

$296,425

$0

4-7

Hire Internal Auditor

($83,000)

($83,000)

($83,000)

($83,000)

($83,000)

($415,000)

$0

Chapter 4 Subtotal
($23,715)
CHAPTER 5: HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

$28,035

$79,785

$79,785

$79,785

$243,675

$0

($75,300)

($75,300)

($75,300)

$1,517,766

$1,517,766

$2,809,632

($47,200)

($8,000)

($8,000)

($8,000)

($8,000)

($8,000)

($40,000)

($12,000)

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

($75,000)

($83,300)

($83,300)

($83,300)

$1,509,766

$1,509,766

$2,769,632

($134,200)

($12,500)

($12,500)

($12,500)

($12,500)

($12,500)

($62,500)

$0

$39,891

$39,891

$39,891

$39,891

$39,891

$199,455

$0

($5,000)

($5,000)

($5,000)

($5,000)

($5,000)

($25,000)

($250,000)

$0

$0

$250,000

$500,000

$500,000

$1,250,000

$0

$61,675

$61,675

$425,106

$425,106

$425,106

$1,398,668

($7,500)

$30,838

$30,838

$30,838

$30,838

$30,838

$154,190

$0

5-8

Implement Electronic Records Management
System
Implement Document Imaging System

5-12

Conduct Classification and Compensation Study

5-7

Chapter 5 Subtotal
CHAPTER 6: OPERATIONAL SERVICES
6-2

Restructure the Facilities Services Department

6-4

Outsource Facility Planning Services
Conduct Facility Assessment / Install Capital
Planning System
Expand PMI Program to 20 Percent of Available
Man-Hours
Restructure the Operations and Maintenance
Section

6-5
6-6
6-7
6-8

Establish a Facilities Work Coordination Unit
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Exhibit 7-2 (Continued)
Annual Costs and Savings by Year for Each Recommendation
Estimated (Costs)/Savings

Chapter/Recommendation
2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

Total 5Year
(Costs) or
Savings

One-Time
(Costs) or
Savings

CHAPTER 6: OPERATIONAL SERVICES (CONTINUED)
6-11
6-12

Outsource All Custodial Operations/Convert to
Award Fee Contract
Outsource Grounds Maintenance

$574,094

$574,094

$574,094

$574,094

$574,094

$2,870,470

($50,000)

$366,946

$418,743

$418,743

$418,743

$418,743

$2,041,918

$0

$516,208

$516,208

$516,208

$516,208

$516,208

$2,581,040

$0

6-13

Implement Energy Management Conservation
Program

6-14

Increase Community Use of Facilities Revenue

$87,648

$290,848

$354,500

$354,500

$354,500

$1,441,996

$0

6-15

Establish Field Trip Guidelines

$67,500

$67,500

$67,500

$67,500

$67,500

$337,500

$0

6-16

Adjust Field Trip Pricing to Cover Costs

$60,000

$60,000

$60,000

$60,000

$60,000

$300,000

$0

6-18

Implement Tyler GPS Module
Charge the Food and Nutrition Fund for Direct
Costs and Indirect Costs

$43,000

$17,000

$17,000

$17,000

$17,000

$111,000

($139,374)

$50,000

$70,000

$90,000

$110,000

$130,000

$450,000

$0

$520,043

$520,043

$520,043

$520,043

$520,043

$2,600,215

$0

$0

($87,045)

($87,045)

($87,045)

($87,045)

($348,180)

$0

$8,927

$8,927

$8,927

$8,927

$8,927

$44,635

$0

Chapter 6 Subtotal
TOTAL COSTS

$2,409,270
($551,232)

$2,571,222
($803,212)

$3,268,305
($896,141)

$3,538,305
($825,881)

$3,558,305
($830,921)

$15,345,407
($3,681,487)

($446,874)
($581,074)

TOTAL SAVINGS

$8,101,275

$9,453,571

$10,302,404

$12,190,170

$12,310,170

$52,131,690

$0

TOTAL NET SAVINGS

$7,550,043

$8,650,359

$9,406,263

$11,364,289

$11,479,249

$48,450,203

($581,074)

6-23
6-24

Eliminate Nine CTT Positions

6-25

Create Position of ERP Systems Administrator

6-30

Eliminate Unused Mobile Phones

TOTAL FIVE-YEAR NET SAVINGS PLUS ONE-TIME COSTS
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Stafford County Public Schools
Central Office Administrators
Compared to Peers
B.

DIVISION ADMINISTRATION
Survey Statement

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

The division’s strategic plan guides daily decision
making.
I know how my work activities and objectives tie to
the division’s strategic plan.
School board members know and understand the
educational needs of students in the school division.
School board members know and understand the
operations of the school division.
The Superintendent is a respected and effective
instructional leader.
The Superintendent is a respected and effective
business manager.
The division administration is efficient.
The division administration supports the educational
process.
School-based personnel play an important role in
making decisions that affect schools in the division.
Principals are effective instructional leaders in their
schools.
Principals are effective managers of the staff and
teachers in their schools.
Most administrative practices in the school division
are highly efficient and effective.
Administrative decisions are made promptly and
decisively.
School division administrators are easily accessible
and open to input.
Authority for administrative decisions is delegated to
the lowest possible level.
Bottlenecks exist in many administrative processes
that cause unnecessary time delays.
The school division has too many layers of
administrators.
Division administrators provide quality service to
schools.
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SCPS

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

42.2%

26.7%

78.2%

8.9%

66.7%

15.6%

87.8%

6.5%

22.2%

53.3%

68.1%

24.6%

17.8%

66.7%

64.8%

27.9%

82.2%

0.0%

72.7%

11.1%

82.2%

0.0%

69.7%

12.5%

68.9%

22.2%

74.5%

16.5%

86.7%

6.7%

84.1%

7.4%

68.2%

18.2%

77.1%

12.3%

75.6%

6.7%

72.8%

16.6%

79.5%

2.3%

75.9%

12.9%

38.6%

31.8%

69.2%

18.0%

28.9%

44.4%

66.0%

21.2%

62.2%

24.4%

79.8%

14.3%

22.2%

51.1%

42.8%

36.2%

60.5%

4.7%

28.8%

57.9%

28.9%

53.3%

10.4%

74.2%

80.0%

4.4%

88.5%

7.5%
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C.

Stafford County Public Schools Efficiency Study

INSTRUCTION
Survey Statement

22. The division uses detailed classroom-level data for
instructional decision-making.
23. Students find curriculum, course selections, and
lessons relevant to their needs and interests.
24. The division has effective special programs for the
following:
a. Honors/Gifted and Talented Education

SCPS

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

56.8%

9.1%

33.3%

25.9%

43.2%

6.8%

43.4%

10.7%

70.5%

9.1%

68.1%

14.1%

b.

Special Education

79.5%

6.8%

74.2%

9.8%

c.

Head Start and Even Start Programs

84.1%

2.3%

56.4%

8.2%

d.

Advanced Placement

79.5%

0.0%

66.9%

7.1%

e.

Alternative Education

68.2%

6.8%

61.7%

13.9%

f.

English as Second Language (ESL)

72.1%

4.7%

58.8%

13.6%

g.

Career and Vocational

70.5%

11.4%

63.6%

15.6%

h.

Dropout Prevention

27.3%

22.7%

42.4%

22.0%

50.0%

2.3%

55.3%

15.1%

0.0%

88.6%

50.5%

26.4%

15.9%

50.0%

61.6%

20.3%

11.4%

56.8%

60.4%

18.3%

56.8%

15.9%

63.4%

21.9%

61.4%

15.9%

70.5%

15.5%

55.8%

14.0%

31.6%

42.9%

43.2%

11.4%

37.1%

29.7%

61.4%

20.5%

60.8%

23.2%

81.8%

2.3%

81.4%

6.6%

54.5%

11.4%

69.4%

9.1%

25. Parents are immediately notified if a child is absent
from school.
26. Teacher turnover is low.
27. Educational programs are regularly and objectively
evaluated.
28. Teacher openings are filled quickly.
29. Teachers are held accountable for ensuring students
learn.
30. Principals are held accountable for ensuring students
learn.
31. Teachers are given the skills and knowledge to
effectively differentiate instruction for each student.
32. Teachers/teacher groups use data to tailor learning
experiences for individual students/student groups.
33. All schools have equal access to educational materials
such as computers, television monitors, and science
labs.
34. Our schools can be described as “good places to
learn.”
35. NCLB has been effectively implemented in our school
division.
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D.

HUMAN RESOURCES
Survey Statement

36. Salary levels in the school division are competitive.
37. My salary level is adequate for my level of work and
experience.
38. Teachers who do not meet expected work standards
are disciplined.
39. Staff who do not meet expected work standards are
disciplined.
40. The division has a good orientation program for new
employees.
41. The division accurately projects future staffing needs.
42. The division has an effective employee recruitment
program.
43. Division employees receive annual performance
evaluations.
44. The division rewards competence and experience,
and provides qualifications needed for promotion.
45. I am satisfied with my job in the school division.
46. I am actively looking for a job outside the school
division.
47. The division has a fair and timely grievance process.
48. There are not enough high quality professional
development opportunities for teachers.
49. There are not enough high quality professional
development opportunities for school
administrators.

E.

Stafford County Public Schools Efficiency Study

SCPS

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

4.5%

88.6%

40.4%

45.8%

38.6%

61.4%

43.4%

43.9%

20.5%

38.6%

36.3%

38.5%

27.3%

40.9%

45.8%

37.3%

43.2%

38.6%

66.7%

20.9%

36.4%

31.8%

50.4%

27.3%

16.3%

41.9%

43.6%

25.5%

65.9%

22.7%

73.7%

18.3%

22.7%

68.2%

36.3%

45.1%

79.5%

13.6%

78.0%

5.9%

29.5%

56.8%

5.5%

68.9%

29.5%

6.8%

51.2%

15.8%

40.9%

25.0%

14.1%

65.3%

52.3%

22.7%

30.2%

58.9%

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Survey Statement

50. The division regularly communicates with parents.
51. Parents play an active role in decision-making in our
schools.
52. Teachers regularly communicate with the parents of
the students they teach.
53. Most parents seem to know what goes on in our
schools.
54. The school division explains test results to parents.

Evergreen Solutions, LLC

SCPS

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

79.5%

4.5%

72.1%

11.4%

56.8%

25.0%

52.7%

29.5%

65.1%

11.6%

62.0%

18.9%

50.0%

31.8%

53.1%

24.1%

34.1%

20.5%

57.5%

22.9%
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Survey Statement

55. Schools have plenty of volunteers to help student and
school programs.
56. At least some local businesses are actively involved in
supporting our schools.

F.

SCPS

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

21.4%

26.2%

46.7%

26.5%

59.1%

2.3%

72.5%

5.6%

FACILITIES USE AND MANAGEMENT
Survey Statement

57. Parents, citizens, students, faculty, staff and the
board provide input into facility planning.
58. Schools are clean.
59. Our schools have sufficient space and facilities to
support the instructional programs.
60. Schools are well-maintained.
61. Repairs are made in a timely manner.
62. Division facilities are open for community use.
63. Emergency maintenance is handled promptly.
64. The division has an effective energy management
program.

G.

Stafford County Public Schools Efficiency Study

SCPS

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

54.5%

18.2%

57.9%

17.6%

88.6%

2.3%

85.3%

10.4%

32.6%

53.5%

53.7%

38.8%

88.6%
70.5%
75.0%
86.4%

2.3%
13.6%
6.8%
0.0%

79.3%
63.6%
78.5%
76.5%

13.8%
24.8%
5.0%
9.9%

75.0%

0.0%

53.7%

15.1%

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
Survey Statement

65. Site-based budgeting is used effectively to extend the
involvement of principals and teachers.
66. Campus administrators are well trained in fiscal
management techniques.
67. Funds are managed wisely to support education in
the school division.
68. The division’s financial reports are easy to
understand and read.
69. Campus and program administrators have sufficient
access to the financial data they need.
70. Financial reports are made available to community
members when asked.

Evergreen Solutions, LLC

SCPS

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

27.3%

22.7%

52.5%

15.1%

22.7%

31.8%

40.9%

22.7%

47.7%

27.3%

77.2%

8.8%

27.3%

31.8%

46.5%

19.0%

31.8%

22.7%

74.2%

8.3%

36.4%

9.1%

66.3%

1.5%
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H.

PURCHASING
Survey Statement

71. The Purchasing Office gets me what I need when I
need it.
72. The school division purchases the highest quality
materials and equipment at the lowest possible cost.
73. The purchase order process is efficient and effective.
74. The division provides teachers and administrators an
easy-to-use standard list of supplies and equipment.

I.

SCPS

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

86.4%

4.5%

67.1%

18.3%

63.6%

11.4%

59.0%

16.2%

60.5%

30.2%

50.6%

25.2%

28.6%

14.3%

62.1%

14.3%

TRANSPORTATION
Survey Statement

75. Students are often late arriving to and/or departing
from school because the buses do not arrive to school
on time.
76. There are sufficient buses and drivers to meet
extracurricular needs of students.
77. Buses are often broken down, disrupting services.
78. The process for requesting a field trip is efficient and
effective.
79. Bus drivers effectively handle discipline issues on the
buses.
80. Students do not feel safe riding school division buses.
81. Bus ride times are too long.

J.

Stafford County Public Schools Efficiency Study

SCPS
SA + A
SD + D

Peers
SA + A SD + D

29.5%

18.2%

12.6%

57.8%

9.1%

59.1%

42.7%

34.7%

20.5%

25.0%

9.9%

60.1%

22.7%

15.9%

55.5%

13.8%

20.5%

9.1%

28.7%

32.6%

0.0%
25.6%

43.2%
23.3%

10.3%
14.2%

54.1%
21.7%

FOOD SERVICES
Survey Statement

82. The Food Services Department provides nutritious
and appealing meals and snacks.
83. Vending machines are not available to students
during lunch periods.
84. Snacks and drinks available through the vending
machines are nutritious.
85. Bus riders get to school with enough time to eat
breakfast.
86. Cafeterias are calm environments in which to eat.

Evergreen Solutions, LLC

SCPS

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

50.0%

9.1%

56.6%

17.3%

38.6%

2.3%

57.4%

14.1%

31.8%

9.1%

42.1%

23.0%

25.0%

11.4%

65.9%

9.7%

20.5%

27.3%

69.7%

15.8%
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Survey Statement

87. Students spend too long waiting in line to get their
lunches.
88. Many students bring their lunch from home every
day.

K.

Stafford County Public Schools Efficiency Study

SCPS

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

20.5%

11.4%

26.5%

32.4%

15.9%

6.8%

14.1%

31.9%

TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT
Survey Statement

89. Students regularly use computers.
90. Teachers receive training in how to integrate
technology into the classroom.
91. Teachers are expected to integrate technology into
the classroom.
92. Teachers know how to use computers in the
classroom.
93. The division Web site is a useful tool.
94. I get assistance quickly when I have a computer
problem.
95. The school division provides adequate instructional
technology.
96. The school division provides adequate administrative
technology.
97. I have adequate equipment and computer support to
conduct my work.
98. Teachers and students have fast and easy access to
the Internet.
99. Most administrative processes (purchasing, payroll
etc.) are done on-line.

Evergreen Solutions, LLC

SCPS

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

72.7%

11.4%

86.5%

7.3%

63.6%

9.1%

77.0%

8.0%

79.5%

6.8%

85.4%

3.6%

61.4%

13.6%

76.8%

8.5%

60.5%

25.6%

77.9%

15.0%

77.3%

15.9%

82.4%

14.7%

52.3%

25.0%

76.7%

10.3%

56.8%

25.0%

80.2%

16.3%

79.1%

18.6%

89.0%

10.1%

61.4%

6.8%

82.8%

6.6%

47.7%

22.7%

50.8%

29.3%
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L.

Stafford County Public Schools Efficiency Study

OVERALL OPERATIONS
SCPS
School Division
Operation

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q.
r.
s.
t.
u.
v.
w.
x.
y.

Strategic Planning
Curriculum Planning
Facilities Planning
Budgeting
Financial
Management
Asset Management
Risk Management
Community
Relations
Program Evaluation
Instructional
Coordination
Student Support
Services
Federal Programs
Coordination
Instructional
Technology
Administrative
Technology
Grants
Administration
Personnel
Recruitment
Personnel Selection
Personnel Evaluation
Personnel Retention
Professional
Development
Safety And Security
Facilities
Maintenance
Custodial Services
Food Services
Transportation

Need
Major/Some
Improvement
58.1%
37.2%
18.6%
60.5%

Peers

23.3%
30.2%
55.8%
25.6%

Need
Major/Some
Improvement
48.6%
50.4%
48.8%
47.7%

47.6%

38.1%

44.7%

45.7%

23.3%
24.4%

34.9%
48.8%

55.7%
44.2%

29.5%
33.7%

58.1%

30.2%

41.3%

40.3%

65.1%

18.6%

48.4%

29.8%

32.6%

41.9%

52.6%

28.1%

32.6%

48.8%

46.1%

35.2%

11.6%

39.5%

44.8%

30.3%

34.9%

41.9%

45.9%

38.6%

41.9%

41.9%

50.0%

40.0%

19.0%

33.3%

46.1%

34.3%

55.8%

23.3%

55.6%

28.5%

38.1%
54.8%
82.9%

38.1%
31.0%
9.8%

49.0%
52.8%
62.4%

32.0%
31.5%
30.0%

67.4%

18.6%

48.2%

44.0%

16.3%

67.4%

44.1%

44.9%

16.3%

69.8%

41.0%

50.0%

21.4%
11.6%
46.5%

64.3%
62.8%
32.6%

40.0%
25.9%
27.9%

49.3%
57.2%
49.6%

Evergreen Solutions, LLC

Adequate/
Outstanding

Adequate/
Outstanding
37.9%
34.3%
33.4%
44.5%
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School Administrators
Compared to Peers
B.

DIVISION ADMINISTRATION
Survey Statement

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

The division’s strategic plan guides daily decision
making.
I know how my work activities and objectives tie to
the division’s strategic plan.
School board members know and understand the
educational needs of students in the school division.
School board members know and understand the
operations of the school division.
The Superintendent is a respected and effective
instructional leader.
The Superintendent is a respected and effective
business manager.
The division administration is efficient.
The division administration supports the educational
process.
School-based personnel play an important role in
making decisions that affect schools in the division.
Principals are effective instructional leaders in their
schools.
Principals are effective managers of the staff and
teachers in their schools.
Most administrative practices in the school division
are highly efficient and effective.
Administrative decisions are made promptly and
decisively.
School division administrators are easily accessible
and open to input.
Authority for administrative decisions is delegated to
the lowest possible level.
Bottlenecks exist in many administrative processes
that cause unnecessary time delays.
The school division has too many layers of
administrators.
Division administrators provide quality service to
schools.

Evergreen Solutions, LLC

SCPS

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

54.2%

20.8%

80.1%

13.0%

68.1%

17.0%

80.5%

6.2%

23.4%

59.6%

54.2%

32.8%

27.1%

58.3%

56.7%

32.9%

79.2%

0.0%

77.8%

11.4%

83.3%

0.0%

77.3%

11.2%

52.1%

27.1%

64.2%

19.1%

70.2%

17.0%

85.1%

7.4%

60.9%

26.1%

68.9%

21.5%

87.5%

8.3%

85.1%

11.1%

93.8%

2.1%

91.3%

5.5%

58.3%

31.3%

65.3%

20.2%

58.3%

22.9%

65.1%

21.4%

68.8%

14.6%

77.8%

12.3%

25.0%

31.3%

37.0%

38.0%

58.3%

20.8%

42.5%

39.7%

33.3%

56.3%

13.4%

60.4%

56.3%

16.7%

73.3%

15.3%
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C.

Stafford County Public Schools Efficiency Study

INSTRUCTION
Survey Statement

22. The division uses detailed classroom-level data for
instructional decision-making.
23. Students find curriculum, course selections, and
lessons relevant to their needs and interests.
24. The division has effective special programs for the
following:
a. Honors/Gifted and Talented Education

SCPS

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

50.0%

26.1%

65.8%

25.6%

76.1%

8.7%

57.5%

25.3%

78.3%

17.4%

63.6%

19.4%

b.

Special Education

87.0%

8.7%

79.0%

12.0%

c.

Head Start and Even Start Programs

80.4%

2.2%

54.2%

8.3%

d.

Advanced Placement

82.6%

4.3%

65.6%

8.8%

e.

Alternative Education

66.7%

17.8%

59.6%

19.0%

f.

English as Second Language (ESL)

63.0%

17.4%

60.2%

21.1%

g.

Career and Vocational

67.4%

10.9%

40.9%

25.7%

h.

Dropout Prevention

32.6%

28.3%

39.5%

23.4%

97.8%

0.0%

81.3%

13.6%

19.6%

76.1%

55.5%

35.3%

30.4%

50.0%

60.3%

29.3%

34.8%

50.0%

48.4%

43.8%

80.0%

11.1%

81.2%

17.2%

76.1%

8.7%

88.7%

5.9%

77.8%

11.1%

57.3%

31.3%

78.3%

10.9%

78.6%

17.5%

45.7%

41.3%

59.4%

33.8%

93.5%

0.0%

85.8%

4.8%

76.1%

2.2%

71.6%

5.8%

25. Parents are immediately notified if a child is absent
from school.
26. Teacher turnover is low.
27. Educational programs are regularly and objectively
evaluated.
28. Teacher openings are filled quickly.
29. Teachers are held accountable for ensuring students
learn.
30. Principals are held accountable for ensuring students
learn.
31. Teachers are given the skills and knowledge to
effectively differentiate instruction for each student.
32. Teachers/teacher groups use data to tailor learning
experiences for individual students/student groups.
33. All schools have equal access to educational materials
such as computers, television monitors, and science
labs.
34. Our schools can be described as “good places to
learn.”
35. NCLB has been effectively implemented in our school
division.

Evergreen Solutions, LLC
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D.

HUMAN RESOURCES
Survey Statement

36. Salary levels in the school division are competitive.
37. My salary level is adequate for my level of work and
experience.
38. Teachers who do not meet expected work standards
are disciplined.
39. Staff who do not meet expected work standards are
disciplined.
40. The division has a good orientation program for new
employees.
41. The division accurately projects future staffing needs.
42. The division has an effective employee recruitment
program.
43. Division employees receive annual performance
evaluations.
44. The division rewards competence and experience,
and provides qualifications needed for promotion.
45. I am satisfied with my job in the school division.
46. I am actively looking for a job outside the school
division.
47. The division has a fair and timely grievance process.
48. There are not enough high quality professional
development opportunities for teachers.
49. There are not enough high quality professional
development opportunities for school
administrators.

E.

Stafford County Public Schools Efficiency Study

SCPS

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

4.4%

95.6%

40.6%

41.0%

22.2%

66.7%

30.1%

49.4%

42.2%

37.8%

58.8%

27.1%

47.7%

34.1%

61.5%

21.9%

71.1%

15.6%

67.2%

20.2%

28.9%

55.6%

55.1%

26.6%

40.0%

42.2%

54.4%

27.6%

77.8%

11.1%

79.2%

5.5%

22.2%

57.8%

35.2%

40.1%

68.9%

13.3%

72.5%

6.2%

24.4%

51.1%

10.3%

56.5%

55.6%

4.4%

61.9%

5.3%

55.6%

28.9%

22.7%

62.2%

75.6%

17.8%

51.6%

38.6%

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Survey Statement

50. The division regularly communicates with parents.
51. Parents play an active role in decision-making in our
schools.
52. Teachers regularly communicate with the parents of
the students they teach.
53. Most parents seem to know what goes on in our
schools.
54. The school division explains test results to parents.

Evergreen Solutions, LLC

SCPS

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

84.4%

4.4%

88.2%

6.6%

62.2%

15.6%

47.2%

32.2%

86.7%

6.7%

72.2%

22.5%

62.2%

20.0%

58.9%

29.2%

46.7%

35.6%

62.5%

27.7%
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Survey Statement

55. Schools have plenty of volunteers to help student and
school programs.
56. At least some local businesses are actively involved in
supporting our schools.

F.

SCPS

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

46.7%

31.1%

67.7%

23.5%

84.4%

4.4%

82.8%

9.7%

FACILITIES USE AND MANAGEMENT
Survey Statement

57. Parents, citizens, students, faculty, staff and the
board provide input into facility planning.
58. Schools are clean.
59. Our schools have sufficient space and facilities to
support the instructional programs.
60. Schools are well-maintained.
61. Repairs are made in a timely manner.
62. Division facilities are open for community use.
63. Emergency maintenance is handled promptly.
64. The division has an effective energy management
program.

G.

Stafford County Public Schools Efficiency Study

SCPS

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

59.1%

31.8%

70.7%

14.3%

90.9%

4.5%

79.6%

15.7%

43.2%

47.7%

52.2%

44.0%

88.6%
77.3%
88.6%
95.5%

4.5%
15.9%
6.8%
0.0%

71.6%
66.0%
86.0%
75.8%

26.5%
29.3%
2.6%
12.3%

83.7%

2.3%

55.6%

13.4%

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
Survey Statement

65. Site-based budgeting is used effectively to extend the
involvement of principals and teachers.
66. Campus administrators are well trained in fiscal
management techniques.
67. Funds are managed wisely to support education in
the school division.
68. The division’s financial reports are easy to
understand and read.
69. Campus and program administrators have sufficient
access to the financial data they need.
70. Financial reports are made available to community
members when asked.

Evergreen Solutions, LLC

SCPS

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

54.5%

29.5%

65.7%

18.9%

27.3%

50.0%

52.8%

30.4%

47.7%

38.6%

61.5%

17.4%

22.7%

36.4%

47.9%

19.8%

38.6%

20.5%

67.0%

12.7%

31.8%

2.3%

57.5%

0.7%
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H.

PURCHASING
Survey Statement

71. The Purchasing Office gets me what I need when I
need it.
72. The school division purchases the highest quality
materials and equipment at the lowest possible cost.
73. The purchase order process is efficient and effective.
74. The division provides teachers and administrators an
easy-to-use standard list of supplies and equipment.

I.

SCPS

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

63.6%

13.6%

71.1%

11.1%

34.1%

36.4%

57.4%

12.0%

54.5%

18.2%

60.7%

18.5%

46.5%

25.6%

46.2%

24.2%

TRANSPORTATION
Survey Statement

75. Students are often late arriving to and/or departing
from school because the buses do not arrive to school
on time.
76. There are sufficient buses and drivers to meet
extracurricular needs of students.
77. Buses are often broken down, disrupting services.
78. The process for requesting a field trip is efficient and
effective.
79. Bus drivers effectively handle discipline issues on the
buses.
80. Students do not feel safe riding school division buses.
81. Bus ride times are too long.

J.

Stafford County Public Schools Efficiency Study

SCPS
SA + A
SD + D

Peers
SA + A SD + D

56.8%

38.6%

15.0%

64.7%

15.9%

70.5%

44.8%

40.5%

50.0%

25.0%

11.2%

64.9%

68.2%

11.4%

66.9%

16.2%

38.1%

40.5%

34.3%

45.2%

4.5%
50.0%

72.7%
20.5%

12.8%
27.0%

61.7%
35.4%

FOOD SERVICES
Survey Statement

82. The Food Services Department provides nutritious
and appealing meals and snacks.
83. Vending machines are not available to students
during lunch periods.
84. Snacks and drinks available through the vending
machines are nutritious.
85. Bus riders get to school with enough time to eat
breakfast.
86. Cafeterias are calm environments in which to eat.

Evergreen Solutions, LLC

SCPS

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

59.1%

34.1%

58.6%

23.5%

75.0%

13.6%

70.6%

17.2%

47.7%

9.1%

34.8%

28.2%

54.5%

38.6%

79.4%

11.8%

51.2%

34.9%

77.4%

16.8%
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Survey Statement

87. Students spend too long waiting in line to get their
lunches.
88. Many students bring their lunch from home every
day.

K.

Stafford County Public Schools Efficiency Study

SCPS

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

39.5%

58.1%

25.8%

68.3%

51.2%

23.3%

25.3%

61.8%

TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT
Survey Statement

89. Students regularly use computers.
90. Teachers receive training in how to integrate
technology into the classroom.
91. Teachers are expected to integrate technology into
the classroom.
92. Teachers know how to use computers in the
classroom.
93. The division Web site is a useful tool.
94. I get assistance quickly when I have a computer
problem.
95. The school division provides adequate instructional
technology.
96. The school division provides adequate administrative
technology.
97. I have adequate equipment and computer support to
conduct my work.
98. Teachers and students have fast and easy access to
the Internet.
99. Most administrative processes (purchasing, payroll
etc.) are done on-line.

Evergreen Solutions, LLC

SCPS

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

88.6%

6.8%

90.2%

7.9%

79.5%

18.2%

82.3%

9.8%

90.9%

0.0%

95.8%

3.9%

90.9%

6.8%

78.6%

15.0%

65.9%

18.2%

88.1%

6.9%

81.8%

18.2%

87.4%

9.5%

59.1%

31.8%

80.6%

16.5%

63.6%

25.0%

82.8%

14.6%

84.1%

11.4%

89.6%

8.9%

77.3%

18.2%

84.1%

14.5%

68.2%

11.4%

68.9%

13.4%
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L.

Stafford County Public Schools Efficiency Study

OVERALL OPERATIONS
SCPS
School Division
Operation

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q.
r.
s.
t.
u.
v.
w.
x.
y.

Strategic Planning
Curriculum Planning
Facilities Planning
Budgeting
Financial
Management
Asset Management
Risk Management
Community
Relations
Program Evaluation
Instructional
Coordination
Student Support
Services
Federal Programs
Coordination
Instructional
Technology
Administrative
Technology
Grants
Administration
Personnel
Recruitment
Personnel Selection
Personnel Evaluation
Personnel Retention
Professional
Development
Safety And Security
Facilities
Maintenance
Custodial Services
Food Services
Transportation

Need
Major/Some
Improvement
56.8%
56.8%
53.5%
59.1%

Peers

31.8%
38.6%
37.2%
29.5%

Need
Major/Some
Improvement
50.1%
49.2%
42.2%
33.1%

44.2%

44.2%

35.7%

58.2%

29.5%
22.7%

47.7%
65.9%

27.1%
21.7%

38.4%
49.7%

45.2%

52.4%

39.9%

44.4%

59.1%

34.1%

35.8%

57.9%

65.9%

29.5%

31.7%

62.4%

31.8%

63.6%

44.5%

48.6%

25.6%

32.6%

36.7%

53.8%

36.4%

63.6%

43.3%

53.3%

31.8%

63.6%

33.9%

51.4%

36.4%

22.7%

46.2%

38.3%

61.4%

34.1%

42.5%

38.3%

46.5%
50.0%
86.4%

53.5%
50.0%
11.4%

37.4%
52.4%
43.7%

45.9%
39.8%
52.0%

65.1%

34.9%

54.5%

44.5%

27.3%

70.5%

47.2%

49.8%

27.3%

70.5%

51.2%

45.6%

39.5%
34.1%
72.7%

60.5%
65.9%
27.3%

33.0%
34.5%
41.9%

53.5%
49.6%
51.9%

Evergreen Solutions, LLC

Adequate/
Outstanding

Adequate/
Outstanding
44.4%
48.5%
50.1%
60.9%
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Stafford County Public Schools
Teachers
Compared to Peers
B.

DIVISION ADMINISTRATION
Survey Statement

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

The division’s strategic plan guides daily decision
making.
I know how my work activities and objectives tie to
the division’s strategic plan.
School board members know and understand the
educational needs of students in the school division.
School board members know and understand the
operations of the school division.
The Superintendent is a respected and effective
instructional leader.
The Superintendent is a respected and effective
business manager.
The division administration is efficient.
The division administration supports the educational
process.
School-based personnel play an important role in
making decisions that affect schools in the division.
Principals are effective instructional leaders in their
schools.
Principals are effective managers of the staff and
teachers in their schools.
Most administrative practices in the school division
are highly efficient and effective.
Administrative decisions are made promptly and
decisively.
School division administrators are easily accessible
and open to input.
Authority for administrative decisions is delegated to
the lowest possible level.
Bottlenecks exist in many administrative processes
that cause unnecessary time delays.
The school division has too many layers of
administrators.
Division administrators provide quality service to
schools.

Evergreen Solutions, LLC

SCPS

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

37.7%

27.5%

60.9%

13.0%

49.4%

31.2%

74.3%

11.4%

18.3%

67.5%

46.8%

35.9%

24.5%

56.1%

51.3%

28.5%

61.5%

5.9%

63.1%

18.6%

56.7%

6.1%

62.6%

16.6%

26.1%

51.9%

54.1%

29.9%

41.6%

37.8%

69.9%

18.4%

36.7%

47.5%

55.9%

28.2%

60.0%

27.1%

71.1%

21.0%

63.0%

26.4%

73.0%

20.4%

32.7%

48.5%

50.8%

27.7%

35.0%

45.0%

51.9%

27.6%

40.9%

37.6%

57.8%

25.3%

21.6%

31.6%

26.9%

25.4%

54.6%

13.2%

37.1%

27.2%

54.8%

18.2%

37.4%

32.2%

28.7%

36.9%

54.8%

21.3%
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C.

Stafford County Public Schools Efficiency Study

INSTRUCTION
Survey Statement

22. The division uses detailed classroom-level data for
instructional decision-making.
23. Students find curriculum, course selections, and
lessons relevant to their needs and interests.
24. The division has effective special programs for the
following:
a. Honors/Gifted and Talented Education

SCPS

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

39.0%

36.5%

50.6%

29.4%

58.0%

23.4%

53.6%

29.9%

69.4%

17.6%

58.1%

26.9%

b.

Special Education

74.7%

18.5%

70.5%

21.5%

c.

Head Start and Even Start Programs

50.2%

3.4%

52.0%

7.4%

d.

Advanced Placement

66.6%

6.0%

56.4%

11.5%

e.

Alternative Education

39.4%

15.3%

50.4%

21.8%

f.

English as Second Language (ESL)

54.0%

27.0%

48.8%

21.8%

g.

Career and Vocational

42.0%

21.9%

46.7%

21.0%

h.

Dropout Prevention

23.8%

20.7%

34.1%

24.2%

83.0%

5.4%

60.2%

16.0%

6.3%

88.3%

40.5%

44.5%

27.9%

51.6%

54.6%

23.8%

39.7%

37.2%

57.1%

28.0%

86.9%

8.3%

84.4%

8.8%

61.8%

24.1%

69.6%

16.1%

60.7%

30.5%

59.9%

29.8%

81.7%

10.7%

73.4%

16.7%

30.9%

55.0%

47.1%

37.2%

75.0%

13.3%

82.0%

9.8%

44.3%

19.2%

55.9%

11.1%

25. Parents are immediately notified if a child is absent
from school.
26. Teacher turnover is low.
27. Educational programs are regularly and objectively
evaluated.
28. Teacher openings are filled quickly.
29. Teachers are held accountable for ensuring students
learn.
30. Principals are held accountable for ensuring students
learn.
31. Teachers are given the skills and knowledge to
effectively differentiate instruction for each student.
32. Teachers/teacher groups use data to tailor learning
experiences for individual students/student groups.
33. All schools have equal access to educational materials
such as computers, television monitors, and science
labs.
34. Our schools can be described as “good places to
learn.”
35. NCLB has been effectively implemented in our school
division.

Evergreen Solutions, LLC
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D.

Stafford County Public Schools Efficiency Study

HUMAN RESOURCES
Survey Statement

36. Salary levels in the school division are competitive.
37. My salary level is adequate for my level of work and
experience.
38. Teachers who do not meet expected work standards
are disciplined.
39. Staff who do not meet expected work standards are
disciplined.
40. The division has a good orientation program for new
employees.
41. The division accurately projects future staffing needs.
42. The division has an effective employee recruitment
program.
43. Division employees receive annual performance
evaluations.
44. The division rewards competence and experience,
and provides qualifications needed for promotion.
45. I am satisfied with my job in the school division.
46. I am actively looking for a job outside the school
division.
47. The division has a fair and timely grievance process.
48. There are not enough high quality professional
development opportunities for teachers.
49. There are not enough high quality professional
development opportunities for school
administrators.

E.

SCPS

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

2.8%

96.2%

36.6%

50.7%

4.5%

94.4%

32.6%

59.3%

25.2%

50.9%

28.8%

39.6%

24.2%

47.5%

27.2%

37.4%

56.1%

21.2%

51.1%

23.0%

16.7%

58.1%

41.9%

29.4%

37.0%

29.1%

37.5%

23.8%

74.9%

11.9%

76.2%

10.9%

10.0%

75.8%

28.3%

46.8%

47.0%

40.3%

78.9%

11.5%

32.5%

42.2%

18.9%

64.5%

15.4%

14.1%

29.3%

15.1%

49.7%

34.3%

31.1%

52.0%

16.6%

13.9%

12.5%

26.3%

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Survey Statement

50. The division regularly communicates with parents.
51. Parents play an active role in decision-making in our
schools.
52. Teachers regularly communicate with the parents of
the students they teach.
53. Most parents seem to know what goes on in our
schools.
54. The school division explains test results to parents.

Evergreen Solutions, LLC

SCPS

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

74.2%

9.1%

74.3%

10.3%

54.2%

23.1%

44.7%

31.7%

91.0%

4.7%

84.1%

11.7%

55.6%

32.8%

51.5%

32.2%

41.7%

29.3%

51.3%

28.9%
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Stafford County Public Schools Efficiency Study

Survey Statement

55. Schools have plenty of volunteers to help student and
school programs.
56. At least some local businesses are actively involved in
supporting our schools.

F.

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

36.4%

44.9%

35.3%

46.9%

63.4%

14.6%

61.8%

18.8%

FACILITIES USE AND MANAGEMENT
Survey Statement

57. Parents, citizens, students, faculty, staff and the
board provide input into facility planning.
58. Schools are clean.
59. Our schools have sufficient space and facilities to
support the instructional programs.
60. Schools are well-maintained.
61. Repairs are made in a timely manner.
62. Division facilities are open for community use.
63. Emergency maintenance is handled promptly.
64. The division has an effective energy management
program.

G.

SCPS

SCPS

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

33.5%

32.5%

46.1%

25.9%

81.2%

13.9%

64.7%

27.5%

38.2%

57.7%

45.6%

46.3%

74.1%
68.6%
67.8%
73.7%

18.5%
22.4%
4.6%
5.1%

60.0%
48.4%
65.2%
66.6%

31.6%
40.9%
8.1%
15.0%

44.7%

13.7%

43.8%

19.8%

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
Survey Statement

65. Site-based budgeting is used effectively to extend the
involvement of principals and teachers.
66. Campus administrators are well trained in fiscal
management techniques.
67. Funds are managed wisely to support education in
the school division.
68. The division’s financial reports are easy to
understand and read.
69. Campus and program administrators have sufficient
access to the financial data they need.
70. Financial reports are made available to community
members when asked.

Evergreen Solutions, LLC

SCPS

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

28.8%

35.1%

39.4%

24.2%

25.3%

16.3%

38.8%

9.5%

18.1%

57.2%

38.0%

27.9%

11.2%

39.8%

23.5%

18.9%

16.8%

12.3%

32.2%

7.2%

18.6%

7.3%

32.4%

3.7%
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H.

Stafford County Public Schools Efficiency Study

PURCHASING
Survey Statement

71. The Purchasing Office gets me what I need when I
need it.
72. The school division purchases the highest quality
materials and equipment at the lowest possible cost.
73. The purchase order process is efficient and effective.
74. The division provides teachers and administrators an
easy-to-use standard list of supplies and equipment.

I.

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

49.1%

17.4%

50.1%

25.1%

29.2%

30.4%

37.5%

22.7%

50.3%

20.9%

50.6%

26.3%

34.6%

37.5%

41.8%

33.8%

TRANSPORTATION
Survey Statement

75. Students are often late arriving to and/or departing
from school because the buses do not arrive to school
on time.
76. There are sufficient buses and drivers to meet
extracurricular needs of students.
77. Buses are often broken down, disrupting services.
78. The process for requesting a field trip is efficient and
effective.
79. Bus drivers effectively handle discipline issues on the
buses.
80. Students do not feel safe riding school division buses.
81. Bus ride times are too long.

J.

SCPS

SCPS
SA + A
SD + D

Peers
SA + A SD + D

47.6%

41.9%

14.9%

65.1%

19.9%

51.2%

41.1%

27.0%

28.1%

27.0%

6.0%

58.0%

34.5%

24.6%

52.1%

18.1%

24.3%

19.2%

25.3%

18.3%

10.8%
41.2%

37.5%
12.5%

10.1%
20.0%

43.9%
21.0%

FOOD SERVICES
Survey Statement

82. The Food Services Department provides nutritious
and appealing meals and snacks.
83. Vending machines are not available to students
during lunch periods.
84. Snacks and drinks available through the vending
machines are nutritious.
85. Bus riders get to school with enough time to eat
breakfast.
86. Cafeterias are calm environments in which to eat.

Evergreen Solutions, LLC

SCPS

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

43.1%

35.4%

43.5%

34.5%

56.2%

15.9%

61.6%

17.8%

31.9%

23.4%

22.2%

28.5%

37.1%

41.0%

62.7%

10.1%

34.5%

48.3%

36.9%

41.5%
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Stafford County Public Schools Efficiency Study

Survey Statement

87. Students spend too long waiting in line to get their
lunches.
88. Many students bring their lunch from home every
day.

K.

SCPS

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

45.2%

31.4%

39.1%

35.2%

43.2%

15.8%

16.0%

49.7%

TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT
Survey Statement

89. Students regularly use computers.
90. Teachers receive training in how to integrate
technology into the classroom.
91. Teachers are expected to integrate technology into
the classroom.
92. Teachers know how to use computers in the
classroom.
93. The division Web site is a useful tool.
94. I get assistance quickly when I have a computer
problem.
95. The school division provides adequate instructional
technology.
96. The school division provides adequate administrative
technology.
97. I have adequate equipment and computer support to
conduct my work.
98. Teachers and students have fast and easy access to
the Internet.
99. Most administrative processes (purchasing, payroll
etc.) are done on-line.

Evergreen Solutions, LLC

SCPS

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

76.4%

18.8%

81.5%

14.4%

73.9%

20.8%

75.2%

19.0%

93.5%

3.7%

90.9%

4.1%

84.1%

11.0%

76.6%

11.1%

62.1%

20.3%

75.8%

10.8%

76.2%

19.1%

64.4%

28.8%

57.4%

33.2%

68.0%

25.2%

40.4%

16.3%

52.3%

13.5%

61.2%

34.6%

68.5%

27.3%

69.0%

24.6%

70.7%

19.5%

42.0%

6.6%

33.5%

11.1%
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L.

Stafford County Public Schools Efficiency Study

OVERALL OPERATIONS
SCPS
School Division
Operation

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q.
r.
s.
t.
u.
v.
w.
x.
y.

Strategic Planning
Curriculum Planning
Facilities Planning
Budgeting
Financial
Management
Asset Management
Risk Management
Community
Relations
Program Evaluation
Instructional
Coordination
Student Support
Services
Federal Programs
Coordination
Instructional
Technology
Administrative
Technology
Grants
Administration
Personnel
Recruitment
Personnel Selection
Personnel Evaluation
Personnel Retention
Professional
Development
Safety And Security
Facilities
Maintenance
Custodial Services
Food Services
Transportation

Need
Major/Some
Improvement
46.4%
47.8%
41.7%
70.9%

Peers

19.8%
40.1%
28.0%
9.4%

Need
Major/Some
Improvement
38.2%
45.0%
35.7%
48.9%

62.2%

11.0%

37.6%

31.0%

37.2%
24.7%

15.4%
28.2%

37.7%
23.6%

18.8%
31.1%

36.3%

44.3%

48.5%

40.7%

44.7%

28.7%

38.3%

41.1%

43.9%

34.0%

47.5%

37.3%

33.6%

44.6%

49.6%

37.5%

15.6%

28.8%

29.7%

37.3%

40.2%

46.9%

41.9%

50.3%

22.2%

35.0%

9.9%

15.4%

19.6%

22.5%

23.5%

30.3%

35.1%

36.3%

31.5%

39.2%

36.9%
49.9%
74.8%

37.5%
35.9%
11.5%

34.1%
35.7%
39.5%

42.8%
52.8%
43.6%

53.8%

37.7%

43.4%

50.9%

23.2%

64.2%

29.2%

38.3%

24.3%

62.1%

34.9%

47.8%

27.0%
30.3%
48.7%

62.8%
56.2%
35.7%

37.6%
30.0%
24.4%

55.1%
36.4%
55.9%

Evergreen Solutions, LLC

Adequate/
Outstanding

Adequate/
Outstanding
35.0%
47.4%
35.0%
27.6%
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Others
Compared to Peers
B.

DIVISION ADMINISTRATION
Survey Statement

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

The division’s strategic plan guides daily decision
making.
I know how my work activities and objectives tie to
the division’s strategic plan.
School board members know and understand the
educational needs of students in the school division.
School board members know and understand the
operations of the school division.
The Superintendent is a respected and effective
instructional leader.
The Superintendent is a respected and effective
business manager.
The division administration is efficient.
The division administration supports the educational
process.
School-based personnel play an important role in
making decisions that affect schools in the division.
Principals are effective instructional leaders in their
schools.
Principals are effective managers of the staff and
teachers in their schools.
Most administrative practices in the school division
are highly efficient and effective.
Administrative decisions are made promptly and
decisively.
School division administrators are easily accessible
and open to input.
Authority for administrative decisions is delegated to
the lowest possible level.
Bottlenecks exist in many administrative processes
that cause unnecessary time delays.
The school division has too many layers of
administrators.
Division administrators provide quality service to
schools.

Evergreen Solutions, LLC

SCPS

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

43.5%

9.7%

73.1%

11.6%

45.3%

23.4%

80.9%

8.1%

36.1%

41.0%

56.4%

31.1%

37.5%

32.8%

57.6%

29.8%

61.9%

1.6%

71.2%

13.7%

60.3%

1.6%

69.8%

13.4%

34.9%

30.2%

64.3%

21.8%

60.3%

14.3%

79.7%

11.1%

55.6%

33.3%

67.3%

20.7%

69.8%

11.1%

76.3%

16.2%

68.3%

12.7%

80.1%

12.9%

47.6%

30.2%

61.8%

21.9%

33.3%

38.1%

61.0%

23.4%

47.6%

23.8%

71.8%

17.3%

19.0%

27.0%

35.6%

33.2%

49.2%

19.0%

36.1%

41.6%

46.0%

22.2%

20.4%

55.6%

47.6%

17.5%

72.2%

14.7%
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C.

Stafford County Public Schools Efficiency Study

INSTRUCTION
Survey Statement

22. The division uses detailed classroom-level data for
instructional decision-making.
23. Students find curriculum, course selections, and
lessons relevant to their needs and interests.
24. The division has effective special programs for the
following:
a. Honors/Gifted and Talented Education

SCPS

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

39.7%

15.5%

49.9%

27.0%

46.6%

15.5%

51.5%

22.0%

73.8%

8.2%

63.2%

20.1%

b.

Special Education

80.0%

11.7%

74.6%

14.4%

c.

Head Start and Even Start Programs

72.1%

4.9%

54.2%

7.9%

d.

Advanced Placement

73.3%

1.7%

63.0%

9.1%

e.

Alternative Education

59.0%

18.0%

57.2%

18.3%

f.

English as Second Language (ESL)

67.2%

14.8%

55.9%

18.8%

g.

Career and Vocational

49.2%

23.0%

50.4%

20.8%

h.

Dropout Prevention

29.5%

23.0%

38.7%

23.2%

81.0%

4.8%

65.6%

14.9%

3.2%

88.7%

48.8%

35.4%

32.3%

40.3%

58.8%

24.4%

40.3%

32.3%

55.3%

30.1%

77.4%

4.8%

76.3%

16.0%

48.4%

17.7%

76.2%

12.5%

61.3%

16.1%

49.6%

34.7%

64.5%

6.5%

63.0%

21.3%

40.3%

38.7%

55.7%

31.4%

77.4%

4.8%

83.1%

7.0%

37.1%

9.7%

65.7%

8.7%

25. Parents are immediately notified if a child is absent
from school.
26. Teacher turnover is low.
27. Educational programs are regularly and objectively
evaluated.
28. Teacher openings are filled quickly.
29. Teachers are held accountable for ensuring students
learn.
30. Principals are held accountable for ensuring students
learn.
31. Teachers are given the skills and knowledge to
effectively differentiate instruction for each student.
32. Teachers/teacher groups use data to tailor learning
experiences for individual students/student groups.
33. All schools have equal access to educational materials
such as computers, television monitors, and science
labs.
34. Our schools can be described as “good places to
learn.”
35. NCLB has been effectively implemented in our school
division.
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HUMAN RESOURCES
Survey Statement

36. Salary levels in the school division are competitive.
37. My salary level is adequate for my level of work and
experience.
38. Teachers who do not meet expected work standards
are disciplined.
39. Staff who do not meet expected work standards are
disciplined.
40. The division has a good orientation program for new
employees.
41. The division accurately projects future staffing needs.
42. The division has an effective employee recruitment
program.
43. Division employees receive annual performance
evaluations.
44. The division rewards competence and experience,
and provides qualifications needed for promotion.
45. I am satisfied with my job in the school division.
46. I am actively looking for a job outside the school
division.
47. The division has a fair and timely grievance process.
48. There are not enough high quality professional
development opportunities for teachers.
49. There are not enough high quality professional
development opportunities for school
administrators.

E.

SCPS

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

1.6%

98.4%

39.2%

45.9%

9.8%

90.2%

35.4%

50.9%

13.3%

48.3%

41.3%

35.1%

13.1%

57.4%

44.8%

32.2%

31.7%

41.7%

61.7%

21.4%

18.3%

41.7%

49.1%

27.7%

31.7%

31.7%

45.1%

25.6%

57.4%

21.3%

76.4%

11.6%

13.1%

63.9%

33.3%

44.0%

65.0%

21.7%

76.5%

7.8%

11.5%

47.5%

11.5%

63.3%

9.8%

16.4%

47.5%

12.1%

30.0%

20.0%

22.6%

59.8%

21.7%

18.3%

31.4%

41.3%

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Survey Statement

50. The division regularly communicates with parents.
51. Parents play an active role in decision-making in our
schools.
52. Teachers regularly communicate with the parents of
the students they teach.
53. Most parents seem to know what goes on in our
schools.
54. The school division explains test results to parents.
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SCPS

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

67.2%

9.8%

78.2%

9.4%

52.5%

18.0%

48.2%

31.2%

72.1%

13.1%

72.8%

17.7%

54.1%

29.5%

54.5%

28.5%

42.6%

29.5%

57.1%

26.5%
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Survey Statement

55. Schools have plenty of volunteers to help student and
school programs.
56. At least some local businesses are actively involved in
supporting our schools.

F.

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

31.1%

41.0%

49.9%

32.3%

67.2%

11.5%

72.4%

11.4%

FACILITIES USE AND MANAGEMENT
Survey Statement

57. Parents, citizens, students, faculty, staff and the
board provide input into facility planning.
58. Schools are clean.
59. Our schools have sufficient space and facilities to
support the instructional programs.
60. Schools are well-maintained.
61. Repairs are made in a timely manner.
62. Division facilities are open for community use.
63. Emergency maintenance is handled promptly.
64. The division has an effective energy management
program.

G.

SCPS

SCPS

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

40.0%

30.0%

58.2%

19.3%

71.7%

15.0%

76.5%

17.9%

35.0%

56.7%

50.5%

43.0%

68.3%
61.7%
70.0%
68.3%

21.7%
23.3%
1.7%
10.0%

70.3%
59.3%
76.6%
72.9%

24.0%
31.7%
5.3%
12.4%

39.0%

15.3%

51.0%

16.1%

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
Survey Statement

65. Site-based budgeting is used effectively to extend the
involvement of principals and teachers.
66. Campus administrators are well trained in fiscal
management techniques.
67. Funds are managed wisely to support education in
the school division.
68. The division’s financial reports are easy to
understand and read.
69. Campus and program administrators have sufficient
access to the financial data they need.
70. Financial reports are made available to community
members when asked.
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SCPS

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

21.7%

25.0%

52.5%

19.4%

20.0%

10.0%

44.2%

20.8%

14.8%

47.5%

58.9%

18.0%

14.8%

34.4%

39.3%

19.2%

16.7%

10.0%

57.8%

9.4%

16.7%

10.0%

52.1%

2.0%
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PURCHASING
Survey Statement

71. The Purchasing Office gets me what I need when I
need it.
72. The school division purchases the highest quality
materials and equipment at the lowest possible cost.
73. The purchase order process is efficient and effective.
74. The division provides teachers and administrators an
easy-to-use standard list of supplies and equipment.

I.

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

65.6%

8.2%

62.8%

18.2%

35.0%

21.7%

51.3%

16.9%

60.7%

9.8%

54.0%

23.3%

30.0%

20.0%

50.0%

24.1%

TRANSPORTATION
Survey Statement

75. Students are often late arriving to and/or departing
from school because the buses do not arrive to school
on time.
76. There are sufficient buses and drivers to meet
extracurricular needs of students.
77. Buses are often broken down, disrupting services.
78. The process for requesting a field trip is efficient and
effective.
79. Bus drivers effectively handle discipline issues on the
buses.
80. Students do not feel safe riding school division buses.
81. Bus ride times are too long.

J.

SCPS

SCPS
SA + A
SD + D

Peers
SA + A SD + D

35.0%

40.0%

14.2%

62.5%

13.3%

43.3%

42.9%

34.1%

25.0%

20.0%

9.0%

61.0%

25.0%

6.7%

58.2%

16.0%

16.7%

18.3%

29.4%

32.1%

8.3%
37.9%

38.3%
10.3%

11.1%
20.4%

53.2%
26.0%

FOOD SERVICES
Survey Statement

82. The Food Services Department provides nutritious
and appealing meals and snacks.
83. Vending machines are not available to students
during lunch periods.
84. Snacks and drinks available through the vending
machines are nutritious.
85. Bus riders get to school with enough time to eat
breakfast.
86. Cafeterias are calm environments in which to eat.
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SCPS

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

55.0%

30.0%

52.9%

25.1%

43.3%

21.7%

63.2%

16.3%

33.3%

25.0%

33.0%

26.6%

26.7%

41.7%

69.3%

10.5%

23.3%

51.7%

61.3%

24.7%
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Survey Statement

87. Students spend too long waiting in line to get their
lunches.
88. Many students bring their lunch from home every
day.

K.

SCPS

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

50.0%

23.3%

30.5%

45.3%

40.0%

16.7%

18.5%

47.8%

TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT
Survey Statement

89. Students regularly use computers.
90. Teachers receive training in how to integrate
technology into the classroom.
91. Teachers are expected to integrate technology into
the classroom.
92. Teachers know how to use computers in the
classroom.
93. The division Web site is a useful tool.
94. I get assistance quickly when I have a computer
problem.
95. The school division provides adequate instructional
technology.
96. The school division provides adequate administrative
technology.
97. I have adequate equipment and computer support to
conduct my work.
98. Teachers and students have fast and easy access to
the Internet.
99. Most administrative processes (purchasing, payroll
etc.) are done on-line.
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SCPS

Peers

SA + A

SD + D

SA + A

SD + D

86.7%

3.3%

86.1%

9.8%

66.7%

6.7%

78.1%

12.3%

83.3%

1.7%

90.7%

3.8%

76.3%

10.2%

77.3%

11.6%

71.2%

11.9%

80.6%

10.9%

86.7%

8.3%

78.1%

17.7%

58.3%

20.0%

75.1%

17.3%

45.0%

16.7%

71.7%

14.8%

80.0%

10.0%

82.4%

15.4%

75.0%

11.7%

79.2%

13.5%

39.0%

8.5%

51.1%

17.9%
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OVERALL OPERATIONS
SCPS
School Division
Operation

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q.
r.
s.
t.
u.
v.
w.
x.
y.

Strategic Planning
Curriculum Planning
Facilities Planning
Budgeting
Financial
Management
Asset Management
Risk Management
Community
Relations
Program Evaluation
Instructional
Coordination
Student Support
Services
Federal Programs
Coordination
Instructional
Technology
Administrative
Technology
Grants
Administration
Personnel
Recruitment
Personnel Selection
Personnel Evaluation
Personnel Retention
Professional
Development
Safety And Security
Facilities
Maintenance
Custodial Services
Food Services
Transportation

Need
Major/Some
Improvement
41.7%
31.7%
35.0%
65.0%

Peers

23.3%
38.3%
26.7%
13.3%

Need
Major/Some
Improvement
45.6%
48.2%
42.2%
43.2%

60.0%

15.0%

39.3%

45.0%

28.3%
18.3%

20.0%
33.3%

40.2%
29.8%

28.9%
38.1%

31.7%

38.3%

43.2%

41.8%

36.7%

25.0%

40.9%

42.9%

28.3%

38.3%

43.9%

42.6%

30.5%

44.1%

46.7%

40.4%

18.6%

25.4%

37.1%

40.5%

26.7%

53.3%

43.7%

47.4%

23.3%

40.0%

31.3%

35.6%

20.0%

23.3%

38.6%

34.3%

43.3%

30.0%

43.2%

35.3%

40.0%
51.7%
72.4%

33.3%
30.0%
8.6%

40.2%
47.0%
48.5%

40.2%
41.4%
41.9%

50.0%

35.0%

48.7%

46.5%

25.0%

63.3%

40.2%

44.3%

30.0%

58.3%

42.4%

47.8%

31.7%
25.4%
51.7%

61.7%
52.5%
33.3%

36.9%
30.1%
31.4%

52.6%
47.7%
52.5%
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Adequate/
Outstanding

Adequate/
Outstanding
39.1%
43.4%
39.5%
44.3%
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